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Abstract

Context. Software development is a collaborative and distributed activity in which success depends on the ability to coordinate social and technical assets. Version control systems help developers to manage technical assets (e.g., code changes) over time by tracking code contributions, especially when involving collaborations of multiple developers. This allows developers to address different programming tasks (e.g., bug fixing and adding new features) simultaneously without losing changes. After fulfilling their tasks, developers can merge their possibly concurrent changes to the main repository to have their work incorporated into the mainstream. A merge scenario includes the whole timeline of creating a project branch, committing changes independently to the project main branch, and creating a merge commit.

Problem. In collaborative software development, merge conflicts arise when developers integrate concurrent code changes. Merge conflicts are a notorious problem in collaborative software development. Whereas merge conflicts are common to introduce, they bring several issues to software projects. For instance, merge conflicts: (i) distract developers from their workflow, (ii) negatively impact team productivity, motivation, and keeping the schedule, and (iii) resolving them is a difficult, time-consuming, and often error-prone task. Despite a substantial number of studies investigating merge conflicts, the social dimension of the problem (e.g., the influence of developer communication and developer roles related to conflicts) is often ignored.

Goals. In this thesis, we seek out to understand the role the social dimension plays in the merge conflict life-cycle. The assumption is that, by deeply understanding the social dimension of the problem, we are able to provide actionable directions for researchers, tool builders, and practitioners to efficiently avoid, predict, and resolve merge conflicts.

Method and Results. To reach our goals, we conducted a series of empirical studies investigating the merge conflict life-cycle. As a technical foundation, we created a framework, 4CsNet, to automatically mine and rebuild historical information of open source repositories that follow the three-way merge pattern. 4CsNet retrieves technical information using the Git version control system and social information mainly using GitHub issues and events. With the data collected by 4CsNet, we conducted four empirical studies.

In the first empirical study, we investigated the relation between the communication activity and merge conflicts motivated by the popular belief that communication and collaboration successes are mutually dependent. We found that active GitHub communication is not associated with the emergence or avoidance of merge conflicts even though developers communicate with each other.

In the second empirical study, we investigated whether it is possible to predict merge conflicts with social measures (i.e., developer roles at coarse- and fine-grained levels). The motivation is that, effectively predicting merge conflicts decreases the cost of constantly
pulling and merging a large number of branch combinations (i.e., speculative merging), which makes awareness tools reliable and feasible in practice. Our results show that it is possible to predict merge conflicts taking the social perspective into account with 100% of recall (i.e., all real conflicts are correctly identified). However, to achieve state-of-the-art performance (i.e., combination of recall, prediction, accuracy, Area Under the Curve (AUC)), technical measures (e.g., the number of lines of code in conflict or the number of chunks) are necessary. On one hand, our results highlight the importance of investigating the social perspective, especially when developers coordinate themselves without sophisticated tool support. On the other hand, this study highlights that the technical perspective is still essential to predict merge conflicts.

In the third empirical study, we investigated developer roles and specific developer code changes. The motivation is that understanding social aspects of conflicting contributors and their activity on changing source files can help managers or developers themselves to decide which developers to instruct to avoid merge conflicts. Our results show that 80% of contributors are involved in one or two merge scenarios, and only 3.8% of developers are involved in more than 10 conflicting scenarios. We also found that 48% of the project’s top contributors participated in more than 50% of the conflicting merge scenarios in their project. This is evidence that these developers are related to merge conflicts, and a better coordination of these developers might reduce the number of merge conflicts.

In the fourth empirical study, we moved to the end of the merge conflict life-cycle investigating the challenges and factors related to the merge conflict resolution. The premise is that understanding which kind of merge conflicts are time-consuming to resolve, developers should focus on avoiding these kinds of conflicts mostly. Our results show that measures indirectly related to merge conflicts (i.e., measures related to the merge scenario changes) are more strongly correlated with merge conflict resolution time than measures directly related to merge conflicts (i.e., merge conflict characteristics). Aiming at cross-validating our results and searching for new findings, we surveyed 140 developers. We found four main challenges on merge conflict resolution: lack of coordination, lack of tool support, flaws in the system architecture, and lack of testing suite or pipeline for continuous integration.

**Conclusion.** In this thesis, we call the attention of researchers, tool builders, and practitioners to the importance of including the social dimension when investigating merge conflicts. Our findings also provide evidence that they should also look at the technical dimension more closely. We present below the main contributions of our thesis.

- GitHub communication activity itself does not influence the occurrence or avoidance of merge conflicts.
- It is possible to correctly predict all real merge conflicts using only social measures (e.g., the number of top or occasional contributors touching the source branch).
- The top conflicting contributor of a project is often related to the majority of merge conflicts of a project, which is evidence that properly coordinating this developer reduces the number of merge conflicts of a project.
- The branch that developers are touching is an important factor when investigating merge conflicts. For instance, changes in the source branch are 3 times more conflict-prone than changes in the target branch when occasional contributors are involved.
in the code changes. Hence, branches in the source branch should be more closely monitored.

- Changes indirectly related to merge conflicts (e.g., the number of chunks changed in the merge scenario) have a greater impact on the merge conflict resolution time than changes directly related to merge conflicts (e.g., the number of chunks in conflict). Hence, researchers should consider changes indirectly related to merge conflicts to predict and avoid the merge conflicts, for instance.

- We identified four main challenges on merge conflict resolution reported by software developers (lack of coordination, lack of tool support, flaws in the system architecture, and lack of testing suite or pipeline for continuous integration) and propose a set of solutions/guidelines to support developers to get around these challenges, minimise the emergence of merge conflicts, and make conflict resolutions faster.
Zusammenfassung


**Ziele.** In dieser Arbeit versuchen wir zu verstehen, welche Rolle die soziale Dimension im Lebenszyklus von Merge Konflikte spielt. Wir gehen davon aus, dass wir durch ein tiefes Verständnis der sozialen Dimension des Problems in der Lage sind, Forschern, Werkzeugbauern und Praktikern umsetzbare Anweisungen zu geben, um Merge Konflikte effizient zu vermeiden, vorherzusagen und zu lösen.

**Methode und Ergebnisse.** Um unsere Ziele zu erreichen, haben wir eine Reihe empirischer Studien durchgeführt, die den Lebenszyklus von Merge Konflikte untersuchten. Als technische Grundlage haben wir ein Framework, 4CsNet, erstellt, um historische Informationen von Open-Source-Repositories, die dem Drei-Wege-Merge-Muster folgen, automatisch zu extrahieren und neu zu erstellen. 4CsNet ruft technische Informationen mithilfe des Versionskontrollsystems Git und soziale Informationen hauptsächlich mithilfe von GitHub-Problemen und -Ereignissen ab. Mit den von 4CsNet gesammelten Daten führten wir vier empirische Studien durch.

In der ersten empirischen Studie untersuchten wir den Zusammenhang zwischen der Kommunikationsaktivität und Merge Konflikte, die durch die weit verbreitete Überzeugung motiviert sind, dass Kommunikations- und Kollaborationserfolge einander bedingen. Wir
stellten fest, dass eine aktive GitHub-Kommunikation nicht mit der Entstehung oder Vermeidung von Merge-Konflikten verbunden ist, obwohl Entwickler miteinander kommunizieren.

In der zweiten empirischen Studie untersuchten wir, ob es möglich ist, Merge-Konflikte mit sozialen Maßnahmen (d. h. Entwicklerrollen auf grob- und feinkörniger Ebene) vorherzusagen. Die Motivation besteht darin, dass durch eine effektive Vorhersage von Merge-Konflikte die Kosten für das ständige Ziehen und Zusammenführen einer großen Anzahl von Zweigkombinationen (d. h. spekulatives Zusammenführen) gesenkt werden, was Awareness-Tools zuverlässig und in der Praxis umsetzbar macht. Unsere Ergebnisse zeigen, dass es möglich ist, Merge-Konflikte unter Berücksichtigung der sozialen Perspektive mit 100% Rückruf vorherzusagen (d. h. alle realen Konflikte werden korrekt identifiziert). Um jedoch eine Leistung auf dem neuesten Stand der Technik (d.h., Kombination aus Rückruf, Vorhersage, Genauigkeit, AUC) zu erreichen, sind technische Maßnahmen (z. B. die Anzahl der in Konflikt stehenden Codezeilen oder die Anzahl der Chunks) notwendig. Einerseits unterstreichen unsere Ergebnisse, wie wichtig es ist, die soziale Perspektive zu untersuchen, insbesondere wenn Entwickler sich ohne ausgefeilte Toolunterstützung koordinieren. Andererseits unterstreicht diese Studie, dass die technische Perspektive immer noch von entscheidender Bedeutung ist, um Merge-Konflikte vorherzusagen.

In der dritten empirischen Studie untersuchten wir Entwicklerrollen und spezifische Änderungen am Entwicklercode. Die Motivation besteht darin, dass das Verständnis der sozialen Aspekte widersprüchlicher Mitwirkender und ihrer Aktivitäten beim Ändern von Quellcode-Dateien Manager oder Entwicklern dabei helfen kann, selbst zu entscheiden, welche Entwickler sie anweisen sollten, um Merge-Konflikte zu vermeiden. Unsere Ergebnisse zeigen, dass 80% der Mitwirkenden an einem oder zwei Zusammenführungsszenarien beteiligt sind und nur 3,8% der Entwickler an mehr als 10 widersprüchlichen Szenarien beteiligt sind. Wir haben außerdem herausgefunden, dass 48% der Top-Mitwirkenden des Projekts an mehr als 50% der widersprüchlichen Zusammenführungsszenarien in ihrem Projektt beteiligt waren. Dies ist ein Beweis dafür, dass diese Entwickler mit Merge-Konflikte in Zusammenhang stehen, und eine bessere Koordination dieser Entwickler könnte die Anzahl der Merge-Konflikte verringern.


**Schlussfolgerung.** In dieser Arbeit machen wir Forscher, Werkzeugbauer und Praktiker darauf aufmerksam, wie wichtig es ist, die soziale Dimension bei der Untersuchung von Merge-Konflikte einzubeziehen. Unsere Erkenntnisse belegen zudem, dass auch die technis-
che Dimension stärker in den Blick genommen werden sollte. Im Folgenden stellen wir die Hauptbeiträge unserer Dissertation vor.

- Die **GitHub-Kommunikationsaktivität** selbst hat keinen Einfluss auf das Auftreten oder die Vermeidung von Merge Konflikte.

- Es ist möglich, alle echten Merge Konflikte korrekt vorherzusagen, indem man nur soziale Kennzahlen verwendet (z. B. die Anzahl der Top- oder gelegentlichen Mitwirkenden, die den Quellzweig berühren).

- Der Mitwirkende mit den größten Konflikten in einem Projekt steht häufig im Zusammenhang mit den meisten Merge Konflikte eines Projekts. Dies ist ein Beweis dafür, dass die richtige Koordination dieses Entwicklers die Anzahl der Merge Konflikte eines Projekts verringert.

- Der **Branch**, den Entwickler berühren, ist ein wichtiger Faktor bei der Untersuchung von Merge Konflikte. Beispielsweise sind Änderungen im **Source-Branch** dreimal konfliktanfälliger als Änderungen im **Target-Branch**, wenn gelegentliche Mitwirkende an den Codeänderungen beteiligt sind. Daher sollten Branches im Source-Branch genauer überwacht werden.

- Änderungen, die indirekt mit Merge Konflikte zusammenhängen (z.B., die Anzahl der im Zusammenführungsszenario geänderten Blöcke), haben einen größeren Einfluss auf die Auflösungszeit der Merge-Konflikte als Änderungen, die direkt mit Merge Konflikte zusammenhängen (z.B., die Anzahl der im Konflikt befindlichen). Daher sollten Forscher Änderungen berücksichtigen, die indirekt mit Merge Konflikte zusammenhängen, um beispielsweise Merge Konflikte vorherzusagen und zu vermeiden.

- Wir identifizierten vier Hauptherausforderungen bei der Lösung von Merge Konflikte, die von Softwareentwicklern gemeldet wurden (**mangelnde Koordination**, **mangelnde Toolunterstützung**, **Mängel in der Systemarchitektur** und **fehlende Testsuite bzw Pipeline für kontinuierliche Integration**) und wir entwickelten eine Reihe von Lösungen/Richtlinien, um Entwickler dabei zu unterstützen, diese Herausforderungen zu meistern, das Auftreten von Merge Konflikte zu minimieren und Konfliktlösungen schneller zu gestalten.
It is the long history of humankind (and animal kind, too) that those who learned to collaborate and improvise most effectively have prevailed.

Charles Darwin
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<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>API</td>
<td>Application Programming Interface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APR</td>
<td>Automated Program Repair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AST</td>
<td>Abstract Syntax Tree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUC</td>
<td>Area Under the Curve</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BS</td>
<td>Borderline Synthetic Minority Oversampling TTechnique</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD</td>
<td>Continuous Delivery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CI</td>
<td>Continuous Integration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLA</td>
<td>Contribution Licence Agreement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRDT</td>
<td>Commutative Replicated Data Types</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVS</td>
<td>Concurrent Versions System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAO</td>
<td>Data Access Object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DR</td>
<td>Difficulty Ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSEE</td>
<td>Domain Software Engineering Environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID</td>
<td>Identifier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDE</td>
<td>Integrated Development Environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IQR</td>
<td>Inter-Quartile Range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRC</td>
<td>Internet Relay Chat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KNN</td>
<td>K-Nearest Neighbours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOC</td>
<td>Lines Of Code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR</td>
<td>Modification Request</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MVC</td>
<td>Model-View-Controller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPM</td>
<td>Node Package Manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSS</td>
<td>Open-Source Software</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OT</td>
<td>Operational Transformation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCA</td>
<td>Principal Component Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR</td>
<td>Pull Request</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCE</td>
<td>Rarely Concurrently Edited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCS</td>
<td>Revision Control System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RQ</td>
<td>Research Question</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SCM  Software Configuration Management
SMOTE  Synthetic Minority Oversampling Technique
SVM  Support Vector Machine
SVMS  Support Vector Machine SMOTE
SVN  Subversion
TOM  Testing on Merges
UML  Unified Modeling Language
UUT  Unit Under Testing
VCS  Version Control System
VFJ  Versioned Featherweight Java
XML  Extensible Markup Language
1 Introduction

1.1 Problem and Motivation

Collaborative software development is more often than not a team effort in which the success depends on the ability to coordinate social and technical assets [157]. Multiple developers may work and update a single project concurrently by working on a separate version of the project. Version Control Systems (VCSs) are tools used to facilitate collaborative software development. With the support of a VCS, changes in the project are saved over time in a repository. It allows tracking all the changes made in the past (e.g., to detect what, why, and when changes were introduced, and who did them). In the case changes went wrong, developers can go back in time and revert them to a working version. VCSs allow developers to create a branch to implement new features, refactor existing features, or to fix bugs simultaneously without affecting the project mainline branch. Once the task is completed in the working branch, developers can merge it to the main repository branch. The whole process of creating a branch, addressing a task, and merging it back is often referred to as a merge scenario [116]. A merge scenario includes the whole timeline of creating a project branch, committing changes independently to the branch, and creating a merge commit.

Merging particular code changes may introduce merge conflicts. A merge conflict occurs when one or multiple developers make concurrent changes in different branches [203]. By concurrent changes, we refer to changes that work correctly separated, but when merged these changes alter the order of chunks of code, syntax, semantic, or the behaviour of a component. Merge conflicts must be resolved before continuing working on the project as the code will not be able to build or pass in the tests. Several studies have investigated the conflict rate (i.e., the percentage of conflicting merge scenarios among all merge scenarios), which varies from 0% to 87.84% when looking at projects individually [216] and from 8% to 14% when analysing sets of projects [2, 60, 110, 199]. Researchers and practitioners seek to minimise the number of merge conflicts, as merge conflicts distract developers from their workflow and resolving them is difficult, time-consuming, and often error-prone [180, 203].

There is a multitude of studies investigating the whole merge conflict life-cycle. Aiming at avoiding the emergence of merge conflicts, studies have investigated merge strategies (e.g., [10, 11]), prediction strategies (e.g., [49, 123]), and awareness tools (e.g., [32, 81, 252, 266]). Studies have investigated their cause and nature learning how they look like exactly [110], which type of code changes lead to each type of merge conflict [1, 41, 192], and aiming at predicting them [82, 180, 226]. More recently, we can find studies investigating merge conflict resolution [42, 196, 214].
Although previous studies have provided mechanisms to avoid, minimise, understand, and remove merge conflicts, they largely ignore the social dimension of the problem. Considering that software development is a social task since developers (as a team) create, resolve, or avoid merge conflicts, the thesis' key assumption is that, by deeply understanding the social dimension, we will be able to understand scenarios that lead to merge conflicts more clearly, predict them, and make the merge conflict resolution simpler.

1.2 Thesis Goal

The goal of the thesis is to deeply understand the role the social dimension plays in the merge conflict life-cycle. To achieve this goal, we created a framework that mines GitHub repositories (called 4CsNet). 4CsNet allows us to retrieve fine-grained technical and social information about merge scenarios in the history of software projects. Based on the data retrieved by 4CsNet, we performed four empirical studies with complementary goals. First, we explored the relation between communication activity and merge conflicts motivated by the popular belief that communication and collaboration success are mutually dependent. Second, we investigated the influence of top and occasional contributors (named developer roles) on the occurrence of merge conflicts. The motivation is that, effectively predicting merge conflicts, decreases the cost of constantly pulling and merging a large number of branch combinations (i.e., speculative merging), which makes awareness tools reliable and feasible in practice. Third, after getting evidence that a few developers normally are involved in several merge conflicts (named top-conflicting contributors), we performed an exploratory study to identify conflict-prone actions of these developers. The motivation is that understanding social aspects of conflicting contributors and their activity on changing source files can help managers or developers themselves to decide which developers to instruct to avoid merge conflicts. Finally, we performed a two-step study to understand the main challenges developers face when resolving merge conflicts. The premise is that understanding which kind of merge conflicts are time-consuming to resolve, developers should focus on avoiding these kinds of conflicts mostly. In Figure 1.1, we show an overview of the conducted work and the mapping to chapters of the thesis. Note that 4CsNet is the framework used to collect data for all of our empirical studies, and, in all empirical studies, we investigate technical and social assets.

1.3 Contributions

In this thesis, we make several contributions to facilitate the analysis and understanding of the social dimension in the merge conflict life-cycle. We mention and explain the extent of our contributions below.

1. A taxonomy of merge conflicts. Our first contribution is a taxonomy of merge conflicts, for which we identified studies related to merge conflicts extracting four types of conflicts: textual, syntactic, semantic, and behavioural. Furthermore, we present an extensive literature review on merge conflicts including a characterization of merge
conflicts, factors related to merge conflicts, and strategies to merge, to avoid, and to resolve merge conflicts.

2. **4CsNet.** Our second contribution is our methodological framework for studies mining GitHub repositories. Since we are interested in understanding the evolution of open-source repositories, we develop 4CsNet which is able to collect technical and social measures for our empirical studies. To the best of our knowledge, there is no tool to integrate technical and social perspectives. This integration supports studies investigating the influence of social factors on technical factors and vice-versa. This kind of study provides a broader view of software development evolution of open source software repositories and brings new findings and directions to studies on software coordination, especially when investigating the life-cycle of merge conflicts (seen in our empirical studies).

3. **The relation between GitHub Communication and Merge Conflicts.** Our third contribution is the results and findings from the study which understands the relation between GitHub communication and merge conflicts. There is a popular belief that communication and collaboration success are mutually dependent [256, 271, 280]. So, it is believed that proper communication activity helps to avoid merge conflicts. However, in practice, the role of communication for merge conflicts to occur or to be avoided has not been thoroughly investigated. To better understand this relation, we analysed the history of 30 popular open-source projects involving 19 thousand merge scenarios. Methodologically, we used a bivariate (Spearman’s rank correlation) and a multivariate (principal component analysis and partial correlations) analysis to quantify their relation. In the bivariate analysis, we found a weak positive correlation between GitHub communication activity and the number of merge conflicts. However, in the multivariate analysis, the positive correlation disappeared, which counters the intuition that active GitHub communication helps to avoid merge conflicts. Interestingly, we found that the strength of this relationship depends on the merge scenarios’ characteristics, such as the number of lines changed within the scenario. Puzzled by
these unexpected results, we investigated each covariate, which provided justifications for our findings. The main conclusion from this study is that GitHub communication activity itself is not directly associated with the emergence or avoidance of merge conflicts per se, even though such communication is associated only with merge scenario code changes or among developers.

4. Predicting Merge Conflicts Considering Social and Technical Assets. Our fourth contribution is the results and findings from a study that aims at understanding the role of social assets on the merge conflicts predictions. The overall goal is to understand and predict merge conflicts considering social and technical assets. We devise three models for predicting merge conflicts based on common measures used by developers. The first model focuses on the social assets, the second on technical assets, and the third on the combination of technical and social assets. To evaluate our predictors, we conducted a large-scale empirical study analysing the histories of 66 real-world software systems. Specifically, we categorise developers into top or occasional contributors at project and merge-scenario level. We found that top contributors at project level and occasional contributors at merge-scenario level are involved in more merge conflicts than developers taking other roles. Hence, the coordination of top contributors at project level and occasional contributors at merge-scenario level is a good starting point to minimise the occurrence of merge conflicts (especially because when these two developers work on the source branch, the chances of merge conflicts are 32.31%). Overall, we show that predicting merge conflicts incorporating developer roles is possible in practice with high accuracy (0.92) and recall (1.00) when combining technical and social assets, which is vital information to guide improvements on speculative merging techniques.

5. Deeply Investigating Conflicting Contributors. Our fifth contribution is a study on who are the developers contributing to merge conflicts and possible actions they are ignoring to be the developers dealing with so many merge conflicts. Contributions to open-source software projects typically depend on simultaneous contributions of several developers. These contributions often affect the same source files and may lead to merge conflicts when integrated. Previous studies investigated the reduction of conflicting merge scenarios. However, empirical evidence on the involvement of open-source software contributors in conflicting merge scenarios is scarce. We aim to fill this gap with a large-scale quantitative study with the goal of understanding: (i) the extent in which open-source software contributors are involved in conflicting merge scenarios; (ii) characteristics of these contributors; and (iii) characteristics of changing source files. We collected both contributor data and contribution data from 66 popular GitHub projects and analysed data of 2972 distinct contributors who were involved in, at least, one conflicting merge scenario. We rely on both descriptive and inference statistics to address our research questions. We found that about 80% of analysed contributors are involved in only one or two conflicting merge scenarios. 42 out of the 66 projects had its top-one contributor as the one mostly involved in conflicting merge scenarios. Finally, only a small set of changing source files are involved in conflicting merge scenarios, so training the typically small group of contributors could significantly reduce the number of merge conflicts.
6. **Challenges of Resolving Merge Conflicts.** Our sixth contribution is related to the challenges developers face when dealing with merge conflicts. Despite a substantial number of studies investigating merge conflicts, the challenges in *merge conflict resolution* are not well understood. Our goal is to investigate which factors make merge conflicts longer to resolve in practice. To this end, we performed a two-phase study. First, we analysed 66 projects containing around 81 thousand merge scenarios, involving 2 million files and over 10 million chunks. For this analysis, we used rank correlation, principal component analysis, multiple regression, and effect-size analysis to investigate which independent variables (e.g., number of conflicting chunks and files) influence our dependent variable (i.e., time to merge). We found that the number of chunks, lines of code, conflicting chunks, developers involved, conflicting lines of code, conflicting files, and the complexity of the conflicting code influence the merge conflict resolution time. Second, we surveyed 140 developers from our subject projects aiming at cross-validating our results from the first phase of our study. As main results, (i) we found that committing small chunks makes merge conflict resolution faster when leaving other independent variables untouched, (ii) we gathered evidence that merge scenario characteristics (e.g., the number of lines of code or chunks changed in the merge scenario) are stronger correlated with our dependent variable than merge conflict characteristics (e.g., the number of lines of code or chunks in conflict), (iii) we devise a taxonomy of four types of challenges in merge conflict resolution, and (iv) we observed that the inherent dependencies among conflicting and non-conflicting code is one of the main factors influencing the merge conflict resolution time.

Considering all six contributions, we can see that technical factors directly related to merge conflicts (e.g., the number of lines of code in conflict or chunks in conflict) are important to understand, avoid, predict, and resolve merge conflicts. However, we found evidence that looking a bit broader on factors indirectly related to merge conflicts (e.g., the number of lines of code and chunks touched in a merge scenario or the touched branch) and social assets (e.g., classifying developers into top and occasional contributors), often ignored by researchers, provide useful information to deeply understand the merge conflict life-cycle. Such information is useful for practitioners to make their workday tasks more fluid and pleasant and for researchers and tool builders to improve the state-of-the-art of merge conflicts. Our findings call the attention of the software engineering community to investigate merge conflicts broader than it is usually investigated. Furthermore, we highlight that sometimes the environment might confuse our perceptions leading to popular beliefs which are not always true. In another direction, performing analyses from different perspectives (e.g., based on data and based on developers’ perception) help us to deeply understand a phenomenon. In the end, we are confident that we provide substantial and innovative contributions for researchers, tool builders, and practitioners in the merge conflict life-cycle, which is a critical contribution to the future and success of coordination on software engineering.
1.4 Outline

We begin (Chapter 2) by describing the established concepts and techniques related to coordination in collaborative software development, how the communication flow in GitHub is, human factor investigations, and a wide overview on studies investigating merge conflicts. After presenting a robust background, we present the four empirical studies shown in Figure 1.1. In Chapter 3, we investigate the relation between GitHub communication and merge conflicts. In Chapter 4, we investigate whether it is possible to predict merge conflicts using social measures and the role of technical measures on merge conflict prediction. In Chapter 5, we investigate the interplay of top and occasional contributors on merge conflicts and deeply investigated possible reasons that a few conflicting contributors are involved in so many merge conflicts. In Chapter 6, we investigate the main challenges developers face when resolving merge conflicts. Finally, in Chapter 7, we discuss the broader implications of our work for investigating social and technical aspects when analysing merge conflicts and provide opportunities and directions for future work.
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Background and Related Work

In this chapter, we present a background for the understanding of the thesis. In Section 2.1, we present an overview of coordination in software engineering. In Section 2.2, we describe what is collaborative software development. In Section 2.3, we describe the communication flow in collaborative software development. In Section 2.4, we present studies characterising merge conflicts. In Section 2.5, we present merging techniques, algorithms, tools, and studies comparing tools and strategies. In Section 2.6, we present studies presenting factors related to merge conflicts. In Section 2.7, we describe studies and tools proposed to avoid merge conflicts. In Section 2.8, we discuss studies related to merge conflict resolution. In Section 2.9, we briefly describe studies investigating human factors. Finally, in Section 2.10, we conclude this chapter and present perspectives on the discussed topics.

2.1 Coordination in Software Engineering

Coordination challenges were identified very early in the nascent field of Software Engineering. Brooks [160] observed that software development was “a complex interpersonal exercise”. Curtis et al. [73] recognized that breakdowns in communication and coordination efforts constituted a major problem in large-scale software development. Humphrey [144] concluded that people are the organisation’s most important asset. Humphrey’s rationale was based on the principle that expecting the introduction of defects to software and then employing a reactive strategy to fix them is inefficient and costly. By changing the focus to people and how they performed their work, quality could be assured earlier in the software process resulting in cost and efficiency advantages. Staudenmayer [278] recognized that good coordination of teams of developers was correlated with high team performance. Over the years, the importance of people and how they perform their work has only increased. As a response to severe pressure to reduce time-to-market and the desire to remain competitive by tapping into global talent pools, organisations are increasingly adopting global software development practices. These organisations now face more and more challenges stemming from the need to coordinate large numbers of individuals working on tasks that span geographic, cultural, and language boundaries [135, 136, 224].

Researchers and practitioner have proposed a large number of strategies to facilitate the coordination and collaboration required of software development efforts including tools (e.g., Concurrent Versions System (CVS) and Git), approaches (e.g., software process models), and techniques (e.g., pair programming). Many of the problems faced by software developers are the same as problems faced by professionals in other domains: communication breakdowns, coordination problems, lack of knowledge about colleagues’ activities, and so on [254].
2.2 Collaborative Software Development

Version control systems, such as Git, help developers to manage source-code changes over time by tracking all code modifications \[323\]. This allows developers to make concurrent contributions without losing changes. This way, multiple contributors may add new features or fix bugs simultaneously. After fulfilling their tasks, developers merge the proposed changes into the main repository. Developing software by means of merging changes into the main repository is a widely collaborative development pattern, called the pull-based development model \[115][116\]. A merge scenario includes the whole timeline of creating a project branch, committing changes independently to the branch, and creating a merge commit (e.g., using a Pull Request (PR)). It is also called three-way merge \[116][180\].

There are other ways than the three-way pattern to integrate code to the repository, such as fast-forward, rebase, or squash integrations \[161\]. However, these integrations damage the project’s history, hindering the understanding of how the changes were made in practice. Hence, to understand the evolution of the project, we use the three-way merge pattern. Even though a branch lives longer, it is considered just the changes from the fork up to the integration. If the branch is forked and integrated again, it sets up another merge scenario.

In Figure 2.1, we exemplify a merge scenario in the three-way pattern. The light-gray boxes in the communication layer stand for issues and white boxes inside these light-gray boxes denote GitHub events (e.g., comments). We highlight three pieces of information: the developer who created the event, related commits, and related issues. Commits are highlighted by the commit hash and issues by “#” and the GitHub issue number. Regarding the contribution layer each black dot represents a commit. We highlight four pieces of information: the file name, the changed lines, the commit author, and the commit hash. Chunks in conflict are evidenced by the exclamation icon. The contribution layer (bottom) illustrates a merge scenario involving four developers of which DevA and DevC were fixing a bug while DevB and DevD were adding a new feature to the project. Developers changed four chunks of code of two files (File1 and File2). Three of these four chunks give rise to merge conflicts. Merge conflict is a notorious problem in collaborative software development \[203\]. Before we discuss the problems when integrating concurrent code changes, we discuss software communication on collaborative software development.

2.3 Communication Flow

As software development often requires social interaction, it is no surprise that software engineers spend a large part of their workday communicating with co-workers \[25\]. Numerous studies highlight the importance of communication. For instance, Souza et al. \[271\] provide evidence that communication among contributors is required for the success of software projects. Bird et al. \[34\], Grinter et al. \[122\], and Sedano et al. \[256\] stress that the lack of communication is a critical problem in distributed software development. So, if communication is uncertain, inaccurate, or slow, misunderstandings among developers become likely, compromising the project budget and schedule. In this sense, a proper communication culture is fundamental for stakeholders being aware of the project progress.
Communication channels play an essential role in supporting communication and collaboration activities within a community of practice [280]. Various researchers have investigated developer collaboration through communication channels and tools, such as mailing lists, Internet Relay Chat (IRC) logs, issue trackers, and social networks (e.g., GitHub and Stack Overflow) [36] [75] [115] [124] [158] [172] [188] [229] [266] [206]. For instance, Bird et al. [36] explored the relationship between communication structure and code modularity. They found a relation between communication and code collaboration behavior for sub-communities. Guzzi et al. [124] analysed a large sample of e-mail threads from Apache Lucene’s development mailing list. They found that developers participate in less than 75% of the threads, and in only about 35% of the threads source-code details are discussed. LaToza et al. [172] interviewed eleven developers to learn about common practices in software development. They found several barriers preventing e-mail usage and they highlighted advantages of face-to-face communication and that the use of more interactive communication channels is more desirable than e-mails. Panichella et al. [229] analysed three communication channels (mailing lists, issue trackers, and IRCs) and code changes of seven projects. They found that not all developers use all communication channels, and socio-technical relationships may change when using different communication channels and tools.

In an extensive study, Storey et al. [280] mapped different communication tools, such as e-mail lists, IRCs, SourceForge, GitHub, and Stack Overflow. They hypothesised that knowledge in software engineering is embedded in: (i) people’s heads, (ii) project artefacts,
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(iii) community resources, such as forums, blogs, and discussion groups, and, (iv) social networks. According to their study, GitHub is the only tool able to represent (the last) three types of knowledge.

The popularity of pull-based development models and GitHub has attracted the interest of researchers. For example, Singer et al. [266] and Dabbish et al. [75] explored the value of social mechanisms in GitHub. Both studies found that transparency helps developers to connect, collaborate, create communities, share knowledge, and discover new technologies. Tsay et al. [296] analysed the association of various technical and social measures with the likelihood of contribution acceptance. They found that PR acceptance is related to: (i) the strength of the social connection between the submitter and the project manager, (ii) the submitter’s prior interaction, (iii) the number of comments, and (iv) the current stage of the project. Gousios et al. [115] analysed millions of PRs to study the effectiveness and efficiency of contributors handling PRs. They discovered that the time to merge a PR is influenced by the developer’s previous track record, the size of the project and its test coverage, and the project’s openness to external contributions. Liu et al. [188] conducted a quantitative study on the specific effects of PRs in the project. They found that PRs helps increase the social impact, resulting in more coordinated development activity.

In Figure 2.1, we illustrate the communication of 9 developers (Dev A, Dev B, Dev C, Dev D, Dev E, Dev F, Dev G, Dev H, and Dev I) distributed into four GitHub Issues. A GitHub issue is a way developers describe tasks that need to be done in the software repository. Hence, developers can assign themselves to these issues (i.e., tasks) and fix a bug or introduce new features, for instance. Issues can be of normal type or pull-request. Issues might have events, labels, commits, or other issues related to it. Events are changes in the state of an issue or commentaries added, for instance. Labels are tags added to an issue. Commits are commit hashes linked to an issue, and other issues are references to other GitHub issues indicating that these issues are somehow related. Note that in the illustrated example, developers communicate in a 4-day time-frame and multiple tasks are running at the same time. For instance, Dev A reported an issue (Issue #1) on August 1st and Dev B and Dev D started working on this issue in the following day and finished working on it on August 3rd. At the same time, these developers worked on other issues and communicated with other developers. We highlight that developers can also refer to commits and issues in the comments of the issues they are working to make others aware of concomitant tasks. For instance, in Issue #4, Dev G refereed to issue #1 and commit hash 6ef51b3. Next we discuss the problem at the end of the merge scenario.

2.4 Characterising Merge Conflicts

Merge conflicts occur during the integration of changes made by one or more developers in different branches. Therefore, by this definition we see that the number of developers, code changes, and branches might influence the number of merge conflicts as well as the location of the change. In this section, we show the results of studies that investigate the characteristics of merge conflicts.
2.4 Characterising Merge Conflicts

2.4.1 Injury and Loss Caused by Merge Conflicts

Studies investigating the impact of merge conflicts in software development follow three main lines: (i) to understand configuration management tools, (ii) to understand project coordination and awareness of developers’ activities, and (iii) to understand the use of software branches and the merging process. In Figure 2.2, we see the distribution of studies showing the impact of merge conflicts distributed into these three groups.

Configuration management tools. The first studies mentioning merge conflicts came from qualitative studies \[72, 120, 121, 136, 137, 232, 233\] trying to understand the configuration management tools. For instance, in two studies Grinter \[120, 121\] conducted a three month on-site and conducted over 100 interviews to capture how parallel development involving multiple developers working on the same module at the same time works. As a result, she found that: (i) the difficulty of coordinating the efforts of multiple developers lead to code integration problems \[121\] and (ii) developers avoid parallel development because of the potential complexities of merging \[120\]. Perry et al. \[232, 233\] conducted an observational case study in which they analysed the change and configuration management history of a legacy system to understand the problems encountered in parallel development. As a result, they found that the number of defects rises as the amount of parallel work increases.

Project coordination and awareness of developers’ activities. Once configuration management tools and collaborative software development were better understood, researchers started investigating project coordination and awareness of developers’ activities \[97, 99, 270, 272, 274\]. In a set of studies, Souza et al. understood the process of migrating between private and public work \[272\], how developers manage dependencies and changes \[274\], and which developers should be aware of project changes \[270\]. Their main findings related to merge conflicts are that: (i) merge conflicts displaces developers from their workflow; (ii) merge conflicts saddles developers with the potentially high complexity cognitive task of understanding another developer’s changes; (iii) merge conflicts force developers into making code changes that may introduce bugs, which can be especially true for novice developers; and, (iv) merge conflicts make developers rush their work into the trunk to avoid being the developer who would have to resolve conflicts. A couple of years later,
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Estler et al. [97] investigated the impact of awareness in the context of globally distributed software development. Based on an analysis of data from 105 student developers, they found that: (i) the likelihood of incurring into merge conflicts is not significantly affected by the location (co-located vs. remote) of developers within the same team and (ii) merge conflicts impact negatively the team productivity, motivation, and keeping the schedule.

The use of software branches and the merging process. In another moment, researchers started to understand the use of branches and the merging process [37, 234]. Bird and Zimmermann [37] surveyed 124 Microsoft engineers to understand the use of branches. They highlighted that the process of integrating changes from multiple branches can be difficult and error-prone, especially if changes on different branches conflict, either syntactically or semantically. In addition, this process takes time, which can slow teams on different branches that are dependent on each other or features which are related. Thus, branches incur an overhead in both developer effort and time, which, if not monitored and managed, can have severe impact on the project in the form of missed deadlines and increased failures.

Phillips et al. [234] conducted a survey among 140 version control users and asked how branching and merging are used in practice and what defines a successful branching strategy in terms of user satisfaction. Their results show that 54% of the respondents think that the most significant problem about merging is conflict. Three respondent comments show their dissatisfaction with the merging process: (i) “Merge conflicts are tedious to fix manually and often the mechanic[al] approach makes one miss the one crucial change that should have been kept”; (ii) “Usually in non source code file[s] the merge conflicts are a pain”; and (iii) “Code complexity and the project size can make the resolution process quite complex, especially when the platforms changes [sic]”.

In a nutshell, we see that merge conflicts are costly, a social issue, and normally related to coordination problems. The classification in the three groups (Figure 2) supports us seeing that researchers’ concerns have changed over the years following the most recent tools to support software development. The diversity of studies and the absence of recent studies shows that the negative impact of merge conflicts is well-understood from different kinds of studies and it is a solid problem. As we are going to see in the next sections, researchers have investigated other topics related to merge conflicts instead of proving its negative impact on software development.

2.4.2 Types of Merge Conflicts

Researchers have categorised conflicts related to how it is identified (i.e., version control system, build failure, test failure, or production issue [49, 284, 311]), the type of inconsistency (i.e., textual, syntactic, semantic, and behavioural [74, 311, 318]), or simply differentiating textual conflicts from other conflicts (e.g., lower-order vs higher-order conflicts [311], direct vs indirect conflicts [2, 251], first-level vs second-level conflicts [49]). Note that proximity of concurrent modifications is an important factor distinguishing the first- and second-level conflicts.

In Figure 2, we show a taxonomy of the types of conflicts found in the literature. Textual conflicts refer to concurrent code changes among the merged branches (normally from a line-based analysis). This type of conflict is normally identified by version control systems.
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and are considered simpler to resolve than the other types of conflicts. Syntactic conflicts come from concurrent changes and result in structural failures (e.g., the wrong order of words and symbols or missing a closing bracket). Most syntactic conflicts are found when building the project. Semantic conflicts are due to changes that alter the meaning of a statement (e.g., changing a keyword or renaming variables). Behavioural conflicts are similar to semantic conflicts, but are related to issues sensitive to the final user and cannot be statically identified (e.g., a button in a web application performing an action that does not match with its description). Most semantic and behavioural conflicts are identified in the review process or testing the project. When previous checks fail, issues from concurrent changes, often manifesting as bugs, are found on production.

While textual and syntactic conflicts are caused by modifications in close proximity to each other, code modifications responsible for semantic and behavioural conflicts can also be “far apart” [311]. Most studies related to merge conflicts investigate textual conflicts and consider these terms as synonyms [74]. In this study, we use the terms defined and presented in Figure 2.3.

Nguyen et al. [216] classify conflicts as content conflicts, remove/update conflicts, and naming conflicts. Content conflicts are conflicts inside a file. Remove/update conflicts come from concurrent removals and updates of a file. Naming conflicts are related to renaming the same file or of two files with the same name. Note that their definition is not only related to textual/low-order conflicts. Naming conflicts will not be identified by a version control system that is line-based. We consider it closer to language constructs in merge conflicts and not types of conflicts (see Section 2.4.6).

Santos et al. [249] classify conflicts as direct, indirect, and pseudo conflicts. Direct conflicts represent a pair of code changes applied to the same code elements (e.g., attributes and methods). They can also be called structural conflicts. Indirect conflicts occur when code
changes applied to the source system are in the call graph of other code changes in the target system. They can also be named semantic conflicts. *Pseudo conflicts* occur when developers working on the source and target branches modify the same class or interface, but different and independent code elements (attribute or method). The authors also call them lexical conflicts. In our classification they are semantic or behavioural conflicts.

Brindescu et al. [41] classify conflicts into six types: semantic, disjoint, delete, formatting, comments, other. *Semantic conflicts* are two conflicting semantic changes where two different changes in the program logic overlap. *Disjoint conflicts* are semantically unrelated changes that overlap textually. *Delete conflicts* are conflicts in which one of the branches deletes code modified on the other branch. *Formatting conflicts* are conflicting changes due to formatting (white-space changes). *Comment conflicts* are conflicting changes limited to comments only. *Other conflicts* are conflicts not belonging to any of the other conflict types. Note that formatting and comment conflicts can be a subset of syntactic conflicts since there is no change in the program logic. Semantic, disjoint, and delete conflicts often change the logic of a program and we would classify them as semantic or behavioural conflicts.

It is important to highlight that, similar to recent work [257, 284], we consider build failures, test failures, and production issues ways practitioners identify the conflicts. They are not types of conflicts. A classification differentiating merge conflicts into two groups (e.g., low-order and higher-order conflicts) is too simplistic. Hence, our taxonomy is composed of four types of merge conflicts: textual, syntactic, semantic, and behavioural conflicts. Brindescu et al. [41] suggest classifying conflicts in the most “severe” category to properly prioritise them. Severe conflicts (i.e., semantic and behavioural conflicts) require reasoning about the goals of the changes and the best way to integrate them. Hence, they also require more from the developer who is resolving the conflicts as we discuss in Section 2.8.

### 2.4.3 Conflict Rate

Several studies [1, 2, 5, 11, 41, 49, 50, 60, 82, 110, 154, 163, 180, 192, 199, 200, 216, 217, 249, 257, 265, 317, 322] reported the rate of conflicting commits among merge commits (also known as conflict rate). This rate varies from 0.00% to 87.84% depending on aspects like the conflict type, version control system, merging strategy, number of projects, projects domain, programming language, coordination practices, contribution rules, and etc. In this Section, we show the conflict rate based on how researchers identified them (see Section 2.4.2). We found conflicts identified by the version control system, build failures, and test failures. We did not find any reports of conflicts causing production issues. In addition, we highlighted some factors that might have influenced the conflict rates in different studies and for each identification type.

**Version control systems.** As seen in Figure 2.3, merge conflicts identified by common version control systems using simple diff algorithms are textual conflicts. Several empirical studies investigating a great number of projects [2, 60, 82, 110, 180, 192, 199, 200] found the conflict rate between 8 and 14%. For instance, Accioly et al. [2] conducted an empirical study reproducing 70047 merge scenarios from 123 Java projects hosted on GitHub. Their results show that merge conflicts happened in 9.38% of the analysed merges, with a median of 6.64%, and an Inter-Quartile Range (IQR) of 8.81%. Once they looked at projects individually,
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The conflict rate varied from 0.00% to 42.21%. These studies show that the general conflict rate is about 1 for each 10 merge scenarios. However, some projects are neglecting coordination practices and having conflicts in 1 out of 3 merge scenarios.

Our initial thoughts were that studies published several years ago would have conflict rates greater than recently published studies since over the years coordination practices and tools were incorporated in the development process. In fact, in 2007, Zimmermann et al. [322] analysed data of four large Open-Source Software (OSS) projects (GCC, JBOSS, JEDIT, and PYTHON). They found that the conflict rate is between 22.75% (for GCC) and 46.62% (for JBOSS). Later in 2013, Kasi and Sarma [163] also analysed four popular OSS projects (PERL, STORM, JENKINS, and VOLDMORT). They found a conflict rate between 7.6% (for PERL) and 19.3% (for STORM). More recently in 2018, Nguyen et al. [216] also analysed four popular OSS projects (RAILS, WikiWiki, SAMBA, and LINUX Kernel). They found conflict rates varying from 4.86% (for LINUX Kernel) to 87.84% (for SAMBA). The main assumption of the authors to justify the huge conflict rate for SAMBA is their integration model. While the LINUX Kernel uses a pull-based model via mailing-list, SAMBA uses a shared repository among registered contributors. An interesting finding is that the integration rate is not positively related to the conflict rate. In other words, integrating the project often is not related to high conflict rates. We discuss it when presenting strategies to avoid merge conflicts in Section 2.7.1.

Build Failures. A few studies [1, 49, 50, 163, 257, 265] investigated merge conflicts causing building failures. We will name conflict rate, but in this case we mean the number of merge scenarios failed due to build failures. The conflict rate vary from 0.13% to 14.7%. We describe each of the studies as follows. Brun et al. [49, 50] analysed nine popular OSS projects (GALLERY3, GIT, INSOHISI, JQUERY, MANOS, PERL5, RAILS, SAMBA, and VOLDMORT), however, for identifying build failures, they had data for only three projects (GIT, PERL5, and VOLUMERT). Their conflict rate varies from 0.15% (for GIT) and 10% (for VOLDMORT). As the number of merges for GIT is much greater than the other two projects (1362 against 185 and 147 for PERL5 and VOLDMORT, respectively) the average conflict rate for these three projects is 1.42%. Kasi and Sarma [163] analysed four popular OSS projects (PERL, STORM, JENKINS, and VOLDMORT). They found a conflict rate between 2.1% (for PERL) and 14.7% (for JENKINS). Their average conflict rate is 8.89%. Acciloy et al. [1] analysed 64,445 merge scenarios from 422 GitHub OSS Java projects using Travis CI and Maven. They found a conflict rate of 0.13%. Silva et al. [265] analysed 451 GitHub OSS Java projects using Travis CI. They found a conflict rate of 7.50%. Finally, Seibt et al. [257] analysed 7727 merge scenarios from 10 GitHub OSS Java projects. They integrated merge scenarios using three merging strategies (unstructured, semi-structured, and structured) and possible combinations of them (e.g., first merging with an unstructured strategy, then a semi-structured strategy, and finally a structured strategy). We detail merging strategies in Section 2.5. Their conflict rate due to build failure vary from 1.79% (using an unstructured strategy) and 2.09% using the sequence of merging with the unstructured, semi-structured, and structured merging strategies.

Note that the conflict rate due to build failures is sparse. We have studies reporting conflict rates close to 0% and more than 7%. The two studies with a large dataset that differ mostly the conflict rate presented reasons for this difference in their conflict rates. Acciloy et al. [1] justified such contrasting numbers by three main reasons. First, the previous studies [49, 50, 163] rely only on the merge commit build status. They do not consider
parent commit build status. This way, false positives might have been introduced. Second, because previous studies perform build and tests locally, some part of errored and failed builds might have been caused by external or configuration problems, for example, due to unsolved project dependencies. Third, their decision of analysing merge commits that occurred after the project has adopted Travis CI might have impacted the conflicts frequency.

According to previous studies [319], the adoption of Continuous Integration (CI) practices help to maintain the code quality. This is so because, when a project adopts CI practices it uses automated scripts to run build and testing. Thus, the developer responsible for the integration might be detecting and resolving most part of the conflicts locally, before pushing changes to the shared repository. Such perception seems to be aligned with previous empirical evidence [212] that broken builds occur more frequently in regular commits than in merge commits.

Silva et al. [265], on the other hand, justify that the high conflict rate of broken merge builds is due to four main causes: (i) build environment (Travis timeouts, unavailability of external services such as package manager servers, bugs in build scripts, and configuration problems) issues; (ii) integration conflicts; (iii) defects in post-integration changes; and (iv) defects, and consequently breakages, inherited from the parents. They reported that most breakages are due to the first cause. In addition, they suggested that build conflicts occur during software development, but many conflicts do not reach the remote repositories as developers fix them before sending their contributions. They also reported that more than one build conflict may occur in a merge scenario as the causes for these conflicts are independent. Finally, they argue that their conflict rate should be interpreted as conflict occurrence rates that reach public repositories and, therefore, are more problematic.

**Test failures.** Basically the same studies [1, 49, 50, 163, 257] that investigated conflicts due to build failures evaluated conflict due to test failures. Silva et al. [265] work is the only exception since their focus is on the understanding of build failures. Before showing the conflict rate, we highlight that conflicts due to test failure are highly dependent on the type of tests and test coverage of the subject projects. As the studies did not report the test coverage of their subject project it is even harder to compare their results.

Similar to conflicts due to build failures the conflict rate due to test failures is sparse. It varies from 0.008% to 35.00%. Acciloy et al. [1] obtained a conflict rate due to test failures of 0.008%. Their justifications for the low conflict rate is the same presented to build failures (see topic above). Similarly, Seibt et al. [257] also obtained low conflict rates due to test failure varying from 0.47% (using an unstructured strategy) to 0.71% (using the sequence of merging with the unstructured, semi-structured, and structured merging strategies). The other studies got higher conflict rates. For instance, Brun et al. [49, 50] got conflict rates of 3%, 4%, and 28% for VOLDEMORT, GIT, and PERL5, respectively. Their average conflict rate is of 6.43%. Kasi and Sarma [163] found conflict rates varying from 5.60% to 35.00%. Their average conflict rate is 19.86%. Note that contrary to all other studies, Kasi and Sarma [163] found that conflicts due to test failures were found more often than conflicts due to build failures. The authors do not discuss the high conflict rate, but highlight the importance of identifying test failures as soon as possible.

**Other conflict percentages.** The three studies presented in Section 2.4.2 reported the conflict rate for their types. Nguyen et al. [216] presented the conflict rate for each analysed project. For short, most of the conflicts are content conflicts, followed by naming conflicts
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We found two studies [110, 228] investigating the merge conflict size in terms of chunks and lines of code. Other studies presented some size measures when investigating other merge conflict characteristics. For instance, Mahmood et al. [192] found that most merge conflicts were due to minor changes in terms of size, e.g., the addition of parameter values. In their analysis, 28 out of 40 conflicts only consisted of one-line changes. Only twelve of the conflicts were associated with changes involving two or more lines.

Looking at the number of chunks of merge conflicts, Ghiotto et al. [110] found investigating 2731 Java projects that 40% of the failed merges have a single conflicting chunk and 90% have 10 or fewer. The remaining 10% had 11 or more chunks, with the maximum an astounding 10,315 chunks (merge 7a9c34 of project JNARIO, which was the result of a conflict between a set of feature enhancements and refactorings on one branch and a major framework upgrade on the other branch). They found that 62% of the conflicting files have just one conflicting chunk and 95% of the conflicting files have five or fewer conflicting chunks. Just in rare cases (less than 0.4%), an individual file has more than 20 conflicting chunks.

Regarding the number of lines of code involved in merge conflicts, Pan et al. [228] found investigating the Microsoft Edge project that 35.17% and 57.74% of the conflicts in C++ are 1-2 lines of change by the main and forked branches, respectively. Overall, 28% of the conflicts are of 1-2 lines for both main and forked branch. Looking at a huge number of conflicts, Ghiotto et al. [110] found that 94% of the conflicting chunks have up to 50 Lines Of Code (LOC) in each version, 68% have up to 10 LOC in each, and slightly over half (50%) 5 or fewer. At the other end of the spectrum, 0.05% of the chunks have more than 2000 LOC in each version, with the extreme case involving 13,035 and 14,074 LOC, respectively (merge 310dbe of project ThincML). Across all 175,805 conflicting chunks, 4,147 (2%) involve more than 50 LOC in both versions, while 6,042 (3%) have more than 50 LOC in one version and less than 50 LOC in the other. Further examination indicates that a subset of projects is responsible for these excesses. While 700 projects (26%) have at least one chunk with both versions involving more than 50 LOC, only 95 projects (3%) have more than ten such chunks and just four projects have over a hundred such chunks. The average size across all projects of the source version is 19.5 LOC and 27.6 LOC for the target branch, with average standard deviations of 20.6 and 28.6 LOC, respectively, and median size of 2.0 and 2.5 LOC. Overall, the numbers show that some large chunks drag the mean size upwards and increase the
standard deviation, despite the majority of chunks having less than three lines of code in one or both versions.

For short, we see that merge conflicts are often small with an average of up to 28 LOC and median size of up to 3 LOC. There are some outliers with thousands of LOC, but 94\% of the conflicting chunks have up to 50 LOC in each version.

### 2.4.5 How Long Conflicts Last

We found three studies investigating the time conflicts last. Brun et al. [49] investigated nine projects (mentioned in Section 2.4.3) and found that merge conflicts resulted from textual changes persisted for 9.8 days (with median values of 1.6 days) and conflicts from a higher order (e.g., break build or tests) lasts for 11 days on average (with median values of 1.9 days). Kasi and Sarma [163] analysed four popular OSS projects and found that textual conflicts lasted from 6 to 26.51 days (median in the projects varying from 2 to 10 days). Build conflicts last from 0.75 to 5 days (median from 0.75 to 8). Test Conflicts last from 6 to 30.5 days (median from 2 to 14 days). Brindescu et al. [43] found by an in-site observation of 7 developers that conflict resolution took from 40 to 2 190 seconds (36.5 minutes).

### 2.4.6 Language Constructs in Merge Conflicts

We found eight studies [1, 2, 110, 192, 261, 265, 311, 317] investigating language constructs in merge conflicts, as described next.

Yuzuki et al. [317] analysed the characteristics of conflicts at the method-level. Using the version history of 10 Java projects, they found that 44\% of conflicts were due to concurrent changes (edits in the same part of the method made by two or more developers), 48\% to removing methods in their entirety, and 8\% to renames.

Accioly et al. [2] study conflict characteristics to understand patterns of conflicts, their causes, and extents in real-world scenarios. Specifically, they analyse merge conflicts in 123 OSS Java projects by replaying merge scenarios using the semi-structured merge tool FSTMERGE [111], leading to nine conflict patterns: (i) edit the same method or constructor (EditSameMC), (ii) edit the same field declaration (EditSameFd), (iii) same signature and different bodies for methods or constructors (SameSignatureMC), (iv) add the same field declarations (AddSameFd), (v) different edits to the modifier list (ModifierList), (vi) different edits to the same implements declaration (ImplementList), (vii) different edits to the same extends declaration (ExtendsList), (viii) different edits to the same enum constant declaration (EditSameEnumConst), and (ix) different edits to the same annotation method default value declaration (DefaultValueA). EditSameMC was, by far, the most frequent conflict pattern, representing 84.57\% of the collected conflicts. The second most frequent pattern was EditSameFd (5.46\%), followed by SameSignatureMC (5.21\%), ModifierList (3.53\%), AddSameFd (0.47\%), ExtendsList (0.35\%), and ImplementList (0.28\%), EditSameEnumConst (0.12\%), and DefaultValueA (≈ 0.00\%). A percentage of 28.97\% of the collected conflicts were classified in one of these categories. More specifically, 48\% of the false positives were due to different spacing, 37.69\% due to consecutive line edit, and the remaining 14.31\% were due to both
Regarding the kinds of code changes most likely related to conflicts, \textit{EditSameMC} is by far the one more likely of leading to merge conflicts, the other measures have probabilities lower than 0.1%.

In a follow-up study, Accioly et al. [1] present 2 predictors (\textit{EditSameMC} and \textit{EditDepMC} - editions to directly dependent methods) that can be used to identify potential merge conflict ahead of time. Their results indicate that, considering both conflict predictors together, they achieved a precision of 57.99%. In particular, \textit{EditSameMC} individual precision is 56.71%, and \textit{EditDepMC} precision is 8.85%. Moreover, they achieved a recall of 82.67% if considering both predictors together, while \textit{EditSameMC} individual recall is 80.85%, and \textit{EditDepMC} recall is 13.15%. They conclude that with their current form, high numbers of erroneous predictions make these techniques unsuitable for industry adoption.

Ghiotto et al. [110] analyse merge conflicts in 2731 OSS Java projects (see Section 2.4.4). Regarding the language constructs related to merge conflicts, the top-10 language constructs found in their automated analysis are (ordered by frequency): (i) \textit{method invocation} (20%), (ii) \textit{variable} (17%), (iii) \textit{commentary} (14%), (iv) \textit{if statement} (8%), (v) \textit{import} (6%), (vi) \textit{method signature} (6%), (vii) \textit{method declaration} (5%), (viii) \textit{annotation} (3%), (ix) \textit{return statement} (3%), and (x) \textit{for statement} (1%). Half the conflicting chunks have a single language construct, 72% have one or two constructs, and 90% have up to four constructs. Deeper investigating patterns between the language constructs of conflicting chunks (e.g., method invocation) and developer decisions (e.g., source version), Ghiotto et al. [110] presented the top 10 association rules ordered by the lift: (i) \textit{method invocation}, \textit{method signature}, \textit{return statement}, and \textit{try statement} $\rightarrow$ \textit{new code} (2.39), (ii) \textit{method declaration}, \textit{method invocation}, \textit{method signature}, \textit{try statement}, \textit{and variable} $\rightarrow$ \textit{new code} (2.36), (iii) \textit{method declaration}, \textit{method signature}, \textit{try statement}, and \textit{variable} $\rightarrow$ \textit{new code} (2.36), (iv) \textit{method declaration}, \textit{method invocation}, \textit{try statement}, \textit{and variable} $\rightarrow$ \textit{new code} (2.32), (v) \textit{method declaration}, \textit{try statement}, \textit{and variable} $\rightarrow$ \textit{new code} (2.32), (vi) \textit{method signature}, \textit{return statement}, \textit{and try statement} $\rightarrow$ \textit{new code} (2.31), (vii) \textit{comment}, \textit{do statement}, \textit{and if statement} $\rightarrow$ \textit{source version} (1.89), (viii) \textit{comment}, \textit{do statement}, \textit{if statement}, \textit{and method invocation} $\rightarrow$ \textit{source version} (1.89), (ix) \textit{comment}, \textit{do statement}, \textit{if statement}, \textit{and variable} $\rightarrow$ \textit{source version} (1.89), (x) \textit{comment}, \textit{do statement}, \textit{if statement}, \textit{method invocation}, \textit{and variable} $\rightarrow$ \textit{source version} (1.89). Their results show a prominence of method-related constructs, as co-occurring with comments, control flow statements, and references to variables. Furthermore, they noticed that all rules are resolved either through the addition of new code or by picking the source version. The persistence of method-related rules points to the fact that it could be beneficial to focus on the design of new merge techniques on such constructs.

Wuensche et al. [311] propose an approach to detect higher-order conflicts in large software projects. Their approach searches for potential conflicts between changes that are undergoing pre-submit testing. To this end, it constructs a static call graph (not considering inheritance and dynamic call dispatching) and searches for dependencies between changed code entities. To evaluate their approach, they created a prototype and used it on SAP HANA, a large industrial product developed in C++, during a 22 month time-span. To identify the cause of merge conflicts, they consider four cases: \textit{signature changed}, \textit{include statements}, \textit{duplicate definition}, and \textit{unknown} (e.g., incomplete documentation or missing the conflicting merges or fix). As a result, changes in the signature were responsible for 50% of the build.
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conflicts, including statements for 7%, duplicated definitions for 6% and the remaining 37% of the build conflicts were due to unknown causes.

Mahmood et al. [192] investigate changes that led to merge conflicts using ElasticSearch, a large OSS project, as case study (see Section 2.4.4). They identified 534 merge conflicts that cannot be resolved automatically and selected 40 to deeply look at them. As a result, they found six merge conflict category: (i) change of method call or object creation (MC_OC), (ii) change of an assert statement expression (AS_EXP), (iii) addition of statements in the same area (ADD_STMT), (iv) modification and removal of statements (MOD/RMV_STMT), (v) changes in different statements in the same area (D_STMT), and (vi) changes of if statement condition (IF_C). They found that most merge conflicts were due to minor changes in terms of size. For instance, the addition of parameter values. 28 out of 40 conflicts only consisted of one-line changes. Only twelve of the conflicts were associated with changes involving two or more lines. Note that the size of a change leading to a merge conflict does not imply that the conflicts is minor. The resolution of such “small” merge conflicts can require larger changes as well. 25 out of 40 conflicts are a result of changes made in MC_OC cause for conflicts. The second most common cause for conflicts is ADD_STMT. Furthermore, all code-level changes leading to conflicts occurred within method bodies. This confirms a finding by Accioly et al. [2], who found that most merge conflicts (85%) are due to changes that are made in method bodies.

Shen et al. [261] investigated 204 merge conflicts from 15 OSS repositories (100 textual, 100 build (syntactic) conflicts, 4 dynamic (semantic) conflicts) aiming at better understanding how conflicts were introduced. As a result, they found that 51% of textual conflicts were caused by the contradictory statement updates between branches. 93% of compiling conflicts occurred when one branch adds one or more references to a program entity that is updated, removed, or replaced in another branch. 75% of dynamic (semantic) conflicts happened because the test oracle added by one branch does not correspond to the code implementation updated by the other branch. The observed dynamic conflicts were introduced for two reasons: (i) the inconsistent changes between code implementation and test oracle, and (ii) the inconsistent maintenance of the same class hierarchy.

Silva et al. [265] investigated the frequency, structure, and adopted resolution patterns of 239 build conflicts from 451 OSS Java projects. Their catalogue of build conflicts has six causes: (i) unavailable symbol (reference for a missing symbol), (ii) incompatible method signature (unmatched method reference), (iii) project rules (unfollowed project guidelines), (iv) incompatible types (type mismatch between expected and received parameters), (v) unimplemented method (method from super type or interface), and (vi) duplicated declaration (elements with the same identifier). The most recurrent cause is unavailable symbols, which can be split into sub-categories, like unavailable symbol class, method and variable. These build conflicts are caused not only by static semantic problems but also static analysis performed after the compilation phase during the build process.
2.4.7 Tools to Build Merge Scenarios and Identify Merge Conflicts

There are several studies [2, 110, 114, 180, 225, 276] that automatically rebuild merge scenarios aiming at identifying merge scenario- and merge conflict-characteristics. However, not all of them propose a tool or framework, they just share the source code [2, 110]. In this section, we focus on studies that indeed give a name to their tool/framework.

**GHTorrent [114]** is an offline mirror of GitHub that allows users to either download the data as a SQL or MongoDB database, or run their queries online. It is not that hard to link GHTorrent data with contribution data (i.e., Git historical data), however, one might relate contribution data taking the three-way merge development pattern into account. It requires much more effort since historical data might be stored taking the timeline of the events.

**PyDriller [276]** is a recent tool for analysing Git history to extract data such as commits, developers, source code, etc. GitMiner\(^1\) is an open-source tool that stores data extracted from Git and GitHub in a database. Although both PyDriller and GitMiner can be used to detect merge commits by selecting commits with more than one parent, neither provides any additional option to analyse merge scenarios or merge conflicts. GrimoireLAB\(^2\) is an industrial-level tool that is capable of gathering data from version control systems, issue trackers, mailing lists, wikis, and among other sources. However, it does not contain any tooling for analysing merge scenarios.

**MERGANSER** is a scalable tool that extracts merge scenarios and merge conflicts data from Git repositories [225]. For a given a list of repositories, the tool: (i) clones the repositories, (ii) extracts repository meta-data such as the number of stars and forks, (iii) detects merge scenarios, (iv) extracts the information about the merge scenarios such as the number of developers involved or development duration, (v) replays the merge scenarios to detect conflicting files and regions, and (vi) stores all the above information in a SQL database.

As seen, we have found tools that retrieve communication/social perspective, such as GHTorrent, and tools that mine the contribution perspective, such as MERGANSER. To the best of our knowledge, there is no tool to integrate technical and social perspectives. This integration might support studies investigating the influence of social factors on technical factors and vice-versa. This kind of study provides a broader view of software development evolution of OSS repositories and might bring new findings and directions to studies on software coordination, especially when investigating the life-cycle of merge conflicts.

2.5 Merge Strategies

In this section, we discuss merging techniques (Section 2.5.1), algorithms (Section 2.5.2), and tools (Section 2.5.3) proposed to deal with software repositories. Later, in Section 2.5.4, we present studies that compare merge strategies and do not propose any strategy.

Before investigating merging techniques, algorithms, and tools, it is important to understand what is going to be compared. Merging techniques vary between two-way and

---

1 https://github.com/UnkL4b/GitMiner
2 https://chaoss.github.io/grimoirelab/
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three-way merge techniques. Two-way merging attempts to merge two versions of a software artefact without relying on the common ancestor from which both versions originated. With three-way merging, the information in the common ancestor is also used during the merge process. This makes three-way merging more powerful than two-way merging. Almost all current available merging techniques, algorithms, and tools make use of three-way merging.

2.5.1 Merging Techniques

Merge strategies often give rise to an abundance of conflicts being reported. There are a number of ways to reduce the number of reported conflicts to a more manageable number. Mens [203] mentioned that researchers and practitioners should take 6 criteria into account when proposing or choosing a merging technique. The criteria are: (i) granularity (characters, words, phrases, sentence, paragraph, lines, intra-procedural merging), (ii) degree of formality (ad hoc vs fully-formal), (iii) domain independence versus customizability, (iv) accuracy (false positives), (v) scalability and efficiency (performance and memory usage), and (vi) degree of automation (manual, interactive, fully automatic).

When thinking about merging techniques, researchers normally define them as text-based, syntactic, and semantic merging techniques. There is also a similar classification taking unstructured merge, semi-structured merge, and structured merge techniques into account. Even though the link between these two classification does not perfectly match, we structured this section according to these three merging techniques.

Text-based or Unstructured Merging Techniques

Text-based merging techniques consider software artefacts merely as text files (or binary files). The most common approach is to use line-based merging, where lines of text are taken as indivisible units. Example of this are the rcsmerge in the Revision Control System (RCS) [293], filemerge [4], Domain Software Engineering Environment (DSEE) [177, 178, 189], the CVS [28], and merge tools that can be found in commercial configuration management tools. A few studies before the 2000s [146–148, 292] propose text-based techniques. Line-based merging has the disadvantage that it cannot handle two parallel modifications to the same line very well. Only one of the two modifications can be selected, but the two modifications cannot be combined. According to Perry et al. [232] and similarly seen in Section 2.4.3, about 90% of the changed files could be merged without problems. However, the degree of parallel changes is high – merge conflicts involved between 2 to up to 16 parallel changes. The more challenging task lies in providing automated ways to deal with those 10 percent of the situations that cannot be merged automatically. The reason text-based merging fails in those cases has to do with the fact that text-based merge techniques do not consider any syntactic or semantic information.

After the 2000s, text-based merging techniques started to be often called unstructured merging. It remains until nowadays the most widely used in software merge tools. Unstructured merging is widely used UNIX tools such as Diff and Merge and is used in the most popular version control systems, chiefly Git and Subversion (SVN). While the implementation is complex, the idea is straightforward: the algorithm considers software artefacts simply as a sequence of text lines. An algorithm inspired by the longest common subsequence problem [27] is used to identify changed blocks in the lines that make up the
versions to be merged. The algorithm walks through the changed blocks and applies a set of merge rules to either accept changes into the merge output or flag conflicts where the correct change to accept can not be decided.

As such, the algorithm is applicable to any file that can be interpreted as a sequence of text lines. This property and the very high runtime efficiency are the major selling points for unstructured merge. There is, however, a downside. The granularity of the algorithm is at the level of text lines; the fact that it is source code that is being merged is not taken into account. This leads to weaknesses in conflict resolution since the structure of the source code is not considered.

Syntactic or Semi-structured Merging Techniques

Syntactic merging techniques are more powerful than text-based merging because it also takes the syntax of software artefacts into account. A text-based often gives rise to unimportant conflicts such as code comment that has been modified in parallel by different developers or conflicts that arise because of the introduction of some line breaks and tabs that make the code easier to read. A syntactic merging tool can ignore all these conflicts. There are several studies proposing syntactic merging techniques before the 2000s [20, 38, 51, 118, 201, 232, 240, 306, 312, 315]. Westfechtel [306] and Buffenbarger [51] have pioneered in proposing merge algorithms which incorporate context-free and context-sensitive structures. Their syntactic-oriented approaches are language-independent, since language features such as alternatives, lists, and structures are represented at an abstract level. Later, a variety of approaches on syntactic diff and merge have been proposed.

Asklund [20] proposes to minimise the number of reported merge conflicts by using fine-grained revision control, where the software changes should be as small as possible. By evolving the software with small increments, the number of merge conflicts will remain small in each step. This idea is supported by Perry et al. [232], who have noticed on a statistical basis in a large-scale industrial case that making large changes tends to lead to parallel versions that cannot be merged without some very costly overhead and coordinated effort. In the end, these large changes are often related to merge conflicts.

Once thinking about syntactic and semi-structure merging techniques they might differ depending on how the technique works, since a semi-structure technique might consider part of the structure when merging. After the 2000s semi-structured merging techniques were proposed. Semi-structured merge targets the middle ground between unstructured (often text-based) and structured (often considering the semantic of the changes) merge algorithms. It is aimed at resolving as many of the conflicts that structured merging would resolve as possible while speeding up the merge procedure by using unstructured merging for parts of the source code. The key idea is that the parser producing the Abstract Syntax Tree (AST) is interrupted when a certain level (e.g., method declarations) is reached. The parser is extended with a new kind of AST node that represents the remaining source code (e.g., the method bodies) as blocks of text.

Semi-structured merges could be configured to stop at any level (e.g., class bodies, method bodies, bodies of loops or conditional expressions). In JDiME, semi-structured merge uses structured merge for everything above and including the level of method declarations and unstructured merge for the bodies of methods and constructors, which has been successful in practical settings [11]. This leads to a significant speed-up compared to fully structured
merge, while retaining the ability to recognize and correctly match reordered methods and fields. In other words, the usual structured algorithms are used to merge the ASTs, but when leaves representing text blocks (e.g., method bodies) are matched or merged, the algorithm delegates to an unstructured strategy. The AST resulting from the merge will then contain text block nodes representing the results of unstructured merging between blocks of text. These sections of code will be included in the code resulting from the transformation of the surrounding AST. We describe merge tools in Section 2.5.3.

Semantic or Structured Merging Techniques

There are cases that syntactic merging techniques are unable to detect some frequently occurring conflicts. For example, in the merge that a variable “n” was used, but it was renamed to “arg” in the target branch. As it is not declared in the program, we have a semantic conflict in the system. A syntactic merging technique is unable to detect this conflict even though the program is still syntactically correct. More specifically, it is static semantic conflict since most compilers will detect the problem as an “undeclared variable” error. To identify semantic conflicts, deeper analyses might be performed, such as graph-based merge approaches (such as [33, 201]) and context-sensitive merge approaches (such as [306]). Indeed, one has no guarantees about how the execution behaviour of the merged program relates to the behaviour of the programs being merged. The resulting behavioural conflicts can only be countered by resorting to even more sophisticated semantic merge techniques that rely on the runtime semantics of the code. Most approaches for detecting behavioural conflicts [30, 33, 141, 150, 316] rely on complex mathematical formalism, such as denotational semantics, program dependence graphs, and program slicing.

As we could see, there are different ways to investigate semantic merging. In this section, we group studies into seven different groups as described below.

Merge matrices. All pairs of operations that lead to an inconsistency are summarised in a so-called conflict table or merge matrix. This makes it possible to detect merge conflicts by performing a simple table lookup. Munson and Dewan [210] propose a merging framework that is entirely based on the idea of merge matrices. In this framework, the matrices do not only specify the conflicts that can occur, but also the action that should be performed to resolve the conflicts. The main problem with merge matrices arises when we want to merge more than two versions (i.e., octopus merges). For example, if there are M kinds of operations and there are N versions that need to be merged, we would get an N-dimensional merge matrix that requires polynomial space complexity of O(MN).

Conflict Sets. Edwards [93] used conflict sets in the context of collaborative applications to group together potentially conflicting combinations of operations based on the application-supplied semantics. Conflict sets correspond to the types of conflicts that may exist in an application. As such, they are statically defined, in the sense that they remain fixed as long as the application semantics does not change.

Operational-based Merge. Lippe and van Oosterom [187] introduce the operation-based merging, whose core idea can be summarised by the following slogans invented by the authors: “merging = composition of operations from each development line and merge-conflict = commutation conflict”. Lippe and van Oosterom [187] claim that an operation-based approach offers more support for conflict resolution by giving the example that a single global operation can be applied to a number of different points of the program.
Operation-based approaches have been applied to conflict detection and resolution of Unified Modeling Language (UML) models [169]. Dig et al. [86] use this operation-based merging technique and show empirically that many more merge conflicts could be solved by a tool that understood the semantics of change operations. Perry and Kaiser [231] also use the idea of operation-based merging, however, their technique supports a hierarchy of graph partitioning, which makes it possible to limit the number of potential conflicts at each phase and to resolve all conflicts in an incremental fashion. Because graph partitioning is intractable [130], efficient heuristics are needed to obtain partitions that approximate the ideal case. Another problem is that each modification that is being made can alter the dependencies, so that a new partitioning might be needed after each iteration.

**Graph-based techniques.** Horwitz et al. [141] were the first to develop a powerful algorithm for merging program versions without semantic conflicts, based on the semantics of a very simple assignment-based programming language. The merge algorithm uses the underlying representation of program dependence graphs [142] and uses the notion of program slicing [143] to find potential merge conflicts. Yang et al. [316] proposed a technique to overcome some limitations by introducing semantic-preserving transformations. Brinkley et al. [33] propose another extension to handle programs that contain procedures (which may be mutually recursive). While all these approaches allow us to detect behavioural conflicts, they have the important disadvantage that they remain restricted to a particular implementation language. Berzins [30] and Dampier et al. [76] propose solutions for a language-independent definition, however, it cannot be used to diagnose and locate conflicts between changes in the concrete syntactic representation of a program. This makes the approach impractical. Berzins [29] addresses this problem by restricting the general formalism to only special cases. Hunt and Tichy [145] proposed an extensible, language-aware technique that can deal with renaming and non-local conflicts, though it too has limitations in not identifying behavioural differences caused by dynamic binding, as one example. While structured merge techniques have improved precision, the cost of being language specific (less general) and typically more computationally expensive (less performant) seems to have prohibited widespread use in practice to date.

**Semantic Diff with Graph-based techniques.** Semantic Diff [150] seems more practical, however, it is a two-way merge tool and checks for local dependencies only. Hence, it cannot detect more global inter-procedural semantic conflicts. While the approach has been illustrated for C programs, it seems to be generalised to other programming languages as well. However, the presence of late binding and polymorphism in object-oriented programs makes it far from trivial to apply the approach in an object-oriented setting. Mens [202] presented an alternative lightweight approach to detect semantic merge conflicts. The idea is to use graphs to represent software artefacts, conflict situations can be detected as an instance of a more general graph pattern. As disadvantages of this approach, complex behavioural conflicts cannot always be detected and looking for a sub-graph in a graph can be a very expensive operation in large software systems. The most obvious way to localise the effect of changes and, consequently, to reduce the likelihood of merge conflicts is by resorting to information hiding techniques. This is not always sufficient since change often has effects beyond the imposed encapsulation boundaries. Nevertheless, approaches like Semantic Diff [150], that only detect local changes within each procedure of a program, but ignore inter-procedural effects, seem to perform fairly well in practice.
Multi-version Models Based on Typed Graphs. Barkowsky and Giese [23] consider monitoring merging and related consistency problems permanently at the level of models and abstract syntax. Their approach introduces multi-version models based on typed graphs, which permit to store changes and multiple versions in one graph in a compact form and allow to study the different versions and their merge combinations. The following capabilities are considered: (i) study well-formedness for all versions at once without the need to extract and explicitly consider each version individually; (ii) report all possible merge conflicts that may result for merges of any two versions without the need to extract and explicitly merge all pairs of versions; (iii) report all violations of well-formedness conditions that will result for merges of any two versions independent of any merge decisions without the need to extract and explicitly merge all pairs of versions. Their approach promises to support early conflict detection and collaboration for managing conflicts and their risks, while not having to decide how to later merge conflicting versions. The approach also aims for better scalability in case there are many versions that are considered in parallel.

Versions as first-class citizens. Carvalho and Seco [55] propose a language-based approach to software versioning. Unlike the traditional approach of mainstream version control systems, where each evolution step is represented by a textual diff, they treat versions as first-class citizens. Each evolution step, merge operation, and version relationship, is represented as code in the program. Hence, their type system and operational semantics for Versioned Featherweight Java (VFJ) includes the ability to merge branches, and to detect and solve conflicts. By lifting the versioning aspect, usually represented by text diffs, to the language level, they pave the way for tools that interact with software repositories (e.g. CI/Continuous Delivery (CD), GtHub Actions) to have more insight regarding the evolution of the software semantics. In the end, the authors design a code slicing algorithm that produces a snapshot with the features of the version and the corrections that are introduced by the required version. When version contexts are crossed, either implicitly or explicitly, lenses are statically put in place to transform the state of an object from one version to another at runtime. Thus, one version can adapt seamlessly to previous ones, without the need for explicit adaptation code.

As we can see, in most of the approaches mentioned above, the source code is represented as an AST instead of a sequence of lines. Merging ASTs consists of two steps: First, the nodes of the trees are matched to establish equality relationships between pairs of nodes from two different revisions. In three-way merge, the matching algorithm would match the revisions source and target with the base revision as well as the source and target revisions with each other. Second, the revisions source and target are merged to form the AST representing the merge result. To construct the merged AST, the algorithm walks the two ASTs to be merged in lockstep and applies three-way merge rules [203] to decide whether to include nodes, delete them, or flag conflicts.

As this process exploits a variety of properties of the language being merged, a range of situations that are undecidable for an unstructured algorithm become trivial to resolve [10]. Another example in which knowledge about language structure is useful and could be exploited by a structured merge tool is the merging of loops: A for loop in Java consists of a head and the associated body, with the head being made up of three distinct parts. These parts are usually located on the same line but are represented by distinct sub-trees in an
AST. A further benefit of structured merge is that formatting is not present in an AST and as such has no influence on the merge process [257].

The increased ability to resolve conflicts comes at a cost. Structured merge relies on being able to transform source code into a structured representation. In practice, this means that one has to implement (or use) an appropriate parser for every language to be supported. For widely used languages such as Java, these parsers already exist and require only minor modification to be usable in a merge tool. Any parser being considered for structured merge will, at least, have to support programmatic construction of ASTs and be extensible enough to add the concept of a conflict into the AST structure and the pretty-printing algorithm [257].

A more severe problem of structured merge is the runtime complexity of the underlying matching and merging algorithms, which work on trees making them inherently more complex than their counterparts in unstructured merging, which consider only collections of lines. For example, to maximise precision, the matching step of the algorithm would need to handle both shifted sub-trees as well as renamed nodes in the ASTs [182]. This corresponds to solving the tree amalgamation problem and the maximum common embedded sub-tree problem, both of which are known to be NP hard [53]. Although structured algorithms can be adjusted to reduce their complexity (e.g., by decreasing the granularity of the data structures) even these compromises result in polynomial or even exponential algorithms. This necessitates that matching trees are constrained. For example, in JDIME, only nodes at the same level in the respective ASTs can match (see Section 2.5.3).

2.5.2 Merging Algorithms

The distinction between an unstructured diff algorithm and a structured one is that the former operates on raw text, while the latter operates on some form of structure that the text encodes [203]. Most often, that entails some form of tree structure, ranging from ordered trees to represent structured text documents [61] to fully resolved ASTs. More generalised graph representations can also be utilised [12, 203]. Below we present the identified merging algorithms that we used in the merging techniques presented above. If an algorithm is presented in a tool, we opted to present the algorithm together with the tool in Section 2.5.3.

Diff3. Diff3 is simple and captures the essence of unstructured merge [166]. Diff3 consists of two steps: First, three versions (sequences of text lines in the case of source code files), one of which is considered the base version, are passed to the algorithm. The Diff algorithm is called twice to identify the longest common subsequences between the changed versions and the base version. The matching between versions and their base are then overlaid to form a sequence of chunks, either stable (all versions agree) or unstable (at least one of the versions differs from the base). Finally, the changes made in each chunk are examined and, if possible, merged. Chunks in which only one version applies changes to the base are merged. However, if two versions make inconsistent changes to the base, the algorithm reports a conflict [257].

LADiff. LADiff represents one of the earliest structured diff algorithms that can deal with insertions, deletions, updates and moves [61]. It targets structured text documents, such as LaTeX and HTML. The algorithm relies heavily on an assumption that each leaf
node in a tree T1 has at most one highly similar leaf node in another tree T2. This makes it unsuitable for source code differencing [174].

**ChangeDistiller.** ChangeDistiller improves upon LADiff by removing the assumption of unique matching options for leaf nodes [107], making it more suitable for source code differencing. Leaf nodes are however represented as text, meaning that there is still room for increased granularity.

**GumTree.** GumTree is a structured diff algorithm that like LADiff and ChangeDistiller can operate on insertions, deletions, updates and moves. However, it operates on a fully resolved AST, making it more granular [102].

**CalcDiff.** CalcDiff is another structured diff algorithm that operates on a control flow graph instead of an AST [12]. It is specifically designed to target object-oriented languages, and in particular with static code analysis in mind, such as being able to predict test coverage changes based on changes to the production source code [174].

**OT.** The Operational Transformation (OT) approach [94, 283] was introduced for synchronous collaborative editing systems. OT approaches can be decomposed into a concurrency control algorithm and transformation functions. A transformation function changes an operation to take into account the effects of the concurrent executions. Examples of OT algorithms are SOCT [304] and MOT2 [54].

**RGA.** RGA [246] is a Commutative Replicated Data Types (CRDT) algorithm designed for concurrent operations to be natively commutative. CRDT algorithms assign a unique identifier to each element. The identifiers are totally ordered and remain constant for the whole lifetime of the document. RGA [246] specifies on the identifiers (aka s4vector) the last previous element visible during its generation. Thus, the tombstones also remain after the deletions. RGA algorithm is based on the hash table. During the integration of the remote operation, RGA iterates over the hash table and compares the s4vector until retrieving the correct target position.

**Logoot.** Similar to RGA, Logoot is a CRDT [305]. Logoot [305] generates identifiers composed of a list of positions. The identifiers are ordered with a lexicographic order. A position is a 3-tuple containing a digit in a specific numeric base, a replica identifier and a clock value. Identifiers are unbounded to allow for arbitrary insertion between two consecutive elements. Unlike OT and RGA algorithms, Logoot does not need to store the tombstones since elements are not linked through insertions operations.

**Datatype Generic.** Miraldo et al. [204] present an alternative datatype generic algorithm for computing the difference between two values of any algebraic datatype. This algorithm maximises sharing between the source and target trees, while still running in linear time.

### 2.5.3 Merging Tools

Before describing merging tools, we present 7 evaluation dimensions and 6 design dimensions of tools for detecting conflicts considering conflict-management tools proposed by Dewan [80]. The evaluation dimensions are: (i) false positives and negatives; (ii) effort required to find potential conflicts; (iii) effort required to fix a conflicts, (iv) change to the traditional software process, (v) privacy invasion, (vi) computation and communication cost, (vii) conflict-specific screen real-estate during software development. The design dimensions
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are: (i) conflict identification stage, (ii) tools extended/created, (iii) granularity of conflicting constructs, (iv) conflict criteria (e.g., concurrent edit status, conflict-count, component-count, dependency-based), (v) communicating conflict information (e.g., push, pull, awareness), and (vi) individual vs. collaborative conflict inspection.

Structured merge tools typically make use of a structured diff algorithm to identify changes across revisions, and based on that information use varying strategies for computing a merge. The topic was first studied in the early 1990s [306]. Below we describe 16 tools to support software merging identified in the literature. We sorted the tools from the oldest to the newest publication year. Tools that focus on supporting merge conflict resolution are presented in Section 2.8.4.

3DM. 3DM is a move-enabled three-way merge tool designed for Extensible Markup Language (XML) documents, with a novel merge algorithm that is applicable to any form of ordered tree [186]. It operates on units of small node contexts of three nodes; a parent node, and two of its children in the order they appear in its child list. This makes the merge granular, and it is also efficient with a time complexity of $O(n \times \log(n))$.

Roennau. Similar to 3DM, Roennau [247] presented a tool for merging XML documents to apply diffs computed on one version of a document to another version of it. It has the benefit of not requiring all three revisions to be present on the same machine, which may prove useful in situations where bandwidth is highly limited. It is however by nature less precise than a traditional three-way merge, such as the one implemented by 3DM.

MolhadoRef. Dig et al. [86, 87] present MOLHARORef to merge software in the presence of object-oriented refactoring at the Application Programming Interface (API) level. It is also semantic-based and is concerned with operations which have well-defined semantics: inserting and deletion of packages, classes, method declarations and field declarations. Dotzler and Philippson [92] propose 5 general optimizations that can be integrated into tree differencing algorithms and decrease the number of resulting editing actions.

FSTMerge. Apel et al. [111] noted that structured and unstructured merge each has strengths and weaknesses. They developed FSTMERGE, a semi-structured merge, that alternates between structured and unstructured approaches. FSTMERGE is the earliest example of semi-structured merge [111]. Merge tools built on FSTMERGE have been shown to improve upon unstructured merge for Java [111], Python [58] and C# [59].

JDime. JDIME is a three-way structured merge tool for Java that implements its own tree differencing and merging algorithms [179]. It is an evolution of FSTMERGE. The matching step is simplistic and can only detect insertions and deletions. A heuristic look ahead mechanism built on top of the matching does however allow for limited move and update detection [182]. Leßenich et al. [182] attempt to improve JDIME by employing a syntax specific look-ahead to detect renaming of declarations and shifted code. They demonstrate that their solution can significantly improve matching precision in 28% while maintaining recall.

ENVISIONIDE. ENVISIONIDE is an approach to structured merge using a generic, textual representation of ASTs, and then merge with a standard line-based merge algorithm [19]. The proposed algorithm in ENVISIONIDE can work either with unique identifiers stored across revisions to avoid the need for tree differencing, or use a differencing algorithm such as GUMTREE to compute matching options.
**SafeMerge.** Sousa et al. [269] proposed SafeMerge, a semantic tool that checks whether a merged program does not introduce new unwanted behaviour. They achieve that by combining lightweight dependence analysis for shared program fragments and precise relational reasoning for the modifications. They found that the SafeMerge can identify behavioural issues in problematic merges that are generated by unstructured tools. In other words, SafeMerge takes a step towards eliminating bugs that arise due to 3-way program merges by automatically verifying semantic conflict-freedom, a notion inspired by earlier work on program integration [141, 316].

**AutoMerge.** Zhu et al. [320, 321] proposed a version space algebra-based tool, named AutoMerge. Their goal is to find a set of matching nodes that maximises the quality function, preventing the matching of logically unrelated nodes, and, as consequence, unnecessary conflicts. They found that AutoMerge was able to reduce the number of reported conflicts by 63% when compared to original JDIME, being only 17% slower. Besides, they found that about 99% of the results yielded by AutoMerge exactly correspond to the original developers’ result, compared to 93% from JDIME [257].

**jsFSTMerge.** By adapting the FSTMerge, Tavares et al. [288] build competitive semi-structured merge tools for JavaScript, called jsFSTMerge. Their results show that the expected smaller effort for creating semi-structured merge tools [11], one of the main advantages of semi-structured merge over structured merge [12, 51, 118, 306], might not be as small as expected, at least for scripting languages. They found evidence that jsFSTMerge reports fewer spurious conflicts than unstructured merge, without compromising the correctness of the merging process. The gains, however, are much smaller than the ones observed for Java-like languages, suggesting that semi-structured merge advantages might be limited for languages that support both commutative and non-commutative declarations at the same syntactic level. The authors concluded that, to be effectively adopted in practice, semi-structured JavaScript merge tools require substantial adaptation, improvements, and tuning.

**IntelliMerge.** Shen et al. [260] present a graph-based refactoring-aware merging algorithm for object-oriented programs developed in Java, named IntelliMerge. The authors explicitly enhance its ability in avoiding and resolving refactoring related conflicts, without sacrificing its precision and performance, compared with state-of-the-art merging approaches. IntelliMerge works in 4 sequential steps: code-to-graph, matching, merging, and graph-to-code [260]. While graph-based merging techniques typically suffer from excessive running times [260], IntelliMerge is shown to be even faster than a comparable specialisation of FSTMerge.

**InClIne** Lillack et al. [184] propose and define integration intentions and implement a prototype Integrated Development Environment (IDE) tool InClIne (intention-based clone integration). InClIne works with C pre-processor, but it is otherwise language-independent. It offers five editable views on the variant code. Unlike the views of diff tools, designed for code merging, our views take integration of variants with configuration options as a first class concept.

**TOM.** Ji et al. [153] propose general test oracles for merges inspired from the contract of semantic conflict freedom and make the oracles applicable for all real-world merge scenarios (i.e., 2-way, 3-way and octopus merges). After that, based on their proposed test oracles, the authors address how to find the Unit Under Testings (UUTs) from the whole
project and which variant involved in the merge scenario should be used to generate test cases. They implement a tool, named Testing on Merges (TOM), to automatically find the impacted methods due to changes and then generate test cases to reveal conflicts. Moreover, the authors constructed a benchmark named MCON4J (Merge Conflicts for Java). MCON4J contains a total of 389 three-way merges and 389 octopus merges respectively, in each of which merge conflicts exist. Experimental results show that TOM found 45 conflict 3-way merges and 87 octopus merges.

RefMerge. Ellis et al. [95] propose RefMerge, which is a re-imagined design and implementation of Dig et al.’s work [88]. RefMerge follows the same approach of reverting and replaying refactorings. The authors compare RefMerge with IntelliMerge. IntelliMerge completely resolves 78 (4%) of the merge scenarios while RefMerge completely resolves 143 (7%). For scenarios the tools cannot completely resolve, IntelliMerge reduces the overall conflicting LOC in 414 scenarios (21%) by a median 51% reduction while it increases it in 584 scenarios (29%) by a median 164% increase. RefMerge reduces the conflicting LOC in 287 scenarios (14%) by a median 13% reduction and increases it for 274 scenarios (14%) by only 23% increase. RefMerge reduces the number of false positives and false negatives by 5% and 83% respectively, while IntelliMerge increases them by 279% and 1383%. RefMerge struggles most with move method refactoring whereas IntelliMerge struggles most with add parameter and rename parameter refactoring.

DeepMerge. Dinella et al. [89] propose DeepMerge, a tool that uses a combination of (i) an edit-aware embedding of merge inputs (base, source, and target versions) and (ii) a variation of pointer networks, to construct resolutions from input segments. DeepMerge is evaluated on JavaScript due to its importance and growing popularity and the fact that analysis of JavaScript is challenging due at least in part to its weak, dynamic type system and permissive nature [269]. At the end, DeepMerge uses a deep learning algorithm to merge code that an unstructured merge technique (Diff3) failed to merge. As a result DeepMerge has an accuracy of 36.5% which is 9 times greater than the accuracy of JSFSTMerge (at that point the state of the art to merge JavaScript code) for the same dataset.

MergeBERT. MergeBERT is a neural program merge framework based on token-level three-way differencing and a multi-input variant of the bidirectional transformer encoder (BERT) model [286]. Svyatkovskiy et al. [286] evaluate MergeBERT against structured and semi-structured program merge tools like JSFSTMerge and JDIME, as well as neural program merge models. The authors show evidence that MergeBERT outperforms the state-of-the-art, achieving 2–3× higher accuracy on merge resolution. Comparing MergeBERT with the language model baseline and DeepMerge, MergeBERT achieved better accuracy (68.2% against 48.1% and 42.7%, respectively). Comparing with JDIME (in Java) and JSFSTMerge (in JavaScript), MergeBERT also performed better than both tools (63.2% vs 21.6% and 65.6% vs. 3.6%). For the language specific models, performance is fairly consistent across all four languages with top-one accuracy ranging from 63.2% to 68.2%. For the multilingual models, performance is fairly consistent across all four languages with top-one accuracy ranging from 62.6% to 67.6%. Thus, from a pragmatic perspective, if one chooses to simplify their use of MergeBERT by training just one model instead of one model per language, then the performance takes only a negligible hit. Furthermore, the authors performed a user study with 25 developers from large OSS projects. They asked participants to evaluate whether MergeBERT resolution suggestions are acceptable on a set of 122 of their own real-world
conflicts. Their results suggest, in practice, MERGEBERT resolutions would likely be accepted at a higher rate than estimated by the performance metrics chosen. The authors conclude that the local view of a conflict is sufficient to merge a majority of conflicts. Around 16% of the conflicts require external information to correctly resolve. One direction to improve MERGEBERT is to consider external context as an additional information source for resolving conflicts.

Spork. Larsen et al. [174] propose Spork a structured merge tool. Spork is tailored to the Java programming language, leveraging both syntax and semantics of important language constructs to avoid or resolve conflicts. A key technical novelty of Spork is that it builds upon the merge algorithm of the 3DM merge tool for XML documents [186]. In Spork, the authors augment the 3DM algorithm, and demonstrate that the core principles are applicable to the Java programming language. As the authors show in their evaluation, Spork improves upon the state of the art with respect to the aforementioned problems. First, Spork reuses source code from the input files when printing. This improves formatting preservation over the state of the art in more than 90% of merged files, with 4 times better preservation in the median case. Second, Spork’s running time performance slightly improves upon the competition in the median case, but more importantly it significantly reduces the quantities and magnitudes of the largest running times. Regarding conflicts, Spork performs better than JDIME and on par with AutoMerge. Regarding running times, Spork is slightly faster in the median case, but more importantly reduces both amounts and magnitudes of excessive running times. Regarding formatting preservation, Spork decreases the formatting changes by an order of magnitude. According to the authors, Spork can be considered to be pushing the state of the art of software merging.

2.5.4 Studies Comparing Merge Tools and Strategies

Six studies comparing merge techniques called our attention [58–60, 179, 197, 257]. Mehdi et al. [197] compared four merge algorithms (git merge - diff3 algorithm, one operational transformation approach - SOCT2 algorithm, RGA, and LOGOOT) to measure programmer effort required to use various textual merge tools [197]. They investigated six GitHub projects (git, bootstrap, node, html5-boilerplate, d3, and gitorious) and compared scenarios where one merge technique successfully generates a candidate merge while another one reports a conflict. As a result, SOCT2, RGA, and LOGOOT reported a reduction in the merge blocks (i.e., the number of modifications in the difference) of 33%, 31%, and 5% when compared to git merge, respectively. Regarding the merge lines (i.e., the number of lines manipulated by these modifications), the average gain is between 32% and 35% for all operation-based algorithms when compared to git merge.

With a somewhat different focus, Leßenich et al. [179] and Cavalcante et al. [58] examined 50 and 60 projects, respectively, to compare semi-structured and unstructured merge techniques in terms of how many conflicts they report. Both studies found that semi-structured merge techniques can reduce the number of conflicts by approximately half, but not eliminate them.

Cavalcanti et al. [59] compared merge results of several semi-structured merge tools on more than 30,000 merges from 50 OSS projects, identifying conflicts incorrectly reported by
only one of the tools (false positives), and conflicts correctly reported by only one of the tools (false negatives). Cavalcanti et al. [59] used the findings from their previous study [58] to improve their semi-structured merge technique to address conflicts involving import declarations and initialization blocks. Their results show that the number of false positives is significantly reduced by semi-structured merge, and they are easier to analyse and resolve than those reported by unstructured merge.

In a third moment, Cavalcanti et al. applied both semi-structured and structured merge strategies to more than 40,000 merge scenarios (triples of base commit, and its two variants parent commits associated with a non-octopus merge commit) from more than 500 GitHub OSS Java projects. In particular, they assessed how often the two strategies report different results, and identify false positives (conflicts incorrectly reported by one strategy but not by the other) and false negatives (conflicts correctly reported by one strategy but missed by the other). Their results show that: (i) Semi-structured and structured merge report similar numbers of conflicts, but the number of merge scenarios with conflicts is reduced by about 19% using structured merge; (ii) Semi-structured and structured merge differ in about 24% in terms of reported number of conflicts when applied only to conflicting scenarios of their sample; (iii) Semi-structured and structured merge differ when changes occur in overlapping text areas that correspond to different AST nodes and semi-structured and structured merge differ when changes occur in non-overlapping text areas that correspond to (a) different but incorrectly matched nodes and to (b) the same node; (iv) Semi-structured merge reports false positives (spurious conflicts) in more merge scenarios (36) than structured merge (4); (v) Semi-structured merge reports more false positives (9 times more scenarios with false positives), and structured merge misses more conflicts (has more false negatives; 8 times more scenarios with missed conflicts). (vi) A semi-structured merge tool that can resolve consecutive lines conflicts would present an even closer number of scenarios with conflicts to structured merge, and fewer scenarios in which the two strategies differ.

Seibt et al. [257] analysed 7727 merge scenarios from 10 GitHub OSS Java projects. They integrated merge scenarios using three merging strategies (unstructured, semi-structured, and structured) and possible combinations of them (e.g., first merging with an unstructured strategy, then a semi-structured strategy, and finally a structured strategy). They investigated (i) the runtime cost, (ii) the number of conflicts, and (iii) the size of conflicts when using progressively more complex merge strategies. They called US, SS, and S unstructured, semi-structured, and structured techniques, respectively. Furthermore, when a technique is followed by another one, they represent it by an arrow (→). For instance, a scenario where the unstructured merge is performed followed by an semi-structure merge is represented by US→SS. Their results show that: (i) Combining the rankings, US is the fastest, followed by the combined strategies having US as their first component, then followed by SS, SS→S, and S (fully structured merging); (ii) Using more complex merge strategies leads to a statistically significant decrease (up to 30%) in the number of conflicting merge commits, however, they observed a small increase in build and test failures amongst the strategies when the combining complexity of the strategy increases, and; (iii) Examining the size of the conflict, they found that the reduction in the number of conflicts reported by structured merge outweighs its potential to produce very large conflicts. The main take away message is that combined strategies are an attractive compromise between runtime and conflict resolution potential, while their increase in test failures remains small enough to make them viable in
practices. Hence, combined strategies retain the low runtime of unstructured merge for most scenarios while resolving, at least, as many conflicts as structured merge in cases where unstructured merge fails.

### 2.6 Factors Related to Merge Conflicts

In this section, we present studies that show factors (Section 2.6.1) and technical debts and organisational structure (Section 2.6.2) related to merge conflicts.

#### 2.6.1 Measures Related to Merge Conflicts

In Table 2.1, we present 21 measures related to merge conflicts extracted from studies using different approaches to come up with these measures. We present the measure name, the impact/relation with merge conflict, and the studies a given measure was used. We keep only studies understanding the relation among measures (factors) and merge conflicts. Hence, we ignore studies that (i) purely investigate the source code and provide assumptions on measures related to merge conflicts or (ii) use a mentioned measure in another context than predicting merge conflicts. Note that measures characterising the conflict itself were presented in Section 2.4.6.

Regarding the impact, ↑ stands for a positive impact and ↔ stands for a neutral impact. A positive impact means that increasing the value of the measure increases the chance of merge conflicts arise. A neutral impact means that increasing or decreasing the value of a measure does not influence the merge conflict occurrence. Note that some measures have a positive and neutral impact. It means that studies found a different impact for a given measure. We describe each reference presented in Table 2.1 below. References are ordered from the oldest to the newest publication year.

Leßenich et al. [180] surveyed 41 developers and extracted a set of seven indicators (the number of commits, commit density, number of files changed by both branches, larger changes, fragmentation of changes, scattered changes across classes or methods, and the granularity of changes above or within class declarations) for predicting the number of conflicts in merge scenarios. They also checked additional indicators mentioned in the survey, i.e., whether the more developers contribute to a merge scenario, the more likely conflicts happen and whether branches that are developed over a long time without a merge are more likely to lead to merge conflicts. After determining the respective value for each branch, they compute the geometric mean of these values. To evaluate the indicators, the authors performed an empirical study on 163 OSS Java projects, involving 21488 merge scenarios. They found that none of the indicators can predict the number of merge conflicts, as suggested by the developer survey. Hence, they assumed that these indicators cannot predict the frequency of merge conflicts. However, none of the seven indicators have a strong correlation with the number of failed merges. They found a conflict rate of 11% when considering all files and 6% when considering only Java code. It shows that not all conflicts are in programming language files and these conflicts (e.g., in documentation, configuration, or generated files) might be simpler to resolve.
### 2.6 Factors Related to Merge Conflicts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure Name</th>
<th>Impact</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Branch duration</td>
<td>↑ ↔</td>
<td>[68, 199, 200, 226]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commit density</td>
<td>↔</td>
<td>[180, 199, 226]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of communication</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>[68]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of commit messages in a branch</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>[294]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of AST changes above class</td>
<td>↔</td>
<td>[180]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of AST changes inside class</td>
<td>↔</td>
<td>[180]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of chunks</td>
<td>↔</td>
<td>[180]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of commits</td>
<td>↑ ↔</td>
<td>[68, 82, 180, 199, 200, 226, 294]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of committers/developers</td>
<td>↑ ↔</td>
<td>[68, 82, 180, 199, 200, 226]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of developers in both branches</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>[199, 200]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of files</td>
<td>↑ ↔</td>
<td>[68, 82, 180, 199, 200, 226]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of files changed in both branches</td>
<td>↑ ↔</td>
<td>[180, 199, 200, 226]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of non-modular contributions</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>[82]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of parallel lines changed</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>[294]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of self-conflict merges</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>[199]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Programming language</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>[199]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scattering Degree methods</td>
<td>↔</td>
<td>[180]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scattering Degree classes</td>
<td>↔</td>
<td>[180]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time PR was opened</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>[294]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total duration</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>[82, 199, 200, 294]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

↑ and ↔ stand for a positive and neutral impact of a given measure on the number of merge conflicts, respectively.
Owhadi-Kareshk et al. [226] investigated if conflict prediction is feasible. They verified nine indicators (the number of changed files in both branches, number of changed lines, number of commits and developers, commit density, keywords in the commit messages, modifications, and the duration of the development of the branch) for predicting whether a merge scenario is safe or conflicting. They adopted norm-1 as the combination operator to combine the indicators extracted for each branch into a single value. To evaluate the predictor, they performed an empirical study on 744 GitHub repositories in seven programming languages, involving 267,657 merge scenarios. Similar to Leßenich et al. [180], they did not find a strong correlation between the chosen indicators and conflicts, but using the same indicators, they designed a classifier that was able to detect safe merge scenarios (without conflicts) with high precision (0.97 to 0.98) using the random forest classifier. The number of simultaneously changed files is the most important feature for predicting merge conflicts. The number of commits in each branch shows a weak correlation, but a much lower importance level by the decision tree classifier. Remaining feature sets show low correlation coefficients and importance.

Dias et al. [82] conducted a study to understand better how conflict occurrence is affected by technical and organisational factors. They investigated seven factors related to modularity, size, and timing of developers’ contributions. They computed the geometric mean of the branch values for each factor. The authors analysed 125 projects, involving 73,504 merge scenarios in GitHub repositories using Ruby (100) and Python (25) as main programming languages that use the Model-View-Controller (MVC) pattern. Conflict rate is 13.4% for Ruby projects, with project rates ranging from 0.9% up to 54.5%. For the Python projects conflict rate is 10.0%, with project rates ranging from 2.1% up to 37.5%. They found that merge conflict occurrence significantly increases when contributions to be merged are not modular (i.e., files are from a different MVC slice). So, aligning slices and task structure by defining tasks that focus on specific slices, and only executing in parallel tasks that focus on disjoint slices, gives no guarantees of conflict avoidance. Furthermore, contribution modularity is not associated with the extent of merge damage. The absence of strong correlation is also observed with a corresponding per project analysis. This suggests contribution non-modularity has no predictive power concerning the number of merge conflicts or the number of files with conflicts. So, whereas non modularity can be used to predict conflict occurrence and the associated damage, it cannot predict the extent of the damage. Contradictorily with Leßenich et al. [180] and Owhadi-Kareshk et al. [226], Dias et al. [82] found that more developers, commits, changed files, and contributions developed over long periods are more likely associated with merge conflicts. However, no evaluated attributes showed predictive power concerning the number of merge conflicts.

Menezes et al. [200] and a follow up study [199] investigated measures related to merge conflicts. They analysed 182,273 merge scenarios from 80 projects using 8 different main programming languages. They investigated a set with 17 measures where 5 of them represent the merge conflicts itself and other 2 are used to calculate other measures. Hence, their analyses contributed to 10 out of the 21 measures present in Table 2.1. They performed a set of statistical analyses involving, for instance, the normality of measures, the Mann-Whitney test, Cliff’s Delta to calculate the effect size, and association rules of two disjoint entity sets (pairs) to identify correlations among investigated pairs. They investigated 8 Research Questions (RQs), we summarised them as follows. RQ1 - the branch-duration and
total duration have a small impact on the occurrence of merge conflicts (effect sizes of -0.3 and -0.27, respectively). Despite the small impact, the association rules indicate that the occurrence of conflict increases when time increases (lift close to 1 for durations of 1-7 days and lift > 2.4 for durations bigger than 30 days). RQ2 - the number of commits has a small impact for the source branch (effect size of -0.24) and a large impact for the target branch (effect size of -0.53) on the occurrence of merge conflicts. The association rules indicate that the chances of conflict increase when the number of commits increases (according to the ranges of commits, lifts in source branch range from 0.61 to 1.54 and lifts in the target branch range from 0.35 to 3.78). RQ3 - the number of commiters has no impact for the source branch (p-value is 0.32) and a large impact for the target branch (effect-size of -0.48) on the occurrence of merge conflicts. The association rules indicate that the chances of conflict increase when the number of commiters increases, especially for the target branch (lift goes from 0.67 for 1–3 commiters to 6.05 for >30 commiters). RQ4 - the number of changed files has a small impact for source branch (effect-size of -0.29) and a large impact for the target branch (effect-size of -0.57) on the occurrence of merge conflicts. The association rules indicate that the chances of conflict increase when the number of files increases (more than 30 files in the source branch has lift 1.53; more than 6 files in B2 has lift 1.39; more than 30 files in the target branch has lift 3.43). RQ5 - the number of changed lines has a small impact for source branch (effect-size of -0.33) and a large impact for the target branch (effect-size of -0.51) on the occurrence of merge conflicts. The association rules indicate that the chances of conflict increase when the number of changed lines increases (lift goes from 0.31 for 0–10 LOC to 2.28 for >10000 LOC in source branch and 0.31 for 0–10 LOC to 4.73 for >10000 LOC in the target branch). RQ6 - the association rules indicate that the chances of conflict increase when the project is written in PHP (53%), JavaScript (23%), and Java (9%). RQ7 - the association rules indicate that having some intersection increases the chances of conflict (67-99% in 265%, 1-33% in 83%, and 34-66% in 22%). For instance, with an intersection of 67% to 99% of developers working in both branches the occurrence of conflicts is 265% greater than when there is no intersection. RQ8 - the percentage of self-conflicts range from 5.46% (of 3 152 conflicting chunks) in Yii2 project to 66.23% (of 835 conflicting chunks) in Vert.x project. Looking at each programming language, the conflict rate are: 4.47% for C, 9.47% for C#, 9.48% for C++, 10.44% for Java, 11.98% for JavaScript, 15.06% for PHP, 8.51% for Python, and 8.75% for Ruby projects.

Tríf et al. [294] predicted conflicts using machine learning (Support Vector Machine (SVM), naive bayes, random forest) and deep learning (neural networks). They used 10 features: (i) whether a PR was created before merging the branches, (ii) the number of added and deleted lines, (iii) the number of developers on each branch, (iv) the duration of parallel development, (v) the number of simultaneously changed files, (vi) the number of added files, deleted files, renamed files, copied files, modified files, (vii) the number of commits on each branch, (viii) the density of commits in the last week of development, (ix) the frequency of selected keywords in the commit messages on both branches, and (x) commit message length. Their random forest analysis show 5 top factors that cause conflicts: (i) the number of parallel lines changed, (ii) whether a PR was opened before the merge, (iii) the number of commits on a branch, (iv) the active time of development, and (v) the minimum length of commit messages in a branch. Their best results were for random forest and neural networks with 0.75 and 0.77 of precision and 0.69 and 0.93 of recall, respectively.
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Costa et al. [68] conducted a survey research with 109 software developers to understand the way they use branches, the occurrence of conflicts, the resolution process, and factors that can lead or avoid merge conflicts. Here, we focus on the factors related to merge conflicts. The top-7 factors are: Branching duration (76), lack of communication (64), number of files (53), number of developers (42), number of lines of code (31), same developers in many branches (28), number of commits (24). The survey participants also mentioned in low frequency factors related to organisational structure, technical debt and merge conflict characteristics like do not keep repositories up to date (5), code formatting (3), parallel editing in the same code (2), tasks not mapped correctly (2), and many features in development (1). We do not add these measures either because the number of mentions were very low, or we present them in another section. For instance, in Section 2.4.6 we present merge conflict characterization and in Section 2.6.2 we present technical debt and organisational factors related to merge conflicts.

2.6.2 Technical Debt and Organizational Structure Related to Conflicting Code

In this section, we present studies that found technical debt and organisational structure related to conflicting code. Studies are sorted from the oldest to the newest publication year.

Purushothaman and Perry [236] investigated small source code changes (i.e., one-line changes) during the development process in a popular and large system composed of more than 200 million lines of code and 50 subsystems. Their results show that: (i) nearly 40% of changes that were made to fix defects introduced one or more other defects in the software; (ii) changes are often small (nearly 10% of changes involved changing only a single line of code). Nearly 50% of all changes involved changing 10 or fewer lines of code. And, nearly 95% of all changes were those that changed fewer than 50 lines of code); (iii) less than 4% of one-line changes result in error; (iv) the probability that the insertion of a single line might introduce a defect is 2%; (v) nearly a 50% chance of at least one defect being introduced if more than 500 lines of code are changed.

Dig et al. [87] previously argued that since refactorings cut across module boundaries and affect many parts of the system, they make it harder for VCSs to merge the changed code. They proposed refactoring-aware merging, with the argument that if a merging tool understands the refactorings that took place, it may be able to automatically resolve the conflict and save the developer’s time. This study was already mentioned in Section 2.5.3.

Fauzi et al. [104] performed a systematic mapping on Software Configuration Management (SCM) in global software development. They found 6 issues developers face in this context: (i) dispersed software teams do not get information on what other teams are doing, so it is difficult to know the traceability of each module and the definition of modifications or problems to be handled is unclear; (ii) dependency, delay, and increased time required to complete Modification Requests (MRs); (iii) working in different SCM environments, which leads to MRs being handled at various levels in the project; (iv) lack of a planned baseline; (v) SCM process management including lack of coding standards, code ownership, unclear flow of development, and tool selection, and; (vi) artefacts with different versions and content at each site.
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Cataldo and Herbsleb [56] presented an empirical analysis of a large-scale project where they examined the impact that software architecture characteristics, and organisational factors have on the number of conflicts. They concluded that architecture related factors such as the nature and the quantity of component dependencies, as well as organisational factors, such as the geographic dispersion of development teams, can lead to a higher integration failure rate.

Shihab et al. [262] presented an empirical study that evaluated and quantified the relationship between software quality and various aspects of the branch structure used in software projects. They examined Windows Vista and Windows 7 and compared components that have different branch characteristics of two branching strategies (branching according to the software architecture versus branching according to organisational structure). Their results show that (i) software components with high branching activity have more failures; (ii) software components spread across many branch families have more failures; (iii) branches with higher architectural mismatch (e.g., subsystems, areas, components) have more failures; (iv) branches with higher organisational mismatch (e.g., number of managers, development leads, engineers) have more failures; (v) organisational structure has a stronger relationship with failures than architectural mismatch.

Estler et al. [97] investigated the relationship between merge conflicts and developers’ awareness, analysing data from 105 student developers. They investigated the frequency and significance of merge conflicts and awareness of the work of team members, the effects of merge conflicts and of insufficient awareness on project development, and the frequency and detail level with which awareness information should be provided. Their results show that (i) the likelihood of incurring into merge conflicts is not significantly affected by the location of developers within the same team; (ii) interruption due to insufficient awareness occur frequently for teams of non-trivial size; (iii) interruptions impact more negatively than merge conflicts measures and other measures, such as productivity, motivation, and keeping to the schedule; and, (iv) developers appreciate having access to awareness information frequently but not in real time.

Ahmed et al. [5] analysed 163 projects and 6979 failed merges investigating (i) whether program elements involved in merge conflicts contains code smells, (ii) which code smells are more associated with merge conflicts, and (iii) whether the code smells associated with merge conflicts affect the quality of the resulting code. As a result, they found that program elements that are involved in merge conflicts are, on average, 3 times more smelly than program elements that are not involved in a merge conflict. Regarding the associated code smells, the top 5 smells in terms of their (mean) numbers per conflict are: God Class, Data Clump, Sibling Duplication, Data Class and Distorted Hierarchy. The three code smells with the strongest correlation are: God Class, Internal Duplication and Distorted Hierarchy. These smells all relate to cases where object-oriented design principles of encapsulation and structuring are not well used, leading to problems with developers making conflicting parallel changes. Semantic conflicts are more common (76.12% in the manually labelled data and 75.23% in the automated classified data), as compared to the non-semantic conflicts (23.88% in manually labelled and 24.77% in automated classified data). Semantic merge conflicts are associated with smells at the method level. Regarding the quality analysis, code smells have a significant impact on the final quality of the code. Since McFadden’s adjusted $R^2$ penalises a model for including too many predictors, had the code smells not mattered, removing
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It could have increased the adjusted-\(R^2\) instead of reducing it. The authors found that the presence of code smells on the lines of code involved in a merge conflict has a significant impact on its bugginess. Tool builders can use the information of incidence of code smells to support distributed work – either in predicting likelihood of conflicts or their difficulty. Code smells can also be used as a factor to schedule tasks (e.g., program elements that have code smells should not be edited in parallel) or assign tasks (e.g., developers with higher experience should work on smelly program elements).

Mahmoudi et al. [193] analysed 2925 GitHub repositories and uses the state-of-the-art refactoring detection tool, RefactoringMiner [295], which is able to precisely detect 15 types of refactorings. They wanted to know (i) how often merge conflicts involve refactored code, (ii) whether conflicts that involve refactoring are more difficult to resolve, and (iii) the types of refactoring more commonly involved in conflicts. As a result, they found that 22\% of merge conflicts involve refactoring, which is remarkable taking into account that we investigated only 15 refactoring types while refactoring books describe more than 70 different types. More precisely, 11\% of conflicting regions have at least one involved refactoring. Regarding the conflict resolution, they found that conflicting regions that involve refactorings tend to be larger (i.e., more complex) than those without refactorings. Furthermore, conflicting merge scenarios with involved refactorings include more evolutionary changes (i.e., changes leading to conflict) than conflicting merge scenarios without involved refactorings. Regarding the types of refactoring, extract method is more involved in conflicts than its typical overall frequency, with a small effect size. Extract interface and extract superclass are also more involved in conflicts, but with negligible effect sizes.

By investigating Elasticsearch, Mahmood et al. [192] (see Section 2.4.4) found that refactoring, feature introduction, feature enhancement, bug fix, and test improvement are the top-five causes of changes at project-level related to conflicts.

Amaral et al. [8] investigated the source code history of 29 popular Java Apache projects aiming at investigating the bug-introduction changes with merge conflicts and co-change dependencies. Regarding the extent conflicting merge scenarios induce bugs, the authors found that conflicting merge scenarios are not more prone to introduce bugs than usual commits. That is, 9.43\% of the conflicting merge scenarios introduce bugs, while RA-SZZ linked 9.53\% of all commits as bug introducing changes. Besides, conflict resolution represents 0.51\% of all bug-introducing commits. Nonetheless, this finding suggests that merge conflict resolution is an important source of bugs, and 150 bugs have been introduced due to conflicting merge resolution.

Brindescu et al. [41] investigated 143 OSS projects to identify effects the merge conflicts have on the quality of the code in two ways. First, they investigated how likely code resulting from a merge conflict to contain bugs. Commits that are involved in a merge conflict are 2.38 times more likely to contain a (future) bug fix. They found that non-trivial merge conflicts (no textual-conflicts) are 26.81 times more likely to need a bug fixing commit compared to lines involved in trivial (textual) merge conflicts. In summary, the authors found that code that was involved in a merge conflict has a higher likelihood of being involved with a future bug. While some bugs are injected in the merge resolution, others were likely already there (e.g., changes in disjoint merge conflicts). In either case, a closer scrutiny of code involved in a merge conflict is warranted. Second, they investigated factors that affect the quality of the
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code resulting from a merge conflict resolution. They found that the code in merge conflicts were twice as likely to contain bugs as other changes. Further, if the changes included semantically interacting changes, the likelihood of a defect is 26 times that of non-conflicting changes. They found eight main factors: (i) number of references to other files (0.084), (ii) number of references to the file involved in the merge (-0.035), (iii) number of non-core contributor authors involved in the merge (-1.898), (iv) number of authors involved in the merge (-0.5634), (v) number of AST nodes changed (0.0007), (vi) number of classes involved in the merge (-0.1636), (vii) number of methods involved in the merge (0.3756), and (viii) the number of LOC changed (0.00003). The effect of outward dependencies (number of external references from the file involved in a merge conflict) is positive, therefore changes that refer to external file (class) elements are more likely to contain bugs. The authors found a negative effect of inward dependencies (number of references to the file involved in merge). They also found a negative coefficient for the size of the change (number of classes involved in the merge conflict), the number of authors involved in the change and the number of non-core contributors. The correlation between the number of authors with changes involved in a merge conflict and the number of future bug fixes is also negative. In line with previous research ([168, 206, 307]), Brindescu et al. [41] found a positive effect of number of methods involved in the merge conflict, number of LOC changes and number of AST nodes changed on future bug fixing commit counts.

Ji et al. [154] investigated merge conflicts and resolutions in git rebases of 82 Java repositories from GitHub with a total of 51,183 rebase scenarios. Their results show that (i) 7.6% of PRs have rebases, (ii) conflict rate of rebases is between 24.3% and 26.2%, (iii) the likelihood of conflicts from (Git) rebases is not significantly different from three-way merge conflicts (git merge command) comparing to the results of existing studies [110, 317, 322].

Pan et al. [228] (already mentioned in Section 2.4.4) found that a majority (~47%) of the files with conflicts were written in C++ (the core functionality of both Chromium and Microsoft Edge are written in C++). Among these C++ files, the authors found that 12.34% are related to headers and macros. Furthermore, they found that 31.49% of 1-2 lines of conflicts in C++ files are due to addition, deletion, or updating the include section. For short, we found two studies investigating the merge conflict location. While Dias et al. [82] show evidence that changes across MVC slices influence positively the occurrence of merge conflicts, Pan et al. [228] found that changes on programming language files are conflict-prone when compared to changes in non-programming language files.

Maddila et al. [190] investigated concurrent edits in the same code areas in the PR based software development model. Their analyses include a six months history of changes made in six large repositories in Microsoft. As a result, they found that files concurrently edited in different PRs are more likely to introduce bugs.

Dias et al. [84] suggest using change impact analysis to find dependencies between code artefacts. They implement a prototype named DeltaImpactFinder to find such dependencies. DeltaImpactFinder analyses and compares the impact of a change in its origin and destination branches. They call the difference between these two impacts the delta-impact. If the delta-impact is empty, it means that there is no semantic merge conflict and the merge can continue automatically. Otherwise, the delta-impact contains what are the sources of possible conflicts. As a result, they found that patches that introduce a different set of dependencies to the different versions are likely to result in semantic merge conflicts.
2.7 Avoiding Merge Conflicts

The best way to deal with merge conflicts is creating mechanisms to avoid them. In this section, we investigate strategies and heuristics (Section 2.7.1) and tools and frameworks (Section 2.7.2) to avoid merge conflicts.

2.7.1 Strategies and Heuristics to Avoid Conflicts

In this section, we present studies, grouped into 5 topics, that show evidence of strategies and heuristics useful to avoid merge conflicts. We ignore studies that present strategies and heuristics to somehow improve software development but they do not take merge conflicts into account.

**Increasing coordination activities.** Begole et al. [26] investigate the work rhythms of developers. They use minute-by-minute records of computer activity coupled with locality of the activity, calendar appointments, and e-mail activities to provide meaningful visualisations for group coordination. The passive nature of developers’ interaction with these visualisations requires users to engage and coordinate with each other, which differs from version control systems that actively support the software development process.

**Contribution rules or commit policy.** A few studies [2, 49, 308] have found that the process of committing changes to a shared repository is typically governed by a commit policy that aims to minimise merge conflicts, eliminate build problems and avoid test outcome degradations. A policy imposed by the project management usually consists of a small number of informally stated guidelines that developers are encouraged to follow. For example, many development teams follow the “Commit early and commit often”, “never commit code that does not compile”, and “test your changes before committing”. Related to contribution rules, Brun et al. [49] found that keeping its local repository updated and pushing developers changes is an efficient way to be aware of other changes and avoid merge conflicts.

**Reducing the number of branches.** There are a few studies [14, 37, 46, 234] investigating software branching. Bird et al. [37] surveyed 124 experienced Microsoft engineers to determine the difficulty and time associated with integrating changes from multiple branches as well as tools and practices used to verify such work. As a result, they found that removing high-cost-low-benefit branches would have saved 8.9 days of delay and only introduced 0.04 additional conflicts on average. In a similar direction, Bruegge and Dutoit [46] give two heuristics for minimising merge conflicts. First, changes to the main development line should be made in separate development branches. Second, the number of branches should be as small as possible. Only use branches when parallel development is required. Creating a branch is a significant event that should be carefully planned and approved by management. In other words, reducing the number of branches made developers more productive but slightly increased the number of merge conflicts. Our assumption is that tightening contribution rules would support merge conflict reduction. By surveying 140 version control users, Phillips et al. [234] came up with four main observations: (i) continuous integrations are typically not done in practice; (ii) successful branching and merging strategies focus on reducing the frequency and complexity of merge conflicts, as well as preventing product
quality regressions during merge operations; (iii) branching satisfaction is influenced by
the types of branches created, with the use of feature, release, and experimental branches
having the most impact. The choice of version control system has little correlation with
branching satisfaction; and, (iv) merging satisfaction is influenced by the frequency of
upstream merges, with the use of upstream periodic and event-driven merges having the
most impact.

**Using patterns to manage branches.** Appleton et al. [14] present 32 patterns (best prac-
tices) for managing branching in parallel development projects. Their branch patterns were
divided into four groups: basic elements, creation patterns, policy patterns, branch structur-
ing patterns. Despite their work being published more than 25 years, most of them remain
up to date. For instance, *codeline policy* and *merge early and often*. They further present 13
common traps and pitfalls in branching that they call anti-patterns. These anti-patterns are
also presented by Bird et al. [37]. Here, we just mention them: (i) merge paranoia; (ii) merge
mania; (iii) big bang merge; (iv) never-ending merge; (v) wrong-way merge; (vi) branch ma-
nia; (vii) cascading branches; (viii) mysterious branches; (ix) runaway branches; (x) volatile
branches; (xi) development freeze; (xii) integration wall; and, (xiii) spaghetti branching. For
instance, they define that a big bang merge is when developers defer branch merging and
attempt to merge all branches simultaneously.

**Use feature toggles to manage code evolution.** CI practices recommend avoiding branch-
ing, and working directly on a shared master branch (a.k.a. trunk-based development),
where developers would frequently synchronise their enhancements [209]. Benefits include
unexpected merge conflicts being revealed earlier and hence, being easier to deal with. But
trunk-based development is thought for daily integration. If upgrades span beyond the day,
then incomplete upgrades might need to be integrated. For these incomplete developments,
“feature toggles” are proposed [238]. Rather than keeping a feature branch open, incomplete
features are integrated but annotated with a toggle. In this way, toggles behave as feature
annotations in software product line code. Feature toggles prevent code from being consid-
ered unless the feature toggle is on [209]. During development, a developer can enable the
feature for testing and disable it for other users. Feature toggles are a time-honoured way to
keep latent capabilities of an application in a CI setting where applications are deployed
continuously.

**Breaking commits into small/atomic changes.** Breaking commits into smaller changes
is not a new idea. In fact, tools that “untangle” commits, often containing a bundle of
unrelated changes, into smaller commits containing few logical units of changes, together
with a more descriptive message, have been proposed [2, 22, 83].

**Keep others aware of your changes.** Souza et al. [270] have drawn results from empirical
data from three software development teams that were observed and interviewed. Their
results suggest that the awareness network of a software developer is fluid (it changes
during the course of software development work) and is influenced by three main factors: *the
organisational setting* (e.g., the reuse program in the BSC corporation), *the software architecture*,
and, finally, *the recency of the project*. Finally, they observed that software developers try to
manage their awareness networks to be able to handle the impact of interdependent actions.
Cataldo et al. [57] show the importance of timely and efficient recommendations and the
implications for the design of collaboration awareness tools. Studies like this form a basis
for building solutions that are scalable and responsive.
Choosing the right developers to merge. Costa et al. proposed methods to recommend experts for integrating changes across branches [65] and characterised the problem of developers’ assignment for merging branches [67]. They analysed merge profiles of eight software projects and checked if the development history is an appropriate source of information for identifying the key participants for collaborative merge. They also presented a survey on developers about what actions they take when they need to merge branches, and especially when a conflict arises during the merge. Their studies report that the majority of the developers (75%) prefer collaborative merging (as opposed to merging and taking decisions alone). This reiterates the fact that tools that facilitate collaboration, by providing early warnings, are important in handling merge conflict situations.

2.7.2 Tools and Frameworks

In this section, we briefly describe 53 tools and frameworks proposed to avoid merge conflicts. We classified them into 8 types which includes tools to recommend an order to perform development tasks, systematically write commit messages and untangling changes, and keep developers aware of other developers’ changes.

Version Control Systems

Costa et al. [69] present a list with version control systems including, for instance, Git, Mercurial, and Darcs. They also present some frameworks to support version control systems in distributed software development such as RepoGuard and OSCAR. Furthermore, they present 13 challenges related to version control in distributed software development. For instance, dispersed software teams do not get information about what other teams are doing and dependency and delay due to physical distance to the server, mainly in centralised topology. We believe that some of these challenges have been minimised over the last 10 years. As Costa et al. [69] present a great overview on this topic and it is not closely related to merge conflict avoidance, we leave details to be found in their study.

Tools to Build Systematic Commit History

Aware that developers often write code incompatible with a systematic strategy or bundle unrelated changes in a single commit, a few researchers have proposed tools to support developers on these tasks. In what follows, we present three tools related to it.

Commit Bubbles. Barik et al. [22] propose COMMIT BUBBLES to support developers blending coding and commit activities through fragments to minimise context switching and treating history revision as a routine, rather than exceptional process.

EpiceaUntangler. Dias et al. [83] propose EPICEAUNTangler to help developers share untangled commits by using fine-grained code change information.

Codebase Manipulation. Muslu et al. [211] propose CODEBASE MANIPULATION a tool that automatically records a fine-grained history and manages its granularity by applying granularity transformations.

Refactoring Awareness

As seen in Section 2.6, refactoring is related to merge conflicts. Hence, it is important for developers to be aware when others are refactoring code.
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**CatchUp!**. Henkel and Diwan [134] propose CatchUp!, a tool that captures and replays refactoring actions within an integrated development environment semi-automatically. The tool uses descriptions of refactorings to help application developers migrate their applications to a new version of a component.

**Task Order Recommendation**

By wisely choosing which tasks to work on in parallel, a development team could likely reduce conflict occurrence [245]. In particular, we should expect lower integration conflict risk from parallel tasks that focus on unrelated features and affect disjoint and independent file sets. Perry et al. [233] found that increased parallel work, in addition to causing conflicts, can also lead to an increase in software defects. Developers are known to follow informal processes (e.g., check in partial code, email the team about impending changes) to avoid having to resolve conflicts when committing changes, or rush to commit their work in an effort to avoid being the developer who has to resolve the conflicts [275]. Aiming at supporting the order development tasks should be done, a few tools were proposed. Next, we describe these tools ordered from the oldest to the newest publication year.

**Hipikat.** Cubranic and Murphy [71] propose Hipikat to predict task interfaces based on the project’s version history. They assume that similar tasks are likely to change or use the same code elements. Hence, Hipikat generates recommendations by performing a textual similarity analysis of CVS repositories, issue-tracking systems (e.g., Bugzilla), newsgroups, and web sites associated with the project.

**Mylyn.** Kersten and Murphy [165] propose Mylyn to monitor developers’ workspace to track relevant resources (e.g., selected or edited files) and to update the IDE accordingly. In this sense, by using a prioritising policy for resources based on user interaction, Mylyn delineates a task context during task execution.

**TopicXP.** Savage et al. [253] propose TopicXP, a search tool to assist developers while defining task interfaces manually. TopicXP receives as input a query using keywords and outputs relevant files for a task based on their vocabulary and static dependencies from code. The search effectiveness depends on the quality of the task descriptions, which must clarify the task purpose.

**Cassandra.** Kasi et al. [163] propose Cassandra, a tool that analyses a set of constraints to recommend an optimum order of task execution per developer. The constraints relate to the files each task is supposed to edit according to the developers, their dependent files that are identified by call-graph analysis, and the developer’s preferred sequence for executing tasks.

**Taiti.** Rocha et al. [245] propose Taiti a tool that, for a given task, computes its test-based task interface (TestI). The tool works for tasks associated with Cucumber acceptance test scenarios, and approximates the set of files having code that could be executed by running the scenarios. Their results bring evidence that, in the specific context of behaviour-driven development, Cucumber tests associated with a task might help to predict application files changed by developers responsible for the task. They also found that the better the test coverage of a task, the better the TestI predictive power.

**Collaboration Tools**

Software development is a collaborative activity in which business analysts, customers, system engineers, architects, and developers interact. The concurrent edition of models and
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processes requires synchronous collaboration between practitioners who often cannot be physically present at a common location. Software modelling requires concurrency control in real time, thus enabling geographically dispersed developers to edit and discuss the same diagrams, and improving productivity by providing a means through which to easily capture and model difficult concepts through virtual workspaces and the collaborative edition of artefacts by means of tools which permit synchronised interactions \[155\]. In this section, we present tools, ordered by publication year, that support software development collaboration.

**SoftDock.** Suzuki and Yamamoto \[285\] propose SoftDock, a framework which solves the issues related to software component modelling and their relationships, describing and sharing component models information, and ensuring the integrity of these models. With SoftDock, developers can therefore work by analysing, designing, and developing software from component models and transfer them by using an exchange format, thus permitting communication between team members.

**SYSIPHUS.** Bruegge et al. \[45\] propose SYSIPHUS, a distributed environment which provides a uniform framework for system models, collaboration artefacts, and organisational models, with services for exploring, searching, filtering, and analysing the models.

**Galaxy Wiki.** Xiao et al. \[313\] present Galaxy Wiki, an online collaborative tool based on the wiki concept which permits the existence of a collaborative authoring system for documentation and coordination purposes, thus allowing developers to compile, execute, and debug programs in wiki pages.

**CollabDev.** Sarkar et al. \[250\] propose CollabDev, a human assisted collaborative knowledge tool to analyse applications in multiple languages and render various structural, architectural, and functional insights to the members involved in maintenance.

**IMPROMPTU.** Biehl et al. \[31\] propose IMPROMPTU, a framework for collaboration in multiple display environments. It allows users to share task information through displays via off-the-shelf applications.

**CoRED.** Lautamäki et al. \[175, 219\] proposed CoRED – Collaborative Real-time Editor – a web-browser-based collaborative real-time code editor for Java applications with error checking and automatic code generation capabilities.

**Workspace Awareness**

Workspace awareness tools monitor the developers’ workspace and notify them about ongoing changes that are potentially conflicting. The goal of workspace awareness tools is to make developers aware of each other’s changes before these are committed to a central repository, so that they can take proactive steps to prevent or minimise unforeseen interferences and/or duplicative development \[308\]. Such steps may include talking to other developers, reassigning tasks, and postponing changes until the other developer has made a commit \[308\]. In what follows, we present these workspace awareness tools ordered from the oldest to the newest publication year.

**EPOS.** Lie et al. \[183\] provide sophisticated mechanisms to coordinate artefact sharing among workspaces. EPOS supports four different policies that can be instituted among different pairs of workspaces: (i) all artefacts are shared immediately, (ii) artefacts are pushed to other workspaces, (iii) artefacts are pulled from other workspaces, and (iv) artefacts are implicitly propagated through the central repository.
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CoVer. Haake and Haake [126] propose CoVer (Contextual version server). The concepts offered by CoVer can be used by hypertext applications to define application-dependent version support.

Adele. Estublier and Casalles [98] propose Adele. Adele extends EPOS with programmable process support for specifying sharing policies on a per-artefact (type) basis. In both cases, the primary objective is more related to workspace integration than workspace awareness.

COOP/Orm. Magnusson and Asklund [191] propose COOP/Orm. In COOP/Orm, active diffs instantly communicate changes to other developers who can see those changes both in the version tree and the actual artefact.

BSCW. Appelt [13] proposes BSCW, a web-based, shared, centralized workspace with integrated versioning facilities that allow it to be used as a configuration management system. Awareness is provided statically, via web-based icons that enrich the web page for each artefact with information concerning its state, and dynamically, via a monitor that continuously informs authors of what activities are taking place in the central workspace.

CHIME. Dossick and Kaiser [91] propose CHIME, an Internet- and Intra-net based application which allows users to be placed in a 3D virtual world representing the software system. Hence, users interact with project artefacts by “walking around” the virtual world, in which they collaborate with other users through a feasible architecture.

Coven. Carrol and Sprenkle [63] propose Coven, a tool that supports awareness through soft locks. Before changing any artefacts, developers place soft locks with associated messages on those artefacts. When another developer attempts to place a soft lock on an artefact that already has a soft lock, that developer is presented with the message attached to the lock.

iScent. Anderson and Bouvin [9] propose iScent (intersubjective collaborative event environment), an awareness mechanism that can scale to meet the project awareness needs of large organisations.

TUKAN. Schuemmer and Haake [255] created TUKAN a distributed, cooperative software development environment that supports fine-grained editing and versioning of artefacts. In TUKAN, developers can select different collaboration modes and, upon accessing or modifying an artefact, are informed via “weather” icons whether potential conflicts exist with other developers.

State Treemap. Molli et al. [208] propose State Treemap, an awareness widget for multi-synchronous groupware. Its visualisation component shows which artefacts are being modified (both locally and remotely) and which artefacts have already been committed to the configuration management repository.

Elvin. Fitzpatrick et al. [106] propose Elvin, a content-based pure notification service used to support awareness with a virtual work environment and perceptual resources for awareness.

Palantir. Sarma et al. [242, 251, 252] propose Palantir. Palantir monitors other developer’s workspaces, and notifies the developer, in a non-obtrusive manner, if a conflict has happened. Palantir is a tool that addresses some of the performance issues from previous work by leveraging a cache for doing dependency analysis. Palantir uses dependency graphs in order to generate dependency information which is used to split the processing
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load between distributed developers. The dependency graphs are created using Dependency Finder [194].

Celine. Estublier and Garcia [99] propose Celine and point out the importance of considering semantic dependencies between artefacts in different files in the context of workspace awareness tools. Celine explores the relationships between awareness, process and system models, and shows how the knowledge of these models can be used to improve the relevance of an awareness system. Celine also takes into account factors such as the workspace topology and the cooperative engineering policy that is being used.

Lighthouse. Silva et al. [264] propose Lighthouse to show the changes being made at the design level. Their tool presents all changes (awareness) from the perspective of changes to the model (in the form of UML diagrams) of all of the developers’ projects.

SYSIPHUS. Bruegge et al. [47] propose SYSIPHUS, a distributed environment providing a uniform framework for system models, collaboration artefacts, and organisational models. In SYSIPHUS, system models, collaboration artefacts, and organisational models are given equal emphasis and live in a single, shared repository.

ADAMS. De Lucia et al. [77] present ADAMS (ADvanced Artefact Management System). It is an artefact-based process support system, supporting permissions definition, quality management and storing traceability links between artefacts that enables software engineers to create and store traceability links between artefacts. ADAMS supports the branching and merging of artefacts as well.

STEVE. De Lucia et al. [78] propose STEVE (Synchronous collaborative modelling Tool Enhanced with VErisioning management). It is a collaborative tool supporting distributed UML modelling of software systems. STEVE has been integrated in ADAMS to provide synchronous and asynchronous collaborative modelling functionalities. In particular, it allows developers to access and modify the same UML diagram at the same time, thus allowing distributed team members to discuss and model the system directly within ADAMS.

CollabVS. Dewan and Hegde [81] developed CollabVS, which looks for dependency conflicts in classes, methods and files. This is achieved by recording their cursor position and activity using the IDE. It also considers dependencies such as classes depending on super classes. In a different paper [133] with more focus on the implementation specifics reveals that dependencies are found using binary analysis.

FastDASH. Biehl et al. [32] propose FastDASH, a tool that fosters awareness between members of a team. FastDASH provides a dashboard that shows the files that are checked out, modified, and staged by other members of the team. FastDASH is a tool that scans every single file that is edited/opened in every developer’s local workspace and communicates about their changes back and forth through a central server.

Ariadne. Souza et al. [273] present the ARIADNE tool which analyses software projects for dependencies and helps to find coordination problems through a visual environment. ARIADNE retrieves updated code from the project codebase, only when a developer commits to the repository. As a result, they fail to employ any conflict prediction process before the code enters the repository; thereby failing to prevent inconsistencies from entering the codebase.
YooHoo. Holmes and Walker [139, 140] present YooHoo, an awareness system to help developers to keep apprised of code changes, providing notifications in a flexible manner. It works similarly to Ariadne.

WAV. Al-Ani et al. [6] present WAV (Worspace Activity Viewer). WAV visualises the developers and artefacts in a project using a 3D metaphor and gives managers an overview of ongoing activities in the project using information extracted directly from developers’ workspaces.

SafeCommit. Wloka et al. [308] introduce SAFECommit. It performs deeper program dependence analysis by identifying changes that pass a given set of test cases. The proposed technique identifies changes that are covered by original and edited test suites (either pass or fail) as well as changes that do not have coverage, to identify changes that may fail a given test suite.

Syde. Hattori and Lanza [131] propose SYDE. It creates an AST of a program for each developer to determine conflicts by comparing changed AST nodes. It informs the team about who is changing what parts of the system in real time. The AST of two developers is compared to detect the conflicts. This conflicting information is also given to the concerned developers. SYDE uses different colours to indicate severity of conflict warnings. Conflicts in which one entity is already checked-in is considered severe and shown in red colour. Conflicts in which both the entities are not checked in are less severe and shown in yellow colour. Indirect conflicts are not supported by SYDE.

CASI. Servant et al. [258] propose CASI. It provides a real-time visualisation of concurrent activities of collaborative developers on shared artefacts, to the granularity of individual methods to help developers detect conflicts early. CASI shows all the program elements that are influenced by the changes made in the team, so that developers can coordinate more efficiently.

CoDesign. Bang et al. [21] proposed CODESIGN, a collaborative software modelling environment that supports system design in geographically distributed work settings. CODESIGN’s main contribution is an extensible conflict detection framework for collaborative modelling.

Crystal. Brun et al. [48–50] propose CRYSTAL, which monitors selected branches in the repository. CRYSTAL preemptively merges the branches in the background and will notify the developers of any conflicts that arise. It detects both direct conflicts (changes to the same line), and indirect conflicts (changes to a different line that cause build or test failures). The tool merges changes in a shadow repository as they are committed in order to catch these types of conflict as early as possible.

CSM. Huyen and Ochimizu [149] propose CSM (from Change Support Model) to construct the artefact-related part of the information repository. CSM is a combination of model-based approach, process support approach, and awareness support approach. CSM can provide change workers with very comprehensive views of shared artefacts.

Conflicts. Hattoti et al. [132] propose CONFLICTS which is built over Syde [131]. It extracts structural information from Java files using the AST structure and uses this to capture conflict information. It only captures conflicts caused due to syntactic changes and is implemented for two collaborative developers.

WeCode. Guimaraes and Silva [123] propose WECODE, which also merges in uncommitted code, in order to improve the time to detection of a merge conflict. Guimaraes and Silva
introduced a technique to continuously merge changes in the IDE in order to detect merge conflicts as soon as possible. To avoid sending notifications about easily resolved textual merges, they use structural merging. Test conflicts are identified by two different methods: conflicts covered by automated test cases are found by running the tests. If no appropriate test case is available, an abstract semantic graph is used to identify dependencies and highlight potential conflicts.

**CloudStudio.** Estler et al. [96] propose CloudStudio [96], a web based IDE integrating configuration management and real time awareness. The configuration management part implements the basic notions of SCM such as repositories, branches and push/pull operations. Each project is maintained as a master repository on the cloud and personal repository in each developer’s workspace. Awareness system of CloudStudio shows lines with different colors in the editor which indicate changes done by other developers to those lines. This is possible because it maintains a database for each line which keeps information regarding all the users changing the line. Direct conflicts are shown in IDE when two developers modify the same line. Indirect conflicts can be determined by compiling the changes in IDE. CloudStudio also provides communication mediums like Skype and Chatbox.

**Manhattan.** Lanza et al. [173] propose Manhattan a tool that generates visualisations about team activity whenever a developer edits a class and notifies developers through a client program, in real time. While this shows useful 3D visualisations about merge conflicts in the IDE itself (thus being non-intrusive and natural to use), it is not adaptive (it does not automatically reflect any changes to the code in the visualisation, unless the user decides to re-import the code base).

**Bellevue.** Guzzi et al. [125] propose Bellevue. It is an IDE extension to make committed changes always visible, code history accessible inside developers’ workspaces, and displays the historical changes in a non-obtrusive way. Bellevue offers an interactive view that shows detailed historical information for files and specific chunks with respect to a previous version. It also allows developers editing code while reviewing the history.

**Semex.** Nguyen et al. [218] propose Semex, a tool for detecting which combination of merged changes causes a test conflict based on a technique called variability-aware execution. First, the tool separates the changes done by each parent commit in the merge scenario and encodes each one using conditionals around them (if statements) to integrate all these changes in a single program. Semex then uses variability-aware execution to detect semantic conflicts by running existing project tests, if available, on this single program, exploring all possible combinations of the encoded changes. The tool then knows which combinations of commits lead to test failure and reports the set of commits that, if integrated, would cause a test conflict.

**BDCI.** Pastore et al. [230] propose Behaviour Driven Conflict Identification (BDCI) which focuses on a program’s behaviour. BDCI identifies all methods that have been modified and monitors their entry and exit points during test executions to derive possible input and output values. In the case of conflicting changes to the observed values, higher-order conflicts are likely the cause.

**CCPF.** Arora et al. [18] propose the Continuous Conflict Predication Framework (CCPF). This framework describes a conflict prediction process with four steps: (i) collaborative software development activation, (ii) state information sharing, (iii) conflict prediction,
(iv) awareness visualisation which is executed continuously during the development process. During this process, the current activities of collaborative developers are monitored, within their Eclipse IDEs, and modifications made by them to various artefacts are used to predict potential direct and indirect conflicts. This process creates an inspection layer, well before the commit process, in order to identify arising conflicts and require developers to resolve these conflicts before moving ahead with the development process. The framework is realised through the implementation of collaboration over GitHub (CoG) tool [16, 17].

Wuensche prototype. Wuensche et al. [31] propose a prototype to find potential higher-order merge conflicts. Their approach uses a statically constructed call graph which reuses data from previous runs to scale well with very large source code repositories. They evaluate their prototype on known build and test conflicts in SAP HANA, a very large software project in C++, and examine the properties and root causes of those conflicts.

ConE. Maddila et al. [190] designed a method to help developers discover changes made on other branches that might conflict with their own changes. They propose ConE, a novel technique to (i) calculate the between two PRs that are active at the same time frame, and (ii) determine the existence of Rarely Concurrently Edited (RCE) files.

Support CI and CD

Development practices such as CI and CD also support early conflict detection, as the code is frequently integrated, verified by build and test scripts, and released to production [3]. We found only one study proposing an infrastructure to support continuous integration and delivery as we describe below.

SoftFab. Spanjers et al. [277] present SoftFab, an infrastructure which enables projects to automate the building and test process, and which manages all the tasks remotely through a control centre.

2.8 Conflict Resolution

Resolving merge conflicts is non-trivial, especially when the changes diverge significantly [49]. The resolution process can be tedious and can cause delays as developers figure out how to approach and resolve conflicts [163]. Poorly performed merge conflict resolutions have been known to cause integration errors [37], workflow disruptions, and jeopardise project efficiency and introduce delays [97].

Once merge conflicts have been detected, techniques are needed to resolve them. These can range from a manual - and often time-consuming - process, over an interactive with the software developer, to a fully automated conflict resolution tool. A lot depends on the kinds of conflicts the tool intends to solve and the level of accuracy that needs to be reached. Depending on the kind of merge conflict, different resolution strategies may be necessary. One particular kind of conflict occurs when two parallel changes can only be merged if they are applied in a certain order because the inverse order gives rise to an inconsistency. This is typically the case when a renaming is involved. Next, we present studies on different stages of merge conflict resolution.

We organised this section, presenting studies that measure the conflict resolution difficulty (Section 2.8.1), barriers and challenges to resolve conflicts (Section 2.8.2), conflict resolution
strategies (Section 2.8.3) and support the conflict resolution (Section 2.8.4). Then, we present evaluations to check whether the conflict resolution worked (Section 2.8.5) and backup strategies when the resolution did not work (Section 2.8.6).

### 2.8.1 Conflict Resolution Difficulty

We found four studies investigating the merge conflict resolution difficulty, we present them below from the oldest to the newest publication year.

Nelson et al. [214] presented an extension of the work of McKee et al. [196]. They investigated the whole life-cycle of conflict resolution taking practitioners’ perspective into account with two surveys. One investigating barriers developers face when dealing with merge conflicts and the other survey investigating the processes developers follow to monitor, plan, and evaluate merge conflicts resolution. As a result regarding merge conflict resolution difficulty, developers reported 6 main factors: (i) complexity of the conflicting code, (ii) number of conflicting code locations, (iii) ownership of the conflicting code, (iv) size of the conflicting code, (v) approaching deadlines, and (vi) work schedule constraints. These concerns cause developers to alter their resolution strategy, and in some cases delay the resolution, which can have negative consequences.

Mahmoudi et al. [193] investigated the impact of refactorings in merge conflicts (see study description in Section 2.6.2). Regarding merge conflict resolution difficulty, they investigated whether conflicts that involve refactoring are more difficult to resolve. As a result, they found that conflicting regions that involve refactorings tend to be larger (i.e., more complex) than those without refactorings. Furthermore, conflicting merge scenarios with involved refactorings include more evolutionary changes (i.e., changes leading to conflict) than conflicting merge scenarios without involved refactorings.

Ghiotto et al. [110] investigated the nature of merge conflicts (see the study description in Section 2.4.6). Regarding merge conflict resolution difficulty, they created a Difficulty Ratio (DR). Their DR is equal to the number of complex conflicting chunks divided by the sum of the number of complex conflicting chunks and the number of straightforward conflicting chunks. For them, complex chunks involve the addition of new code when resolving the merge conflicts and, the resolution of straightforward conflicting chunks needs just one of the versions or the concatenation or combination of the conflicting code. The top 10 programming language constructs or combination of language constructs with larger DR of resolving conflicts are: (i) comment, method invocation, and variable, (ii) method invocation and variable, (iii) if statement, (iv) if statement, method invocation, and variable, (v) import, (vi) if statement and method invocation, (vii) variable, (viii) comment and variable, (ix) annotation and method declaration, and (x) comment and method declaration. Hence, they empirically showed that conflicts that involve method invocation and variables are more difficult to resolve than conflicts involving method declarations, for instance.

Brindescu et al. [42] predicted the difficulty of merge conflicts using five machine learning algorithms (Bagging (Bootstrap aggregating), Bayes Network (BayesNet), Multi-Layer Perceptron (Perceptron), Logistic Regression (LogReg), and SVM) in a sample of 128 Java projects. As a result, these machine learning algorithms achieved an AUC of 0.85, 0.78, 0.75, 0.73, 0.56 for Bootstrap aggregating, BayesNet, Perceptron, LogRegr, and SVM, respectively.
Their model identifies 21% of the conflicts as Severe, and the rest 79% are classified as Trivial. Investigating what makes a merge conflict difficult, they identified a subset of ten factors which are: (i) total (sum) cyclomatic complexity of all files modified in both branches, (ii) the maximum dependencies of all files modified in both branches, (iii) average dependencies of all files modified in both branches, (iv) average cyclomatic complexity of all files modified in both branches, (v) number of differences of the AST trees between all modified files in both branches, (vi) LOC differences between commits of source and target branches, (vii) lines of code changed, (viii) number of authors, (ix) length of commit pattern between branches, and (x) length of author pattern between branches. Interestingly, they identified differences between human-perceived features and machine-learned features for predicting the difficulty of merge conflicts, for example diffusion, which is perceived as unimportant by developers, but picked up as important by their model.

2.8.2 Barriers and Challenges to Resolve Conflicts

A few studies [110, 214] have found that when conflicts are complex, and generally require new code to be written, developers avoid resolving them. For instance, Ghiotto et al. [110] found that in these cases, developers just commented on the conflicting code in a way that does not break any tests.

Surveying developers, Nelson et al. [214] found 8 key barriers developers face when resolving conflicts: (i) understanding the conflicting code, (ii) having expertise in the area of conflicting code, (iii) having enough meta information about the conflicting code (who made the change, why, and when), (iv) having tools presenting understandable info, (v) changing assumptions within code, (vi) understanding the project structure, (vii) having trustworthiness of tools, and (viii) having informative of commit messages. Developers rely heavily on their knowledge of the conflicting code when implementing their merge resolutions.

2.8.3 Conflict Resolution Strategies

We divide this section into the process developers follow to resolve merge conflicts and strategies followed to resolve the merge conflict. Note that in the first case, we present studies showing the reasoning behind the merge conflict resolution. In the second case, we present studies investigating the solution based on the code to be merged.

Developer’s Process to Revolve Conflicts

We present studies from the oldest to the newest publication year.

Munson and Dewan [210] propose a number of different resolution strategies (which they refer to as merge policies) for three-way merging. All these resolution strategies are implemented in a uniform and customizable way using merge matrices that can be fine-tuned by the user. We only discuss two of these strategies: consolidation and reconciliation. Consolidation is used when two revisions of a common base version need to be merged and it is expected or known that most of the parallel changes are complementary (e.g., when the changes are made to different program modules). In case of deletions, the merge
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proceeds automatically. In case of overlapping changes, one of both changes is chosen interactively. Reconciliation is used when the revisions to be merged are likely to introduce merge conflicts. In that case, simply selecting the appropriate revision in case of an overlap is not sufficient since one may interactively want to combine the changes that lead to the conflict. Reconciliation is typically needed if different software developers make independent changes to the same part of the code. If they make changes to different weakly coupled parts of the code, however, consolidation is the more appropriate strategy.

Edwards [93] proposes a number of interesting resolution strategies. The explosion strategy calculates all possible paths that may lead to a valid solution. Afterwards, the user can choose the most appropriate solution. The main disadvantage of this strategy is that it can lead to a combinatorial explosion of potential solutions. The promotion strategy tries to avoid conflicts by reducing the dependencies in a sequence of modification operations. Some operations that depend on earlier operations can be promoted into new operations that do not cause a dependency anymore. The recursive acceptance strategy represents a “what if” scenario in which the user can iteratively resolve cascading conflicts. If an operation conflicts with earlier operations, one can either remove the current operation or remove one of the earlier conflicting operations. This process is applied recursively until all conflicts have been resolved.

Nelson et al. [214] identified that developers normally have a strategy to resolve conflicts. Their strategy involves one or more of the following 5 steps: (i) examining the merge, (ii) analysis/manipulation of the code, (iii) examining the code, (iv) focus on design concerns, or (v) examine project organisation. They also found that when developers feel that their experience is not sufficient to resolve the merge conflict, they generally seek help from other developers to resolve the conflicts.

Brindescu et al. [43] showed that developers normally follow 6 steps on the conflict resolution: (i) look at external data sources, (ii) open a particular file to work on, (iii) read or scroll through the source code, (iv) edit source code, (v) read a chunk on either side, and (vi) run the build or perform test. In addition, Brindescu et al. [43] observed that when developers wanted a quick solution, developers skip directly to step v). Regarding the first step, which is look at external data sources, developers search for information on seven sources: (i) diff between merged versions, (ii) commit history, (iii) source code, (iv) output running the application, (v) build and tests output, (vi) documentation, and (vii) colleagues. Once developers got stuck, they follow two patterns: StuckForaging and HuntingForEvidence. StuckForaging shows that finding the right information is nontrivial. This is because of: (i) the way conflicts are presented in, at times, fragmented across multiple disconnected sources, and (ii) false leads that developers have to backtrack from. This can be distracting, as the information initially presented by the tools may not identify the root cause of the conflict. The information is often split across different types of tools and data archives (e.g., source code, version history, documentation, requirements etc.). Synthesizing the information to see if it is actually useful is not easy, which is highlighted by the HuntingForEvidence pattern. A corner case that made this especially difficult was when parallel changes had conflicting requirements, meaning the conflict resolution required a deeper solution since it involved design or fundamental codebase/behaviour decisions. Such decisions are crucial, as the wrong choice can lead to further problems later in a project’s evolution.

Developer’s Solution to Resolve Conflicts
Yuzuki et al. [317] study the conflict resolutions at method level on 779 conflict commits from 10 Java projects. They argue that when developers are resolving conflicts they usually use merge tools such as kdiff3, or DiffMerge. Hence, most developers visualise the parts where conflicts are detected and display them. Hence, developers fix code using that information. That is the reason why there is no case that new code which is not written in both are not used. Therefore, their classification consists of looking whether a developer chose the code from the source or target branch. They also argue that in the case that conflicts are detected in multiple methods, it is one of the most significant problems that developers must select which method should be resolved at first. It is impossible to obtain a satisfactory resolution with only such information [150, 221]. Like that, because existing merging tools do not give enough information for conflict resolution, it is considered that they have no choice but to adopt code from one of the merged branches. With all, their results show that 99% (771/779) of conflicts are resolved by adopting the source or the target branch code.

Nguyen et al. [216] investigated merge conflicts and resolutions of four OSS repositories. They report the rollback rate which means the percentage of times developers decided not to merge versions. The rollback rate varies from 0.70% to 6.98%. Most of the rollbacks happened without creating a new commit such as using the commands "git checkout SHA-1-B1; git reset -soft HEAD; git commit -amend". They considered four types of resolutions: (i) applying both changes, (ii) applying a change from one site only (either from source or target branch), (iii) applying no changes, and (iv) other than these. They investigated cases that two continuous lines are in conflict (called adjacent-line conflicts) and looked at whether the conflict resolution applied to both site changes. In these cases the rate varied from 24.39% (in Samba) to 85.01% (in Linux Kernel). They found that across the four investigated repositories 75.41% of the conflicts were fixed by applying both changes. The authors considered these adjacent-line conflicts false positives arguing that developers did some unneeded extra work for solving the conflicts. For 20.93% of cases of adjacent-line conflicts, developers chose a change from one site only and, for 3.66%, developers chose applying no changes or other than these (e.g., adding new code).

Brindescu et al. [41] investigated 143 OSS projects aiming at better understanding the impact of merge conflicts and their effect on software quality (see study description in Section 2.6.2). Regarding the resolution strategies, they observed that developers follow three strategies: (i) select one means that the solution is the same as one of the branches; (ii) interleave means that solutions contains lines from both the branches and none of the lines were changed and no new lines were added; and, (iii) adapted means that existing lines were changed or/and new lines were added. As a result, they found that adapted was the most commonly used resolution strategy (60.82%), compared to interleave (26.38%) and select one (12.80%). When dealing with higher-order merge conflicts the percentage is even greater.

Ghiotto et al. [110] investigated the nature of merge conflicts (see the study description in Section 2.4.6). Their conflict resolution classification includes when developers choose: (i) the source branch version (e.g., often their version), (ii) the target version (current mainline version), (iii) a concatenation of both versions, (iv) a combination of both versions, and (v) new code is necessary. Their results show that developers normally choose: (i) the source version (50%), (ii) target version (25%), (iii) new code (15%), (iv) combination (9%), and (v) concatenation (3%). Just 13% of the conflicting chunks involve new code, meaning that
in 87% of the cases, all of the code that is necessary to resolve a conflict already exists and is present in the two versions in conflict.

Shen et al. [261] investigated detection and resolution of merge conflicts (see study description in Section 2.4.6). They investigated, textual, build (compiling), and test (dynamic) conflicts. As a result related to how developers resolve conflicts, 69% of textual conflicts were handled by giving up the edits in one branch and the remaining 31% of conflicts by somehow integrating the edits from both sides. 95% of build conflicts were handled by applying extra edits to the integrated version. These extra edits were usually similar to some of the edits in one branch. Developers handled all test conflicts by applying extra edits to the integrated versions; 75% of these extra edits were similar to those from one branch.

Pan et al. [228] used program synthesis to learn merge conflict resolutions (see study description in Section 2.4.4). Regarding resolution patterns, they found that 39.5% of the resolution strategies involved concatenating the changes from source and target branches.

### 2.8.4 Conflict Resolution Support

In this section, we present approaches and tools to support merge conflict resolution. Note that we already presented merging algorithms (Section 2.5.2), merging tools (Section 2.5.3), and collaboration tools (Section 2.7.2) that might support merge conflict resolution. The difference between the tools and approaches presented in this section is that they were proposed to support conflict resolution, while the others were proposed to merge code or support multiple developers contributing to the source code. Studies are ordered by the oldest to the newest publication year.

Koegel et al. [170] propose an approach to collaborative merging to facilitate discussion on conflicts and collaborative conflict resolution. The approach is based on the application and integration of Rationale Management into Model Merging and they called their approach Issue-based Model Merging. In this approach conflicts are aggregated into an issue (similar to a GitHub issue). Alternative choices for resolving the conflicts are proposals. Their goal with the approach is to address invisible design decisions, isolated design decisions, forced design decisions, and interactive merge.

Brosch et al. [44] propose to use a model checker to detect semantic merge conflicts in the context of model versioning. This technique is used to check the semantic consistency of an evolving UML sequence diagram with respect to state machine diagrams that remain unchanged. In other words, they use the overlapping parts of the diagrams as glueing points to construct a coherent picture of the system.

Niu et al. [222] develop scoreRec, a tool that recommends the conflict resolutions ordered by estimating the cost and benefit of resolving conflicts. The contributions of scoreRec lie in the leverage of both structural and semantic information of the source code to generate conflict resolution recommendations, as well as the hierarchical presentation of the recommendations with detailed explanations.

Costa et al [65] reported that developers usually have a hard time while branching merges because it might hold numerous contributions from different developers and they need to understand changes in order to integrate them. Based on this problem they propose a tool called TipMerge, which recommends expert developers that are best suited to resolve
conflicts in a particular area of code. TipMerge checks the developer’s knowledge coverage of changed files and methods and shows which set of developers have the highest joint coverage (the Team Recommendation). As the number of developers in the ranking can be high, we use an optimization algorithm to find which developers make the best team to deal with a specific merge case. They evaluated it on 2,040 merges across 25 OSS projects and found that TipMerge can improve joint knowledge coverage by an average of 49% in merge scenarios [66].

Nishimura and Maruyama [220] proposed MergeHelper, a tool that reduces the manual effort necessary to resolve merge conflicts by replaying fine-grained code changes related to conflicting class members. MergeHelper captures code changes as sequences of fine-grained atomic operations. This way, developers can replay all changes involved in a conflict, which can help in resolving them. It follows a similar approach than the one present in the first versions of MolhadoRef. Their approach only considers edits and has problems with long edit histories and finer granularity of operations [88].

Nelson et al. [214] obtained 10 overlapping tool-sets to support merge conflict resolution by surveying developers (see study description in Section 2.8.1). These tool-sets consists of: Git, Vim/vi, Text Editor (unspecified), GitDiff, GitHub, Eclipse, KDiff3, Meld, SourceTree, Sublime Text. Their results indicate that developers are concerned about tool-set fragmentation, and therefore adding an additional tool might be counterproductive to the workflow of most developers.

Xing and Maruyama [314] propose an approach to (semi-)automatically repair behavioral merge conflicts once they are found. For this purpose, they leverage Automated Program Repair (APR) techniques, which fully-automatically fix faults (or bugs) exposed by tests. APR is worth exploring to produce a behavioural-correct, executable merged program although it is subject to high degree of overfitting as pointed out by several studies [176, 267]. They assume that programmers should decide the behaviour of a merged program and usually prepare test cases to check if it behaves correctly in the early stage, when they address the resolution of merge conflicts. Using APR techniques based on a generate-and-validate strategy, each of the candidates generated from a faulty program will be validated with the given test cases. If a program that passes all the test cases is found, it can be considered a fixed one. In merging programs independently modified by multiple programmers, their test cases not only help both the programmers reach consensus on the behaviour of a merged program but also guarantee its behavioural correctness.

Sung et al. [284] develop MrgBldBkFixer to evaluate the feasibility of automated fixes of merge induced build breaks. In other words, MrgBldBkFixer resolves semantic merge conflict for a divergent fork by analysing the AST diffs for changes in the upstream to construct a patch for merge conflicts. MrgBldBkFixer requires developers’ manual work to classify the build breaks, and the tool heavily relies on the AST analysis for C++ code only. The types of resolution/fixes of conflicts are: (i) include statement update, (ii) entire function definition/call update (e.g., function body move/add/removal), (iii) function name update, (iv) function type/specifier update, (v) function param/argument update (e.g., param/arg add/rem/reorder), (vi) function param/arg’s type update, (vii) class/namespace/enum reference update (e.g., field type update). Using real development data of Microsoft Edge collected in a three-month period, they performed a feasibility study and the result shows that 40% of the build breaks targeted by MrgBldBkFixer can be repaired automatically.
Shen et al. [259] introduce SoMANYCONFLICTS, a tool to help the developer handle multiple merge conflicts in a more systematic way. Specifically, SoMANYCONFLICTS follows three steps: (i) analyses the interrelation between conflicts in terms of syntactic dependency, similarity, and hierarchy, and (ii) constructs a conflict-relation graph then (iii) applies classical graph algorithms to cluster and order related conflicts. Furthermore, SoMANYCONFLICTS can also suggest resolution strategies for those unresolved conflicts interactively based on those already resolved conflicts. The authors hope that SoMANYCONFLICTS can reduce the burden and error-proneness of conflict resolution, thus improving the productivity as well as the code quality in collaborative software development. Recruiting 5 developers from the OSS community and the industry the authors found that: (i) the grouped and ordered conflicts by SoMANYCONFLICTS make sense in most cases, and (ii) as more conflicts in a group are resolved, the precision of the suggested strategy for the rest of conflicts in the same group increases. However, they also found that: (i) some actually-related conflicts are not reported by SoMANYCONFLICTS, which means that it does not identify some other features indicating the relevance of conflicts, and (ii) some conflicts are false positives or mismatching reported by the merging algorithm in Git, which are expected to be identified to save the manual effort.

Zhang et al. [318] proposed GMERGE, that automatically suggests merge conflict resolutions. GMERGE takes as input a merge conflict and merge histories from both upstream and downstream. GMERGE returns a conflict resolution which indicates which lines of code need to change, and how. To empirically evaluate GMERGE, They selected real-world Microsoft Edge semantic merge conflicts. Their evaluation shows that GMERGE learns the correct resolutions at the state-of-the-art 64.6% of accuracy. It demonstrates the effectiveness of k-shot learning, which provides a cost-effective and language-agnostic solution for real-world semantic merge conflicts. The closest work to GMERGE is MrgBldBrkfixer [284]. However, while MrgBldBrkfixer requires developers’ manual work to classify the build breaks, and the tool heavily relies on the AST analysis for C++ code only, GMERGE is scalable, fully automated and language-agnostic by leveraging large scale language models.

### 2.8.5 Evaluating Whether the Resolution Worked

Surveying developers, Nelson et al. [214] found that developers normally use 6 strategies to check whether their conflict resolution was effective: (i) all tests pass, (ii) code successfully compiles, (iii) code looks correct (i.e., visual passes), (iv) version control system warnings are gone, (v) merged code is approved during code review, and (vi) merged code accepted into production code-base. In this process they mentioned 5 tool-sets [214]: (i) version control systems (e.g., Git, SVN, and CVS), (ii) continuous integration tools (e.g., TRAVIS CI, JENKINS, and TFS), (iii) program analysis tools (e.g., COVERITY and CODESONAR), (iv) devOps tools (e.g. NAGIOS, MONIT, and KABANA), and (v) release management tools (e.g., CHEF, PUPPET, and SALT).
2.8.6 Backup Strategies

Surveying developers, Nelson et al. [214] found that when the conflict resolution did not work, developers mentioned 4 main backup strategies: (i) take it off-line - this strategy involves moving conflicting code away from shared branches or code repositories, and working locally to resolve the conflict without disrupting other developers, (ii) collaborating - where developers seek out other developers that are more knowledgeable about the area of conflicting code, (iii) try again (i.e., merge the same code together and hope that their tools are able to succeed with a second attempt, and (iv) redoing changes - by way of reverting and manually recreating the changes found in conflicting commits when their initial attempt failed. Surprisingly, 13.33% of the developers mentioned that they do not have a backup strategy.

2.9 Human Factor Investigations

There are several studies showing that human factors play an important role in software quality. These studies include investigations on developers productivity when they learn from experience of other developers individually, from groups, and from organisational-unit level [39] and the influence of the number of developers [198, 307], organisational structure [213], and code ownership [35, 52, 109, 119, 235, 237, 291] on the number of failures.

To mention a few of them, Bird et al. [35] investigated whether ownership influences the number of pre-release faults and post-release failures in the context of two commercial systems: Windows Vista and Windows 7. As a result, they found that: (i) developers who owns less than 5% of lines of code of components (named minor contributors) is more likely to introduce pre- and post release failures, (ii) higher levels of ownerships are related to fewer failures, (iii) the number of minor contributors negatively affects software quality, and (iv) without minor contributors, the ability to predict failure-prone components is greatly diminished, supporting the hypothesis that minor contributors are related to software quality. Similarly, Businge et al. [52] investigated the influence of ownership on the number of failures in the context of small-sized Android applications. As a result, concurring with Bird et al. [35], they found that minor contributors are related to more failures and applications with few major contributors are more reliable than applications with larger number of minor contributors. At the end, studies investigating the relation between code ownership and the number of failures found similar results and recommend that (i) changes made by minor contributors should be reviewed with more scrutiny, (ii) potential minor contributors should communicate desired changes to developers experienced with the respective file/binary, and (iii) components with low ownership should be given priority by quality assurance resources.
2.10 Conclusion and Perspectives

In this chapter, we saw that the social perspective is taken into account when proposing strategies, approaches, and tools for increasing coordination in software development (Section 2.1). We also saw that there are studies investigating human factors (Section 2.9) and the communication flow developers follow when contributing to the source code (Section 2.3). However, note that in none of these topics, merge conflicts are investigated. On the side, we saw in our extensive background on the merge conflict life-cycle that the social perspective is often ignored. We summarise the merge conflict investigations below.

Once characterising merge conflicts (Section 2.4), we saw that they are a solid problem in software development. Several researchers named merge conflicts as they are identified and not how they indeed are. Our merge conflict taxonomy might minimise such confusion and provide a standard nomenclature for future research. The conflict rate varies from 0.00% to 87.84% depending on aspects like the conflict type, version control system, merging strategy, number of projects, projects domain, programming language, coordination practices, contribution rules, and etc. Regarding the size and duration of merge conflicts, we saw that merge conflicts are often small with a median size up to 3 LOC and last for a few minutes or days, depending on project structure. An empirical study with several projects investigating the merge conflict duration might be useful to better understand the time merge conflicts last. Finally, we saw that changes in the same part of methods and constructors or in their signature are the most common language constructs related to merge conflicts. With all, we saw several studies investigating merge conflict characteristics and highlighting opportunities for further studies that are still an open gap in the literature.

Once investigating merge strategies (Section 2.5), we presented merge techniques that started ignoring the structure of the code and, later, started to look at the syntactic and semantic of the changes. On one hand, strategies looking at the semantic of the changes, remove conflicts due to ordering and formatting. On the other hand, it increases the runtime complexity of the underlying merging algorithms making them harder to be used in practice. We could see a similar evolution in the algorithms and tools related to software merging. In addition, we saw that merge tools are not only concerned with integrating, but also resolve some conflicts. Studies comparing merge tools and strategies are important to, not only deeply understand these tools and strategies, but also to see how they perform in practice. With all, we saw that merge strategies are evolving over the years and semantic/structured merge strategies are not far to be used in practice.

When investigating factors related to merge conflicts (Section 2.6), we identified eleven factors or related topics, which we present below.

1. Why studies present different results related to measures related to merge conflicts? The simple answer regards the used data and approach. For instance, while Leßenich et al. [180] investigated factors strongly correlated to merge conflicts. In some cases, they found a moderate correlation, but preferred to report that such factors show no influence on the occurrence of merge conflicts. A study investigating social factors with machine learning classifiers might provide different results.
2. Work remotely is not related to the occurrence of merge conflicts. Estler et al. [97] found that the location of developers does not influence the occurrence of merge conflicts.

3. Changes across MVC slices are conflict-prone. Dias et al. [82] show evidence that changes across MVC slices influence positively the occurrence of merge conflicts.

4. Some programming languages are conflict-prone. The results from Dias et al. [82] and Menezes et al. [199] show that some programming languages are more related to merge conflicts than others. However, as the difference is not thumping, other factors like team knowledge, supporting tools will have a great impact on the choice of a programming language for a project.

5. Type of file and extension might influence the merge conflict rate. Leßenich et al. [180] found a conflict rate of 11% when considering all files and 6% when considering only Java code. Contradictorily, Pan et al. [228] found that changes on programming language files are conflict-prone when compared to changes in non-programming language files. It shows that not all conflicts are in programming language files and these conflicts (e.g., in documentation, configuration, or generated files) might be simpler to resolve.

6. Concurrent edit to files are buggy. Maddila et al. [190] found that across all investigated repositories, the percentage of bug-inducing edits is consistently higher for concurrently edited files than for non-concurrently edited ones. They observed that concurrent edits consistently are correlated with bug fixes, more so than non-concurrent edits and all edits.

7. Conflict code is bug-prone. Amaral et al. [8] found that conflicting merge scenarios are not prone to introduce bugs. However, bugs might be introduced on the merge conflict resolution. In the same direction, Brindescu et al. [41] found that code involved in merge conflicts has a higher likelihood of being involved with a future bug. They found that the code in merge conflicts were twice as likely to contain bugs as other changes. Further, if the changes included semantically interacting changes, the likelihood of a defect is 26 times that of non-conflicting changes. Hence, we can conclude that code related to conflicts is often bugggy. One way to minimise the chances of introducing bugs is to change small pieces of code [236].

8. High branch activity is related to more failures. Shihab et al. [262] found that architectural and organisational mismatch is related to merge conflicts. For instance branches where more areas or components (architectural) or more managers and engineers (organisational) are involved are failure-prone. At the end, they conclude that high branch activity is associated with a higher number of failures. A way to minimise the number of failures and conflicts is to divide tasks and integrate branches more often.

9. Conflict rate is similar to git merge and git rebase scenarios. Ji et al. [154] found that practitioners will face similar conflict rates integrating code with rebasing scenarios (e.g., using git rebase command) than integrating code with common three-way merge scenarios (e.g., using git merge command).

10. Conflict code is often related to low quality code. Ahmed et al. [5] found that program elements involved in merge conflicts are smelly. More specifically, code classified as
God Class, Data Clump, Sibling Duplication, Data Class and Distorted Hierarchy is often a conflicting code. Note that these code smells are often related to agglomeration of functionality/responsibility of a component. The authors also found that the presence of code smells on the lines of code involved in a merge conflict has a significant impact on its bugginess which is also inline with the results from Brindescu et al. [41]. A way to improve the software quality and minimise conflicts is to periodically search for smelly code and remove them as soon as the symptom is identified.

11. Refactoring is associated with merge conflicts. Mahmoudi et al. [193] found that one in each five conflicts involve refactoring. They also found that conflict regions that involve refactorings tend to be larger. The top refactorings related to conflicts involve extracting code (extract method, extract interface, or extract superclass) from a component. For instance, a class or method is concentrating on multiple behaviours. Hence, developers modularize these behaviours in multiple methods. Note that this kind of refactoring is often related to ways to minimise code smells found by Ahmed et al. [5]. In other words, these refactorings support the reduction/removal of code smells often related to merge conflicts. Considering that merge conflicts in refactored code are often harder to resolve [87], a way to avoid concurrent changes is to schedule a period for developers to focus only on refactorings.

Looking at the measures from Table 2.1 and all factors presented in Section 2.6, we noted that simply looking at the size of changes does not help to predict merge conflicts. It is often related to (i) the parts of code changed (e.g., changes involving multiple layers), (ii) the quality of the code (e.g., smelly code), (iii) the duration of the merge scenario (e.g., branches forgotten by developers or that were very complex), and (iv) the type of the changes (e.g., refactoring). In the end, factors related to merge conflicts are often related to bad development and coordination practices. Creating processes and better coordinating social and technical assets may reduce the number of merge conflicts.

Once presenting studies investigating ways to avoid merge conflicts (Section 2.7). We saw that strategies and tools are often complementary. For instance, creating contribution rules and reducing the number of branches might reduce the number of merge conflicts. However, using a tool like CASSANDRA to better coordinate ongoing tasks and CRYSTAL to keep developers aware of ongoing changes might be more effective.

Nelson et al. [214] surveyed developers and found that merge conflict resolution is normally (73.68%) reactive (i.e., after it occurs developers fix it). Only 14.71% of the developers monitor conflicts periodically. The surveyed developers mentioned 10 tools to monitor conflicts: GIT, GitHub, EMAIL, SVN, VCSs (in general), VisualStudio (IDE), PagerDuty, GitLab, Jenkins, and TFS (a VCS). The low percentage for monitoring conflicts used by the surveyed developers is due to the fact that these developers still do not trust existing tools. As evidence, Guzzi et al. [125] conducted an exploratory investigation and tool evaluation for supporting collaboration in teamwork. They found that, while automatic merge tools were used, developers did not trust them, and manually checked the end result.

Therefore, there is no silver bullet to avoid merge conflicts and its reduction depends on several factors. For instance, developer skill, task requirements, project’s restrictions (e.g., duration and costs), and project and company size. This last factor is related to how
a solution scales. For instance, speculative merging does not work for companies like Microsoft, Google, and Meta where tens of thousands of PRs are created every week.

Tools and strategies presented in Section 2.7, help us see that software development practices are evolving over the years and studies comparing strategies and tools are welcome to highlight limitations and challenges to improve the state-of-the-art of merge conflict avoidance. For instance, Kaur et al. [164] compared six collaboration and awareness tools (CollabVS, Crystal, Palantir, Syde, WeCode, CloudStudio). As a result of this comparison, they found 4 limitations: (i) increased false positives; (ii) overloading developers with notifications and warnings; (iii) privacy invasion; and, (iv) communication cost. Based on these limitations, they present requirements for this kind of tool. Regarding overloading developers with notifications and warnings, Estler et al. [97] found that real-time awareness can be distracting rather than helpful. An important task is then to find the correct trade-off for notifying developers.

When presenting studies related to merge conflict resolution (Section 2.8), we saw that some merge conflicts are harder than others, we saw that there are barriers when resolving conflicts often related to the knowledge and understanding of the whole change, including for instance, the project structure. We also saw how developers reason when thinking about conflict resolution and that the integrated code is often in the changeset. We saw that there are tools to support conflict resolution able to automatically resolve most merge conflicts and developers have in mind procedures to follow to check whether the conflict resolution worked and revert changes in case the resolution fails.

With all, we envision that: (i) merge conflict resolution might be part of the development environment, (ii) merging tools might be very conservative to resolve conflicts to gain developers trust, (iii) supporting tools should provide visualisations, meta-information, and recommendations of developers to resolve conflicts, and (iv) developers might create policies to resolve conflicts and have a wide test-suite to support identifying semantic and behavioural conflicts. Supporting some of our points, Nelson et al. [214] surveyed developers mentioned 4 main factors that need to be improved in the tool-sets they use: (i) usability, (ii) exploration of project history, (iii) less-relevant information filtering, and (iv) graphical presentation of information.

In the next chapter, we present an empirical study investigating the relation between the communication activity and the occurrence of merge conflicts.
On the Relation Between Communication Activity and Merge Conflicts

This chapter shares material with a prior publication: “On the Relation Between GitHub Communication Activity and Merge Conflicts” [302]

In this chapter, we empirically investigate the relation between communication activities and merge conflicts. In Section 3.1, we introduce this chapter presenting the context, problem, goals, and discussions of our study. In Section 3.2, we present the communication networks which are essential to understand how we investigate the communication activity. In Section 3.3, we present the study setting of this empirical study. In Section 3.4, we present our results. In Section 3.5, we discuss and show the value of our results. Finally, in Section 3.6, we conclude this chapter and present perspectives of this study.

3.1 Introduction

Software development is a collaborative and distributed activity in which success depends on the ability to coordinate social and technical assets [157]. In this collaborative process, developers are often supported by version control systems when solving tasks (e.g., bug fixing and adding new features). Version control systems help them to manage changes to a common code base by tracking all code contributions over time. This allows a group of developers to address different tasks simultaneously without losing changes. After fulfilling their tasks, developers merge the proposed changes to the main repository.

Simultaneous contributions to a common code base may introduce problems of their own during integration, often manifesting as merge conflicts (see Section 2.4). As merge conflicts are unexpected events, they have a negative effect on project’s objectives compromising the project success, especially when arising often [123] [252] [163]. On the other hand, researchers found that proper communication among contributors is fundamental for the project success [34] [122] [256][271]. For instance, Liu et al. [188] found that GitHub communication supports a more coordinated development activity. Despite the number of studies exploring merge conflicts [2][11][49][123][180] and communication activity [75] [115]
On the Relation Between Communication Activity and Merge Conflicts

Our goal is to investigate and understand the relation between GitHub communication activity and merge conflicts. One of the reasons why communication is related to project success may be that keeping contributors aware of what others are doing may avoid the emergence of merge conflicts. Hence, to get a more precise understanding about what kind of communication may be helpful for avoiding merge conflicts, we use different measures of communication. For instance, the communication related to the merge scenario’s code changes may be more efficient for avoiding merge conflicts than the general communication in the merge scenario. Or, the communication among developers only may be more important for avoiding merge conflicts than the communication among all contributors. Contributors are all GitHub users who have contributed to the project (e.g., communicating or changing the source code). A developer is a contributor who has changed the source code.

To achieve our goal, we have conducted a large empirical study analysing the history of 30 repositories of popular software projects. In total, we considered 19 thousand merge scenarios, 325 thousand files, and 1.5 million chunks. For this purpose, we mined and linked contributions (GitHub) and communication (GitHub) data. Regarding code contributions, we reconstructed the merge scenarios that are present in the subject projects’ histories. Regarding communication activity, we quantified the amount of GitHub communication in merge scenarios by means of three alternative approaches with distinct granularity: one considering the communication of all active contributors (awareness-based), the second linking communication related to the merge scenario’s contributions by means of pull requests and related issues (pull-request-based), and the third considering communication mapped to artefacts that has been changed in the merge scenario (changed-artefact-based). To obtain a deep understanding of the communication activity, we also distinguished between the communication related to contributors (contributors’ communication) and developers (developers’ communication), for each approach.

To understand the association between GitHub communication activity and the occurrence of merge conflicts (i.e., the two covariates), we performed three analyses. First, we analysed the bivariate relationship between the two covariates, as is common in empirical software engineering studies. Second, we analysed the multivariate relationship between the two covariates taking confounding factors into account (e.g., the number of files changed and developers involved in the merge scenario). Third, we analysed the moderating influence of individual merge scenario characteristics on the strength of the relation of the two covariates (e.g., the relation may be stronger in larger merge scenarios). For these analyses, we use Spearman’s rank correlation, principal component analysis, partial correlation, and moderation effects.

Summarising our results, the bivariate analysis indicates a weak (< 0.3) but highly significant positive correlation between the number of merge conflicts and the amount of communication. The multivariate analysis indicates no relation between the two covariates which suggests that the positive relation between the two covariates found in the bivariate analysis is spurious under the assumption that both covariates are confounded by merge scenario characteristics. In the moderation effect analysis, we investigated the influence of three measures on the strength of the relation of the two covariates: the number of lines of code, the number of developers involved, and the number of days a merge scenario lasts.
Regarding the number of lines of code, we found a significant moderating influence on the strength of the relation between the two covariates for the awareness- and changed-artefact-based approaches and for both communication measures. Regarding the number of developers, we also found a significant moderating influence on such relations, however, the influence lasts only for the contributors’ communication. Regarding the number of days, we found no significant moderating influence on the strength of the investigated relation. Note that the moderating effect analysis does not invalidate the multivariate analysis, it only presents results for the subset of “larger” merge scenarios. In practical terms, our results contradict the popular belief which suggests that a great communication activity helps to avoid merge conflicts, since we did not find a relation between GitHub communication activity and the occurrence of merge conflicts in the multivariate analysis.

Puzzled by our unexpected and negative results and aiming to get deeper into all our covariables, we analysed each of them separately, which supports the robustness and reliability of our methodology. From this further analysis, several topics for discussions arose. Most notably, (i) bivariate analysis is not enough to investigate the complex interplay of project success, communication, merge conflicts, and contextual factors, (ii) contributors and developers normally communicate independently of the emergence of merge conflicts, (iii) The size of the merge scenario’s code change is not related to the number of developers involved, and (iv) speculative merge strategies (e.g., GitHub pull requests) drastically reduce the number of merge conflicts.

Overall, in this chapter, we make the following contributions:

- We present evidence that communication activity and merge conflicts are not related in the general case when controlling for confounding factors.
- We provide evidence that the developers’ communication has a negative influence on the emergence of merge conflicts for the 10% largest merge scenarios in terms of lines of code. On the other hand, contributor’s communication for the same setting has a positive influence on the emergence of merge conflicts. Therefore, developers’ communication is more efficient for avoiding merge conflicts in the 10% largest merge scenarios than contributors’ communication.
- We offer a rigorous methodological approach to multivariate analysis of correlation structures in socio-technical repository data analysis.
- We provide evidence by a manual analysis that merge scenarios with few developers and large changes are often related to bug fixing while merge scenarios with many developers and small changes are often related to the introduction of new features to the project.
- We provide evidence of the benefits of using speculative merge strategies (e.g., GitHub pull requests) by showing that the percentage of conflicting merge scenarios without using pull requests is 139 times greater than when using pull requests.
- We make our infrastructure publicly available to mine fine-grained information from software repositories.
- We make all data publicly available for replication and follow-up studies on a supplementary Web site [303].
3.2 Building Communication Networks

Considering experience from previous work presented in Section 2.3 and the benefits, comprehensiveness, and popularity of GitHub when compared to other communication tools and channels, we chose to rely on our study on the GitHub platform. Another benefit is that by using GitHub, projects should follow the three-way development model, hence, we can use the time a merge scenario lasts to define the analysis time span (i.e., not a predefined one). Aware of the drawbacks of using only one communication channel and considering that contributors may talk about topics not related to the code changes (e.g., usability or configuration problems), we pursue three approaches to capture communication amongst contributors (awareness-, pull-request-, and changed-artefact-based), and differentiate the communication of among all contributors (contributors’ communication) and among developers only (developers’ communication).

In Chapter 2, we presented how previous work has explored merge conflicts, communication activity, as well as the three-way development model and the communication flow in the three-way development model. In addition, we presented how communication activity may be useful for avoiding merge conflicts given the popular belief that communication and collaboration activities are mutually dependent for project success. Aiming to provide a clearer understanding of which GitHub communication activity may be more useful for avoiding merge conflicts, we create communication networks for each merge scenario using three approaches: awareness-based, pull-request-based, and changed-artefact-based, which vary in terms of granularity and coverage.

Communication networks are built from operational data from GitHub. Specifically, we queried the GitHub API retrieving all issue events (e.g., labelling, commenting, and opening) from each issue of each subject project. A network can be formalised as a graph $G = (V, E)$, where $V$ is a set of vertices (contributors) and $E$ is a set of edges (communication edges), denoted by $V(G)$ and $E(G)$, respectively. An edge $e \in E$ between $u \in V$ and $v \in V$ is denoted by $e = \{u, v\}$. The three communication approaches as well as their purposes are described as follows.

**Awareness-based approach.** This approach links communication and contribution data by means of active contributors during a merge scenario. It tries to minimise the threat of using only one channel to capture a project’s communication by building a graph of all contributors that communicate during a merge scenario. There are six steps to build communication networks using this approach (see Algorithm 1). For each merge scenario, we get all GitHub events during the merge scenario time range (step 1.1) and retrieve the issues these events belong to (step 1.2). Then, we determine all events related to these issues (step 1.3) and exclude events that happened after the merge, because these events are out of scope since the issue has already been addressed (step 1.4). Finally, we retrieve the set of developers who created the events (step 1.5) and build a full graph with them (step 1.6).

**Pull-request-based approach.** This approach links communication and contribution data by means of pull requests and their related issues. It is motivated by the flow of communication in a three-way development model (see Section 2.3). It is meant to retrieve a refined view on communication compared to the awareness-based approach, since it considers only communication of some issues that are related to the merge scenario and not
all issues opened during the merge scenario. There are six steps to build communication
networks using the pull-request-based approach (see Algorithm 2). For each merge scenario,
we look for a pull request with the same hash as the merge commit (step 2.1) and mine
the pull request body and comments to find related issues (step 2.2). This mining process
consists of cleaning the text (removing blocks of code and external URLs because they may
refer to issues of other projects) and looking for the pattern referring to other issues (i.e.,
#([0-9]+), e.g., #1 or #123). As blocks of code are between three quotation marks ("""")
or indented by four spaces and, as URLs follow the pattern “char, slash (/), and char”, we
remove them. Then, we look at each remaining word of the text and check if it contains
the pattern #([0-9]+). If so, we retrieve the GitHub issue. Our mining process is reliable
since we followed instructions from the GitHub API documentation¹, tested, and we also
checked whether the related issue exists in the repository before adding it into our analysis.
After that, we get all events that happened in related issues (step 2.3), exclude the ones that
happened after the merge commit (step 2.4), retrieve the set of developers that contribute to
them (step 2.5), and build a full graph with these developers (step 2.6).

Algorithm 2 Pull-request-based approach

| input : MS,I | ▷ Sets of merge scenarios and issues |
| output : NET | ▷ A tuple with a graph for each approach and merge scenario |
| for each ms in MS do |
| pr ← { i | i ∈ I ∧ i.hash == ms.mergeCommitHash } | ▷ Step 2.1 |
| RIms ← { i | i ∈ I ∧ ( i ∈ pr.relatedIssues ∨ i = pr ) } | ▷ Step 2.2 |
| Ems ← { e | e ∈ (⋃i∈RIms i.events) } | ▷ Step 2.3 |
| Ems ← Ems \ { e | e ∈ Ems ∧ e.time > ms.mTime } | ▷ Step 2.4 |
| Contribms ← {e.contributor | e ∈ Ems} | ▷ Step 2.5 |
| Edms ← { [c1, c2] | c1, c2 ∈ Contribms ∧ c1 ≠ c2 } | ▷ Step 2.6 |
| NET.add(ms, G(Contribms, Edms)) |
| end for |

¹ https://developer.github.com/v3/
On the Relation Between Communication Activity and Merge Conflicts

As we consider making developers aware of a key to avoid merge conflicts, we would like contributors to mention commit hashes in the issue’s body or comments. After the first related to the merge scenario code changes. We know all the pull-request-based approach. To achieve this, it links communication and contribution data by means of changed artefacts (files) referred through commits in opened issues in a merge scenario. In other words, we retrieve only communication via issues that discuss files changed in the merge scenario. So, like the pull-request-based approach, we are able to retrieve communication related to the merge scenario code changes, however, it is not pull request dependent. There are ten steps to build networks using the changed-artefact-based approach (see Algorithm 3). For each merge scenario, we determine the set of files changed in the merge scenario (step 3.1), all events that happened during the merge scenario (step 3.2), the issues each of these events belongs to (step 3.3), and all commits related to these issues (step 3.4). Commits can be related to issues in two ways: (i) contributors link the issue Identifier (ID) in the commit message, hence, they will be referred to in the GitHub API or (ii) contributors mention commit hashes in the issue’s body or comments. After the first four steps, we refine the set of commits by keeping only the ones that have changed files modified in the merge scenario or in the merge commit (step 3.5). Then, we refine our set of issues related to the merge scenario by keeping only the ones that refer to the commits that changed files modified in the merge scenario (step 3.6). Next, we get a set of events that belong to these issues (step 3.7), exclude events after the merge (step 3.8), and get a set of contributors who created events in the remaining issues (step 3.9). Finally, we build a full graph with the remaining contributors (step 3.10).

Algorithm 3 Changed-artefact-based approach

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>input : MS, I</th>
<th>output : NET</th>
<th>Get all events of all issues</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>▷ Sets of merge scenarios and issues</td>
<td>▷ A tuple with a graph for each approach and merge scenario</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

for each ms in MS do

  $E_{ms} \leftarrow \{ f \mid f \in ms.files \}$  ▷ Step 3.1
  $E_{ms} \leftarrow \{ e \mid e \in E \land e.time \in [ms.bTime, ms.mTime] \}$  ▷ Step 3.2
  $I_{ms} \leftarrow \{ e.issue \mid e \in E_{ms} \}$  ▷ Step 3.3
  $C_{ms} \leftarrow \{ c \mid c \in \bigcup_{i \in I_{ms}} i.commits \}$  ▷ Step 3.4
  $C_{ms} \leftarrow \{ c \mid c \in C_{ms} \land (c.files \in E_{ms} \lor c = ms.mC) \}$  ▷ Step 3.5
  $I_{ms} \leftarrow \{ i \mid i \in I_{ms} \land i.commits \in C_{ms} \}$  ▷ Step 3.6
  $E_{ms} \leftarrow E_{ms} \cup (\bigcup_{i \in I_{ms}} i.events)$  ▷ Step 3.7
  $E_{ms} \leftarrow E_{ms} \setminus \{ e \mid e \in E_{ms} \land e.time > ms.mTime \}$  ▷ Step 3.8
  $Contrib_{ms} \leftarrow \{ e.contributor \mid e \in E_{ms} \}$  ▷ Step 3.9
  $Ed_{ms} \leftarrow \{ (c_1, c_2) \mid c_1, c_2 \in Contrib_{ms} \land c_1 \neq c_2 \}$  ▷ Step 3.10
  $NET.add(ms, G(Contrib_{ms}, Ed_{ms}))$

end for

Note that our setup for the second and third approach ensures that communication is related to the merge scenario code changes. We know all GitHub communication related to a given merge scenario. This does not mean that the developers talked about the conflict or a potential conflict, but that they communicated to make others aware of their code changes. As we consider making developers aware of a key to avoid merge conflicts, we would like to know whether communication on a merge scenario (not on something else) leads to
less/more merge conflicts. Looking at the amount of communication (e.g., the number of GitHub commentaries) when the conflict happened hints at the merge conflicts resolution strategies, which is a different story.

**Contributors’ communication versus developers’ communication.** Contributors in the communication networks are people that communicate during a merge scenario, but not necessarily coded. Developers are people that communicate and coded during a merge scenario. Hence, developers are a subset of contributors.

**Example of communication networks.** The top of Figure 3.1 shows the three networks created from the example of Figure 2.1. As we can see, the awareness-based network contains more contributors and edges than the other networks, since it includes the communication of all four opened issues during the merge scenario. The pull-request-based network contains only contributors from issues #1 and #2, since issue #2 is the pull request (merge commit: 718ec42), and contributors of this issue indicate that issue #1 is related to the problem description. The changed-artefact-based network is between the two other networks in terms of size, since it contains developers from issues #1, #2, and #4. Even though issue #4 is not directly related to the merge scenario, two developers who contribute to the merge scenario (DevB and DevC) refer to commits present there. Hence, this communication may have been important to make developers aware of the merge scenario code changes.

Note that, in this example, for all communication network approaches, there is communication among non-developers. Therefore, to have an understanding about the communication among developers only, in addition to the three approaches, we distinguish between the communication of all contributors (#cont_eds) – contributors’ communication – from the communication among developers only (#dev_eds) – developers’ communication. The bottom of Figure 3.1 shows the networks for each approach containing only edges among developers. As we can see, the number of edges among developers is smaller for each approach since the total developers’ communication is a subset of the contributors’ communication.
3.3 Study Setting

In this section, we present the study setting of this empirical study, whose overall goal is to investigate and provide an understanding on the role of GitHub communication activity for the occurrence of merge conflicts in the context of the pull-based development model. First, we describe research questions and hypotheses (Section 3.3.1) followed by explanations of how we selected subject projects (Section 3.3.2). Then, we present our approach to retrieve contribution and communication data (Section 3.3.3). Finally, we explain how we answered the research questions (Section 3.3.4).

3.3.1 Overview of the Explored Relation in Each Research Question

Our discussion of the literature has shown how painful merge conflicts are for the project objectives and how essential communication activity is for the project success (see Chapter 2). Nevertheless, despite the plausible connection between communication activity and merge conflicts, the role of communication activity for merge conflicts to occur or to be avoided has not been thoroughly investigated. This motivated our first RQ:

**RQ1:** Is there a correlation between GitHub communication activity and the occurrence of merge conflicts?

This RQ addresses the direct relation between communication activity and merge conflicts in our subject projects. This direct correlation between merge conflicts and communication activity may be influenced due to the presence of confounding factors (i.e., merge scenarios' characteristics, such as size, number of developers, and duration), causing a spurious correlation. Only if this correlation still holds true after accounting for confounding factors, an interpretation is legitimate and we may interpret the results. This leads us to our second RQ.

**RQ2:** How does the correlation between GitHub communication activity and merge conflicts change when taking confounding factors into account?

RQ1 and RQ2 concentrate on the correlation between GitHub communication activity and merge conflicts for all subject merge scenarios. However, it is likely that the strength of this correlation depends on the characteristics of the merge scenario in question. For instance, it seems reasonable to expect that the correlation is different for small and large merge scenarios. Moderation effects arise when a situation where a third variable determines how strong a relationship between two variables is [289]. If we provide evidence that additional covariates influence the strength of the relation of communication activity and the occurrence of merge conflicts, we may find, for instance, that an intensive communication activity becomes fundamental to avoid merge conflicts only in very large merge scenarios. This motivates our third RQ:
Table 3.1: Statistics Captured for each Merge Scenario

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Merge conflict measure</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#conflicts</td>
<td>Number of merge (chunk) conflicts present in the merge scenario</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Communication measures</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#cont_eds</td>
<td>Number of pairs of contributors who communicate in a merge scenario</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#dev_eds</td>
<td>Number of pairs of developers who modified the code and communicate in a merge scenario</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Context variables</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#lines</td>
<td>Number of modified lines of code in the merge scenario</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#chunks</td>
<td>Number of chunks modified in the merge scenario</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#files</td>
<td>Number of files modified in the merge scenario</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#devs</td>
<td>Number of distinct developers who contributed to the merge scenario</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#commits</td>
<td>Number of commits in the merge scenario</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#days</td>
<td>Number of days a merge scenario lasts</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RQ3:** What is the influence of merge scenario characteristics on the strength of the relation between GitHub communication activity and the occurrence of merge conflicts?

To answer RQ3, we formulate the following hypotheses:

- **H1:** The larger a merge scenario is, the stronger is the relation between GitHub communication activity and merge conflicts.
- **H2:** The more developers are involved in a merge scenario, the stronger is the relation between GitHub communication activity and merge conflicts.
- **H3:** The longer the merge scenario is, the stronger is the relation between GitHub communication activity and merge conflicts.

To measure these relations, we compute a total of 8 variables. In Table 3.1, we describe all variables explored in this study. In Figure 3.2, we illustrate the relationships we investigate representing RQs by means of the measures presented in Table 3.1. So, as we use two measures of communication for each out of the three communication network approaches (see Section 3.2), we analyse the relation between GitHub communication activity and merge conflicts six times for each RQ.
Subject Projects and Experiment Setup

Overall, we selected 30 subject projects from a variety of domains from the hosting platform GitHub. We chose to limit our analysis to GitHub repositories because it simplifies the identification of merge scenarios in retrospect. The reasons why we chose GitHub were described in Section 2.3 and 3.2. We selected the corpus as follows. First, we retrieved the 150 most popular projects on GitHub, as determined by the number of stars [40]. Then, we applied the following five filters: (i) projects that do not have a programming language classified as the main language (i.e., the main file extension), (ii) projects with less than 50 issues and 50 pull requests, (iii) projects with less than two commits and two GitHub events per month in the last six months, (iv) projects in which it was not possible to reconstruct most of the merge scenarios, and (v) the balance of the main programming language of the subject projects.

We created these filters inspired by Kalliamvakou et al. [162]. These filters aim at selecting active projects in terms of code contributions with an active community and at increasing internal validity. For example, the second and third filters capture active community projects on GitHub and not just mirror projects, such as Linux’s mirror on GitHub. The fourth filter excludes projects such as Kubernetes and moby because we considered that these projects do not mostly use the pull-based model (i.e., do not follow the three-step merge [115]) and they could bias our analyses. Details of how we rebuild merge scenarios are described in Section A.3.1. As most of the popular projects are developed in JavaScript, in the fifth filter, we excluded less popular JavaScript projects ordered by the number of stars until they accounted for less than half of the subject projects. After applying all filters, we arrived at 30 projects developed in 16 programming languages (i.e., a project can be developed using more than one programming language), such as JavaScript, CSS, and C++, containing around 19 thousand merge scenarios that involve 325 thousand files changed, 1.5 million chunks, 14 thousand contributors, and 134 thousand commits. In Table 3.2, we provide

---

2 https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes
3 https://github.com/moby/moby
information and statistics of each subject project. More details, such as the subject project’s URLs, are available on the supplementary Web site [303].

We rebuilt the merge scenarios from the whole history subject projects history. Aiming at a fairer analysis, in Table 3.3, we present four refinements that we did in our merge scenario dataset: (i) keep only scenarios created after opening the first GitHub issue of the project, because it is not possible to recover communication from before, (ii) keep only merge scenarios from which more than one branch has been touched, because only in these cases merge conflicts may arise, (iii) keep only merge scenarios to which multiple developers were contributing, because only these scenarios need to keep developers aware of the change of others, and (iv) keep only merge scenarios that have been integrated using pull requests. The last refinement is applied only for the analysis using the pull-request-based approach (see Section 3.2). We discuss insights from this table in Section 3.5 since they are important to understand contribution activity, but not fundamental to answer our RQs.

3.3.3 Data Acquisition

Given that software development is social in nature, we build socio-technical relationships to obtain an authentic representation of developers’ contribution and communication.

**Code Contributions.** Our strategy for contribution data acquisition is presented in Appendix A.3.1. To illustrate the code contribution data acquisition, for the example presented in Figure 2.1, we obtain 3 merge conflicts (#conflicts), 19 lines of code (#lines), 2 files (#files) and 4 chunks (#chunks) changed, 4 commits (#commits), 4 developers (#devs), and the merge scenario lasts 2 days (#days).

**Communication activity.** Considering experience from related work presented in Section 3 and the benefits, comprehensiveness, and popularity of GitHub when compared to other communication tools and channels, we chose to rely in our study on the GitHub platform. Another benefit is that by using GitHub, projects should follow the pull-based development model, hence, we can use the time a merge scenario lasts to define the analysis time span (i.e., not a predefined one). Aware of the drawbacks of using only one communication channel and considering that contributors may talk about topics not related to the code changes (e.g., usability or configuration problems), we select only projects that extensively use GitHub communication mechanism (see filters (ii) and (iii) of Section 3.3.2), pursue three approaches to capture communication amongst contributors, and differentiate the communication of among all contributors (contributors’ communication) and among developers only (developers’ communication), as we presented in Section 3.2.

**Analysis Scripts and Data Availability.** Our analysis framework is presented in Chapter A, analysis scripts (R) are open-source. All data necessary for replicating this study are stored in a MySQL database and replicated on spreadsheets (.csv files). All tools, links to the subject projects, and data are available at the supplementary Web site [303].
Table 3.2: Overview of the Subject Projects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject Project</th>
<th>Main Prog. Language</th>
<th>#Stars</th>
<th>#MS</th>
<th>#Files</th>
<th>#Cont.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>animate.css</td>
<td>CSS</td>
<td>34 290</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>1 392</td>
<td>186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>javascript</td>
<td>JavaScript</td>
<td>73 792</td>
<td>548</td>
<td>1 871</td>
<td>727</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jquery</td>
<td>JavaScript</td>
<td>49 498</td>
<td>248</td>
<td>4 322</td>
<td>632</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vue</td>
<td>JavaScript</td>
<td>108 362</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>2 258</td>
<td>523</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>html5-boilerplate</td>
<td>JavaScript</td>
<td>41 001</td>
<td>229</td>
<td>1 274</td>
<td>378</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>electron</td>
<td>C++</td>
<td>62 713</td>
<td>2 845</td>
<td>40 540</td>
<td>1 013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>awesome-python</td>
<td>Python</td>
<td>52 886</td>
<td>434</td>
<td>469</td>
<td>661</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reveal.js</td>
<td>JavaScript</td>
<td>41 519</td>
<td>612</td>
<td>6 617</td>
<td>469</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semantic-UI</td>
<td>JavaScript</td>
<td>42 171</td>
<td>719</td>
<td>51 856</td>
<td>421</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>socket.io</td>
<td>JavaScript</td>
<td>42 871</td>
<td>422</td>
<td>3 785</td>
<td>346</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>express</td>
<td>JavaScript</td>
<td>39 339</td>
<td>284</td>
<td>2 608</td>
<td>455</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>redux</td>
<td>JavaScript</td>
<td>42 784</td>
<td>469</td>
<td>6 199</td>
<td>883</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>moment</td>
<td>JavaScript</td>
<td>37 973</td>
<td>991</td>
<td>24 621</td>
<td>831</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>create-react-app</td>
<td>JavaScript</td>
<td>52 636</td>
<td>524</td>
<td>14 568</td>
<td>963</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nw.js</td>
<td>C++</td>
<td>34 057</td>
<td>559</td>
<td>13 598</td>
<td>161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>impress.js</td>
<td>JavaScript</td>
<td>33 747</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>584</td>
<td>184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chart.js</td>
<td>JavaScript</td>
<td>33 359</td>
<td>669</td>
<td>6 603</td>
<td>562</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>flask</td>
<td>Python</td>
<td>37 517</td>
<td>667</td>
<td>7 202</td>
<td>730</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>material-design-lite</td>
<td>HTML</td>
<td>30 411</td>
<td>674</td>
<td>6 841</td>
<td>258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>httpie</td>
<td>Python</td>
<td>36 137</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>412</td>
<td>132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>material-design-icons</td>
<td>CSS</td>
<td>35 462</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>3 707</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jekyll</td>
<td>Ruby</td>
<td>34 899</td>
<td>1 464</td>
<td>16 703</td>
<td>1 068</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFNetworking</td>
<td>Objective-C</td>
<td>31 328</td>
<td>701</td>
<td>4 213</td>
<td>657</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thefuck</td>
<td>Python</td>
<td>36 360</td>
<td>354</td>
<td>3 705</td>
<td>153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>normalize.css</td>
<td>CSS</td>
<td>31 763</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>353</td>
<td>138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>requests</td>
<td>Python</td>
<td>33 652</td>
<td>1 144</td>
<td>7 365</td>
<td>788</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RxJava</td>
<td>Java</td>
<td>34 395</td>
<td>1 470</td>
<td>36 642</td>
<td>360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>public-apis</td>
<td>Python</td>
<td>40 317</td>
<td>560</td>
<td>887</td>
<td>472</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lantern</td>
<td>Go</td>
<td>36 312</td>
<td>1 616</td>
<td>53 472</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>awesome-machine-learning</td>
<td>Python</td>
<td>34 290</td>
<td>408</td>
<td>415</td>
<td>343</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#Stars, #MS, #Files, and #Cont. denote the number of GitHub stars, the number of merge scenarios, the number of changed files, and the number of contributors.
Table 3.3: Overview of the Refinements Applied to our Dataset of Merge Scenarios

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Refinement</th>
<th>#MS</th>
<th>#MS by IN</th>
<th>#CMS</th>
<th>Conflict Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initial number (IN)</td>
<td>19,232</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
<td>1,079</td>
<td>5.61%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Possible to communicate</td>
<td>18,607</td>
<td>96.75%</td>
<td>1,041</td>
<td>5.59%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Both branches touched</td>
<td>7,769</td>
<td>40.40%</td>
<td>1,041</td>
<td>13.40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple developers</td>
<td>6,487</td>
<td>33.73%</td>
<td>858</td>
<td>13.23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use pull requests</td>
<td>3,436</td>
<td>17.87%</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.20%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#MS and #CMS denote the number of merge scenarios and the number of conflicting merge scenarios. Conflict Rate stands for the #CMS divided by #MS.

3.3.4 Operationalization

We operationalize our research questions and hypotheses through several variables. In what follows, we explain how we will answer each research question.

**Answering RQ1.** To answer RQ1, we check whether there is a correlation between the number of conflicts and the amount of GitHub communication. To quantify this correlation, we compute the bivariate correlation of the number of conflicts (#conflicts) and communication measures (#cont_eds and #dev_eds) for each communication approach. As we have two measures for communication and three approaches, we compute the correlation six times. We use Spearman’s rank correlation because it is reliable when the observed covariates are count data and highly skewed. Spearman’s rank correlation is +1 in the case of a perfect monotonic correlation, -1 in the case of a perfect reverse monotonic correlation. Values around 0 imply no monotonic relation between the variables [152].

**Answering RQ2.** To answer RQ2, we perform a multivariate analysis involving principal component analysis [159] and partial correlation [167] (both based on Spearman’s rank correlation). Using a principal component analysis, we reduce the number of dimensions we have (i.e., one dimension for each variable of Table 3.1) to the first two principal components that retain a maximum share of common variance, which simplifies the discussion of the correlation structure. We choose to use partial correlation coefficients for three main reasons: (i) it is simple and straightforward, (ii) it does not require assumptions on the distribution, as parametric models, like regression models and structural equation models would, and (iii) it does not introduce any form of assumed causality between X and Y, like a regression model would. The partial correlation of $X$ (i.e., the number of conflicts) and $Y$ (i.e., the communication measure), taking into account $Z$ (i.e., a confounding factor) is defined by

$$
\rho_{XY|Z} = \frac{\rho_{XY} - \rho_{XZ} \cdot \rho_{ZY}}{\sqrt{1 - \rho^2_{XZ}} \cdot \sqrt{1 - \rho^2_{ZY}}}. \quad (3.1)
$$

When there is more than one variable $Z$ like in our case (i.e., the context variables of Table 3.1), the partial correlation is computed based on the residual variance of $X$ and $Y$
after partialling out the correlations with all the confounding factors. That is, \( \rho_{XY|Z_1,\ldots,Z_k} \) is equal to the correlation of the residuals of a regression of \( X \) and \( Y \) on \( Z_1,\ldots,Z_k \) [167].

**Answering RQ3.** To answer RQ3, we use partial correlations, as we did in RQ2, and measure the strength of the respective moderation effects by splitting the sample according to the number of code of lines changed (\( H_1 \)), the number of developers involved (\( H_2 \)), and the time range (\( H_3 \)) of a merge scenario. As our data are right skewed, most merge scenarios are small, short, and have few developers involved. Hence, to get merge scenarios that are in fact large, long, and with many developers involved, we split the sample according to the 90% rule, as a previous study suggests [299]. The correlation significance test is based on the maximum likelihood algorithm-based estimation, which converges only when there is enough variation in every covariate. As result of this analysis, no matter where we split the sample (e.g., 50%, 70%, or 90%), whenever the algorithm converged, it led to the same general conclusions with similar levels of significance. Specifically, the 90% rule assures a relatively equal coverage of all projects (i.e., there is a relative homogeneity across projects) and chooses only “large” merge scenarios (with respect to the measure for each hypothesis) in all projects. The results of the splitting rule analysis, further details, and data to test it can be found on our supplementary Web site [303].

**P-value correction for multiple hypothesis testing.** To answer our RQs, we conduct various significance tests, asking whether the observed effects are statistically significant. When offering multiple potential covariates to the number of merge conflicts, we augment the chance of a type-one-error, that is, we augment the chance of finding at least one significant relationship. For answering RQ1 and RQ2, we test three potential covariates per hypothesis (that is one for each communication approach). For RQ3, we test three potential partners for four different hypotheses: correlation in upper and lower quantile, and with \#cont_eds or \#dev_eds. Therefore, for all three RQs, the chance of at least one type-one-error when using \( \alpha = 0.05 \) is \( 1 - 0.95^3 \approx 14.3\% \). To be significant at a 5% level, we require the test p-values to be smaller than \( 1 - \sqrt[3]{0.95} \approx 1.7\% \) [310].

### 3.4 Results

In this section, we present the results of our empirical study, structured according to our RQs. For short, in Section 3.4.1, we present the results of the correlation analysis between GitHub communication activity and the occurrence of merge conflicts. In Section 3.4.2, we present the results of the correlation analysis between GitHub communication activity and the occurrence of merge conflicts taking confounding factors into account. In Section 3.4.3, the present the results of the analysis investigating the influence of merge scenario characteristics on the strength of the relation between GitHub communication activity and the occurrence of merge conflicts.
3.4 Results

Table 3.4: Spearman’s Correlation Between the Subject Measures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Awareness-based</th>
<th>Pull-request-based</th>
<th>Changed-artefact-based</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>#cont_eds</td>
<td>#dev_eds</td>
<td>#cont_eds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RQ1</td>
<td>0.192**</td>
<td>0.221**</td>
<td>-0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RQ2</td>
<td>0.012**</td>
<td>-0.006**</td>
<td>-0.011</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

** p < 0.003 \equiv a = 0.01 (Correction for multiple hypothesis testing).

3.4.1 RQ1: Is There a Correlation Between GitHub Communication Activity and the Occurrence of Merge Conflicts?

In Table 3.4, we present the results of Spearman’s rank correlation analysis for merge conflicts (#conflicts) and communication measures (#cont_eds and #dev_eds) for each communication approach proposed. As we can see, the estimated correlation of the number of conflicts with the contributors’ communication is rather weak 0.192 (awareness-based), -0.004 (pull-request-based), and 0.237 (changed-artefact-based). Regarding the correlation between the number of conflicts and the developers’ communication, the coefficients are 0.221 (awareness-based), 0.003 (pull-request-based), and 0.222 (changed-artefact-based). Despite being weak (smaller than 0.3), the correlation coefficients for the awareness-based and changed-artefact-based approach measures are significant at a 99% confidence level, whereas in the pull-request-based approach the correlation coefficients are not significant.

Comparing the correlations for the different communication measures (#cont_eds and #dev_eds), the changed-artefact-based approach coefficients are greater than the awareness-based approach coefficients. Another point to note is that, in the case of awareness-based approach measures, the coefficient for the developers’ communication is greater than contributors’ communication while the opposite is true for the changed-artefact-based approach measures.

RQ1 Summary: Overall, the bivariate correlation analysis shows a significant weak positive correlation for awareness-based and changed-artefact-based communication approaches with the number of merge conflicts. In practical terms, more GitHub communication can be observed in merge scenarios with more merge conflicts.

3.4.2 RQ2: How Does the Correlation Between GitHub Communication Activity and Merge Conflicts Change When Taking Confounding Factors into Account?

In Figure 3.3, we show the two dimensional output from the principal component analysis for each communication approach, which covers 71.9% (57.2% + 14.7%), 57.2% (44% + 13.2%), and 73.5% (58.4% + 15.1%) of the total variance for the awareness-based, pull-request-based, and changed-artefact-based communication approaches, respectively. The arrows represent the weights of each variable in the respective principal component and its
colour represents the square cosine (cos²). The square cosine represents the share of original variation in the variable that is retained in the dimensionality reduction. The longer the arrow, the larger is the share of a variable’s variance. Arrows pointing to the same direction have a large share of common variance and can be assumed to belong to the same group.

The data from Figure 3.3 suggest classifying the confounding variables into three groups (size, social dimension, and commit activity). The arrows representing #chunks, #files, and #lines point into the same direction; they represent the size of a merge scenario. Pointing to another direction, #devs and #days correlate strongly, and it is therefore legitimate to say that usually, merge scenarios with more developers take longer until they come to their end. We call this group the social dimension. The variable #commits is “undecided” between the two groups. This is not surprising because a large number of commits can either result from the participation of many developers or from larger merge scenarios as we will discuss in Section 3.5. Therefore, we keep this variable separate, in a group named commit activity.

In Table 3.4, we present the results of our multivariate analysis using partial correlation for the three proposed approaches (below the answer of RQ1). When considering the contributors’ communication, the correlation coefficients are 0.012 (awareness-based), −0.011 (pull-request-based), −0.010 (changed-artefact-based). When considering the developers’ communication, in the same order, the correlation coefficients are −0.006, 0.001, and −0.003. None of the six values are not significantly different from zero.
### Table 3.5: Median Splits and Correlations Between Number of Conflicts and Communication Measures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hyp.</th>
<th>Mod.</th>
<th>Comm.</th>
<th>Communication Measure</th>
<th>Awareness-based $\hat{\rho}$ lower</th>
<th>Awareness-based $\hat{\rho}$ upper</th>
<th>Changed-artefact-based $\hat{\rho}$ lower</th>
<th>Changed-artefact-based $\hat{\rho}$ upper</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$H_1$</td>
<td>#lines</td>
<td>#cont_eds</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.113*</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>0.139**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>#dev_eds</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>$-0.097^*$</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>$-0.097^*$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_2$</td>
<td>#devs</td>
<td>#cont_eds</td>
<td>$-0.019$</td>
<td>0.130**</td>
<td>$-0.013$</td>
<td>0.216**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>#dev_eds</td>
<td>$-0.038^*$</td>
<td>$-0.070$</td>
<td>$-0.035^*$</td>
<td>$-0.025$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_3$</td>
<td>#days</td>
<td>#cont_eds</td>
<td>$-0.008$</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>#dev_eds</td>
<td>$-0.005$</td>
<td>$-0.054$</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>$-0.068$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Hyp., Mod., Comm., $\hat{\rho}$ lower and $\hat{\rho}$ upper stand for hypotheses, the name of the moderator variable, the communication measure, the estimated rank correlation for the lower and upper split sample, respectively. * $p < 0.017 \approx \alpha = 0.05$, ** $p < 0.003 \approx \alpha = 0.01$.

**RQ2 Summary:** Accounting for confounding factors via partial correlations, the positive correlations found in RQ1 disappear. In other words, the multivariate analysis reveals that there is no relation between the communication measures and number of merge conflicts when taking confounding factors into account. In practical terms, GitHub communication activity does not correlate with the occurrence or avoidance of merge conflicts.

#### 3.4.3 RQ3: What Is the Influence of Merge Scenario Characteristics on the Strength of the Relation Between GitHub Communication Activity and the Occurrence of Merge Conflicts?

As illustrated in Figure 3.3, the size measures (i.e., #lines, #chunks, and #files) are highly correlated, so we choose the #lines measure to represent merge scenario size when answering RQ3. In Table 3.5, we show the results of the estimates of the partial correlation for the awareness-based and changed-artefact-based networks. We do not present the results for the pull-request-based approach, because, similar to RQ1 and RQ2, they are not significant for any hypothesis. We explain the reasons for these not significant values for the pull-request-based approach in Section 3.5.

As our hypotheses make assumptions on the upper split (i.e., about the larger, longer, and with many developers involved in the merge scenarios), we focus our answers only on significant values of the upper split. Overall, we found significant values only for $H_1$ and $H_2$. For both approaches and hypotheses, the correlation coefficients are significant and positive when considering the contributors’ communication. Hence, we accept $H_1$ and $H_2$ when considering the #cont_eds measure. For both approaches, the correlation regarding developers’ communication is significant for $H_1$. Therefore, we accept $H_1$ as there is a
stronger negative correlation between \#dev\_eds and the number of conflicts in the larger merge scenarios. Even though it may seem at first sight, our results for RQ\textsubscript{3} do not contradict the results for RQ\textsubscript{2}. There is no global monotonic relationship (RQ\textsubscript{2}), however, there is a relation for “larger” merge scenarios (RQ\textsubscript{3}) in terms of changed lines of code (H\textsubscript{1}) and number of developers (H\textsubscript{2}).

**RQ\textsubscript{3} Summary**: Regarding H\textsubscript{1}, for awareness-based and changed-artefact-based approaches, we found a weak but statistically significant positive correlation \#cont\_eds measure. For the awareness-based approach, we further found a weak but significant negative correlation when using \#dev\_eds measure. Therefore, for these cases, we accept H\textsubscript{1}. Regarding H\textsubscript{2}, for both approaches, we found a weak significant positive correlation for \#cont\_eds measure. Therefore, for this measure, we accept H\textsubscript{2}. Regarding H\textsubscript{3}, we did not find any significant correlation, so we reject H\textsubscript{3} for all cases. We can conclude that merge scenarios’ size and the number of developers involved influence the strength of the relation between GitHUB communication activity and the occurrence of merge conflicts when investigating the “larger” merge scenarios. In practical terms, (i) in the 10\% larger merge scenarios more communication activity among all contributors using the awareness- and changed-artefact-based approaches are associated with more merge conflicts, (ii) in the 10\% larger merge scenarios more communication activity among developers only using the awareness- and changed-artefact-based approaches are associated with less merge conflicts, and (iii) in the 10\% merge scenarios with more developers involved, more communication among all contributors using the awareness- and changed-artefact-based approaches correlate with more merge conflicts. In all these cases, we found a weak but significant correlation.

### 3.5 Discussion

Given the popular belief that communication and collaboration success are mutually dependent (see Chapter 2), our results can be seen as a negative result, finding no indication for a global monotonic relationship between the amount of GitHUB communication and the occurrence of merge conflicts for the majority of merge scenarios (answer of RQ\textsubscript{2}). Even when considering the “larger” merge scenarios, with the moderation effects analysis (answer of RQ\textsubscript{3}), we found only a weak correlation. As negative results are often suspected to be due to the failure of the research design \[85\] \[180\] \[223\] \[239\], we start with a discussion of potential threats to validity of our study, before we present the implications of our study for researchers and practitioners.

#### 3.5.1 Threats to Validity

**External validity.** External validity is threatened mainly by three factors. First, our restriction to Git and GitHUB as platform as well as to the pull-based model. Generalizability to other platforms, projects, and development models is limited. This limitation of the sample was necessary to reduce the influence of confounds, increasing internal validity, though \[263\].
While more research is needed to generalise to other version control systems, development models, and communication platforms, we are confident that we selected and analysed a practically relevant platform and a substantial number of software projects from various domains, programming languages, longevity, size, and coordination practices. In addition, our filters applied during subject project selection guarantee, for instance, that we sampled projects that actively use GitHub as a communication tool and that we do not let a single programming language dominate our dataset (see Section 3.3.2).

Second, developers may use informal work practices, awareness-tools, or prediction strategies (e.g., continuous integration and rebase) that we are not able to measure. To minimise this threat, we manually looked at 50 issues randomly selected from each subject project searching for terms that point to such practices and tools, but we did not find any indication. One may also claim that rebased scenarios bias our analysis, however, since the commit(s) a developer wants to integrate into another branch will be added on the top of the branch, it will make the repository’s history linear, avoiding merge conflicts. In addition, as mentioned in Sections 3.3.2–3.3.3, the rebase scenarios that damage the repository’s history and so we are not able to retrieve the common ancestor of two (parent) commits were excluded from our analysis. Considering that our research is only about the pull-based model (i.e., three-way merge), together with the previous actions, there is no bias.

Third, the need for triangulation through interview data. Interviewing developers could make our analyses and findings more reliable, however, as our results intrigued us, we believe this would also happen to other developers. To mitigate this threat, we provided triangulation through observational data for every topic that deals with counter-intuitive findings, as we will discuss in Sections 3.5.2–3.5.3.

**Internal validity.** There are two major threats to the internal validity of our study. First, we may miss important communication since developers may use different communication channels (e.g., e-mail lists, IRCs, Gitter, Slack). This fact may also influence how developers communicate on the GitHub platform. We mitigate this threat by using the awareness-based approach. This communication approach gets the communication of all active contributors in the merge scenario even if they mostly use other channels or do not talk about merge scenario code changes in GitHub. This is still a limitation if contributors completely ignore GitHub to communicate. However, as discussed in Section 2.3, GitHub is one of the widely-used channels [229] and together with the filters presented in Section 3.3.2, we assume that we selected only projects that extensively use GitHub to communicate.

Second, developers may talk about other topics not related to the merge scenario code changes [15]. To mitigate this threat, we have considered two communication approaches (pull-request-based and changed-artefact-based) able to capture a focused communication (i.e., related to the merge scenario code changes). The pull-request-based approach considers only the communication of the merge scenario pull request and related issues. The changed-artefact-based approach, on the other hand, considers only the communication of opened issues during the merge scenario that contain commits that touch files changed in the merge scenario (see Section 3.2 for more details).
3.5.2 Insights and Implications for Researchers

Longer merge scenarios with more developers involve more GitHub communication, but not necessarily more merge conflicts. In Figure 3.3, we illustrate that the more time and developers are involved in a merge scenario, the more communication activity we observe. However, this does not mean more merge conflicts. To better understand it in practice we did a manual and random analysis. This analysis consisted of looking at 25 issues and 25 pull-requests per subject project to understand how contributors interact and what they are talking about. As result, we identified two main patterns: (i) using pull requests, developers present their questions about their on-going code changes, and many contributors (including non-developers) help them with their questions, and (ii) for issues (excluding pull requests), contributors normally describe bugs, new issues, or problems (e.g., problems when configuring the tool or showing that the issue is duplicated). Therefore, we may say that most GitHub communication in issues (excluding pull requests) happens even before developers create or change a branch to implement the issue’s solution. Therefore, despite being different both issue and pull-request communication are important and related to the merge scenario code changes.

The size of the merge scenario’s code change is not related to the number of developers involved. It seems obvious that the more time or developers are involved in a merge scenario, the larger the code changes will be. However, our principal component analysis reveals that this relationship is not so trivial. In other words, more developers and time do not mean larger changes. To understand the context of the changes, we manually analysed 100 merge scenarios, split into two patterns that contradicts our first thoughts: (i) short merge scenarios, with few developers involved, and with many changes and (ii) long merge scenarios, with many developers involved, and few changes. Here, we present one example for each pattern. To represent the former pattern we chose a merge scenario from project lantern[^4] that lasted only 4 days, with only two developers involved. However, 156 thousand lines of code of 3,380 chunks distributed in 446 files were changed. This merge scenario is related to solving a critical bug that came from the upgrade of a third tool that does not work in the Safari browser. To represent the second pattern we chose a merge scenario from project public-apis[^5] that lasted 96 days, with 65 developers involved, however, only 130 lines of code of 39 chunks of one file were changed. This merge scenario consisted of adding new code. For short, they only updated the README.md file. Regarding GitHub communication activity, in the first example (pattern i), very few communication either among contributors or among developers only was found. In the second example (pattern ii), a high level of contributors’ communication activity was found, however, few developers’ communication was found. This communication behaviour applies to all communication approaches. These two examples represent well the analysed set since many merge scenarios with few developers and large changes (pattern i) were related to bug fixing while many merge scenarios with many developers and small changes (pattern ii) were related to the introduction of new features to the project. In a nutshell, the type and criticality of the change may influence the characteristics of the code changes (size, time, and developers

[^4]: GrpHub.com/getlantern/lantern; commit 86be2a8
[^5]: github.com/toddmotto/public-apis; commit 0870841
involved), as well as how contributors communicate in general. We leave the discussion regarding merge conflicts to the next paragraph.

**Are large merge scenarios conflict-prone?** Against our expectations, we did not find a strong correlation between the size of merge scenario code changes (in terms of number of files, chunks and lines of code involved) and the occurrence of merge conflicts. The results for RQ3 The reason may be the location of the changes (e.g., which files, branches, and architectural layers the changes happened to). For instance, a merge scenario of the project RxJava changed 642 files, 10,011 chunks, involving 44 developers and took 260 days. However, it has no merge conflicts. It is important to highlight that both branches involved complex changes, such as removal of files and semantic changes. One thing that contributed to the absence of merge conflicts is that in this example no file was changed in both branches and most of the changes happened in one branch (44 developers changed 612 files in the target branch while 4 developers changed 30 files in the source branch). Developers that changed the source branch also changed the target branch. Therefore, the size of the changes of a merge scenario is not sufficient to predict merge conflicts. In this vein, Leßenich et al. [180] tried to predict merge conflicts, but even though they have used factors that practitioners indicated to be related to the emergence of merge conflicts (e.g., scattering degree among classes, commit density, number of files), none of these factors had a strong correlation with the occurrence of merge conflicts. This shows together with our results that predicting merge conflicts is not trivial and further investigation is still necessary.

**Contributors and developers communicate regularly to keep others informed.** By differentiating the communication of contributors and developers, we also learn whether there is a difference in the effect of communication of either of the two groups on the occurrence of merge conflicts. Unexpectedly neither of the two communication groups correlates with the number of merge conflicts when taking confounding factors into account (RQ2). In Figure 3.4, we compare contributors (#cont_eds) and developers (#dev_eds) communication for each merge scenario and approach. The difference in the scale of the x-axis and y-axis, in which y-axis is much greater, means that most communication happens between contributors that do not change the source code. On average, #cont_eds is equal to 33,019 (awareness-based), 3.25 (pull-request-based) and 2,439 (changed-artefact-based), whereas #dev_eds is 11.22 (awareness-based), 0.15 (pull-request-based), and 9.37 (changed-artefact-based). In addition, the average of #devs is 5.85 for the dataset used to the awareness-based and change-artefact-based approach analyses and 4.23 for the dataset used for the pull-request-based approach analysis. So, most of the GitHub communication takes place among contributors. Given the average of #devs_eds for awareness-based and changed-artefact-based, we can assume that developers also communicate, although less than non-developers. This amount of communication among contributors and also among developers only brings us to the conclusion that in general developers and non-developers communicate to keep others aware of their contribution in a merge scenario.

**Developers’ communication is more efficient than contributors’ communication for avoiding merge conflicts.** As stated by the last paragraph, contributors and developers communicate among them and among each other. Therefore, contributors normally keep others aware of their code changes. For the general case, there is no relation between the
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Figure 3.4: Contributors’ Versus Developers’ Communication

GitHub communication and the occurrence of merge conflicts. However, when considering the 10% larger merge scenarios in terms of lines of code contributors’ and developers’ communication have a different behaviour. While contributors’ communication is related to an increase in the number of merge conflicts, the developers’ communication is related to a decrease in the number of merge conflicts. Therefore, for the larger merge scenarios, developers’ communication is helpful for avoiding merge conflicts being also more efficient than the contributors’ communication.

Communication approach does not change the understanding on the occurrence of merge conflicts. We consider the three communication approaches used in this study (awareness-, pull-request-, and changed-artefact-based) valid to measure the communication granularity they were proposed to measure. Yet, independent of the communication approach, we did not find different relations on the occurrence of merge conflicts in the general case (RQ2). Therefore, we cannot point out what type of communication approach is best to avoid merge conflicts. In any event, there are three points that we can discuss: (i) as the pull-request-based approach is dependent of GitHub pull-requests and most of the merge scenarios are not integrated by means of pull-requests, this communication approach has a limited applicability; (ii) developers normally talk about the changed artefacts since the average of the amount of communication of the awareness-based approach (general GitHub communication) and the changed-artefact-based approach (GitHub communication related to artefact changed) are similar (11.22 edges against 9.37); and, (iii) regarding contributors’ communication the awareness-based approach and the changed-artefact-based approach have a very different average (33 019 edges against 2 439).
Limitations of bivariate analysis. The bivariate analysis is simple and intuitive, as it directly quantifies the correlation of interest. On the other hand, the multivariate analysis takes other factors that may influence the correlation of interest into account. Looking at the answers to RQ1 and RQ2, our results for these two analyses are contradictory. Even though we are aware that the bivariate analysis is not enough to investigate the complex interplay of project success, communication, and contextual factors, our intention by presenting both results is to highlight the limitations of bivariate analysis. In other words, a simple and intuitive analysis may provide wrong results, hence it is necessary to reflect on the big-picture before determining which variables should be analysed and modelled.

A causal perspective. Our results for RQ2 reveal a no significant relation between GitHub communication activity and merge conflicts. Therefore, more communication activity does not imply fewer or more merge conflicts, and more or fewer merge conflicts does not result from a lack of communication. Such causal analysis of the relation between GitHub communication and merge conflicts can only be achieved with a more detailed understanding of the timely order of events (e.g., communication before and after commits), which is out of scope of this study. For that reason, our results are limited to determining whether there is a correlation among these two covariables or not.

Why do not researchers investigate the relation between merge conflicts and communication activities? As seen in Chapter 2, there are dozens of studies investigating merge conflicts and communication activities individually. However, none of them in fact investigate the relation and influences of communication on the occurrence of merge conflicts. We have the assumption that this is not a trivial topic and requires a great infrastructure to do such an investigation. We hope our study and open-source infrastructure foment research in this topic.

3.5.3 Insights and Implications for Practitioners

Number of commits should be used with care. The number of commits is a metric often used by practitioners to obtain a feeling of the contributions of others as well as to predict conflicts [115] [180]. However, even though this metric correlates most with the number of conflicts in our study (compare arrow of #commits and #conflicts in Figure 3.3 (a) and (c)), the correlation is weak (≈ 0.2). Hence, this metric should be used with care, as it depends on how developers commit their code (e.g., for each function or for each feature implemented). For instance, in the project lantern⁷ there are two commits from the same developer, but following completely different patterns. The former has changed 527 files, 3 379 chunks, 175 458 lines of code, and it is not involved in a merge conflict. The latter has changed only 1 file, chunk, and line of code, but it was involved in a merge conflict. Two points to highlight are that (i) these commits were part of merge scenarios in which the two merged branches were changed and (ii) the target developer made substantial semantic changes (i.e., not only formatting or ordering changes).

Pull requests lead to fewer merge conflicts. As can be seen in the fourth row of Table 3.3, 6 487 merge scenarios have both branches touched and have multiple developers contributing to it. In addition, we see in the last row of Table 3.3 that of 3 436 merge scenarios using pull

⁷ github.com/getlantern/lantern; commits:9d0b534 and 6b0b534
requests only 7 have 9 merge conflicts (2 merge scenarios have 2 conflicts) of which 0.2% are conflicting merge scenarios. Subtracting the merge scenarios that use pull requests from the ones with both branches touched and with multiple developers, we get 3,051 merge scenarios that were merged without pull requests (e.g., by the git merge command) of which 851 conflicting merge scenarios can be found. Hence, these merge scenarios present a share of 27.89% of conflicting merge scenarios. In other words, the share of conflicting merge scenarios without using pull requests is 139 times greater than when using pull requests.

The low number of merge conflicts when integrating merge scenarios by using pull requests is likely the reason for why we did not find significant correlation values when answering all RQs for the pull-request-based approach. The reason for the low number of merge conflicts comes from the fact the pull requests simulate the merge. With the simulation, developers have the chance of changing the source code before merging the branches (i.e., avoiding merge conflicts). This raises two questions: Why are pull requests not used in most of the merge scenarios? And, why some merge scenarios still have merge conflicts when using pull requests? For the first question, it is necessary to conduct interviews with developers, but we understand that, for some merge scenarios, it is simpler to merge branches locally. Regarding the second question, we manually checked each of these conflicting merge scenarios aiming at discovering why developers did not remove the conflicts before merging branches. We observed two things. First, the conflicts are in files that do not “break” the code and are normally in files not tested, such as README.md or .gitignore. Second, a commit resolving the conflict is added little time after the merge by another developer. Our assumption is that, whoever merged the code, merged because it did not fail in the test suit and another developer, maybe more experienced, chose the “best” option later on. Given the low number of merge conflicts when using pull requests, developers should adhere to such practice as well as to continuous integrations, and awareness tools in their workday tasks.

### 3.6 Final Remarks and Perspectives

Software development is a collaborative activity where success depends on the ability to coordinate social and technical assets. Software merging is a challenging and tedious task in the practice of collaborative and concurrent software development, mainly when merge conflicts arise. Merge conflicts are unexpected events that have a negative effect on a project’s objectives, compromising the project budget and schedule, especially when they arise often. On the other hand, empirical research has found evidence for a beneficial effect of communication on project coordination and success. So, it is believed that great communication activity helps to avoid merge conflicts. However, in spite of such belief the role of communication activity for merge conflicts to occur or to be avoided had not been thoroughly investigated.

Aiming to investigate the relation between GitHub communication and the occurrence of merge conflicts (i.e., the two covariates), we rebuilt merge scenarios’ contributions and communications of 30 subject projects. To get a deep understanding of communication work practices in these projects, we used three communication approaches (awareness-, pull-request-, and changed-artefact-based) and differentiate the communication among all
contributors and the communication among developers only. Our investigation comprises three three analyses. First, we started investigating the direct correlation among these two covariates as is common in empirical software engineering studies. As result, we found a weak but significant positive correlation when using the awareness- and changed-artefact-based approaches. Despite being simple and intuitive, this bivariate analysis does not consider the complex interplay of project success, communication, merge conflicts, and contextual factors, which may have led us to a misleading conclusion. Aiming to properly explore this interplay, we performed a multivariate analysis. In this analysis, we found no significant relation between communication measures and number of merge conflicts. We conclude that the bivariate analysis is spurious. Considering that it is likely that the strength of the relation between the two covariates depends on merge scenario characteristics, we performed a moderation effect analysis. As a result of the moderation effect analysis, we found that the number of lines of code and the number of developers involved in the merge scenario influences the strength of such relation. Thus, there is no overall monotonic relation, but there is a relation for "larger" merge scenarios.

The seemingly contradictory results from our three analyses should alert the reader that overly simplistic bivariate analysis can lead to wrong conclusions. To avoid such mistakes, it is necessary to reflect on the big-picture to determine which variables should be analysed and modelled when investigating complex environments such as collaborative software development.

Our results contradict the common belief that communication is beneficial for avoiding merge conflicts. If this was the case, we would expect a strong negative correlation between the communication activity and the number of merge conflicts. Puzzled by our results and to ensure that they are robust, reliable, and straightforward, we provided triangulation through a manual investigation of the merge scenarios' contribution and communication activity separately.

Regarding the merge scenarios' contribution, our results suggest that:

- The number of developers do not influence the size of the code changes in a merge scenario,
- More time and developers are not accompanied by more merge conflicts,
- The type of the change influences the size of merge scenarios. Bug fixing normally represents short time-life scenarios, with few developers, and large code changes. The introduction of new code (features), on the other hand, represents long time-life scenarios, with many developers, and few code changes,
- Larger changes are not more conflicting-prone than smaller changes. It suggests that the location of the changes are more related to the emergence of merge conflicts than the size of the change,
- The number of commits should be used with care since it depends on how developers commit to the project. As exemplified, the same developer may follow different committing patterns, and
- The use of pull requests reduces the number of merge conflicts compared to merge scenarios integrated without pull requests 139 times.
Regarding the communication activity, our results suggest that:

- Indeed contributors and developers normally communicate. Hence, our unexpected results did not come from a lack of communication or because we were not able to retrieve such communication.

- GitHub issue and pull-request communication are both important to understand merge scenario code changes. However, the former is more related to problem clarification and the latter is more related to the ongoing code changes.

- The communication approach choice (awareness-, pull-request-, and changed-artefact-based) does not change the results of the multivariate analysis which means that one is not better than the others for avoiding merge conflicts, and

- For the moderation effect analysis, the developers’ communication was shown to be more efficient than the contributors’ communication for avoiding merge conflicts.

In the next chapter, we investigate whether it is possible to predict merge conflicts using only social measures and the predictions of merge conflicts taking social and technical assets into account.
Predicting Merge Conflicts Considering Social and Technical Assets

This chapter shares material with a prior publication: “Predicting Merge Conflicts Considering Social and Technical Assets” [298]

In this chapter, we investigate merge conflict prediction taking social and technical assets into account. In Section 4.1, we introduce this chapter presenting the context, problem, and goals of our study. In Section 4.2, we present our classification of developers. In Section 4.3, we present the study setting of this empirical study. In Section 4.4, we present our results followed by our discussion on the topic (Section 4.5) and threat to validity of our study (Section 4.6). Finally, in Section 4.7, we conclude this chapter.

4.1 Introduction

Successful collaborative software development depends on the ability to coordinate technical and social assets [156]. Version control systems help developers to manage concurrent contributions across a project’s evolution [323]. Although typically a large number of commits cleanly merge, concurrent changes can overlap, leading to merge conflicts (see Chapter 2). When merge strategies are inefficient in reducing the number of merge conflicts, developers should continuously integrate their changes and keep aware of what others are doing. To support awareness, researchers have developed tools to alert developers about potential merge conflicts before they become too complex [32, 81, 163, 252]. Awareness tools speculatively pull and merge all combinations of available branches. The downside is that, constantly pulling and merging a large number of branch combinations, can quickly get prohibitively expensive [49]. One opportunity for decreasing this cost is to reduce the number of speculative merging operations in merge scenarios concentrating only the ones that are prone to conflict. To achieve this, researchers use machine learning techniques for predicting merge conflicts [226].

As we saw in Section 2.6, previous work concentrated on the prediction of merge conflicts considering technical assets and often ignored the social perspective (i.e., developers and
their relationship). Thus, as current merge conflict predictions, in terms of recall, are low, we hypothesise that information on social aspects might increase recall when predicting merge conflicts. Since coding is a social task, it might be simple for developers to know their role and relationship with other developers in a merge scenario. Hence, in addition to reducing the costs of speculative merging techniques, an understanding of the influence of the social dimension (e.g., developer role) on the emergence of merge conflicts might be useful to guide the coordination of developers aiming at reducing the number of merge conflicts. To illustrate how useful knowing the developer’s role who caused the merge conflict can be for project coordination, we selected a merge scenario of project create-react-app\(^1\). In this merge scenario, 62 developers changed 651 chunks distributed into 121 files. Despite the high number of developers involved, the top contributors of the two merged branches introduced all conflicting code. Therefore, by making these developers aware of the other code changes, they could have communicated to understand the changes avoiding the merge conflicts or, at least, simplify the conflict resolution since they could explain their changes to each other and decide together what should remain in the target branch.

Our overall goal is to predict merge conflicts taking the social dimension into account. To achieve our goal, we have conducted a large empirical study analysing the history of 66 repositories of popular software projects with a total of 78740 merge scenarios. We classified developers as top and occasional based on their code contributions with distinct granularity (project and merge-scenario level). Aiming at increasing our knowledge on developer roles, we first look at the relation of each role separately, then we combine project-and merge-scenario-level information. Later, after getting this initial understanding of the relation between developer roles and merge conflicts, we devised three models to predict merge conflicts. We used three classifiers (decision tree, random forest, and K-Nearest Neighbours (KNN)), and seven balancing techniques (e.g., Synthetic Minority Oversampling TTechnique (SMOTE), Adasyn, and over-sampling). The first model is composed of only social measures, the second is composed of only technical measures, and the third model is composed of all (social and technical) measures. Creating these three models enables us to pin down how different measures influence the predictions and if social measures are useful in practice.

We found that top contributors slightly contribute to more merge conflicts at project level, and occasional contributors contribute to more merge conflicts than top contributors at merge-scenario level. When combining the granularity, we found that top contributors at project level that are occasional contributors at merge-scenario level are more related to merge conflicts than all other combinations of developer roles. When these developers touch (i.e., add, delete, change) the source branch, the chances of merge conflicts are 32.31\%. Regarding predictions, random forest performed better in most cases and our models can correctly predict all conflicting scenarios (i.e., it achieved 100% of recall). Looking at other performance measures (e.g., precision, f\(_1\)-score, accuracy, and AUC), the models with all and only technical measures performed better than the model composed by only social measures.

Albeit technical assets have proven essential to predict merge conflicts, our findings shall call the attention of researchers and practitioners to focus on social assets and the branches developers are touching in their analyses.

\(^1\) [https://github.com/facebookincubator/create-react-app/commit/1e83e8](https://github.com/facebookincubator/create-react-app/commit/1e83e8)
Overall, we make the following contributions:

- We provide evidence that it is possible to predict merge conflicts by looking only at social measures (e.g., developer roles, the number of developers involved, and the branch the developers touch);

- We analyse the relation between developer roles and merge conflicts from three different perspectives: (i) with developer roles investigated individually, (ii) with developer roles at project and branch level combined, and (iii) using machine learning classifiers with three models (i.e., social measures vs. technical measures vs. all measures).

- We show that code changes in the source branch are more conflict-prone than code changes in the target branch. For instance, when top and occasional contributors at merge-scenario level touch the source branch, 4.36% and 24.60% of the merge scenarios lead to conflicts, respectively. On the other hand, only 4.88% and 8.32% of the merge scenarios lead to conflicts when top and occasional contributors touch the target branch.

4.2 Developer Roles

Previous work [36, 70, 90, 156, 158, 205, 243, 290] had classified developers into core and peripheral roles aiming at understanding the organisational structure of open source projects. Mockus et al. [205] found empirical evidence for the Mozilla browser and the Apache Web server that a small number of developers are responsible for approximately 80% of the code modifications. Their approach consists of counting the number of commits made by each developer and then computing a threshold at the 80% percentile. Developers with a commit count above the threshold are considered core and, developers below the threshold are considered peripheral. They rationalised this threshold by observing that the number of commits made by developers typically follows a Zipf distribution (which implies that the top 20% of contributors are responsible for 80% of the contributions) [70]. The Zipf distribution was also observed in other studies [90, 243, 290]. Other researchers used network metrics and analysed core and peripheral developers over the project evolution [36, 156, 158]. For instance, Joblin et al. [156] empirically classified developers into core and peripheral to model the organisational structure using network metrics (e.g., degree- and eigenvector-centrality) and analysed how the set of core developers changed over time.

Despite several studies classifying developers into roles, none of them analyse the influence of the developer roles on the emergence of merge conflicts. We use top contributors and occasional contributors classification instead of core and peripheral developers because, as suggested by a previous study [156], we consider that these terms better represent high- or low-frequency contributors, respectively. Similar to previous work [70, 205, 243, 290], we use the 80% percentile to classify top contributors (core). Furthermore, as suggested by previous work [156, 158], we recompute the developer roles for each merge scenario. Differently from them, we classify developers with distinct granularity: project and merge-scenario level.

Top and occasional contributors at project level classification. Top and occasional developers at project level are classified based on their code contributions on the whole
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project at the end of each merge scenario (i.e., at the merge commit). Practically, we follow
5 steps. First, for each merge commit we checked it out using the `git checkout` SHA command, where SHA is the identifier for the merge commit. Hence, for each merge commit, we run the `git blame` command to compute the authorship of each line of code in the whole project. Second, we sum up the lines of code each developer contributed creating a map where each developer has an unique identifier (key) and an object with the developer information as a value. This object includes an attribute informing the number of lines of code this developer changed in the whole project at the moment of the merge commit. Third, get the total lines of code in the project by summing all developer contributions. Fourth, we create a list of developers in descending order based on their code contributions (i.e., developers that contribute most are at the top of the list). Fifth, we get the top developers from the list until the sum of their contributions makes up 80% of the total contributions at merge commit time. These developers are classified as top contributors. All other developers are considered occasional contributors.

Top and occasional contributors at merge-scenario level classification. Top and occasional developers at merge-scenario level are classified based on their code contributions in a merge scenario. The classification at merge-scenario is similar to the project level, the only difference is in the first step. Instead of measuring the authorship of each developer in the whole project, we measure the code contribution of each developer in the merge scenario. In other words, for each merge commit, we measure only the lines of code changed between the base and merge commit. Hence, top contributors at merge scenario level are the developers that contribute to 80% of the changed lines of code in the merge scenario and all other developers are occasional contributors.

The distinction of project and merge-scenario level is essential because, while the developer roles at project level give a more global view of the code contributions, developer roles at merge-scenario level give a more focused view on merge scenario code changes and on merge conflicts. In Section 4.3.3, we describe the investigated measures as well as exemplify how the developer roles are computed in practice.

4.3 Study Setting

In Figure 4.1, we illustrate our four steps, which consist of (i) defining our goals and research questions, (ii) selecting subject projects, (iii) acquiring data, (iv) operationalizing and analysing data. We describe these processes in the following four sections.

4.3.1 Goals and Research Questions

Our overall goals are threefold:

- **To understand which developer roles cause proportionally more merge conflicts.** Knowing which developer roles are more often involved in merge conflicts can: (i) avoid or minimise conflicting merge scenarios since project coordinators and developer themselves can increase the coordination and communication where conflict-prone developer roles are working on. Hence, they can be aware sooner of other
changes and fix conflicts in its earlier stages or even avoid them. For instance, as seen in the example merge scenario presented in the beginning of this chapter, properly coordinating specific developer roles (i.e., making them aware or other changes and communicate with each other) can be enough for avoiding merge conflicts and (ii) support on the conflict resolution since project coordinators and developer themselves can increase the communication of developer roles often involved in conflict to support the merge conflicts resolution.

- **To find whether it is feasible to predict merge conflicts using only social measures.** Showing that it is possible to predict merge conflicts using social measures can not only minimise the number of speculative merging as motivated in the beginning of this chapter, but also highlight the importance of social measures in software analysis. Hence, we show evidence of why researchers should consider social measures more often in their analyses.

- **To find whether combining social and technical assets improve the state-of-the-art of predicting merge conflicts.** Previous work has predicted merge conflicts using technical measures, adding the social perspective might improve previous results improving the state-of-the-art of merge conflict predictions.

We investigate the relationship between the developer role and the emergence or avoidance of merge conflicts in four ways, represented by the following **RQs**:

**RQ**$_1$: Which developer role is more often related to merge conflicts considering project and merge-scenario level separately?

- **RQ**$_{1,1}$: Are top contributors at project level proportionally related to more merge conflicts than occasional contributors?

- **RQ**$_{1,2}$: Are top contributors at merge-scenario level proportionally related to more merge conflicts than occasional contributors?

**RQ**$_2$: Which combination of developer roles is related to merge conflicts combining project and merge-scenario level classification?
**RQ3:** Are merge conflicts predictable using only social measures?

**RQ4:** Is a model combining social and technical measures better than a model composed of only social measures to predict merge conflicts?

Note that the first RQ is simple such that developers can identify developer roles without tool support. In the second RQ, we increase the complexity, but developers with a comprehensive understanding of the project can still identify developer roles without tool support. In the third and fourth RQs, we use more information and a more sophisticated approach. It makes manual identification difficult. Answering these four RQs, we expect an actionable insights overview of the influence of the subject developer roles on the occurrence of merge conflicts, especially when triangulating social and technical measures.

### 4.3.2 Subject Projects

We selected the corpus of subject projects by retrieving the 100 most popular projects on GitHub, as determined by the number of stars [40] and, then, we applied the following four filters created based on Kalliamvakou et al. work [162]: (i) projects that do not have a classified programming language as the main file extension since we are interested in programming language projects; (ii) projects with less than two commits per month in the last six months, since we are interested in active community projects on GitHub; (iii) projects in which it was not possible to reconstruct at least 50% of the merge scenarios, since we are interested in projects that use the three-way merge pattern in the majority of integrations (see Appendix A.3.1). The inclusion of projects that follow other development patterns could bias our analysis. In Section 4.3.3, we detail how we rebuilt merge scenarios; and, (iv) balancing the programming language of projects consists of excluding less popular JavaScript projects until they are not the majority of subject projects. Including most projects of a programming language could bias our analysis, as we explain in Section 4.6.

We restricted our selection to GitHub because it is one of the most popular platforms to host repositories, and it has been investigated and used in prior work [75, 116, 266, 281, 296, 301, 302]. We limited our analysis to Git repositories because it simplifies the identification of merge scenarios in retrospect and is a popular practice as well.

After applying all filters, we obtained 66 projects, developed in 12 programming languages (e.g., JavaScript, Python, Java, Go, and C++), containing 78,740 merge scenarios that involve more than 1.5 million files changed, 10.4 million chunks, and 3,950 conflicting merge scenarios. Bootstrap², React³, TypeScript⁴, Redis⁵, and Lantern⁶ are examples of selected projects. In Figure 4.2, we show the distribution of merge scenarios (ms), conflicting merge scenarios (cms), number of files, number of chunks, number of commits, and number of developers by each subject project. In other words, each project represents a dot in the

---

² https://github.com/twbs/bootstrap
³ https://github.com/facebook/react
⁴ https://github.com/microsoft/TypeScript
⁵ https://github.com/antirez/redis
⁶ https://github.com/getlantern/lantern
graphs and the number of files, for instance, is the sum of all files of a project. The complete list of projects with URL, programming language, and descriptive statistics is in Appendix B.

4.3.3 Data Acquisition

In this section we show: (i) how we acquire data for each merge scenario, (ii) details about the developer roles classification, (iii) the investigated measures, (iv) how we computed the investigated measures, (v) an example of how the investigated measures are computed, and (vi) where our data and framework is available.

**Acquiring data.** Data acquisition follows the steps presented in Section 4.3.1. At the end, for this study we are interested in a set of developers for each merge scenario. For each developer, we retrieved: 1) a unique identifier, 2) the merge scenario identifier, 3) a boolean flag demonstrating if it is or not a conflicting merge scenario, 4) the list of files touched in the target branch, 5) the list of files touched in the source branch, 6) the number of chunks changed in the target branch, 7) the number of commits in the target branch, 8) the number of commits in the source branch, 9) the number of lines of code changed in the target branch, 10) the number of commits in the target branch, and 11) the number of commits in the source branch.

**Classifying developers.** To classify developers into top and occasional, we followed the approach described in Section 4.2. Note that at project level we consider developers contribution in the whole project for each merge commit. Hence, top and occasional contributors at project level might not be active developers in a given merge scenario. By active developers, we mean developers that touched (i.e., created, edited, or deleted) one of the integrated branches of a merge scenario. At the merge-scenario level, we consider...
only code contributions in a merge scenario. Hence, all top and occasional contributors at merge-scenario level are active developers.

Investigated measures. In Tables 4.1 and 4.2, we present the investigated measures. The reasoning behind our choice is related to three factors: i) fine-grained measurement, ii) already used in the literature, and iii) inexpensive computation.

Fine-grained measurement. Considering that the code contributions are normally different on the merged branches which may influence either the occurrence of merge conflicts as well as the developers’ role that contribute to the branch [67, 110], we differentiate contributions from target and source branches for all investigated measures.

Already used in the literature. We selected the measures by surveying the literature on merge conflicts and related areas, such as code evolution or software maintenance (see the Reference column of Tables 4.1 and 4.2). Furthermore, developers reported that most of the selected measures are useful to identify merge conflicts [180]. Note that measures found in the literature are often coarse-grained (i.e., ignore the branch contributions that happened). As our measures are fine-grained, not all rows of Tables 4.1 and 4.2 have a reference linked to it.

Inexpensive computation. We selected measures which extraction is computationally inexpensive aiming at making the prediction used in practice.

Computing measures. To get the measures from a merge scenario, we basically aggregate measures from active developers (i.e., the set mentioned before). For instance, to come up with the value of $\text{loc}$, we aggregate the number of source lines of code (i.e., excluding blanks and comments) in the target branch of all developers for a given merge scenario. The counting of $\text{loc}$ is part of our framework and follows a similar implementation of CLOC tool. As another example, to come up with the value of $\text{devs}$ from a merge scenario, we got a set of all active developers (represented by the unique identifier) of a merge scenario (represented by the merge scenario identifier).

Exemplifying computation of measures. In the example of Figure 4.3, Dev C faced merge conflicts in File 1. These conflicts appeared given the concurrent changes of Dev A in the target branch with the changes of Dev C and Dev B in the source branch. We see that three files changed in this merge scenario ($\text{files} - \text{File 1, File 2, and File 3}$) where two changed in the target branch ($\text{files}_t - \text{File 1 and File 2}$) and two files changed in the source branch ($\text{files}_s - \text{File 1 and File 3}$). The number of chunks is six ($\text{chunks}$) where four chunks are in the target branch ($\text{chunks}_t - \text{two chunks in File 1 from Dev A and two in File 2 from Dev A and Dev D}$) and four chunks are in the source branch ($\text{chunks}_s - \text{two chunks in File 1 from Dev C and Dev B and two in File 3 from Dev A and Dev B}$). The number of lines of code is twelve ($\text{loc}$) where seven are in the target branch ($\text{loc}_t$) and five are in the source branch ($\text{loc}_s$). The number of commits is five ($\text{commits}$) where two are in the target branch ($\text{commits}_t - \text{hashes: 9231e9d5 and 20b8f0f7}$) and three are in the source branch ($\text{commits}_s - \text{hashes: A562FA6, 35D8C8F, and 088f55e8}$).

In Table 4.3, we illustrate the number of lines of code each developer contributed at the moment of the merge commit (hash: C2ECB2C) at project and merge-scenario level. Despite of in the beginning of the merge scenario, Dev X committed 26 lines of code (hash F11E147 - 5 loc in File 1, 5 loc in File 2, 4 loc in File 3, and 12 loc in File 4), until the merge commit Dev A, Dev B, Dev C, and Dev D changed 8, 2, 1, and 1 lines of code, respectively. Hence, at the

7 https://cloc.sourceforge.net/
### Table 4.1: Variables of Our Study (Part 1)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dependent variable</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>has_conflict</td>
<td>Boolean informing if the merge scenario has conflicts</td>
<td>[180, 302]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Independent (Technical) variables</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>files</td>
<td>Number of files touched in the merge scenario</td>
<td>[301, 302]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>files&lt;sub&gt;t&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>Number of files touched in the target branch</td>
<td>[103, 171, 180] [226, 252]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>files&lt;sub&gt;s&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>Number of files touched in the source branch</td>
<td>[103, 171, 180] [226, 252]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>files&lt;sub&gt;t&amp;s&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>Number of files touched in the target and source branches</td>
<td>[180]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chunks</td>
<td>Number of chunks touched in the merge scenario</td>
<td>[180, 301, 302]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chunks&lt;sub&gt;t&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>Number of chunks touched in the target branch</td>
<td>[180, 301, 302]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chunks&lt;sub&gt;s&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>Number of chunks touched in the source branch</td>
<td>[180, 301, 302]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>loc</td>
<td>Number of source lines of code touched in the merge scenario (i.e., code churn)</td>
<td>[304, 302]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>loc&lt;sub&gt;t&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>Number of source lines of code touched in the target branch</td>
<td>[103, 180, 226]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>loc&lt;sub&gt;s&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>Number of source lines of code touched in the source branch</td>
<td>[103, 180, 226]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>commits</td>
<td>Number of commits created in the merge scenario</td>
<td>[103, 171, 180] [226, 302]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>commits&lt;sub&gt;t&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>Number of commits created in the target branch</td>
<td>[103, 171, 180] [226, 302]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>commits&lt;sub&gt;s&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>Number of commits created in the source branch</td>
<td>[103, 171, 180] [226, 302]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Independent (Social) variables</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>top&lt;sub&gt;p&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>Number of top contributors at project level</td>
<td>[70, 205] [243, 290]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>top&lt;sub&gt;p&amp;t&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>Number of top contributors at project level contributing to the target branch</td>
<td>[70, 205] [243, 290]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>top&lt;sub&gt;p&amp;s&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>Number of top contributors at project level contributing to the source branch</td>
<td>[70, 205] [243, 290]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>occ&lt;sub&gt;p&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>Number of occasional contributors at project level</td>
<td>[70, 205] [243, 290]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>occ&lt;sub&gt;p&amp;t&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>Number of occasional contributors at project level contributing to the target branch</td>
<td>[70, 205] [243, 290]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>occ&lt;sub&gt;p&amp;s&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>Number of occasional contributors at project level contributing to the source branch</td>
<td>[70, 205] [243, 290]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>top&lt;sub&gt;ms&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>Number of top contributors at merge-scenario level</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>top&lt;sub&gt;ms&amp;t&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>Number of top contributors at merge-scenario level contributing to the target branch</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>top&lt;sub&gt;ms&amp;s&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>Number of top contributors at merge-scenario level contributing to the source branch</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4.2: Variables of Our Study (Part 2)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>occms</td>
<td>Number of occasional contributors at merge-scenario level</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>occms\text{t}</td>
<td>Number of occasional contributors at merge-scenario level contributing to the target branch</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>occms\text{s}</td>
<td>Number of occasional contributors at merge-scenario level contributing to the source branch</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>devs</td>
<td>Number of active developers in a merge scenario</td>
<td>[301, 302]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>devst</td>
<td>Number of active developers in the target branch</td>
<td>[97, 103]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>devss</td>
<td>Number of active developers in the source branch</td>
<td>[97, 103]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>devst&amp;s</td>
<td>Number of active developers in target and source branches</td>
<td>[171, 226]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.3: Illustrative Merge Scenario
merge commit, Dev X authored 17 lines of code (3 loc in File 1, 1 loc in File 2, 1 loc in File 3, and 12 loc in File 4). Note that changes from Dev A, Dev B, and Dev C are concurrently causing merge conflicts. Note that Dev X is not an active developer in the exemplified merge scenario since she does not commit between the base and merge commit.

At the merge commit the project had 29 lines of code. Hence, the first developers with the large number of lines of code that touched 23 lines of code are classified as top contributors. Hence, Dev X and Dev A are top contributors and Dev B, Dev C, and Dev D are occasional contributors at project level. We see that 12 lines of code changed in the exemplified merge scenario. Hence, developers that touched 10 lines of code are classified as top contributors. Hence, Dev A and Dev B are top contributors and Dev C and Dev D are occasional contributors at the merge scenario level.

Looking at the social measures we see that 4 developers are active in this merge scenario (devs - Dev A, Dev B, Dev C, and Dev D) where two touched the target branch (devs_t - Dev A and Dev D) and three touched the source branch (devs_s - Dev A, Dev B, and Dev C). The only developer that touched both target and source branches is Dev A (devs_t&s). The number of top contributors at project level is one (top_p - Dev A) since despite of Dev X was classified as top contributor, she is not active in the illustrated merge scenario. As Dev A contributed to the target and source branch, top_p&t and top_p&s is one. The number of occ_p is three (Dev B, Dev C, and Dev D) where Dev D contributed to the target branch (i.e., occ_p&t is one) and Dev B and Dev C contributed to the source branch (i.e., occ_p&s is two). Looking at measures at merge-scenario level, the number of top developers is two (top_ms - Dev A and Dev B) where Dev A contributed to the target branch (top_ms&t) and Dev A and Dev B contributed to the source branch (top_ms&s). The number of occasional contributors is two (occ_ms - Dev C and Dev D) where Dev D contributed to the target branch (occ_ms&t) and Dev C contributed to the source branch (occ_ms&s).

### 4.3.4 Operationalization

The operationalization of RQ1 and RQ2 consists of getting the set of merge scenarios that a given developer role participated in (#MS), a subset of these merge scenarios which have merge conflicts (#Conf. MS), and share of conflicting merge scenarios (i.e., #MS × #Conf. MS) investigated in each RQ (see Section 4.3.1). For instance, in RQ1.1 we want to find
Predicting Merge Conflicts Considering Social and Technical Assets

A subset of merge scenarios from all 78,740 investigated merge scenarios that have top contributors contributing to both target and source branches. From this subset, we get the number of merge scenarios that have merge conflicts and compute the share of conflicting merge scenarios. We performed a chi-square test to verify whether the developer role (top and occasional) differs significantly. The chi-square test is adequate because we have large and unpaired data (i.e., the number of merge scenarios varies depending on the developer role), variables under analysis are categorical (e.g., top- or occasional-contributors), and the outcome is binomial (i.e., conflicting or safe merge scenarios). The null and alternative hypotheses for RQ\textsubscript{1} and RQ\textsubscript{2} are:

- \( H_0 \): Developers’ role and emergence of merge conflicts are independent.
- \( H_a \): Developers’ role and emergence of merge conflicts are not independent.

where the p-value is below 0.01 (i.e., 99% significance level), we reject the null hypothesis (\( H_0 \)) and accept the alternative hypothesis (\( H_a \)). Accepting the alternative hypothesis suggests that the variables are related, but the relationship is not necessarily causal. As we measured several attributes for each merge scenario, we grouped them using set operations (e.g., union) and treated each influencing factor separately. Aiming at getting a baseline for comparison of our results, we compared the results of each developer role with the overall average of conflicting merge scenarios for all merge scenarios in analysis. Thus, we increased the knowledge over our data and internal validity.

The operationalization of RQ\textsubscript{3} and RQ\textsubscript{4} consists of using data acquired as described in Section 4.3.3 and follows three steps: (i) to balance our data since merge conflicts happen in only the minority of merge scenarios, (ii) to select the target measures (i.e., features), and (iii) to predict conflicting scenarios using three classifiers. We used multiple balancing techniques, sets of measures, and classifiers to show practitioners which configurations perform better on our data. For data balancing, we chose seven techniques (under, over, both, SMOTE, BorderlineSmote, SVMSmote, Adasyn). For feature selection, in RQ\textsubscript{3}, we created a model using only the social measures presented in Tables 4.1 4.2 as we want to investigate the prediction of merge conflicts using only social assets. In RQ\textsubscript{4}, we created two models, one using only the technical measures and the other one all measures presented in Tables 4.1 and 4.2. We build these two models to be able to compare our results with the model created for RQ\textsubscript{3} and with a previous study [226]. To predict conflicts, we chose three classifiers (decision tree, random forest, and KNN), because they are simple yet achieve good results for binomial classification. Due to the importance of hyper-parameters, we used grid-search with 10-fold cross-validation to find the right hyper-parameters to use. For each classifier, we tuned it using all possible hyper-parameters. For instance, for decision tree, we set the hyper-parameters: \( \text{max_depth} \) (10, 50, 80, 100, 150, 200), \( \text{max_feature} \) (auto, sqrt, log2), \( \text{min_samples_split} \) (2, 3, 5, 10), \( \text{min_samples_leaf} \) (1, 2, 3, 5, 10), \( \text{criterion} \) (gini, entropy) and, \( \text{splitter} \) (best, random). The complete list of hyper-parameters and tuning values, as well as a description of each balancing technique and classifier are available at Appendix C. Performance Measures. We showed precision, recall, and f1-score for conflicting and safe merge scenarios. Furthermore, even though the previous work [226] mentioned that accuracy is not a good performance measure when dealing with a discrepant difference between the majority and minority classes, we also showed accuracy and AUC for our general
predictions. Presenting results for conflicting and safe scenarios provides a complete view of how a detector would perform in practice than only presenting general measures. In our case, it is desirable to have higher recall than higher precision for conflicting scenarios since it is better to predict all conflicting scenarios and some false-positives (i.e., reported as conflicting scenarios, but they are safe in practice) than miss some conflicting scenarios (i.e., true-negatives). In other words, it is better to suggest speculative merges for some safe-scenarios than ignore some real conflicting scenarios. We considered $f_1$-score the second most relevant performance measure since its computation combines precision and recall. In cases where we found the same value for the performance measures, we present the results for the model with lower values for the hyper-parameters.

4.4 Results

In this section, we present the results structured according to our RQs. Overall, we investigated 78,740 merge scenarios of which 3,950 of them have merge conflicts. It corresponds to an average of 5.02% conflicting merge scenarios. We use this percentage in RQ$_1$ and RQ$_2$ to compare if a developer role is above or below the general average.

4.4.1 RQ$_1$: Which Developer Role is More Often Related to Merge Conflicts Considering Project and Merge-scenario Level Separately?

We answer this question by looking at data from project and merge-scenario level separately. In Table 4.4, we present the general result for RQ$_{1.1}$ and the results for each branch. Top contributors at project level contributed to the target and source branches in 45,297 merge scenarios and 3,290 of them have merge conflicts. It represents a share of 7.26% of conflicting merge scenarios. Occasional contributors at project level contributed to 60,609 merge scenarios, 3,409 of them have merge conflicts. It represents a share of 5.62% of conflicting merge scenarios. Note that it does not need to be the same developer. It just needs to have at least one given developer role contributing to the target branch and at least one developer contributing to the source branch. With the chi-square test ($X$-squared=$103.01$, $df=1$, $p$-value$<2.2e^{-16}$), we reject the null hypothesis and accept the alternative hypothesis. Thus, we conclude that there is a relationship between the developer role and the emergence of merge conflicts. We found a similar result for the target and source branches.

In Table 4.5, we present the general result for RQ$_{1.2}$ and the results for each branch. Top contributors at merge-scenario level contributed to 75,142 analysed merge scenarios and 3,623 conflicting merge scenarios. It represents a share of 4.82% of conflicting merge scenarios. Occasional contributors at merge-scenario level contributed to 21,751 merge scenarios and to 2,880 conflicting merge scenarios. It represents a share of 13.24% of conflicting merge scenarios. With the chi-square test ($X$-squared=$1600.4$, $df=1$, $p$-value$<2.2e^{-16}$), we reject the null hypothesis and accept the alternative hypothesis. Thus, we conclude that there is a relationship between the developer role and the emergence of merge conflicts. We also found a similar result for the target and source branches.
Table 4.4: Top and Occasional Contributors at Project Level Contributions Overview

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Branch</th>
<th>Dev. Role</th>
<th>#MS</th>
<th>#Conf. MS</th>
<th>%Conf.MS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Target &amp; Source</td>
<td>Top</td>
<td>45297</td>
<td>3290</td>
<td>7.26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Occ.</td>
<td>60609</td>
<td>3409</td>
<td>5.62%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target</td>
<td>Top</td>
<td>33872</td>
<td>2301</td>
<td>6.79%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Occ.</td>
<td>46826</td>
<td>2745</td>
<td>5.86%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source</td>
<td>Top</td>
<td>20925</td>
<td>2590</td>
<td>12.38%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Occ.</td>
<td>35086</td>
<td>2970</td>
<td>8.46%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Dev.: developer, #MS: number of merge scenarios and #Conf.MS: number of conflicting merge scenarios. The light-gray background highlights the main discussed developer roles.*

Table 4.5: Top and Occasional Contributors at Merge-scenario Level Contributions Overview

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Branch</th>
<th>Dev. Role</th>
<th>#MS</th>
<th>#Conf. MS</th>
<th>%Conf.MS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Target &amp; Source</td>
<td>Top</td>
<td>75142</td>
<td>3623</td>
<td>4.82%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Occ.</td>
<td>21751</td>
<td>2880</td>
<td>13.24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target</td>
<td>Top</td>
<td>62214</td>
<td>3039</td>
<td>4.88%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Occ.</td>
<td>17100</td>
<td>1424</td>
<td>8.32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source</td>
<td>Top</td>
<td>53812</td>
<td>2344</td>
<td>4.36%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Occ.</td>
<td>8023</td>
<td>1974</td>
<td>24.60%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Dev.: developer, #MS: number of merge scenarios and #Conf.MS: number of conflicting merge scenarios. The light-gray background highlights the main discussed developer roles.*
Comparing the results with the general average, we observed that contributors at project level have a greater percentage for all the cases. For instance, top and occasional contributors have a share of 7.26% and 5.62% conflicting scenarios, respectively. For developer roles at merge-scenario level, we see that occasional contributors have a share of conflicting merge scenarios above the general average (between 8.32%–24.60%) while top contributors do not (between 4.36%–4.88%).

We expected that top contributors are related to more merge conflicts than occasional contributors since the more code a developer changes, the greater the chance of happening conflicting merge scenarios. However, our results of RQ1.2 shows that, at merge-scenario level, occasional contributors are more often involved in conflicting merge scenarios than top contributors. To illustrate, let us consider a merge scenario with 4 developers changing 100 lines of code. Dev A changed 50 lines of code (50% chance to be related to conflicts), Dev B changed 40 lines of code (40%), Dev C and Dev D changed 5 lines of code each (5% each). In this merge scenario, Dev A and Dev B are top contributors and Dev C and Dev D are occasional contributors. Note that the chance of Dev C and Dev D being in merge conflict is only 10%. Nevertheless, even despite this small chance, these occasional contributors were responsible for all conflicting changes.

RQ1 Summary: At project level, top contributors are related proportionally more to conflicting merge scenarios than occasional contributors, and occasional contributors collaborate to more merge scenarios than top contributors. At the merge-scenario level, the share of conflicting merge scenarios is greater for occasional contributors than for top contributors. Around one quarter of the contributions of occasional contributors at merge-scenario level in the source branch are related to merge conflicts.

4.4.2 RQ2: Which Combination of Developer Roles is Related to Merge Conflicts Combining Project and Merge-scenario Level Classification?

In Table 4.6, we present the general result for RQ2 and the results for each branch. As expected, merge scenarios with top contributors at project touching the target and the source branches that are also top contributors at merge-scenario level occurred more often than merge scenarios with top contributors at project level touching the target and source branches and occasional contributors at merge-scenario level (44,497 against 15,834). However, when looking at the proportion of conflicting merge scenarios, top contributors at project level that are occasional contributors at merge scenario level have a higher percentage (15.76%) than all other developer roles. With the chi-square test ($X^{2} = 1229.6$, $df=3$, $p-value<2.2e^{-16}$), we reject the null hypothesis and accept the alternative hypothesis. Thus, we conclude that there is a relationship between the developer role and the emergence of merge conflicts. We found a similar result for the target and source branches.
Table 4.6: Top and Occasional Contributors Combining Project and Merge-scenario Level Contributions Overview

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Branch</th>
<th>Dev. Role</th>
<th>#MS</th>
<th>#Conf. MS</th>
<th>%Conf.MS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Target &amp; Source</strong></td>
<td>Top(_p) (\circ) top(_ms)</td>
<td>44.497</td>
<td>3,070</td>
<td>6.90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Top(_p) (\circ) occ(_ms)</td>
<td>15,834</td>
<td>2,496</td>
<td>15.76%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Occ(_p) (\circ) top(_ms)</td>
<td>57,053</td>
<td>3,084</td>
<td>5.41%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Occ(_p) (\circ) occ(_ms)</td>
<td>21,195</td>
<td>2,800</td>
<td>13.21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Target</strong></td>
<td>Top(_p) (\circ) top(_ms)</td>
<td>23,728</td>
<td>1,579</td>
<td>6.65%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Top(_p) (\circ) occ(_ms)</td>
<td>11,268</td>
<td>1,164</td>
<td>10.33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Occ(_p) (\circ) top(_ms)</td>
<td>31,009</td>
<td>1,880</td>
<td>6.06%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Occ(_p) (\circ) occ(_ms)</td>
<td>16,188</td>
<td>1,329</td>
<td>8.21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Source</strong></td>
<td>Top(_p) (\circ) top(_ms)</td>
<td>11,184</td>
<td>1,678</td>
<td>15.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Top(_p) (\circ) occ(_ms)</td>
<td>4,943</td>
<td>1,597</td>
<td>32.31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Occ(_p) (\circ) top(_ms)</td>
<td>18,793</td>
<td>1,933</td>
<td>10.29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Occ(_p) (\circ) occ(_ms)</td>
<td>1,914</td>
<td>1,974</td>
<td>24.93%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Dev.: developer, #MS: number of merge scenarios and #Conf.MS: number of conflicting merge scenarios. The light-gray background highlights the main discussed developer roles*
4.4 Results

RQ2 Summary: Looking at developer roles at project and merge-scenario levels together, we found that merge scenarios with top contributors at project level and occasional contributors at merge-scenario level touching the target and source branches have the greatest share of conflicting merge scenarios in general and for the analysis of both branches. Surprisingly, around one-third of the contributions of these developer roles in the source branch are related to merge conflicts. It is surprising because it represents six times more than the general average (i.e., without considering developer roles) and three times more the contributions of the same developer roles in the target branch.

4.4.3 RQ3: Are Merge Conflicts Predictable Using Only Social Measures?

When answering RQ3 and RQ4, we present only the best performance results according to the criteria described in Section 4.3.4. Presenting only a few results is necessary since we have results for a combination of three models (social vs. technical vs. social and technical measures), seven balancing techniques (i.e., under-, over-, both-, SMOTE-, BorderlineSmote-, SVMSmote-, Adasyn-sampling), and three classifiers (i.e., decision tree, random forest, and KNN). The complete results can be seen in our Appendix C.

In Table 4.7, we present the results of our predictions using social measures for each classifier highlighting the best balancing techniques. By best balancing techniques, we mean the balancing techniques that balanced our data in a way that made our classifiers perform better. Reinforcing, we use the recall and f1-score of conflicting scenarios as our main performance measures (see Section 4.3.4). Hence, once we got the best setup (i.e., the combination of classifier and balancing technique) for conflicting scenarios, we highlight their results.

For the predictions of conflicting scenarios using only social measures, the setup with random forest performed better when using balanced data from under, SMOTE, or Adasyn-sampling technique. With this setup, we achieve a recall, f1-score, and precision of 1.00, 0.26, and 0.15, respectively. Regarding safe scenarios, we found a recall, f1-score, and precision of 0.72, 0.83, and 1.00, respectively. In terms of accuracy and AUC this setup achieved 0.60 and 0.79.

Note that the setup using KNN classifier with data from Adasyn-sampling technique achieved better accuracy and AUC are 0.73 and 0.83 than the setup with better recall. Furthermore, note that none of the setups achieved high f1-score and precision for conflicting scenarios (all values below 0.3).

RQ3 Summary: Using only social measures we created a model in which the random forest classifier achieved 1.00 of recall. Therefore, we conclude that it is possible to predict conflicting merge scenarios using only social measures. Classifying all conflicting scenarios correctly means that we can reduce speculative merging considerably without missing any real conflicting scenarios. In any event, we highlight the low precision of our model which leads to an open challenge of increasing the precision of models using only social measures.
4.4.4 RQ4: Is a Model Combining Social and Technical Measures Better than a Model Composed of Only Social Measures to Predict Merge Conflicts?

Before looking at the results combining social and technical measures, we present the results of a model using only technical measures. As mentioned, we created this model aiming at increasing our understanding on the models as well as fomenting discussions. In Table 4.8, we present the results of our predictions, similar to what we did when answering RQ3. For the predictions of conflicting scenarios, the setup using random forest classifier and balanced data from SMOTE- or Adasyn-sampling techniques performed better. With this setup, we achieved a recall, F1-score, and precision of 1.00, 0.56, and 0.39, respectively. Regarding safe scenarios, we found a recall, F1-score, and precision of 0.92, 0.96, and 1.00, respectively. In terms of accuracy and AUC, we found 0.92 and 0.95.

Note that we found the maximum value for the model using only social measures in terms of recall for conflicting scenarios. However, the value for other performance measures increases in the model using technical measures. For instance, F1-score and precision for conflicting scenarios increase from 0.26 to 0.92 and from 0.15 to 0.39, respectively. We also see an increase for safe scenarios and general measures. For instance, the accuracy for the social and technical models are 0.73 and 0.92, respectively.

In Table 4.9, we present the predictions of our model using social and technical measures similar to Table 4.7 and Table 4.8. For the predictions of conflicting scenarios, the setup using random forest classifier and balanced data from under- or over-sampling techniques performed better. With this setup, we found a recall, F1-score, and precision of 1.00, 0.56, and 0.39, respectively. Regarding safe scenarios, we found a recall, F1-score, and precision of 0.92, 0.96, and 1.00 for the same setup, respectively. In terms of accuracy and AUC, we found 0.92 and 0.96, respectively.

As seen, the results of a model using only technical measures and the other using all (social and technical) measures are basically the same. Only the AUC increased from 0.95 to 0.96. For the technical and all measures models, the random forest classifier performed slightly
4.4 Results

Table 4.8: Performance Overview for Technical Measures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classifier</th>
<th>Bal. Tech.</th>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>F1</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>Acc.</th>
<th>AUC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Decision Tree</td>
<td>Over Both SMOTE BorderlineSmote Adasyn</td>
<td>Safe Conflicting</td>
<td>0.88 0.46</td>
<td>0.93 0.30</td>
<td>1.00 0.00</td>
<td>0.88 0.94</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random Forest</td>
<td>SMOTE Adasyn</td>
<td>Safe Conflicting</td>
<td>0.92 0.56</td>
<td>0.96 0.39</td>
<td>1.00 0.00</td>
<td>0.92 0.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KNN</td>
<td>Adasyn</td>
<td>Safe Conflicting</td>
<td>0.75 0.28</td>
<td>0.85 0.16</td>
<td>0.93 0.76</td>
<td>0.84 0.84</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Table 4.9: Performance Overview for All (Technical and Social) Measures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classifier</th>
<th>Bal. Tech.</th>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>F1</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>Acc.</th>
<th>AUC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Decision Tree</td>
<td>Over</td>
<td>Safe Conflicting</td>
<td>0.87 0.56</td>
<td>0.93 0.39</td>
<td>1.00 0.00</td>
<td>0.74 0.82</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random Forest</td>
<td>Under Over</td>
<td>Safe Conflicting</td>
<td>0.92 0.56</td>
<td>0.96 0.39</td>
<td>1.00 0.00</td>
<td>0.92 0.96</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KNN</td>
<td>Adasyn</td>
<td>Safe Conflicting</td>
<td>0.73 0.27</td>
<td>0.84 0.16</td>
<td>0.92 0.74</td>
<td>0.84 0.82</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


better than the other classifiers and the data from under- and over-sampling presented better results than the data from other balancing techniques.

Observing that no real improvements were obtained adding the technical and social measures, in Figure 4.4 we show the correlation-matrix to identify whether the investigated measures correlate with each other. Be aware that correlating pairs of investigated variables provide a limited and simpler viewpoint compared to the machine learning classifiers predictions. As we can see in Figure 4.4, some social measures are correlated with each other and also with some technical measures. For instance, *occ* has a high positive correlation with *devs* (0.78) and *occ* (0.73) and a moderate positive correlation with *occ* (0.65), *occ* (0.64), *commit* (0.60), *occ* (0.55). All correlations were computed using Spearman-rank based correlation with 95% of confidence level. Spearman-rank based correlation is invariant for linear transformations of covariates and is simple and useful to understand the relation among our covariables [152]. Having social measures correlated with each other might have provided similar information to the social model not improving its performance. Having social measures related to technical measures made the addition of social measures to
the technical model, introducing only information that technical measures had already provided. We come back with a discussion on this topic in Section 4.5.2.

RQ4 Summary: In terms of recall, the three models we built (only social vs. only technical vs. all measures) found 1.00 of recall for conflicting scenarios (i.e., they were able to retrieve all real conflicting scenarios). Considering accuracy, AUC, f1-score, and precision for conflicting and safe scenarios, the models using only technical and all social and technical measures performed better than those using only social measures.

4.5 Discussion

We divide this section into three parts. First, we compare our results with previous work predicting merge conflicts (Section 4.5.1). Second, we present a reflection upon our results
4.5 Discussion

Table 4.10: Comparison of our Results with the Results of Owhadi-Kareshk et al. [226]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F1-score</th>
<th>Precision</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owhadi-Kareshk et al.</td>
<td>Safe</td>
<td>[0.93,0.96]</td>
<td>[0.95,0.97]</td>
<td>[0.97,0.98]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours</td>
<td>Safe</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Owhadi-Kareshk et al.</td>
<td>Conflicting</td>
<td>[0.68,0.83]</td>
<td>[0.57,0.68]</td>
<td>[0.48,0.63]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours</td>
<td>Conflicting</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Section 4.5.2). Finally, we present implications of our results and findings to practitioners, researchers, and tool builders (Section 4.5.3).

4.5.1 Comparing Results

As mentioned in Section 2.6, there are six studies predicting merge conflicts. As the approach and results from Accioly et al. [1], Lešenich et al. [180], Rocha et al. [245], and Dias et al. [82] differ significantly from ours, it is not fair comparing our results. For instance, while we compare developer roles and the used machine learning classifiers to predict conflicts, Accioly et al. [1] computed recall and precision to identify merge conflicts related to two types of code changes. Hence, even though they also compute recall and precision, our results are not comparable. Despite Trif et al. [294] used machine learning like us, they present just a general recall and precision, i.e., they do not differ from safe and conflicting scenarios. Furthermore, they do not show f1-score and AUC. Hence, we opted to not compare their results with ours. Owhadi-Kareshk et al. [226], on the other hand, used machine learning classifiers like us and present recall, precision, and f1-score for safe and conflicting scenarios making our results comparable. Even though we use a different set of measures/variables, subject projects, and they present the results by programming language, we consider our results comparable.

In Table 4.10, we present the results for the performance measures presented in their study (i.e., recall, f1-score, and precision) which is a subset of our performance measures. Aiming at providing a fair comparison, we show the interval of their results by programming languages for the random forest classifier. Similar to our study, the random forest classifier was the classifier that performed better. Looking at safe scenarios, they presented better recall, similar f1-score, and lower precision. Looking at conflicting scenarios, we presented higher recall and lower f1-score and precision. It is important to mention that we focus on increasing recall of conflicting merge scenarios since missing real conflicting scenarios might damage speculative merge tools and hurt users’ confidence on the predictions making them stop using tool support [128]. Hence, we consider it essential to retrieve all real conflicting scenarios. This choice made us decrease precision. In other words, we ensure that all real conflicting scenarios were correctly classified, but we classified some safe scenarios as conflicting scenarios (see Section 4.3.4).
4.5.2 Reflecting on Results

Occasional contributors are more related to conflicting scenarios than top contributors. As mentioned, we expected that top contributors are related to more merge conflicts than occasional contributors since the more code a developer changes, the greater the chance of happening conflicting merge scenarios. However, our results when answering RQ_1 (see Table 4.5) show the opposite. In other words, at merge-scenario level, occasional contributors are conflict-prone when compared to top contributors. For instance, when looking at the source branch, the percentage of conflicting merge scenarios for occasional contributors is 24.60%, while for top contributors the percentage of conflicting merge scenarios is only 4.36%. We speculate that there may be two reasons for this phenomenon: i) occasional contributors normally change more code than necessary to address a task, such as fix a bug and ii) occasional contributors take more time than necessary to complete a task. We plan an in-situ investigation in future work to draw a conclusion about it.

One-third of scenarios have merge conflicts when top contributors at project level and occasional contributors at merge-scenario level touch the source branch. Once we know the conflict-prone developer roles, project coordinators or developers themselves should increase awareness when these developer roles are touching the source code. Considering that it is easy for practitioners collecting the required information (i.e., developer roles at project and merge-scenario level and the touched branch), they can use this information in practice without tool support. Looking at our data, we saw that merge conflicts are rare when there is none or one occasional contributor at both project and merge-scenario level touching the source branch. However, when there are two or more occasional contributors, the chances of conflicting merge scenarios increase considerably. Looking at Table 4.6, we saw that one-third of the scenarios led to conflicts when there is at least a top contributor at project level and an occasional contributor at merge-scenario level touching the source branch.

Random forest performed better than decision tree and KNN classifiers. Looking at the answers of RQ_3 and RQ_4, we can see that the random forest classifier performed better than the other classifiers. For instance, in the technical- and all measure models, random forest performed better or equally for all performance measures presented in Table 4.8 and Table 4.9. Owhadi-Kareshk et al. [226] found similar results, as we discussed in Section 4.5.1. With all, we suggest this classifier for further analysis and research on conflict predictions. Be aware that all classifiers used the same data to predict the conflicts. So, the performance is indeed related to the competence of a classifier that retrieves better recall, f1-score, precision, and AUC.

Adasyn-sampling is a reasonable balancing technique to use for merge scenario data. Adasyn-sampling is one of the newest balancing techniques and performed better in six out of the nine cases we explored. Over- and SMOTE-sampling also performed well, appearing in four and three cases we investigated, respectively. We suggest Adasyn-sampling balancing technique for further analysis and research on merge conflicts.

The touched branch might be insightful for different kinds of analyses. Following our study, we see that the answers of RQ_5 are complementary. Answering RQ_1, we took a simple viewpoint. Answering RQ_2, we combined developer roles at both project and merge-scenario level. This information was fundamental to achieve reasonable performance...
measures because we increased our knowledge over our data, especially for the touched branch confounding factor. In fact, we are not the first ones exploring the touched branch factor. However, while previous work [67, 110] reports different contribution patterns on the target and source branches, we are the first ones to show that the touched branch influences the emergence of merge conflicts. In some cases, only the fact of considering the touched branch triples the share of conflicting merge scenarios. For instance, while occasional contributors at merge-scenario level touching the target branch have a share of 8.32%, these contributors touching the source branch have a share of 24.60% (see Table 4.5). Therefore, as the touched branch played an important role in our analyses and on previous work [67, 110], We speculate that the touched branch might be useful for studies mining repositories, investigating project quality criteria, predicting bugs, and other anomalies. For instance, it might provide a new perspective and increase performance when predicting bugs on software systems.

**Computing social versus technical measures.** As mentioned, developers deeper into the project have a great knowledge of what is going on. Hence, they are able to classify developers at project and merge scenario level without formal measurement. Considering the results of RQ1 and RQ2, they are able to identify conflict-prone scenarios with informal measurement and without tool support. In the case of top contributors at project level and occasional contributors at merge-scenario level, around one third of the merge scenarios have merge conflicts (see Table 4.6). On the other hand, when a formal measurement is preferred, computing technical measures is simpler because social measures are computed based on the lines of code (a technical measure). Therefore, to compute the developer role related measures, we first need to compute technical measures and then, compute social measures.

**Why did the model with social and technical measures not perform better than the model with only technical measures?** We see two factors influencing the performance of the model with all measures: i) inserting confounds and ii) increasing the complexity of the investigated phenomenon.

**Inserting confounds.** Confounds are variables related to each other, but which are not positively impacting the predictions. We already showed a discussion on this topic when answering RQ4. Hence, in Section 4.4.4, we saw that some social measures are correlated with each other (e.g., Spearman-rank of 0.78 between occasional contributors at project-level ($occ_p$) and the number of developers ($devs$)) and also with some technical measures (Spearman-rank of 0.60 between $occ_p$ and the number of commits ($commits$)). Having variables correlated with each other in our model is not necessarily bad, however, it does not help improving the performance of our model.

**Increasing the complexity of the investigated phenomenon.** The model using only technical measures is composed of 13 independent variables. The model with only social measures is composed of 16 independent variables. Hence, the model with all measures is composed of 29 independent variables which increases the complexity of the investigated phenomenon. Machine learning classifiers are able to identify which variables are more relevant to predict the dependent variable (i.e., minimising over-fitting). However, the more complex the phenomenon, the more difficult it will be to find a function that describes that behaviour. Considering that some variables do not add useful information to the model and the great complexity of the investigated phenomenon with all variables, social measures were not
able to improve the performance on the predictions of the technical model. At least adding the social measures did not confuse the technical measures decreasing the performance of the all measures model compared with the technical model performance.

### 4.5.3 Implications for Practitioners, Researchers, and Tool Builders

Researchers should focus more on the social perspective and on the branch developers touch. The social perspective and the touched branch factor are often ignored when dealing with merge conflicts. Even though using only social measures does not perform optimally, our study reinforces that social information and the touched branch influence on the emergence of merge conflicts. We suggest researchers using developer roles and the touched branch information when investigating merge conflicts, as well as, on other kinds of analysis mining software repositories.

Tool builders should use developer roles for building tools that reduce speculative merging. We show evidence that some developer roles are more often related to conflicting scenarios than others. So, we suggest tool builders using this information to reduce speculative merging. Hence, before performing speculative merging, their tools filter merge scenarios that have a chance of having merge conflicts. Developer roles can also be useful to construct awareness tools. For instance, merge scenarios that have top contributors at project level and occasional contributors at merge-scenario level touching the source branch, might be closely coordinated/monitored since one third of them end with merge conflicts.

Social measures are a good alternative to retrieve conflicting scenarios. As seen in Section 2.9, human factors play an important role in software development. In our study, we were able to retrieve all real conflicting merge scenarios using developer roles. As discussed in Section 4.5.2, developers with a deep understanding of the project collaboration are able to manually classify developers into top and occasional contributors without formal measurement. Hence, they can avoid merge conflicts by coordinating conflict-prone developer roles more closely. Once automated classification is desired, they can use speculative or awareness tools as previously discussed.

Practitioners should worry more about the order of development tasks. Once it is clear that a conflict will arise when developers touch the same piece of code in different branches, practitioners might find ways to define an order to perform their tasks in a way that they are not going to touch the same parts of code in different branches (i.e., excluding the chances of merge conflicts arise). Researchers have been investigating and creating tools to support this [103, 110, 163, 252, 301]. So, practitioners can already use the proposed tools.

### 4.6 Threats to Validity

In this section, we discuss potential threats to the validity of our study to help further research and replications of this study. In the following, we detail the main internal and external threats to validity.

**Internal validity.** We discuss three main internal threats to validity. First, we used simple and common metrics to classify developers. This poses the threat that the metrics do not ac-
4.7 Conclusion

In this study, we investigated the relation of top and occasional contributors on the emergence of merge conflicts and merge conflict predictions using social and technical assets. To achieve our goal, we mined 66 repositories of popular software projects with a total of 78,740 merge scenarios.

As a result of our initial analysis to understand the influence of developer roles on merge conflicts, we saw that those roles are practical and statistically related to the emergence of merge conflicts. When looking at project level, top contributors are more related to merge conflicts than occasional contributors. On the other hand, when looking at merge-scenario level, occasional contributors are more related to merge conflicts than top contributors. Joining the analysis of project and merge-scenario level, we saw those scenarios, where top contributors at project level and occasional contributors at merge-scenario level contribute, are more related to merge conflicts than the other combination of developer roles. We also found that contributions on the source branch are more conflict-prone than contributions on the target branch. For instance, 24.60% of the contributions of occasional contributors in
the source branch resulted in merge conflicts, while only 8.32% of these contributors on the target branch resulted in merge conflicts.

Our predictions achieved 100% of recall for the three models we built (social measures vs. technical measures vs. all measures). Predicting merge conflicts using social and technical assets is useful in practice and these models retrieved all real conflicting scenarios. At the end, we reinforce the importance of using the information of the touched branch and the social perspective in analyses of software repositories. These pieces of information are important since coding is a social task and they played an important role in our analyses.

In the next chapter, we investigate how developers contribute to the source code looking deeper to the contributions of five developers of different projects.
Behind Developer Contributions on Conflicting Merge Scenarios

This chapter shares material with a prior publication: “Behind Developer Contributions on Conflicting Merge Scenarios” [300]

In this chapter, we investigate how developers contribute to software projects and the rate of contributions related to merge conflicts. This is a follow up study suggested by the end of Chapter 4. In Section 5.1, we introduce this chapter presenting the context, problem, goals, and discussion of our study. In Section 5.2, we present the setting of this empirical study. In Sections 5.3 to 5.5, we present our study results for each of our three research questions. In Section 5.6, we discuss related work. In Section 5.7, we discuss threats to the study validity while, in Section 5.8, we conclude this empirical study.

5.1 Introduction

Contemporary software development greatly depends on simultaneous contributions of several developers [185, 227, 286]. Such observation particularly stands in the OSS development [116, 205], which has GrtHuB as a prominent enabling platform. We refer to all GrtHuB users who have contributed to an OSS project (by either communicating with other users or changing source files) as contributors [302]. Users whose contribution is highly frequent (in this work, we consider users who are responsible for 80% of all contributions to an OSS project) are called top contributors. The remaining users are called occasional contributors.

Contributions may occur at two distinct levels of the OSS project development: merge-scenario level and project level [301, 302]. The former refers to contributions in a merge scenario, while the latter refers to contributions on the whole project at the end of each merge scenario (i.e., at the merge commit). Given the distributed nature of contemporary software development, contributions often affect a specific changing source file simultaneously and may lead to merge conflicts [2, 154]. Whenever the integration of simultaneous contributions leads to merge conflicts, we have a conflicting merge scenario. Contributors who were involved in a conflicting merge scenario are called conflicting contributors.

As seen in Section 2.4, several empirical studies investigated conflicting merge scenarios, however, little has been empirically done in terms of investigating the involvement of OSS
contributors in conflicting merge scenarios. We advocate that understanding social aspects of conflicting contributors (and their activity on changing source files) can help decide which OSS contributors to instruct (and when to do it) with the purpose of avoiding conflicting merge scenarios.

In this chapter, we present a large-scale quantitative study aiming at investigating what is behind developer contributions on conflicting merge scenarios. We are particularly interested in the three following aspects of developer contributions. First, we assess the extent in which OSS contributors are involved in conflicting merge scenarios. Second, we look at the top contributors to understand their involvement with conflicting merge scenarios. Third, we characterise changing source files typically involved in conflicting merge scenarios.

To achieve our goals, we systematically collect both contributor data and contribution data from 66 popular GitHub projects. From a total of 25,397 distinct contributors, we analysed 2,972 (11.70%) contributors who are involved in at least one conflicting merge scenario. We rely on both descriptive and inferential statistics to address our research questions. We summarise below our main study findings and their potential implications.

- **80% of conflicting contributors were involved in only one or two conflicting merge scenarios.** Thus, a small group of conflicting contributors (only 20%) is involved in the majority conflicting merge scenarios. We advocate that training this specific small group could significantly reduce the number of merge conflicts.

- **64% of the 66 OSS projects under analysis had their top contributor as the one involved in more than 50% of the conflicting merge scenarios.** This result emphasises the role of top contributors in the success of OSS projects with respect to the overall project quality.

- **A small set of changing source files were involved in conflicting merge scenarios.** Additionally, our results suggest that the most changed source files are affected by trivial, minor changes. Thus, we believe that contribution rules defined for each OSS project could avoid merge conflicts caused by these trivial, minor source file changes.

### 5.2 Study Design

In this section, we describe our study design as follows. In Section 5.2.1, we introduce our study goal and RQs and in Section 5.2.2, we describe the data extraction and analysis procedures.

#### 5.2.1 Study Goal and Research Questions

We rely on the Goal-Question-Metric template [24] to systematically define our study goal as follows: analyse OSS project contributors involved in conflicting merge scenarios; for the purpose of acquiring empirical evidence on characteristics and activities performed by the contributors; with respect to 1) how often contributors are involved in conflicting merge scenarios and the extent of such involvement, 2) key characteristics of the contributors
involved in conflicting merge scenarios, and 3) characteristics of the contributions in terms of changed source files; in the context of popular GitHub projects.

We defined the three RQs with the purpose of driving our study:

**RQ1:** To what extent open source project contributors get involved in conflicting merge scenarios?

We are particularly interested in the distribution of each developer role rather than a general analysis. Thus, RQ1 is decomposed into the two sub-questions below:

**RQ1.1:** How often do contributors get involved in conflicting merge scenarios?

**RQ1.2:** What is the proportion of involvement in conflicting merge scenarios by conflicting contributors?

**RQ2:** How often are top contributors or top conflicting contributors involved in conflicting merge scenarios?

**RQ3:** What are the main characteristics of the changed source files in conflicting merge scenarios?

While answering RQ1 we are able to quantify the number of developers often involved in conflicting scenarios, the answer of RQ2 provides us characteristics of these contributors. Finally, answering RQ3 we are able to know the type of files conflicting contributors often change. Hence, researchers and practitioners themselves can better know which developers might better get synchronised and provide guidelines to avoid future merge conflicts.

### 5.2.2 Data Extraction and Analysis Procedures

To perform this study, we follow the procedures presented in Appendix A.3.1 to rebuild merge scenarios and similar to the procedures presented in Section 4.3.2 to select subject projects. To be honest, this is a follow up study suggested by the previous study presented in Chapter 4. Next, we present the analysis procedures to answer our RQs.

**RQ1 Analysis:** To answer RQ1.1, we create a table with all OSS contributors who are involved in at least one merge conflict. After, we group the contributors into five categories according to the number of conflicting merge scenarios they are involved in: one, two, three to five, six to ten, and more than ten conflicting merge scenarios. These values were arbitrarily chosen to support the data visualisation given its power law distribution. In our case, power law distribution means that several merge scenarios have few contributors and few merge scenarios have several contributors. As we know the developer roles in each merge scenario, we normalise each developer role to compare the number of developers who contribute in each group. To answer RQ1.2, we also group contributors and analyse the distribution over the subject developer roles. However, we are interested in comparing
their total of contributions with respect to their conflicting contributions. For instance, we investigate how often the contributions of a certain contributor lead to merge conflicts.

RQ2 Analysis: Our RQ2 analysis is two-fold. First, we analyse the share of conflicting merge scenarios of the top contributors by project. Top contributors are those who contribute to majority merge scenarios. Second, we analyse the share of conflicting merge scenarios of top conflicting contributors. Top conflicting contributors are those who are involved in the highest number of conflicting merge scenarios in the subject projects.

RQ3 Analysis: We rely on manual and qualitative procedures to address RQ3. We start by obtaining the list of top conflicting contributors from the five subject projects with the highest number of conflicting merge scenarios. After, we manually inspect each conflicting merge scenario. Our goal is to capture factors that may have led to the merge conflicts. We provide details on which factors were explored in Section 5.5. For short, we perform three analyses: 1) we explore the numbers of merge scenarios and conflicting merge scenarios in these projects; 2) we discuss the impact of project rules on merge conflicts; and, 3) we analyse some changed files related to conflicts.

5.3 RQ1: To What Extent Open Source Project Contributors Get Involved in Conflicting Merge Scenarios?

In this section, we answer RQ1 by discussing the extent in which OSS contributors are involved with conflicting merge scenarios. In Section 5.3.1, we provide the results regarding how often contributors are involved in conflicting scenarios, while in Section 5.3.2, we present the results on the proportion of involvement in conflicting merge scenarios in contrast to all merge scenario contributions.

5.3.1 RQ1.1: How Often Do Contributors Get Involved in Conflicting Merge Scenarios?

Overall Results. In Figure 5.1, we depict the distribution of contributors by the number of conflicting merge scenarios they were involved in. Such distribution is presented in terms of five groups: one, two, three to five, six to ten, and more than ten conflicting merge scenarios. We present both the absolute number of contributors and the percentages with respect to the total of 2972 contributors involved in at least one conflicting merge scenario. We discuss below our main findings.

Our data suggests that about 80% of contributors are involved in only one or two conflicting merge scenarios. Indeed, we found that majority contributors are involved in either one conflicting merge scenario (62.6%) or two conflicting merge scenarios (17.3%). On one hand, this result can be expected if we consider the nature of globally distributed development [195] and the inherent complexity of modern OSS projects involving several contributors [192]. On the other hand, it contrasts with past work assumptions on the relationship between merge conflicts and the little inexperience of new contributors with a
specific OSS project [117]. Interestingly, however, we see in data of Figure 5.1 that approximately 20% of contributors are involved in more than three conflicting merge scenarios. We also highlight that only 3.8% of the contributors are involved in more than ten conflicting merge scenarios. This result can be explained because, even in large OSS projects with hundreds of contributors, a very small group of contributors are responsible for most tasks on maintaining or evolving a project.

**Results by Developer Role.** In Figure 5.2, we show the distribution of the investigated developer roles by the number of conflicting merge scenarios. That is, we compute the distribution of contributors by their respective top or occasional roles (see Section 4.2). We expect this new perspective helps us understand the nature of those contributors who are more often involved in conflicting merge scenarios. We discuss below our main observations.

**Project-level contributions.** In Figure 5.2(a), we show that 74.61% of top contributors are involved in more than ten conflicting merge scenarios, while only about 20% of occasional contributors are involved in such scenarios. This result is explainable since top contributors make the majority of key decisions on the project maintenance and evolution. On the other hand, approximately 50% of occasional contributors are involved in one or two conflicting merge scenarios. It is interesting given the occasional nature of many contributions [241, 244], which may be fine-grained and less likely to generate conflicts.

**Merge scenario-level contributions.** In Figure 5.2(b), we show similar trends especially for occasional contributors. Slightly more than 50% of top contributors are involved in more than ten conflicting merge scenarios, against less than 25% for occasional contributors. This is an expressive percentage, although less expressive than the 75% of top contributors at project level. We speculate that such drop in percentages may be because we are looking at a fine-grained level and the changes of top contributors are more specific, like fixing a bug or introducing a new feature. On the other hand, about 40% of occasional merge scenario-level contributors are involved in one or two conflicting merge scenarios.

**RQ1.1 Summary:** Overall, approximately 80% of OSS contributors are involved in a very small number of conflicting merge scenarios, i.e., one or two scenarios. With the analysis by developer roles, we see that top contributors are often involved in more than 10 conflicting merge scenarios while occasional contributors are often involved in less than 5 conflicting merge scenarios.
5.3.2 RQ1.2: What Is the Proportion of Involvement in Conflicting Merge Scenarios by Conflicting Contributors?

In this section, we investigate the rate among all contributions and the conflicting contributions for the 2972 contributors that are involved with merge conflicts.

In Figure 5.3, we show this rate divided into four groups: up to 25%, between 25% and 50%, between 50% and 75%, and greater than 75%. The first (<= 25%) and last (> 75%) groups are the ones with more contributors. To illustrate the first group, a developer of project netdata\(^1\) contributed to 1085 merge scenarios and only two of them resulted in merge conflicts, i.e., this developer has a conflicting rate of 0.18%.

Regarding the first group, we find that 484 contributors have a very small conflicting rate (i.e., up to 5%). These are probably top contributors (at project- and merge-scenario-level) that skip conflicts. Regarding the last group (> 75%), we found that 1019 contributors introduce merge conflicts in all of their contributions. It represents 34.3% of the contributors involved with merge conflicts and 4% of all subject contributors.

In Figure 5.4, we present the share of conflicting contributions by the amount of merge scenarios contributions at project- and merge-scenario-level. As we observe in this figure, the majority of the contributors of all developer roles are in the group that has a conflicting rate smaller than 25%. On the other hand, we see that occasional (at project- and merge-scenario-level) developers have more than 25% of developers in the group with a rate of

\(^{1}\) https://github.com/netdata/netdata
5.4 RQ2: How Often Do Top Contributors or Top Conflicting Contributors are Involved in Conflicting Merge Scenarios?

In this section, we give an overview of the top contributors (Section 5.4.1) as well as of the top conflicting contributors of each project (Section 5.4.2).

5.4.1 Most Active Contributors

In Figure 5.5, we present the percentage of conflicting merge scenarios for top contributors of each subject project. We can see in this figure that 37.9% of the top contributors participated in up to 25% of the conflicting merge scenarios. We also see that 21.2% of the top contributors were involved with 25-50% of conflicting merge scenarios, 27.3% of the top contributors participated in 50-75% of the conflicting merge scenarios, and 13.6% of these top contributors participated in more than 75% of the conflicting merge scenarios. In other words, in 27 out of 66 projects the top contributors were involved with more than 50% of the conflicting merge scenarios.

In 12 projects, the top contributors participate in more than a thousand merge scenarios. However, in only 4 projects, these developers are involved with the most conflicting merge scenarios above 75%. Hence, we assume that most of the contributors that have a very high conflicting rate do not contribute often to the project. Looking at our data, we observed that the code contributions of these occasional developers who rate is 100% of conflicting contributions vary from 1 to 25 merge scenarios. In fact, 997 of them contributed to up to 5 merge scenarios.

**RQ_{1.2} Summary:**

About 50% of the contributors involved with merge conflicts have a rate of 25% of their contributions into conflicts. The majority of these developers are top contributors at project- and merge-scenario levels. Surprisingly, about 34% of conflicting contributors have merge conflicts in all of their contributions. Given the low number of contributions and supported by our data, we see that most of them are occasional contributors.
Figure 5.4: Share of Conflicting Contributions by the Amount of Merge Scenario Contributions at Project- and Merge-scenario Levels

Figure 5.5: Share of Conflicting Merge Scenarios for the Top Contributor of each Subject Project
5.4 RQ2: How Often Do Top Contributors or Top Conflicting Contributors are Involved in Conflicting Merge Scenarios?

![Share of conflicting merge scenarios for top conflicting contributors of each project](image)

**Figure 5.6: Share of Conflicting Merge Scenarios for the Top Conflicting Contributor of each Subject Project**

Scenarios in their project. One example is a contributor to the bootstrap project. She contributed to 3,167 merge scenarios and was involved with 306 conflicting merge scenarios. It represents participation in 72.5% of conflicting merge scenarios of this project. We give details of this case in Section 5.5 when answering RQ3.

### 5.4.2 Most Active Conflicting Contributors

In Figure 5.6, we depict the percentage of conflicting merge scenarios for top conflicting contributors of each subject project. For short, we observe in this figure that 15.2% of the contributors participated in 25% of the conflicting merge scenarios while 36.4%, 31.8%, and 16.7% of these contributors were involved with 25-50%, 50-75%, and 75% of the conflicting merge scenarios, respectively. In other words, in 32 out of 66 projects the top conflicting contributor is involved with more than 50% of the conflicting merge scenarios.

In a few cases, top conflicting contributors participated in more than 100 conflicting merge scenarios. For instance, in the case of project d3 the same developer is involved with 364 conflicting scenarios. It represents 84.26% of the conflicting merge scenarios of that project.

Based on a manual verification, we compare the contributors that represent both charts of Figures 5.5 and 5.6. We see that they are the same developers in 42 projects; i.e., the developer that contributes to more merge scenarios in the project is also the one involved with the majority of conflicting merge scenarios. Interestingly, in two projects, the top contributor is involved with the same number of conflicting merge scenarios as other contributors. As the participation of top contributors and the top conflicting contributors in the majority of conflicting merge scenarios often happens, it is interesting to look deeper at their contributions aiming at identifying coding practices that lead to merge conflicts. We perform this analysis in Section 5.5.

---

2 [https://github.com/twbs/bootstrap](https://github.com/twbs/bootstrap)
3 [https://github.com/d3/d3](https://github.com/d3/d3)
**RQ2 Summary:** In 42 out of 66 projects, the top contributor is also the top conflicting contributor. In 39.4% of the projects, the top contributors participate in the majority of conflicting merge scenarios in their project. Similarly, in 48.49% of the projects, the top conflicting merge scenario contributors are involved with the majority of the conflicting merge scenarios that happened in their respective projects. In other words, in 27 and 32 projects, the top contributor and top conflicting contributors are involved with more than 50% of the conflicting scenarios, respectively. It may be an indicator that these contributors follow bad practices which make them participate in the majority of the merge conflicts of their projects.

### 5.5 RQ3: What Are the Main Characteristics of the Changed Source Files in Conflicting Merge Scenarios?

Looking at our data, we found three projects (CS-NOTES, MARKDOWN-HERE, SYSTEMS-DESIGN-PRIMER) that the top conflicting contributors participated in all conflicting merge scenarios. However, since the number of conflicting merge scenarios is small (i.e., up to 37) in these cases, we decided to focus on the five projects with more than 1 thousand conflicting merge scenarios: d3, bootstrap, meteor, webpack, FreeCodeCamp. To preserve the identity of the top conflicting contributors of these projects, we anonymously nickname them C1, C2, C3, C4, and C5.

We organise this section according to the three analyses described in Section 5.2.2 to answer RQ3 with data of these 5 contributors.

#### 5.5.1 Contributions of Top Conflicting Contributors

In Table 5.1, we present the overall contributions of the top five conflicting contributors considering their absolute and relative numbers of conflicting merge scenarios. We organise Table 5.1 into three major parts. In the first one (Project), we show the overall number of merge scenarios (#MS) and conflicting merge scenarios (#CMS) in the five selected projects. In the second part (Contributor), we depict the #MS and #CMS that the contributor participated in. That is, she changed at least one line of code in these merge scenarios. Finally, in the third part (Conflict), we indicate #CMS that the contributor was actually involved in conflicting code. That is, their committed code was responsible for triggering a merge conflict in the respective merge scenario.

For instance, the project of C1 has 432 conflicting merge scenarios, but this contributor only participated in 397 of them. From these, C1 committed conflicting code into 364 merge scenarios. Moreover, we see 1076 merge scenarios in her project and C1 contributed to 866 of them. Hence, she contributed to 80.48% of the merge scenarios of this project. C2, C3, C4, and C5 participate in 47.52%, 30.73%, 62.87%, and 21.39% of the merge scenarios of their projects, respectively. Only C1 and C4 participated in the majority of the merge scenarios in their projects. Therefore, the high participation of these contributors on conflicting merge
5.5 RQ3: What Are the Main Characteristics of the Changed Source Files in Conflicting Merge Scenarios?

Table 5.1: Overview contributions of the top-five conflicting contributors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project Id</th>
<th>#MS</th>
<th>#CMS</th>
<th>Contributor #MS</th>
<th>#CMS</th>
<th>Conflict #CMS</th>
<th>%CMS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>1076</td>
<td>432</td>
<td>(40.15%)</td>
<td>866</td>
<td>(80.48%)</td>
<td>397</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>6665</td>
<td>422</td>
<td>(6.33%)</td>
<td>3167</td>
<td>(47.52%)</td>
<td>358</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3</td>
<td>2737</td>
<td>345</td>
<td>(12.60%)</td>
<td>841</td>
<td>(30.73%)</td>
<td>178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4</td>
<td>2486</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>(5.31%)</td>
<td>1563</td>
<td>(62.87%)</td>
<td>116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C5</td>
<td>4665</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>(2.31%)</td>
<td>998</td>
<td>(21.39%)</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#MS: number of merge scenarios,
#CMS: number of conflicting merge scenarios,
%CMS: percentage of CMS by MS of the contributor.

Scenarios does not necessarily come only from high contributions to the majority of merge scenarios in the project. Focusing on the percentages of columns #CMS (Contributor), we note that all contributors changed more than 50% of conflicting merge scenarios. Similarly, all contributors, except C3, committed code causing conflicts in the majority of the conflicting scenarios, as we see in the #CMS (Conflict) column of Table 5.1. This is an indicator that these developers indeed influence the number of merge conflicts.

Aiming at finding out whether these contributors are isolated cases or recurrent practices of several developers in these projects, we compare the rate of conflicting merge scenarios in the project (3rd column) and the rate of conflicting merge scenarios of the contributor (last column in Table 5.1). For instance, we see that the rate of conflicting merge scenarios of C1’s project is 40.15%. However, C1 has a higher rate of conflicting merge scenarios (42.03%) than its project. In fact, all contributors presented in Table 5.1 have a higher rate of conflicting merge scenarios than the general average data of their respective projects. In the case of C5, while the project rate of conflicting merge scenarios is 2.31%, she has a rate of 9.02%; i.e., four times higher. These results suggest that these five contributors have relevant impact on the high percentages of merge conflicts in their projects. Therefore, a deeper analysis in their code changes is needed to uncover what these specific developers do.

**RQ3 Summary 1:** Top conflicting contributors are not always involved with most merge scenarios in their respective projects, although they participated in most conflicting merge scenarios. In fact, their committed code is responsible for more merge conflicts that the average rate of conflicting merge scenarios in their projects which suggests that their coordination is crucial to the project success.
5.5.2 Project Contribution Rules

Previous work [2, 10, 174] has shown that several merge conflicts arise from formatting or from the location of code changes in a file. An easy way to minimise merge conflicts due to formatting and the location of the changes is through the definition of contribution rules. Contribution rules normally define the contribution process as well as the code style. Aiming at identifying whether these five projects have defined contribution rules, we looked at their README.md file searching for links to other files or definitions of contribution rules. Except for project d3, we found contribution rules for the other four projects. Furthermore, we observe that developers often define contribution rules in a file named CONTRIBUTING.md. Aiming at finding out if the rate of conflicting merge scenarios increased or reduced after creating this file, we get the date this file was merged to the main branch for the first time and compare the number of merge scenarios with the number conflicting merge scenarios before and after the creation of this file.

In Table 5.2, we present a summary of this analysis for the four projects with contribution rules defined. As we see in this table, most merge scenarios were created after the creation of the contribution rules file for all projects. For two of them, the creation of contribution rules dramatically reduced the share of conflicting merge scenarios from 14.96% to 3.73% and from 5.82% to 0.83%. For the other two cases, it does not seem to have an impact on the conflicting merge scenarios rate. Note that we evaluate neither the quality of the contribution rules nor the number of contributors in these two time frames; we only check if the file with contribution rules exists or not. Hence, other factors may influence the emergence of merge conflicts (limitations of this approach are discussed in Section 5.7). Anyway, we believe that adding contribution rules helps to avoid the emergence of simple merge conflicts and, consequently, the general number of merge conflicts.

**RQ3 Summary 2:** The analysis of contribution rules diverges among projects. However, for most projects, we observed that the contribution rules may reduce the emergence of merge conflicts.
5.5 RQ3: What Are the Main Characteristics of the Changed Source Files in Conflicting Merge Scenarios?

Table 5.3: Overview of Changed Files in Projects of Top Five Conflicting Contributors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cont.</th>
<th>#Dist. Files</th>
<th>#Dist Files with Confl.</th>
<th>#File versions</th>
<th>#File versions with Confl.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>1824</td>
<td>79 (4.33%)</td>
<td>39202</td>
<td>603</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>5930</td>
<td>224 (3.78%)</td>
<td>142533</td>
<td>1717</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3</td>
<td>7020</td>
<td>313 (4.46%)</td>
<td>114757</td>
<td>1129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4</td>
<td>4676</td>
<td>153 (3.30%)</td>
<td>92266</td>
<td>275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C5</td>
<td>2876</td>
<td>72 (2.50%)</td>
<td>52875</td>
<td>138</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cont.: Contributor, #Dist. Files: number of distinct files, #Dist. Files with Confl.: number of distinct files with merge conflicts, #File versions: number of file versions, #File versions with Confl.: number of file versions with merge conflicts

5.5.3 Changed Files

We have the feeling that some files are conflict-prone, for instance, because they change more often than other files or because they are somehow more central to the project. We investigated these assumptions in 4 ways.

First, in Table 5.3, we present an overview of distinct files (i.e., files with different paths and names), all file versions (i.e., all versions of distinct files) for the five projects that C1-C5 contribute to as well as the number of distinct files and file versions with merge conflicts. A new version of a file arises when one or more developers change it in a merge scenario. To illustrate the data of Table 5.3, look at the project of C1. In this project, there are 1824 distinct files of which 79 have merge conflicts. From these distinct files, we find 39202 versions of which 603 have merge conflicts. The rate of merge conflicts in distinct files is 4.33%, 3.78%, 4.46%, 3.30%, 2.50% for the projects that C1, C2, C3, C4, and C5 contribute to, respectively. Hence, if all files change equally and considering an average of 4% conflict rate, the chance of emerging merge conflicts would be of around 1 in each 25 files changed. Looking at the number of file versions (#File versions column), we see that files often change. For instance, the 5930 distinct files of C2’s project changed 142533 times. If all files change equally (i.e., each file changed 24.90 times), the chance would be of at least one merge conflict in each file. However, as the 1717 merge conflicts were distributed over only 224 files, if they change equally, each of these files would have around 8 merge conflicts. Therefore, the main conclusion we can draw from this table is that files change often and merge conflicts are concentrated in a few files.

Second, in Table 5.4, we present the top-three files changed for the projects of C1-C5 with the number of merge scenarios emerging conflicts in these files and the percentage it represents. To illustrate, the two most changed files for the project that C1 contributed to (d3.js and d3.min.js) changed in 732 and 715 merge scenarios and had merge conflicts in
### Table 5.4: Top-three Files Changed Over Time for Projects of C1-C5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cont.</th>
<th>Top-3 files</th>
<th>#MS</th>
<th>CMS</th>
<th>%CMS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>d3.js</td>
<td>732</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>9.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>d3.min.js</td>
<td>715</td>
<td>291</td>
<td>40.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>package.json</td>
<td>425</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>docs/index.html</td>
<td>2384</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>2.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>dist/css/bootstrap.min.css</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>2.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>dist/css/bootsrap.css</td>
<td>1928</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>7.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3</td>
<td>packages/meteor-tool/package.js</td>
<td>595</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>11.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>../meteor-release-experimental.json</td>
<td>544</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>9.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>packages/webapp/package.js</td>
<td>497</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>4.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4</td>
<td>package.json</td>
<td>1030</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>3.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>lib/Compilation.js</td>
<td>651</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>lib/Parser.js</td>
<td>435</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C5</td>
<td>package.json</td>
<td>826</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>server/boot/user.js</td>
<td>479</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Cont.: Contributor, #MS: number of merge scenarios, CMS: number of conflicting merge scenarios, and %CMS: percentage of conflicting merge scenarios over all merge scenarios.*

The light-gray background just groups files from the same project.

70 and 291 of them, respectively. It means that these files changed in 68.03% and 66.45% (732 and 715 out of 1,076) of the merge scenarios of this project and in 9.56% and 40.70% of the times they changed, merge conflicts emerged. Therefore, we see that these files have a greater chance to change and to arise merge conflicts than the average of files of this project (9.56% and 40.70% against 4.33%). On the other hand, the third most changed file for the same project (package.js) had only 9 conflicts in the 425 merge scenarios that it changed (2.12%). From the top three files most change for the project of C5, only the first one have merge conflicts. This table supports our understanding that files that often change usually have more merge conflicts than files that change less frequently. However, only the number of changes may lead to wrong conclusions and the outcome may change from project to project.

Third, in Table 5.5, we present the top-three conflicting files for the projects of C1-C5 with the number of merge scenarios emerging conflicts in these files and the percentage it represents. To illustrate, the top three conflicting files for the project that C2 contribute to (bootstrap-1.2.o.css, bootstrap.css, and bootstrap-1.0.o.css) have merge conflicts in 77.78%, 21.71%, and 25.93% of the times they changed, respectively. On the other hand, the top-three conflicting files for the C5 project cause merge conflicts in less than 2.00% of the times they changed. Note that only 5 files appear in both Table 5.4 and Table 5.5 and that despite
5.5 RQ3: What Are the Main Characteristics of the Changed Source Files in Conflicting Merge Scenarios?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cont.</th>
<th>Top-3 files</th>
<th>#MS</th>
<th>#CMS</th>
<th>%CMS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>d3.min.js</td>
<td>715</td>
<td>291</td>
<td>40.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>d3.v2.min.js</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>43.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>d3.js</td>
<td>732</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>9.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>bootsatrap-1.2.0.css</td>
<td>216</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>77.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>bootsatrap.css</td>
<td>631</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>21.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>bootsatrap-1.0.0.css</td>
<td>324</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>25.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3</td>
<td>packages/meteor-tool/package.js</td>
<td>595</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>11.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.../meteor-release-experimental.json</td>
<td>544</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>9.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>packages/babel-compiler/packages.js</td>
<td>396</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>10.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4</td>
<td>package.json</td>
<td>1030</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>3.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>test/.../StatsTestcases.tests.js.snap</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>5.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>yarn.lock</td>
<td>379</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C5</td>
<td>seed/challenges/basic-javascript.json</td>
<td>471</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>package.json</td>
<td>826</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>README.md</td>
<td>444</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1.58</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Cont.**: Contributor, #MS: number of merge scenarios, #CMS: number of conflicting merge scenarios, and %CMS: percentage of conflicting merge scenarios over all merge scenarios.

The light-gray background just groups files from the same project.

the majority of files in these five projects are JavaScript files, only 5 out of 15 files of Table 5.5 are JavaScript files. With these analyses, we conclude that frequently changed files are more conflict-prone than others, but that the results may vary from project to project. Hence, merge conflict prediction strategies may have better performance when learning with previous merge scenarios of a project, i.e., there is no silver bullet strategy across projects. However, we also argue that the performance will depend on the specific characteristics of a project (e.g., life-cycle, domain, type of project, and programming language).

Fourth, with the knowledge acquired from previous discussion, we compute the Spearman’s rank correlation between the number of times each file changed and the number of times code changes caused merge conflicts for all subject projects. Spearman’s rank correlation is more adequate for our analysis than Pearson’s correlation because our data do not have a normal distribution [152]. We find a Spearman’s rank correlation of 0.26 with 99% significance level (p-value < 2.2e−16). Since some files are more conflict-prone than others (see discussion of the 2nd and 3rd investigations above), we refine our analysis including only files with merge conflicts. In this analysis, we find a Spearman’s rank correlation of 0.55 with 99% significance level (p-value < 2.2e−16). Moreover, we believe that other data refinements, artificial intelligence techniques, and analysis considering characteristics of each project may increase even more this correlation.
RQ3: Summary 3: The analysis on changed files reveals that files changing more often are conflict-prone. In addition, we also found that merge conflicts are concentrated in a few files and argue that better predictions of merge conflicts can be achieved by considering historical and characteristics of each project.

5.6 Related Work

In this section, we discuss studies related to merge conflicts and developer classification to support the organisational structure of OSS.

Merge conflicts have a negative effect on project’s objectives compromising the project success, especially when arising frequently \([123, 252]\). Hence, researchers have investigated, for instance, merge strategies \([10, 11]\), prediction strategies \([49, 123, 163]\), awareness tools \([32, 163, 252]\), tried to understand types of code changes related to conflicts \([2, 110, 180]\), and strategies to efficiently resolve merge conflicts \([111, 154, 214, 301]\). For instance, Ji et al. \([154]\) empirically investigated merge conflicts and resolutions in Git rebase scenarios. Their results suggest that rebases are often performed (about 8% of pull requests have rebases and 41% have two or more rebases). Several rebases are performed for the purpose of reducing reviewing changes in pull requests. About 25% of rebases involve textual conflicts, and approximately 29% of conflict rebases involve the introduction of new tokens. This study is particularly interesting because it emphasises how complex the conflicting merge scenarios can be in practice, and how important it is to assist developers in resolving merge conflicts. As another example, Gonzalez and Fraternali \([111]\) investigated merge conflict resolution, but now through the proposal and evaluation of a strategy that extends Git Rerere (REuse REcorded REsolution) with novel features. Git Rerere was designed to automatically resolve conflicts that are similar to previously solved conflicts. Their results suggest that the tool can resolve about 49% of the conflicts generated during the merge process, with most solutions being similar or the same as solutions manually performed by developers. This study is particularly interesting because it suggests that several merge conflicts have limited size, i.e., they involve one or two lines of code, and their solutions are significantly simple. Such finding is inline with our discussion regarding the importance of project contribution rules to resolve simple merge conflicts (see Section 5.5.2).

On the other hand, researchers have classified developers aiming at understanding the organisational structure of OSS \([36, 70, 90, 156, 205, 243, 290]\). For instance, Mockus et al. \([205]\) found empirical evidence for the Mozilla browser and the Apache Web server that a small number of developers are responsible for approximately 80% of the code modifications. Their approach consists of counting the number of commits made by each developer and then computing a threshold at the 80% percentile. Although using a different approach, their result is inline with our results and also inline with previous work \([90, 243, 290]\). As another example, Joblin et al. \([156]\) empirically classified developers into core and peripheral to model the organisational structure using network metrics (e.g., degree- and eigenvector-centrality) and analysed how the set of core developers changed over time.

Despite the number of studies exploring merge conflicts and developer roles separately, we lack studies specifically focused on the contribution degree of different types of OSS developers to the occurrence of conflicting merge scenarios. We fill this gap performing
three analyses first getting an overview on the topic and later looking deeper at the impact of code contribution patterns of developers of 5 projects as well as to their source code changes and the influence of project contribution rules on the emergence of merge conflicts. Our results bring an understanding of which developer roles and source code changes are related to merge conflicts. Furthermore, we provide implications and directions to researchers and practitioners avoiding conflicting merge scenarios.

5.7 Threats to Validity

We discuss possible construct, internal, conclusion, and external threats to the study validity [309].

Construct Validity. Construct validity concerns inferring the result of the experiments to the concept or theory [309]. For instance, we used only metrics based on frequency of changes to classify developers between top and occasional contributors. This poses a threat that the metrics do not accurately capture actual scenarios of distributed software development. However, we believe this threat does not invalidate our main findings since existing evidence indicates that these metrics accurately reflect the developers’ perception. Additionally, to answer RQ3, we focus only on the existence of contribution rules in a specific file (CONTRIBUTING.md). For instance, we did not evaluate the quality of these contribution rules. A further study could investigate other characteristics of the contribution rules, such as its extension and clarity.

Internal Validity. Threats to internal validity are influences that can affect the independent variable to causality [309]. In our case, this threat may refer to the chosen dataset. For instance, since we selected projects from different programming languages, one or a few languages could have dominated our dataset. To minimise this threat, we excluded less popular JavaScript projects until they do not represent more than 50% our dataset. We excluded 6 projects with this filter. Another threat is the choice of only 5 subject projects to answer RQ3. We selected them because they are large (i.e., 22.39% of all investigated merge scenarios and 36.43% of all conflicting merge scenarios). Hence, we investigated 1439 out of 3950 conflicting merge scenarios. It brings a confidence level of 99% within ±3% margin of error that we are measuring a significant amount of conflicting merge scenarios.

Conclusion Validity. Threats to the conclusion validity are concerned with issues that affect the ability to draw the correct conclusion between the treatment and the outcome [306]. In our study, a potential threat to conclusion validity is the reliability of the data extraction, since not all information was clear to answer the RQs. As a result, some data had to be inferred and sometimes cross-discussions among the paper authors took place to reach a common agreement.

External Validity. Threats to external validity are conditions that limit our ability to generalise the results of our study [309]. Our data come from Git and GitHub platforms and we restricted our analyses to projects following the three-way merge pattern. Therefore, we cannot generalise our results to other platforms, projects, development patterns, and developers. While more research is needed to allow generalisation, we select and analyse a largely used platform and a high number of software projects from various domains, programming languages, sizes, and coordination practices.
5.8 Conclusion

In this chapter, we presented a large-scale quantitative study which investigated what is behind developer contributions on conflicting merge scenarios. We were interested in the three aspects of developer contributions: (i) the extent in which OSS contributors are involved in conflicting merge scenarios; (ii) the involvement of top contributors with conflicting merge scenarios; and, (iii) the source files typically involved in conflicting merge scenarios. To achieve our goals, we systematically collected both contributor data and contribution data from 66 popular GitHub projects. From a total of 25,397 distinct contributors, we analysed 2,972 (11.70%) contributors who are involved in at least one conflicting merge scenario. We rely on both descriptive and inferential statistics to address our research questions.

Our results suggest that 62.6% of the contributors are involved only once with merge conflicts and only 3.8% are involved with more than 10 merge conflicts. Regarding the second analysis, the top contributor is also the top conflicting contributor in 42 out of 66 projects. Regarding the third analysis, we found that files changing more often are more conflict-prone than files that rarely change. In addition, we also found that merge conflicts are concentrated in a few files. Based on these results, we argue that training this small group of contributors could significantly reduce the number of merge conflicts. We also argue that merge conflict predictions might benefit by considering historical and characteristics of each project.

In the next chapter, we provide analyses at the end of the merge conflict life-cycle investigating challenges on resolving merge conflicts.
6 Challenges of Resolving Merge Conflicts

This chapter shares material with a prior publication: “Challenges of Resolving Merge Conflicts: A Mining and Survey Study” [301]

In this chapter, we empirically investigate the challenges of resolving merge conflicts mining software repositories and surveying software developers. In Section 6.1, we introduce this chapter presenting the context, problem, goals, and discussions of our study. In Section 6.2, we present the mining study. In Section 6.3, we present the survey study. After, in Section 6.4, we provide a broad discussion about our analyses, non-correlated variables, previous work results, and the merge conflict life-cycle. In Section 6.5, we present threats to validity of our study. Finally, in Section 6.6, we present our final remarks.

6.1 Introduction

Version control systems help developers to manage code changes over time by tracking all code contributions, especially when involving collaborations of multiple developers [323]. This allows developers to address different programming tasks (e.g., bug fixing and adding new features) simultaneously without losing changes. After fulfilling their tasks, developers can merge their changes to the main repository. Simultaneous code changes may introduce problems of their own during integration, often manifesting as merge conflicts (see Chapter 2).

Despite the number of studies investigating merge conflicts, the understanding of challenges and strategies on the resolution of merge conflicts is limited [214]. Previous studies have asked developers about barriers and strategies when resolving merge conflicts [43, 196, 214], empirically investigated developers’ choice when resolving merge conflicts [110], or empirically investigated merge conflict resolutions in Git rebases [154]. A study showing which factors make merge conflicts longer to resolve is still missing. Such a study can guide practitioners to avoid the creation of time-consuming conflicts, to better coordinate their tasks, and to avoid delaying core-tasks on the project life-cycle (e.g., developing new features and fixing bugs). So far, there is no reliable knowledge on the factors that make merge conflict resolution longer in practice. While previous studies provide an initial
understanding of merge conflict resolution, an empirical study investigating factors that increase merge conflict resolution time in practice may not only confirm and add nuances to previous findings but also pin down the most impacting and recurring factors. These factors together with the knowledge acquired from previous studies may either serve as best practices for developers saving time on merge conflict resolution or as guidelines for tool builders to better support practitioners. At the same time, our results outline opportunities for researchers to improve the state of the art of merge conflicts. Our study is guided on the overarching RQ:

**RQ:** Which factors do make merge conflicts longer to resolve in practice?

To answer this RQ, we conduct a two-phase study. First, we rebuild and extract information from all merge scenarios of 66 GitHub projects, selected based on their popularity. Inspired by previous work [110, 180, 214], we extracted 11 variables for each subject merge scenario. These variables include the time (in seconds) to resolve the merge conflict, measures directly related to merge conflicts, such as the number of conflicting chunks (#ConfChunks), the number of conflicting files (#ConfFiles), and the complexity of code in conflict (CodeComplexity), and measures indirectly related to merge conflicts, such as the number of developers involved (#Devs), the number of lines of code (#LoC), and the number of chunks (#Chunks) of the merge scenario. We group the independent variables into: directly and indirectly related to merge conflicts, since we suspect that merge conflict resolution depends not only on conflicting code but also on changes not in conflict. In this phase, we performed three main analyses: (1) a correlation analysis for each pair of the investigated variables (using correlation matrix and principal component analysis), (2) a multiple regression model analysis, and (3) an effect-size analysis using Cohen’s $f^2$ measuring the impact of independent variables on our dependent variable.

Second, we conducted a survey with 140 developers from subject projects to triangulate our results and provide a broader understanding of the challenges on merge conflict resolution. For short, we asked developers: (1) to describe how they estimate how hard/time-consuming a merge conflict is to be resolved. Therewith, we checked if our independent variables are in line with measures used in practice, (2) a few statements to understand their processes on merging their contributions and resolving conflicts. The main goals of this analysis were to minimise threats to validity of our dependent variable and to cross-validate our results, and (3) to share their experiences when dealing with merge conflicts to help us understand their challenges and needs.

Summarising our results, the correlation analysis indicates that measures indirectly related to merge conflicts (i.e., measures related to the merge scenario changes) are stronger correlated with merge conflict resolution time than measures directly related to merge conflicts (i.e., merge conflict characteristics). The regression model analysis reveals that #LoC, #ConfChunks, #Devs, #ConfFiles, #ConfLoC, and #Files have a positive correlation with merge conflict resolution time. Surprisingly, #Chunks and CodeComplexity show a negative correlation with merge conflict resolution time. In the effect-size analysis, we found that #Chunks has a medium effect on merge conflict resolution time, whereas #Devs, #LoC, #ConfChunks, and CodeComplexity only have a small effect. Cross-validating our results, survey participants mentioned 25 measures used to quantify how hard/time-consuming is
the resolution of merge conflicts. Measures indirectly related to merge conflicts are among the most cited by them. In addition, they reported that they often merge their changes right after finishing addressing an issue, resolve conflicts right after they occur, and usually look at changes not in conflict to resolve merge conflicts. These results increase internal validity on the variables used in our empirical study. Related to developers’ experience dealing with merge conflicts, survey participants pointed out four major challenges on merge conflict resolution: lack of coordination, lack of tool support, flaws in the system architecture, and lack of testing suite or pipeline for CI. Indirectly, these challenges bring explanations of why some relatively simple merge conflicts (in terms of the subject variables in our empirical study) took a while to be resolved.

Aiming at deeper explanations for our results, we analysed specific factors individually and triangulated our data with manual analyses. These manual analyses include a comparison of the 100 shortest and 100 longest conflicting scenarios and observations of how developers resolved the merge conflicts, for instance. As a major result of these analyses, we found: (i) a dependency among conflicting and non-conflicting code, which normally increases the time necessary for developers resolving merge conflicts, (ii) reasons for why it is better to commit many small chunks of code instead of few large chunks, and (iii) why characteristics of merge scenarios influence the merge conflict resolution time more than characteristics of the merge conflicts themselves.

Overall, we make the following contributions:

- We propose a taxonomy of challenges on merge conflict resolution acquired by quantitative empirical data and by surveying developers of subject projects.
- We provide evidence that \#Chunks, \#LoC, \#ConfChunks, \#Devs, and CodeComplexity have an effect on merge conflict resolution time.
- We found that variables indirectly related to merge conflicts (e.g., number of chunks changed in a merge scenario) have a higher influence on the merge conflict resolution time than variables directly related to merge conflicts (e.g., the number of conflicting chunks).
- We found a positive correlation between \#LoC, \#Devs, \#Files, \#ConfChunks, \#ConfFiles, and \#ConfLoC and merge conflict resolution time and a negative correlation between \#Chunks and CodeComplexity and the merge conflict resolution time.
- By a manual analysis of the 100 shortest and the 100 longest merge scenarios, we observed that file extension and dependencies among conflicting and non-conflicting code make developers take longer to resolve merge conflicts.
- We found that, in more than 50% of the cases, developers have changed the files that are in conflict before they resolve the merge conflicts.
- We found that despite 30 out of the 66 projects having at least one conflicting merge scenario, due to formatting changes, formatting changes result in merge conflicts in only 2.42% of the merge scenarios.
6.2 Mining Study

In this section, we present our empirical study setup and results. Our overall goal in this study is to investigate which factors make merge conflicts resolution longer in the practice of collaborative software development.

6.2.1 Study Setting

In what follows, we describe the experiment variables, subject selection process, and statistics we use.

6.2.1.1 Experiment Variables

To quantify the time of resolving merge conflicts, that is, our dependent variable, we measure the time difference between the merge commit and the latest commit of the merged branches (parent commits). To learn which factors may influence the time for resolving merge conflicts, we defined a set of ten independent variables, inspired by the literature \cite{180, 196, 214} and described in Table 6.1. Note that all variables have been suggested by developers for the investigation of merge conflicts, although some of them were suggested for other phases of the merge conflict life-cycle \cite{180, 196, 214}. Our survey confirms that developers use these variables for estimating the time/difficulty of merge conflict resolution (Section 6.3).

We explain below the rationale of choosing each variable. For a better overview, we classify the variables into three groups: time, variables directly related to merge conflicts, and variables indirectly related to merge conflicts.

**Time.** With #SecondsToMerge, we aim at capturing how much time (in seconds) passed for resolving a merge conflict (Table 6.1). Note that this is our operationalization. In our eyes, it represents the sweet spot of accuracy that is achievable in a post-hoc analysis. Considering that this variable is central to our study and might not be very precise, we surveyed 140 developers (Section 6.3) and provided a broader discussion about this variable in Sections 6.4 and 6.5.

**Variables directly related to merge conflicts.** This group contains the majority of variables investigated in this study. As our goal is to analyse factors that influence merge conflict resolution time, it is reasonable to choose measures that directly quantify the size, complexity, and the knowledge of the integrator (i.e., who solved the merge conflict) on the conflicting code: CodeComplexity (via Lizard\footnote{https://pypi.org/project/lizard/}), #ConfChunks, #ConfFiles, #ConfLoC, %FormattingChanges, and %IntegratorKnowledge. The last two variables are important because they can control for other variables. For instance, we may observe very large conflicting chunks, although these chunks occurred largely because of formatting changes (i.e., adding/removing line breakers and changing code spacing). Hence, these conflicting chunks would be easier and faster to resolve than other conflicting chunks (see Section 6.4).

**Variables indirectly related to merge conflicts.** As merge conflict resolution may depend on code changes not involved in a conflict, we considered also properties not directly related
Table 6.1: Variables of our Study, Along with Their Descriptions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dependent variable</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#SecondsToMerge</td>
<td>The shortest time difference between the parent commits and the merge commit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Independent variables, directly related to merge conflicts</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CodeComplexity</td>
<td>Sum of the cyclomatic complexity of conflicting chunks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#ConfChunks</td>
<td>Number of conflicting chunks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#ConfFiles</td>
<td>Number of conflicting files</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#ConfLoC</td>
<td>Number of conflicting lines of code changed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%FormattingChanges</td>
<td>Percentage of formatting changes of conflicting chunks among all chunks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%IntegratorKnowledge</td>
<td>Percentage of the sum of conflicting chunks in files that the integrator had committed before the merge commit among all chunks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Independent variables, indirectly related to merge conflicts</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#Chunks</td>
<td>Number of chunks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#Devs</td>
<td>Number of developers changing code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#Files</td>
<td>Number of files</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#LoC</td>
<td>Number of lines of code changed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Example. In the merge scenario of Figure 6.1, four developers (#Devs), namely DevA, DevB, DevC, and DevD, changed ten lines of code (#LoC), of which eight are in conflict (#ConfLoC). These lines of code changed four chunks (#Chunks), of which three are in conflict (#ConfChunks). These chunks belong to two files (#Files) and, as there are conflicts in both files, the number of conflicting files (#ConfFiles) is two. As DevD is the developer who solved the merge conflict (i.e., the integrator), and she committed to both files before the merge commit, we reason that DevD had knowledge of all changed files (%IntegratorKnowledge). Regarding the time to resolve the merge conflict (#SecondsToMerge), we compute the time difference between the source branch’s parent commit (hash: 20bbdf7) and the merge commit (hash: c2ecb2c). That is, #SecondsToMerge is equal to t6 minus t5 in seconds. As Figure 6.1 is only a simple and abstract example, it is not possible (or meaningful) to calculate %FormattingChanges and CodeComplexity.
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Figure 6.1: Example for a Merge Scenario with Conflicts. Four Developers Contributed to Two Files on the Branches target and source, Resulting in Three Merge Conflicts

6.2.1.2 Subject Projects

We selected the corpus of subject projects as follows. First, we retrieved the 100 most popular projects on GitHub, as determined by the number of stars [40]. Then, we applied the following four filters which we created based on the work of Kalliamvakou et al. [162]: (i) keep only programming projects (i.e., projects that have a programming language classified as the main file extension), (ii) keep only active projects (i.e., at least two commits per month in the last six months), (iii) keep only projects in which we were able to reconstruct more than 50% of the merge scenarios (see Section A.3.1), and (iv) keep only projects with merge conflicts.

In Figure 6.2, we show the number of projects after each filter. These filtering steps aim at selecting active projects in terms of code contributions with an active community and at increasing internal validity. The first filter captures only software development projects, excluding projects that are, for example, repositories of books and interview tips. The third filter excludes projects such as KUBERNETES\(^2\) and MOBY\(^3\) because these projects do not mostly use the three-way merge [115] which could bias our analyses. Details on how we rebuild merge scenarios are in Section A.3.1.

We restricted our selection to GitHub because it is one of the most popular platforms to host repositories and it has been investigated and used in prior work [75, 116, 266, 281,

---

\(^2\) https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes

\(^3\) https://github.com/moby/moby
We limited our analysis to GitHub repositories because it simplifies the identification of merge scenarios in retrospect.

After applying all filters, we obtained 66 projects developed in 12 programming languages (e.g., JavaScript, Java, C++, and Python), containing 81,005 merge scenarios that involve more than 2 million files changed, 10.8 million chunks, and 2,608 conflicting merge scenarios.

6.2.1.3 Statistical Analysis

The statistical analysis of our study is threefold. First, we perform a correlation analysis of all covariates, using the Spearman rank-based correlation, which is invariant for linear transformations of covariates. This analysis is simple and useful to understand the relation among our covariates, to build a consistent regression model, and to support the discussions in Section 6.4. Spearman rank-based correlation is -1 in the case of a perfect negative correlation, +1 in the case of a perfect positive correlation, and values around 0 imply that there is no correlation between the investigated variables [152]. Note that the purpose of this first correlation analysis is data exploration, we are not going to draw conclusions on such correlation coefficients. So, a correction on the p-values to account for the multiple comparisons is not necessary. In any event, when looking at the correlation between dependent and independent variables, we performed a Bonferroni p-value adjustment for each independent variable (i.e., p-value < 0.005). Still in the first analysis, to better understand the correlations among variables and reduce the number of dimensions (i.e., variables) in the regression model, we perform a Principal Component Analysis (PCA). PCA is important because, by removing correlated variables from the regression model, we avoid common pitfalls on modelling data [287].
With the insights of the first analysis, we build a *multiple linear regression model* in our second analysis for understanding the relation between our dependent and our independent variables. Multiple linear regression models are relatively simple yet powerful to achieve our goal and significantly easier to explain and interpret than other models such as neural networks and deep learning models. Coefficients in the regression model are interpreted similarly to the Spearman rank-based correlation coefficients from the first analysis. The multiple linear regression model of a $y$ dependent variable on the $x_{1...n}$ independent variables is represented by
\[
\hat{y} = \beta_0 + \beta_1 x_1 + \beta_2 x_2 + ... + \beta_n x_n + \varepsilon_0. \tag{6.1}
\]
The $\beta$ coefficients measure the association between the independent variables and the dependent variable. $\beta_j$ can be interpreted as the average effect on $y$ of one unit increase in $x_j$, holding all other independent variables fixed \[151\]. To define the used model, we compare the variance of different models, such as the model with all independent variables and the model with a simplified number of independent variables and choose the model with greater variance, as suggested by previous work \[100, 113, 151\] (details in Section 6.2.2.3).

Finally, we performed an *effect-size analysis* in the context of an analysis of variance. For short, the effect-size analysis is necessary because independent variables may change differently and, even with the results of the regression model, we are not able to classify the most influencing factors. The Cohens’s $f^2$ for sequential multiple regression is:
\[
f^2 = \frac{R_{AB}^2 - R_A^2}{1 - R_{AB}^2} \tag{6.2}
\]
where B is the variable of interest, A is the set of all other variables, $R_{AB}^2$ is the proportion of variance accounted for A and B together, and $R_A^2$ is the proportion of variance accounted only for A. By default, Cohen’s $f^2$ effect size values from 0.02 to 0.15 are small, from 0.15 to 0.35 are medium and greater than 0.35 are termed large values \[64\]. In addition to Cohens’s $f^2$, we also report the $\eta^2$ and $\omega^2$ values to increase the confidence of our effect-size analysis.

$\eta^2$ is the proportion of the total variability in the dependent variable that is accounted for by the variation in the independent variable \[181\]. It is the ratio of the sum of squares for each group level to the total sum of squares. It can be interpreted as the percentage of variance accounted for by a variable. $\omega^2$ is widely viewed as a less biased alternative to $\eta^2$, especially when sample sizes are small \[181\]. $\eta^2$ and $\omega^2$ effect size values smaller than 0.01 are very small, from 0.01 to 0.06 are small, from 0.06 to 0.14 are medium, and greater than 0.14 are termed large values \[105\].

### 6.2.2 Results

In this section, we present the results of our empirical study. First, we present an analysis in the distribution of our dependent variable. Then, the rest of the section is structured according to the three analyses presented at the end of Section 6.2.1.3.
In Figure 6.3, we show two boxplots with descriptive statistics of our dependent variable (#SecondsToMerge). The statistics include the minimum value, first quartile, median, third quartile, and maximum value in seconds. As seen, the fastest merge conflict resolution took 30 seconds and the maximum took 45,857,805 seconds (around 530 days). This is definitely an outlier scenario that has been forgotten by developers for one and a half years and integrated later. Median is a reasonable measure to analyse since outlier scenarios would distort the mean. Looking at the median, we see that half of the merge conflicts took up to 11 minutes to be resolved (697 seconds). Looking at the first and third quartile, we see that 25\% of the conflicting merge scenarios took 149 seconds ($\approx$2.5 minutes) and 75\% of the conflicting merge scenarios took up to 6372 seconds ($\approx$1.77 hours). In the right-most boxplot, we show data in the IQR. We show this boxplot since the box-plot with all data does not give the real idea of the time to resolve merge conflicts. In the IQR the median is 377 seconds ($\approx$6 minutes).

Comparing a recent study [43] that recorded the merge conflict resolution time from seven developers resolving 10 merge conflicts, they found that these developers took from 40 to 2,190 seconds ($\approx$36.5 minutes). Even though, the number of conflicting scenarios in this previous study is quite limited and our variable might not be precise on measuring the time developers really spent resolving merge conflicts, which makes difficult to compare these variables, it is worth to mention that #SecondsToMerge are not far from their records. In addition to this comparison, we provide follow-up analyses and discussions to increase construct validity of the choice of our dependent variable (see Sections 6.3.2, 6.4, and 6.5).
6.2.2.2 Correlation Analysis

In Figure 6.4, we present a correlation matrix among all covariables of our analysis. As expected, merge scenario size measures (i.e., #Chunks, #Files, and #LoC) have a high correlation among themselves (above 0.8). Merge conflict size measures (i.e., #ConfChunks, #ConfFiles, and #ConfLoC) show a moderate to high correlation among themselves (above 0.5). The other merge conflict related measures do not have a strong correlation. For instance, %IntegratorKnowledge and %FormattingChanges have a correlation coefficient smaller than 0.1 with most of the merge conflict related measures. The only exception is %IntegratorKnowledge with a positive correlation coefficient with CodeComplexity (0.115). Next, we pay more attention to the correlation between the dependent variable and each independent variable. For short, the correlation is significant with a confidence interval of 99.5% for all independent variables, except %IntegratorKnowledge and %FormattingChanges. In Table 6.2, we present the correlation coefficients for the significant ones. Note that the correlation coefficients of these eight variables are rather small, but significant. Also note that the top three variables with highest correlation coefficient are variables that measure the merge scenario size (#LoC, #Chunks, and #Files) and not merge conflicts.
### Table 6.2: Correlation Coefficients for Independent Variables with the Dependent Variable

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Coefficient</th>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Coefficient</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#LoC</td>
<td>0.308</td>
<td>#ConfLoC</td>
<td>0.206</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#Chunks</td>
<td>0.279</td>
<td>#ConfChunks</td>
<td>0.194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#Files</td>
<td>0.270</td>
<td>#ConfFiles</td>
<td>0.180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#Devs</td>
<td>0.228</td>
<td>CodeComplexity</td>
<td>0.061</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Aiming at reducing the number of dimensions and grouping similar variables, we performed a PCA. It reduces the number of dimensions to the first two principal components that retain a maximum share of common variance, which simplifies the discussion of the correlation structure. In Figure 6.5, we show the two-dimensional output from the principal component analysis, which covers 56.1% (38.9% + 17.2%) of the total variance of our data. The arrows represent the weights of each variable in the respective principal component and their colours represent the square cosine (cos²). The square cosine represents the share of original variation in the variable retained in the dimensionality reduction. The longer the arrow, the larger is the share of a variable's variance. Arrows pointing to the same direction have a large share of common variance and can be assumed to belong to the same group.

The data visualised in Figure 6.5 suggest to classify the independent variables into four groups: merge scenario size, merge conflict size, social activity, and integrator's prior knowledge/type of change. The arrows representing #Chunks, #Files, and #LoC point to the same direction; they represent the size of a merge scenario. Pointing to another direction, #ConfLoC, #ConfFiles, and #ConfChunks represent the merge conflict size. The #Devs point to a third direction and, hence, we call it social activity. The factors CodeComplexity, %FormattingChanges, and %IntegratorKnowledge compose the fourth group, which we named integrator’s prior knowledge/type of change.

To summarise, we see that (i) by clustering our independent variables into four groups, we do not need all of them in our regression model which increases internal validity avoiding overfitting and multicollinearity, as we explain in Section 6.2.2.3; (ii) measures from the integrator’s prior knowledge/type of change group are almost orthogonal to the merge conflict resolution time which means a small share of variance among these variables with the merge conflict resolution time; and, (iii) measures from the merge scenario size and social activity groups have a stronger relation with the merge conflict resolution time than measures from the groups merge conflict size and integrator’s prior knowledge/type of change.

#### 6.2.2.3 Multiple Regression Model Analysis

All independent variables presented in Section 6.2.1.1 may be in our model because there is a belief that these variables influence the merge conflict resolution [180, 196, 214], which is confirmed in with our survey (Section 6.3). However, including all independent variables would increase overfitting (i.e., a model that contains more parameters that can be justified by the data) and multicollinearity (i.e., high correlation between two or more independent variables) in our model. To minimise overfitting and multicollinearity in our model, we
perform a transparent process, as suggested by different researchers [100, 113, 151]. Of course, we could use a variable of each group of the PCA. Nonetheless, we do not know which variables better fit the multiple regression model and we may ignore hidden relationships. In our case, this process consists of four steps: (i) create a preliminary model and learn with this model; (ii) create further models with observations made from the first preliminary model; (iii) compare the variance of the created models; and, (iv) choose the model that represents the investigated relationship most accurately. We present the details for these models in Table 6.3.

The Full Model column of Table 6.3 presents the correlation coefficients for the 10 independent variables that compose our preliminary model. Looking at the correlation coefficients of this preliminary model, we can make three observations: (i) the coefficient of six independent variables (i.e., #LoC, #ConfChunks, #Devs, CodeComplexity, #Chunks, and #ConfLoC) are significant with a confidence interval of 95%; (ii) the four independent variables with greatest correlation coefficients belong to distinct groups of our PCA (see Section 6.2.2.2); and (iii) from the two remaining variable with coefficient significant (i.e., #Chunks and #ConfLoC), only #Chunks provides a different view from the variable that belongs to the same group.
Table 6.3: Correlation Coefficients for Independent Variables in the Multiple Regression Model Analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Full Model</th>
<th>Simplest Model</th>
<th>Balanced Model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#LoC</td>
<td>0.2538***</td>
<td>0.2268***</td>
<td>0.2931***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#ConfChunks</td>
<td>0.1239**</td>
<td>0.1752***</td>
<td>0.1782***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#Devs</td>
<td>0.1221***</td>
<td>0.1171***</td>
<td>0.1251***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CodeComplexity</td>
<td>−0.1067***</td>
<td>−0.0870***</td>
<td>−0.0841**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#Chunks</td>
<td>−0.1013*</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−0.0783*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#ConfLoC</td>
<td>0.0799**</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#Files</td>
<td>0.0525</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#ConfFiles</td>
<td>0.0146</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%FormattingChanges</td>
<td>−0.0048</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%IntegratorKnowledge</td>
<td>−0.0041</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*** p-value < 0.001, ** p-value < 0.01, * p-value < 0.05

In other words, while #LoC has a positive correlation coefficient in the Full Model, #Chunks has a negative correlation coefficient. On the other hand, #ConfLoC and #ConfChunks have a positive correlation coefficient. Therefore, adding both does not provide a different view to our model. Hence, choosing only #ConfChunks which has a greater correlation coefficient in the Full Model is more promising to avoid overfitting and multicollinearity.

Taking these observations into account, we build other two regression models: simplest model has only the four variables with greatest correlation coefficients (see observation ii) and balanced model has #Chunks and all other variables in the simplest model (see observation iii). The correlation coefficients of these models can be seen in Table 6.3. While the simplest model and the balanced model minimise overfitting and multicollinearity, the balanced model shows the hidden relationship among #LoC and #Chunks that we did not see in the correlation analysis. From that perspective, the balanced model seems to be the correct model to choose, although the analysis of variance supports a more data-oriented choice.

In the analysis of variance, a significant p-value (i.e., < 0.05) means that adding variables to the model, in fact, adds relevant information to the regression model. We compare the balanced model with the other two models because these comparisons allow us to find out which model better represents the investigated relationship. The p-value of the analysis of variance among the balanced model and the full model is 0.1. Therefore, adding #ConfLoC, #Files, #ConfFiles, %FormattingChanges, and %IntegratorKnowledge to the balanced model do not add relevant information to it. On the other hand, the p-value of the analysis of variance among the simplest model and the balanced model is 0.004. Therefore, adding #Chunks to the simplest model add relevant information to it. In conclusion, the balanced model fits better on the investigated relationship than both the simplest and the full model.

Once we have chosen the model that best represents the relationship among our dependent and independent variables, we discuss its correlation coefficients as follows. Column Balanced
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Model of Table 6.3 presents the coefficients obtained from the chosen regression model. We can see that #LoC, #ConfChunks, and #Devs show a positive correlation with #SecondsToMerge. Hence, if these variables increase, the time to resolve merge conflicts also increases. On the other hand, #Chunks and CodeComplexity have a negative correlation coefficient with #SecondsToMerge. Increasing these two variables is associated with less time to resolve merge conflicts. Note that #LoC, which is the variable with the highest correlation in the correlation matrix (Figure 6.4), remains with the highest correlation in the multiple regression model analysis.

Our regression model has a significant explanation value at any significance level (p-value < 1/1016). It has $R^2$ and adjusted $R^2$ equal to 0.122 and 0.12. Following Falk and Miller [101] classification, $R^2 < 0.1$ is negligible and $R^2 \geq 0.1$ is adequate. Therefore, the $R^2$ of our model is adequate. Our model has a residual standard error of 706 on 2602 degrees of freedom. It means that on average, our estimate is 706 above or below the observed value and it considers 2602 out of the 2608 conflicting merge scenarios investigated. Note that the interpretation of our regression model needs to be associated with the ceteris paribus concept. In other words, a correct interpretation of the model has to account that changing the value of one independent variable, all other variables’ values have to be equal.

A simple way to interpret our regression model for #LoC and #Chunks is described as follows. Adding 1,000 LoC in the merge scenario is associated with an increase in time by approximately 293 seconds or 5 minutes to solve the merge conflicts, for a fixed amount of #ConfChunks, #Chunks, #Devs, and CodeComplexity, on average. Regarding #Chunks, for a fixed number of #LoC, #ConfChunks, #Devs, and CodeComplexity, adding 1,000 chunks in the merge scenario leads to a decrease in time by approximately 78 seconds or 1.2 minute. At first sight, the negative correlation coefficients for CodeComplexity and #Chunks in the regression model seem counter-intuitive, but, in Section 6.4, we discuss why it is not.

6.2.2.4 Effect-Size Analysis

Finally, to answer our RQ and be able to quantify the influence of the independent variables on merge conflict resolution time, we performed an effect-size analysis. As described in Section 6.2.1.3, we chose Cohen’s $f^2$ effect size since it is adequate when using multiple regression models [64]. In Table 6.4, we present the results of our effect-size analysis ordered by the highest to the lowest effect-size. We can see that the effect-size of #Chunks, #Devs, #LoC, #ConfChunks, and CodeComplexity are 0.298, 0.135, 0.129, 0.105, and 0.064, respectively. Following Cohen’s classification, #Chunks has a medium effect-size on merge conflict resolution time, while the other four variables have a small effect-size. Interestingly, despite #Chunks is the variable in the chosen regression model with weak correlation, it has the highest effect-size.

Similar values are also found for $\eta^2$ and $\omega^2$. #Chunks with a medium effect-size and the other variables with a small or very small effect-size. All variables in our effect-size analysis have a p-value $\leq$ than 0.001 and our analysis has a confidence interval level of 90%. Therefore, our analysis covers 90% of the subject conflicting merge scenarios.

Surprisingly, the three variables with highest effect-size (#Chunks, #Devs, and #LoC) are not directly related to merge conflicts. By combining the results from the regression model and effect-size analysis, we can see that the number of chunks shows a negative correlation,
Table 6.4: Effect-size Analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>$f^2$</th>
<th>$f^2$ GV</th>
<th>$\eta^2$</th>
<th>$\eta^2$ GV</th>
<th>$\omega^2$</th>
<th>$\omega^2$ GV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#Chunks</td>
<td>0.298</td>
<td>0.078</td>
<td>0.078</td>
<td>0.078</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#Devs</td>
<td>0.135</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#LoC</td>
<td>0.129</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#ConfChunks</td>
<td>0.105</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CodeComplexity</td>
<td>0.064</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GV stands for graphical visualisation of the target measure. In the case of Cohen’s $f^2$, it is divided into three groups: small, medium, and high effect-size. In the case of $\eta^2$ and $\omega^2$, it has an additional group very small when compared with Cohen’s $f^2$.

whereas the other two variables indirectly related with merge conflicts (#LoC and #Devs) show a positive one. Hence, we conclude that more chunks in the merge scenario leads to shorter merge conflict resolution time with a medium effect-size. On the other hand, more lines of code and developers lead to more time to resolve the merge conflicts with a small effect-size.

Even though the correlation coefficients of the multivariable regression model are low, we obtained medium and small effect-sizes for the targeted independent variables. It highlights the importance of an effect-size analysis on measuring the impact of independent variables on the dependent variable. It may be an incentive for researchers to perform similar studies that do not stop on the correlation analysis.

Note that we present results only for the variables that compose the balanced model since it is the model that best represents the investigated relationship. As mentioned, further variables would only add noise to our analysis (see Sections 6.2.1.3 and 6.2.2.3) because they are highly correlated with variables that compose the regression model or do not correlate with #SecondsToMerge. Anyway, some of the hidden variables have a similar effect-size.

In Figure 6.6, we show an overview of our results considering all independent variables. Full and dashed lines represent explicit and implicit relationships investigated in the effect-size analysis, respectively. As we can see, #ConfLoC and #ConfFiles provide a similar effect-size to #ConfChunks. Hence, we added a dashed line from these variables to #SecondsToMerge. Similarly, #Files is correlated with #LoC. Hence, they have a similar effect-size with #SecondsToMerge. Since %FormattingChanges and %IntegratorKnowledge do not have a significant correlation with #SecondsToMerge, they also do not present an effect-size on #SecondsToMerge. For that reason, there is no line among them and #SecondsToMerge. We postpone a discussion of independent variables and their relationships to Section 6.4.
Results Summary: Our correlation analysis indicates that some variables are strongly correlated and, for that reason, we classified them into four groups which supported the construction of our regression model. Our multiple regression model analysis shows that #LoC, #ConfChunks, #Devs, CodeComplexity, and #Chunks are correlated with #SecondsToMerge. #Chunks and CodeComplexity have a negative influence while the others show a positive influence. Our effect-size analysis reveals that #Chunks has a medium effect-size on the merge conflict resolution time while #Devs, #LoC, #ConfChunks, and CodeComplexity have a small effect-size on the merge conflict resolution time.

6.3 Survey

In this section, we report on a survey of software developers from our subject projects (Section 6.2.1.2). The goal of the survey was to cross-validate our results and reduce threats to the validity of our quantitative findings. Next, we present the setting (Section 6.3.1) and results (Section 6.3.2) of our survey.

6.3.1 Study Setting

We created a seven-question survey, of which the first and last questions are open-ended. The other five questions are close-ended questions (5-point Likert-type scales). Aiming at grouping and systematically generating a theory from the answers of our open-ended questions, we used two GROUNDED THEORY techniques [279, 282]: open coding and axial coding.
We followed four steps of which two authors performed the first three steps separately. First, we extracted data from open-ended questions. Second, we segmented answers into meaningful expressions and described them in a short sequence of words (the open coding technique). Third, we relate short sequences of words to each other, combining inductive and deductive thinking (the axial coding technique). Fourth, all authors combined and discussed the outcome data repeating the second and third steps until we had a concise answer for a given question.

The survey is divided into three parts. First, we are interested in understanding factors that make the merge conflict longer/harder to resolve (Q1). Then, with Q2 to Q6, we address potential threats to validity asking developers for confirmation about results in the empirical study (Section 6.2). In the third part, we are interested in the experience survey participants had when dealing with merge conflicts (Q7).

We recruited participants from subject projects that faced merge conflicts (obtained as described in Section 6.2.1.2) by directly contacting them via e-mail. We followed a learn-and-improve approach, in which we adapt questions based on the participants’ feedback. For instance, in the first version of the survey, we asked about participants’ experience and team size. However, a few developers replied to our email or reported in their survey response that, despite their interest in the topic, the survey was too long containing unnecessary questions and, for that reason, they or their colleagues did not answer the survey. Aiming at getting more informative answers, we decided to modify/shorten the survey.

The survey was available for about 6 months. We received 140 responses (response rate around 2%). Individual parts of the survey had varying response rates since open-ended questions were optional. The full set of survey versions are available at our Appendix D.

6.3.2 Results

We divide the discussion of the results of our survey in three sections according to the parts as previously described.

6.3.2.1 Participants’ Perception of Factors that Make Merge Conflict Longer/Harder to Resolve

To understand factors that make the merge conflict resolution longer/harder, we asked the survey participants Q1: *How do you estimate how hard/time-consuming a merge conflict is to be resolved?* We got 89 answers for this question. In Table 6.5, we present 25 measures pointed out by survey participants sorted by the number of suggestions. Measures used in the empirical study (Section 6.2) are highlighted with the acronym in parenthesis. As seen, the top three suggested measures are: the number of conflicting lines of code (#ConfLOC), the number of conflicting chunks (#ConfChunks), and the number of lines of code changed (#LOC). Notably, we used these three measures in our empirical study (Section 6.2). Interestingly, five participants mentioned they do not believe that it is possible to measure how hard/time-consuming is the resolution of merge conflicts.

A few participants mentioned that the difficulty/time of resolving merge conflicts is somehow related to the files’ characteristics. For instance, nine participants mentioned
### Table 6.5: Measures to Estimate the Difficulty/time to Resolve Merge Conflicts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>#Sug.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of conflicting lines of code (#ConfLOC)</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of conflicting chunks (#ConfChunks)</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of lines of code changed (#LOC)</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of files changed (#Files)</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time between the base commit and the merge commit</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developer experience responsible for conflicting changes              ((\sim%\text{IntegratorKnowledge}))</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of conflicting files (#ConfFiles)</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency target file changed</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semantically diff between conflicting code</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of active developers (#Devs)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of commits with conflicts</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developer knowledge on the project</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>((\sim%\text{IntegratorKnowledge}))</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of callers and callees functions in the conflicting code</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conflicts location</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of chunks (#Chunks)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of commits</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of conflicting lines per file in conflict</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of commits affecting a file</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of whitespace changes ((\sim%\text{FormattingChanges}))</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code complexity of conflicting code (CodeComplexity)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of conflicts per file</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average size of conflicting chunks</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratio number of chunks by the number of conflicting chunks</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of conflicts multiplied by the average of the number of</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>conflicting lines of code</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Character diff</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#Sug. stands for the number of participants suggested a target measure.
that it is related to the number of files changed in the merge scenario (\#Files), other four participants mentioned that it is related to the number of conflicting files (\#ConfFiles), and another mentioned that it is related to the frequency files are changed, respectively. Further three participants mentioned that the difficulty/time of resolving conflicts is somehow related to the conflict’s location. One of them mentioned “fixing a conflict in the view layer (i.e., referring to the Model-View-Controller design pattern) is simpler than resolving a conflict in the controller layer”.

**First Part Summary:** As expected and in line with previous work [180, 214], the measures used in our empirical study reflect what survey participants think about merge conflict resolution. Surprisingly, measures not directly related to conflicts are among the most suggested ones.

### 6.3.2.2 Cross-validating the Quantitative Results

In the second part of our survey, we address potential threats to validity and cross-validate our quantitative results from the empirical study (Section 6.2). In Table 6.6, we present statements and answers for Q2 to Q6. The 5-point Likert-type scale means: 1 – hardly ever true, 2 – rarely true, 3 – sometimes true, 4 – often true, and 5 – nearly always true.

As the term “difficulty” is subjective, in Q2, we asked whether survey participants agree with the statement “the more time it takes to resolve a conflict, the more difficult the conflict is”. 15\% of them mentioned that it is hardly ever true or rarely true, 37.9\% mentioned that it is sometimes true, and 47.1\% that it is often true or nearly always true. In Q1, a participant, who mentioned that this statement is rarely true, made an interesting comment: “Time is not perfect because there may be lots of simple changes but it’s time consuming to rectify and potentially...
error prone”. Despite her mentioning that time is not perfect, she indirectly assumes that small changes may become a difficult task due to potential bug introduction. Even though most survey participants agree with time as a measure of difficulty, our study is more straightforward by searching for factors that make conflict resolution longer.

With Q3 and Q4, we investigate whether survey participants merge their changes right after addressing an issue and whether they resolve merge conflicts right after they occur. These questions were motivated by the fact that we are not able to detect unexpected events that happened on the merge-conflict resolution (e.g., the developer responsible for resolving the conflict had a break). Yet, 72.9% and 77.5% of the participants agree that statements of Q3 and Q4 are often true or nearly always true (median 4 and mean around 4). Of course, this does not automatically mean that #SecondsToMerge precisely measures the time a developer spent resolving merge conflicts. However, with the survey answers, we have evidence that they normally merge their changes right after addressing an issue and resolve conflicts right after they occur.

With Q5 and Q6, we investigate whether survey participants look at non-conflicting changes to resolve conflicts and whether they change non-conflicting code to resolve conflicts avoiding introducing a new bug. The main motivation for these two questions is a result of our quantitative study indicating that merge conflict resolution time is strongly correlated with measures not directly related to the merge conflicts (e.g., the number of chunks changed and the number of developers active in the merge scenario). Regarding Q5, 50.7% of the survey participants mentioned they often or nearly always look at non-conflicting code, and 25.7% of the participants sometimes look at non-conflicting code. Regarding Q6, 25.7% said that they often or nearly always change non-conflicting code and 34.3% of the participants sometimes change non-conflicting code. We expected that developers would often look at non-conflicting code, but change it only rarely. In any event, scanning all changes in the merge scenario is time-consuming and influences the merge conflict resolution. These results provide evidence that resolving merge conflicts is much more than only fixing lines in conflict (see Section 6.4).

Second Part Summary: We found evidence that developers from our subject projects usually think that, the more time it takes to resolve a conflict, the more difficult the conflict is. With our survey, we confirm our assumption that developers usually merge after addressing an issue and resolve merge conflicts right after they occur, increasing construct validity of the dependent variable of our empirical study. Finally, we found that developers often look at non-conflicting code and sometimes change non-conflicting code when fixing merge conflicts to avoid bug introduction, cross-validating a not very intuitive result from our empirical study.

6.3.2.3 Experience of Dealing with Merge Conflicts

In the third part of the survey, we asked participants to share experience of dealing with merge conflicts (Q7). We got 43 responses to this part.

Challenges of merge conflict resolution. In Tables 6.7 and 6.8, we present the 4 main challenges on merge conflict resolution brought up by our survey participants. We describe these challenges next.
Table 6.7: Challenges on Merge Conflict Resolution (Part 1)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Challenge</th>
<th>Sub-Challenge</th>
<th>Solution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lack of coordination</td>
<td>Lack of communication and awareness</td>
<td>Fix conflicts as soon as you are aware</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Keep others aware of refactoring changes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Use adequate tool support to avoid developers working on the same region of code (see solution for the sub-challenge mismanaging the backlog)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large commits and rare</td>
<td>Create minimal commits (i.e., small chunks)</td>
<td>Pull/push changes often (i.e., merge often)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>merges</td>
<td></td>
<td>Create tasks/pull-requests small and focused</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monitor changes at</td>
<td>Manage code changes at fine-grained level</td>
<td>Create well-defined and documented development process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>coarse-grained level</td>
<td>(e.g., at method- or at chunk-level)</td>
<td>Create and document contribution rules (e.g. formatting styling)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of an overall</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>workflow</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inappropriate development</td>
<td>Inappropriate development environment</td>
<td>Use appropriate IDEs and, if possible, developers should use the same IDE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>environment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inappropriate tools for</td>
<td>Some IDEs provide support for that. If it is not your case, use (ad-hoc) tools to support this task</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>showing diffs and support</td>
<td></td>
<td>Use issue trackers (e.g., GitHub or Bitbucket) and/or tools for managing work (e.g., Jira or Asana)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>merge conflicts resolution</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mismanaging the backlog</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flaws in the system</td>
<td>Highly coupled code</td>
<td>Refactoring code to minimise coupling and increasing cohesion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>architecture</td>
<td></td>
<td>Create an architecture that follows well-known design patterns (e.g., Singleton, Decorator, and Observer)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical debt</td>
<td></td>
<td>Always review code changes. Especially, more experienced developers should carefully review code changes from less experienced developers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>introduction</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Table 6.8: Challenges on Merge Conflict Resolution (Part 2)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Challenge</th>
<th>Sub-Challenge</th>
<th>Solution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lack of testing suite or pipeline for continuous integration</td>
<td>Lack of tests and their maintenance</td>
<td>Update test cases always such that something changes in the project related to existing test cases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of continuous integration pipeline and its maintenance</td>
<td>Create and maintain a pipeline for continuous integration</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Lack of coordination.** We found four sub-challenges that deteriorate coordination:

- Lack of communication and awareness,
- Large commits and rare merges,
- Monitoring changes at coarse-grained level, and
- Lack of an overall workflow.

A participant mentioned “good communication might avoid most hard conflicts”. Another participant suggested that most time-consuming conflicts arise from refactoring: “Code moving from place to place is also a very hard scenario (in part because it makes diffs harder to obtain)”. Thirteen participants reported that their strategy to avoid conflicts is simply based on small commits and repeated merging. Interestingly, 8 participants mentioned that they rebase their changes often. We discuss rebase scenarios in Section 6.4. Related to the third sub-challenge, a participant mentioned “I manage changes at the chunk level (not as files)”. Regarding lack of overall workflow, a participant mentioned “good development processes avoid most merge conflicts”.

**Lack of tool support.** We identified three sub-challenges related to tool support:

- Inappropriate development environment,
- Inappropriate tools for showing diffs and supporting merge conflicts resolution, and
- Mismanaging the backlog.

A participant stated “Never resolve conflicts by hand. Use a tool”. Other six participants mentioned that merge conflict resolution is much easier with an appropriate IDE. One of them said: “I use the included git merge conflict tool in IntelliJ. The ‘magic wand’ is a really powerful tool which can solve some merge conflicts, for example if there are 20 diffs in a file that magic wand button can usually figure out what to change, and only leave you with one or two lines which it
can’t figure out by itself”. Other participants mentioned tools they use to support diffing and merge conflict resolution. The reported tools are: P4merge⁴, FileMerge⁵, BeyondCompare⁶, openDiff⁷, BBedit⁸, Tortoise⁹, git diff¹⁰, and gitk¹¹. A few of them reported the reasons for choosing a tool. For instance, a participant mentioned that she uses Tortoise because it shows her changes and the remote changes side by side and the file for merging them below. Other participants just mentioned avoiding duplicated work (e.g., avoiding addressing the same JIRA task) and working on the same parts of the source code at the same time.

Flaws in the system architecture. We found two sub-challenges related to system architecture flaws:

- Highly coupled code and
- Technical debt introduction.

A participant mentioned that conflicting code that is highly coupled is normally harder to resolve, since this requires looking into files that have not changed in the merge scenario or have changed but have no conflict. Another participant complemented this by mentioning that non-trivial merge conflicts tend to be a symptom of architectural flaws that make it difficult to apply a given change without touching a lot of different files/systems. Regarding the introduction of technical debt, a participant suggested that the introduction of new features/code should be reviewed by more experienced developers aiming at reducing the introduction of technical debt. This case is either related to the deterioration of the system code/design or to future refactorings. As mentioned by participants, both are prone to introduce conflicts. In fact, previous studies have reported the relation of merge conflicts with code smells [⁵, ⁸] and their effects on software quality [⁴¹]. In most cases, merge conflicts deteriorate the software quality. Furthermore, researchers [⁶⁷, ²¹⁹] have found that sometimes developers may not have the expertise or knowledge to make the right decisions, which might degrade the quality of the merged code. This highlights the importance of proper code review by experienced developers.

Lack of testing suite or pipeline for continuous integration. We classified factors related to this challenge into:

- Lack of tests and their maintenance and
- Lack of continuous integration pipeline and its maintenance

A participant stated: “my harder conflicts are often when integrating two different large feature branches, the tests may at most ensure that specific isolated scenarios keep working, not that the involved features interact well, until newer tests are written for that purpose”. Another participant mentioned that, when describing her process on resolving merge conflicts, she tries to merge

⁵ https://developer.apple.com/xcode/
⁶ https://www.scootersoftware.com/
⁷ https://developer.apple.com/xcode/
⁸ https://developer.apple.com/xcode/
⁹ https://tortoisegit.org/
¹⁰ https://git-scm.com/docs/git-difftool
¹¹ https://git-scm.com/docs/gitk
everything as much automated as possible. If it does not parse, or does not build, or does not pass on tests, then she uses reverse engineering.

**Participants’ desires, needs, and alerts.** Participants articulated four desires, needs, or alerts.

*Improve diffs.* A participant mentioned “a semantic diff would be amazing”, another articulated the desire of a diff of each version against the common ancestor, and several participants highlighted the importance of good visualisation/interfaces in diff tools.

*Keep awareness when others are refactoring.* As mentioned, keeping awareness in the project is very important. There are some awareness tools proposed in the literature, for instance, **CollabVS** [81], **Palantir** [252], **Cassandra** [163], and **FASTDash** [32]. However, what called our attention is a participant expressing the interest in a tool informing when others are refactoring the source code. As mentioned, for some participants, hard merge conflicts normally occur because of refactoring changes. Related to that, Mahmood et al. [192] found that refactoring was the most frequent change, which often collided with other refactoring or feature introductions and enhancements on the other branch. Furthermore, Mahmoudi et al. [193] have found evidence that refactoring operations are involved in 22% of merge conflicts and that conflicts that involve refactoring are more complex than conflicts with no refactoring. Putting awareness and refactoring together, Shen et al. [260] have proposed **INTELLIMERGE**, a graph-based refactoring-aware merging algorithm for Java programs and Cavalcanti et al. [59] have proposed **jFSTMERGE** the state-of-the-art semi-structured merging algorithm for Java programs.

*Show a merge-conflict difficulty estimation.* A participant suggested a tool to show the merge conflict difficulty. We see it as an opportunity for tool builders building tools that work either reactively (i.e., when developers pull code from other branches) or proactively (i.e., the tool checks changes from other pre-selected branches periodically). Indeed we found some studies predicting indicators for merge conflicts [82, 180, 226], however, we did not find any tool that estimate the merge-conflict difficulty.

*Improve Git conflict message and merge strategy.* We got three opinions specific to Git. A participant complained about Git’s conflict report: “often the most confusing parts are the guides informing about incoming and current changes. Literally 2 in 3 times I have to refresh my memory about those”. Another participant reported: “sometimes the ‘differ’ erroneously show the conflict to be across two functions while in reality just one function was changed significantly (also happens often when merging xml files) such cases should best be approached with a differ/merger that is aware of the underlying semantic but detecting such cases and assigning them high merge difficulty would be nice”. A third participant mentioned: “The worst problems are when Git doesn’t detect a merge conflict because the change appears to merge cleanly, but then bugs are introduced”.

**Third Part Summary:** Based on the participants’ reported experience, we defined four challenges on the merge conflict resolution: lack of coordination, lack of tool support, flaws in the system architecture, and lack of testing suite or pipeline for CI. Furthermore, we collected desires, needs, and alerts reported by survey participants in which we classified into: improve diffs, keep awareness when others are refactoring, show a merge conflict difficulty estimator, and improve Git’s conflict message and merge strategy.
6.4 Discussion

Aiming at achieving a deep understanding of what happens when developers are resolving merge conflicts, we triangulate our analyses with a manual analysis of the 100 shortest and 100 longest merge scenarios (Section 6.4.1). Next, we discuss the outcome of variables individually (Section 6.4.2) as well as some relationships among them (Section 6.4.3). After that, we provide a comparison of our results with previous work results (Section 6.4.4), followed by a reflection of the importance of any improvement in the merge conflict life-cycle (Section 6.4.5).

6.4.1 Manual Analysis

In this section, we inspect our data deeply and manually to understand the resolution of merge conflicts and support further discussion points.

Is it possible to identify any difference between the most quickly resolved conflicts and the ones that took the longest to be resolved? To answer this question, we manually investigated the 100 shortest conflicting merge scenarios (Group 1) and the 100 longest conflicting merge scenarios (Group 2) performing three analyses. First, we check if the independent variables are statistically significant across these two groups to confirm the results presented in Section 6.2.2 and to increase the internal validity of our study. Second, we compare the file extension of the conflicting files for both groups to see if the content of files of specific extensions might influence the merge conflict resolution. Third, we look at each conflicting code and observe how developers resolved them to investigate merge conflicts resolution from a different perspective that our independent variables might have not been able to catch.

Regarding time, we see a huge difference: while the shortest conflicting merge scenarios took less than 40 seconds to be resolved, the median for longest ones is 6.62 days. In Figure 6.7, we present a comparison of the two groups for the ten independent variables investigated in the study. Except CodeComplexity, %IntegratorKnowledge, and %FormattingChanges, the other variables show a statistically significant difference for these two groups (Wilcoxon signed-rank test with \( p-value < 0.001 \)). This result is similar to the results we presented in Section 6.2.2, except that there is no significant difference for CodeComplexity. Note that, although significant, the difference for variables measuring the merge conflict size is small. For instance, the average number of conflicting files is 1.06 and 1.75 for the shortest and longest conflicting merge scenarios, respectively. In other words, the 100 shortest and the 100 longest conflicting merge scenarios have on average around 1 and 2 files in conflict, respectively. It explains why the correlation between the merge conflict size measures and \#SecondsToMerge is not strong, as we found in Section 6.2.2. In fact, previous studies [110, 192] found that merge conflicts are normally small. For instance, Mahmood et. al [192] found that 28 out of 40 investigated conflicts had only one line of code conflicting in the merge branches.

Regarding the second analysis, in Table 6.9, we present a comparison of the extension of conflicting files for both groups divided into five categories:
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#Files</th>
<th>#ConfFiles</th>
<th>#Chunks</th>
<th>#ConfChunks</th>
<th>#Devs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6.7: Violin Plots Distinguishing Shortest and Longest Conflicting Merge Scenarios

1. *Minified files* pass for a minification process for markup Web pages and script files, for example. Although the minification process reduces readability, it dramatically improves site speed and accessibility [127, 248]. This minification process is normally automated by tools, such as [MINIFY](https://www.minifier.org/) and [JSCOMPRESS](https://jscompress.com/).

2. *Markdown files* describe the next category of files. Markdown is a lightweight markup language with plain text formatting syntax.

3. *Package manager files* are files automatically generated to manage the project. It includes, for instance, pom.xml and package.json files that are used in Java and by [NODE PACKAGE MANAGER (NPM)](https://www.npmjs.org/) respectively, to identify the project as well as to handle project dependencies.
Table 6.9: Comparing the Number (and Percentage) of Conflicting Files per Category in the Shortest (Group 1) and the Longest (Group 2) Scenarios

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>File Extension</th>
<th>Group 1</th>
<th>Group 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Minified files</td>
<td>45 (42.45%)</td>
<td>16 (9.14%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Markdown files</td>
<td>39 (36.79%)</td>
<td>21 (12.00%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Package manager files</td>
<td>7 (6.61%)</td>
<td>14 (8.00%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Programming language files</td>
<td>14 (13.21%)</td>
<td>119 (68.00%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>extension</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other files</td>
<td>1 (0.94%)</td>
<td>5 (2.86%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Programming language files are related to software development including programming project files, source code files, code libraries, header files, class files, and compiled objects. They are files not included in previous categories and have extensions, such as .js, .rb, .css, .c, .h, .py, and .java.

5. Other files represent files without extension (e.g., change-log files) or .gitignore files.

We argue that developers need more time to resolve merge conflicts in files with native programming language extensions because of the inherent structure including dependencies among methods, functions, procedures, class, modules, or components that may exist in the conflicting code of these files. Such dependencies may not happen in plain text files and can be automatically generated in package manager and minified files. Survey participants mentioned that number of callers and callees for added/removed functions and the conflict’s location might influence the merge conflict resolution time (see Table 6.5). Furthermore, previous studies [42] [82] investigated the diffusion changes and the conflict’s location. Brindescu et al. [42], found that diffusion changes (e.g., the number of files changed and the dependency among files) are important when predicting the difficulty of merge conflicts. Dias et al., [82] found that the likelihood of merge conflict occurrence significantly increases when contributions to be merged are not modular in the sense that they involve files from the same MVC slice (related model, view, and controller files). As we can see in Table 6.9, while only 13.21% of the conflicting files in Group 1 are files with native programming language extensions, 68.00% of the conflicting files in Group 2 are files with native programming language extensions. It might be an indication that source code files influence the time of resolving merge conflicts. Aiming for a more adequate answer, we look at the conflicting code as well as at how developers resolve merge conflicts in these files next.

Conflicts in Group 1. Looking at the conflicting code for Group 1, we found that:

- For all 45 minified files found with conflicts, the original file was also changed in the merge scenario. Hence, to resolve the merge conflicts developers only regenerated the minified files after the merge;
- For all package manager files found with conflicts, the number of the version of the document or of some dependencies were different. Hence, developers only chose the newest version to solve the conflicts;
• For the 14 files in native programming language extension, 5 of them had a timestamp problem in the header of the document and, hence, developers only chose the newest timestamp. For 4 files, we found code additions between existing methods in both branches. Hence, to remove the merge conflicts, developers only removed the conflict markers (e.g., “>>>>>>>).” For the remaining 5 files, we found a combination of formatting, with small refactorings (e.g., renaming) and fixing small issues and typos (e.g., adding an extra condition in an existing if-statement, or changing the background colour of an object, or removing a “\9” that appeared in a JavaScript file). In these cases, developers chose the changes of one branch or a combination of both;

• For 39 markdown files and the .gitignore file with conflicts, conflicts were basically emerged from refactoring (e.g., rewriting phrases improving grammar) and code addition (e.g., adding new phrases to give more details about some topic) without any dependency with other files. The conflicts of these files are similar to the ones we found with the files in native programming language extension. To resolve the merge conflicts, developers chose one version, or removed the conflict markers. Even without knowing the code before, with a diff checker tool, we quickly understood why the conflict arose and we would resolve conflicts similar to how developers did.

Conflicts in Group 2. Looking at the conflicting code for Group 2, the longest conflicting merge scenarios, we found that:

• Regarding the 21 markdown files, 10 of them are in merge scenarios of which there are also merge conflicts in files from the native programming language extension category. Files from the native programming language extension category might have taken longer to resolve the merge conflicts, which might have influenced the resolution of conflicts in the 10 markdown files. The remaining 11 markdown files present URLs for other files changed in the merge scenario or with external links. We do not believe that this is the only reason that developers took longer to resolve merge conflicts of these files. However, it was a pattern that we noted;

• Regarding the 16 minified files, in 13 of them the original files also changed and in 1 of these 13 files the original file also had merge conflicts. For the remaining 3 files, the original files did not change. Looking only at code changes, we could not find a plausible reason for developers taking so long to resolve merge conflicts in these files;

• Regarding the 14 package manager files, 8 of them had changes in the structure that were beyond formatting and version of dependencies. For the other 6 files, we found only formatting and versioning problems. However, 5 of them are in a merge scenario with other conflicting files. Hence, the other conflicting files might be the reason why these conflicts took so long to be resolved;

• The changes in all files in the other files category were simply code addition, although, all of them are in merge scenarios that have additional conflicting files. These additional files might be the reason for the long time needed to resolve their merge conflicts;
For the 119 files with native programming language, 78 have at least another file in conflict and 117 of them have at least another file that was changed in the merge scenario. Looking at the code changes, in 79 of the 119 files, we could not understand the code changes only by looking at the file in conflict because it contained a call to a method, procedure, or import file or module also changed in the merge scenario. Therefore, in 66.39% of the cases of source code files, we found a dependency that made the merge conflict resolution longer to resolve. For the remaining 40 files without any explicit dependency, in 29 there is at least another conflicting file with further dependency in the merge scenario. Hence, at the end, 90.76% of native programming language files are related to a non-trivial solution (i.e., involving complex dependencies with libraries and other packages). Only 11 of them do not have any other file with dependency and we could not find a plausible reason for developers needing so much time to resolve these merge conflicts.

As shown in Section 6.2.2.1, merge conflicts normally take up to 11 minutes to be resolved and this result is in line with previous work [43]. In that study, researchers measured the time spent resolving merge conflicts directly by observing developers. Even looking at the 100 longest merge scenarios, we could not find plausible reasons for why the merge conflict resolution took so long for only 11 of them. With the survey (Section 6.3), participants confirmed that they normally merge their changes and resolve conflicts right after they arise. Therefore, based on our manual analysis and on the answers of survey participants, we found that extraordinary events occur in practice, but not too often to the point of biasing our results. These results altogether, strengthens that #SecondsToMerge is a reasonable choice as a dependent variable for a post-hoc analysis as we presented in our empirical study.

**Analysis Summary.** Indeed, the longest conflicting merge scenarios are larger and more complex than the shortest conflicting merge scenarios for most of the independent variables, which is in line with the results presented in Section 6.2.2 and with survey participants. It shows that our choice of #SecondsToMerge as a dependent variable is plausible. Our subsequent analysis shows an indication that developers need more time to resolve merge conflicts in programming language files. With the follow-up analysis, we see that the content of files with some extensions remains an indicator for the merge conflict resolution time. However, the dependency among the code in conflict with files changed in the merge scenario may be a better indicator of the merge conflict resolution time. While in the files of Group 1 we did not find a dependency among the conflicting code, we found such dependency for 90.76% of the programming language files in Group 2 (see a concrete example in Section 6.4.3).

### 6.4.2 Investigating Non-correlated Variables

In this section, we investigate reasons of why the %IntegratorKnowledge and %FormattingChanges are not correlated with #SecondsToMerge.

Do integrators have knowledge of conflicting files? Are there differences between conflicting merge scenarios that are resolved by integrators with previous knowledge on the involved files and those integrators without previous knowledge? To answer these
two questions, we distinguished between merge scenarios for which the merge-scenario integrator had previous knowledge of the involved files from those merge scenarios that the integrator did not have previous knowledge of. As an immediate result, we found that about 56% of the conflicting merge scenarios have been integrated by a developer with some knowledge on the files in conflict. From these scenarios, integrators previously changed all files in conflict in about 94% of such cases. Therefore, more than half of the merge scenarios are integrated by developers that already touched all files in conflict.

For further investigation, we found that the number of chunks tends to be higher, on average, when integrators have some knowledge about the conflicting files (see the violin plots in Figure 6.8) with a statistically significant difference (Wilcoxon signed-rank test, \( p \approx 0.001, W = 891,559 \)). We choose the number of chunks for this further analysis because it is the variable with the greatest impact on the merge conflict resolution time (see Section 6.2.2.4). Furthermore, as can be seen in Figure 6.8, integrators with previous knowledge seem to handle more complex merge scenarios with respect to the other measures that represent size and complexity of the merge scenario (e.g., \#Files \( (p \approx 0.001, W = 13,030) \), CodeComplexity \( (p \approx 0.001, W = 13,207) \), and \#Devs \( (p \approx 0.002, W = 12,382) \)). Given that, we can assume that these developers are tasked with handling merge scenarios that spread farther across the code base and potentially inherit more semantic changes, resulting in locally restricted merge scenarios given to less knowledgeable developers.

Inspired by the response of survey participants (Section 6.3.2) and previous work [43, 214], we see two main reasons for this finding in the previous knowledge of the integrators itself:

- Integrators that have profound knowledge of the involved files of a merge scenario tend to ask more questions regarding the proposed code and are able to identify more potential semantic problems avoiding future problems [43] and

- When developers feel that their experience is not sufficient to resolve the merge conflict, they generally seek help from other developers to resolve the merge conflict [214].

Hence, an integrator without previous knowledge finds the merge conflict, but, at the end, a knowledgeable integrator that will normally solve the problem. This transition among integrators may take some time. Still, we cannot draw a conclusion that prior knowledge on conflicting files supports integrators solving merge conflicts faster than integrators without prior knowledge mainly because of the inherent structure including dependencies among methods, functions, class, modules, or components that may exist in the conflicting code as discussed in Section 6.4.1.

**Implications for practitioners:** In more than half of the conflicting merge scenarios, integrators with previous knowledge on the conflicting files are the ones that resolve merge conflicts and they normally solve more complex and larger merge scenarios. We argue that integrators with previous knowledge on the merge scenario are recommended to resolve more complex and larger conflicting merge scenarios because they may provide more solid solutions. However, we cannot affirm that previous knowledge makes the merge conflict resolution faster.
What is the percentage of conflicting merge scenarios due to formatting changes? 2.42% of the conflicting merge scenarios occurred because of formatting changes. This small percentage is likely the reason that it does not correlate with other variables. For short, from the 66 subject projects, 30 have, at least, one merge scenario with merge conflicts arising due to formatting changes; 15 have, at least, one merge scenario of which all merge conflicts arose from formatting changes. What intrigued us, was the fact that despite the effort of researchers on proposing merge strategies [10, 11] and that simple definitions of contribution rules (e.g., defining expected code style) could extinguish this type of conflict, they are still present in some subject projects. As suggested by survey participants, formatting style from different IDEs might be an indicator of why this kind of conflict occurs even when contribution rules are well-defined in the project. An investigation aiming at finding out the reasons of why the merge conflicts due to formatting changes emerged and the actions developers took over the evolution of the projects would be welcome to both researchers and practitioners. As it is far from our goal, we leave it for future work.
**Implications for researchers:** Our results imply that formatting changes are not really relevant for the merge conflict resolution time since, despite 30 (out of 66) projects have conflicting merge scenarios due to formatting changes, it represents only 2.42% of the merge scenarios analysed. A deeper investigation on domains and a temporal analysis of the contribution rules may be fruitful to better understand the reasons why developers proposed them and how it impacts on the occurrence of merge conflicts as well as on their resolution time.

### 6.4.3 Investigating Relationships Among Subject Variables

In this section, we investigate relationships between subject variables that at the first glance seem counter-intuitive.

**Why merge conflict resolution time is stronger correlated with merge scenario size measures than with merge conflict size measures?** Some merge conflicts are not trivial to resolve and, for that reason, there are many studies investigating it [2, 10, 11, 32, 49, 81, 110, 123, 163, 180, 196, 214, 252, 302]. In some cases, unexpected results are found. For instance, Leßenich et al. [180] aimed at predicting merge conflicts, but even though they have used factors that practitioners indicated to be related to the emergence of merge conflicts (e.g., scattering degree among classes, commit density, and number of files), none of these factors showed a strong correlation with the occurrence of merge conflicts. One may say that the merge conflict resolution depends on the type of conflict [2], others say that it depends on the language constructs that are involved in the conflict [110]. It is reasonable to expect that resolving merge conflicts involves much more than only taking a look at the conflicting code, especially when there is a dependency between conflicting and non-conflicting code introduced in the merge scenario (see Section 6.4.1). Resolving merge conflicts without looking at dependent code changes may introduce unexpected behavior to the project, even when it passes the test suite. Hence, the most prominent action is to understand, at least, the non-conflicting code related to the conflicting code.

To get a concrete example, we choose a merge scenario from project node. Despite of being a large merge scenario (#LoC = 36794, #Chunks = 7305, and #Files = 669), we see only 86 lines in conflict (#ConfLoC) in three conflicting chunks (#ConfChunks) of three conflicting files (#ConfFiles). The developers needed around 40 hours to solve the merge conflict. Looking at one of the three files in conflict, “src/node_crypto.cc”, we could see that this file refers to five other non-conflicting files changed in the merge scenario. In addition, despite this file having only one conflicting chunk, other 87 chunks were changed in this file. Therefore, despite the merge conflict being small, the merge scenario changes are quite large and we found some dependencies among conflicting and non-conflicting code. These dependencies may explain the large amount of time needed to resolve this small conflict. In this direction, a recent study [43] accompanied by 7 developers resolving 10 merge conflicts noted that developers usually first look at files changed and then resolve the merge conflicts. Our results give nuance to this finding in a broader perspective and using different research methods.

---
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Implications for researchers and tool builders: Merge scenario characteristics impact more on the merge conflict resolution time than merge conflict characteristics especially when dependencies among conflicting and non-conflicting code are found. Therefore, researchers should pay more attention to measures related to the merge scenario when exploring merge conflicts and tool builders should consider them when creating solutions to support practitioners on resolving merge conflicts.

Why does the number of chunks and the code complexity of the conflicting code show a negative correlation with the time needed to resolve merge conflicts? Before a data-driven answer, let us make an analogy. Once you find a very long method, it might be an indicator that this method does more than it should do. In several cases, one or more methods can be extracted from this very long method to make it more concise. The same is valid for commits. Previous studies have shown that committing small chunks of code make it easier to understand the code changes \[7, 138]\. In the context of merge conflicts, thirteen survey’s participants reported that their strategy to avoid conflicts is simply based on small commits and merge often. As a data-driven and simpler discussion, our arguments here focus on three measures used in our regression model: \#Chunks, \#LoC, and CodeComplexity. It is worth remembering that the results of our regression model are valid for one variable only when the values of the others remain the same. Therefore, by increasing the number of chunks and keeping the same number of lines of code and the complexity of the conflicting code, we have small chunks which are much easier to understand and resolve \[7, 138, 214]\. In other words, a fast understanding of each chunk makes it easier to figure out which ones have a dependence on conflicting code. Hence, integrators can focus only on the dependent ones to resolve the merge conflict, also avoiding unexpected behaviours. In the end, we have merge scenarios easier to understand which will also reflect on a faster merge conflict resolution.

As a concrete example related to the number of chunks, we selected two merge scenarios from **VSCODE**\textsuperscript{15} with similar \#LoC and CodeComplexity, but different values of \#Chunks. In each of these merge scenarios, developers have changed around 10 thousand lines of code and have only one conflicting chunk with code complexity equal 2. However, while in the first scenario the code is divided into 1458 chunks, in the second it was divided into 268 chunks. Taking all arguments into account that we discussed before, we assume that the first merge scenario would be easier to understand. In this particular case, it was true. The (same) integrator needed around 9 minutes to resolve the first merge scenario while she needed around 24 minutes to resolve the second. Looking at the code changes, we found nested scenarios in both cases. In other words, a developer was working in the source branch to add a feature while other developers were working in parallel to address other issues in other branches. At the end, their changes were integrated into the target branch before the subject source branch. At the end, most of the changes occurred in the target branch. As already discussed in Section 6.4.1, the location, content, and dependencies among non-conflicting code and conflicting code might have influenced the resolution time. It is worth mentioning that in both exemplified scenarios the changes in the source branch were quite simple, however, the merge scenario took around one week. Extracting some further information from GitHub, we found a possible reason that might have made these
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two merge scenarios longer. In both scenarios, the contributor was participating for the first time in the project. As Microsoft requests a Contribution Licence Agreement (CLA) for first-time contributors, it might have taken some time. Note that it does not impact on the merge conflict resolution, however, it might have influenced the time the merge scenario lasted, opening space for other integrations and introduction of merge conflicts.

To illustrate the code complexity of conflicting code, we selected two merge scenarios from next.js with similar #LoC (387 vs. 661), #Chunks (107 vs. 147), #ConfChunks (9 vs. 9), and #ConfFiles (2 vs. 2), but different values of CodeComplexity (2 vs. 20). It is more intuitive to think that the conflicts resolution of the first scenario was faster than the second one since it is slightly smaller and less complex in terms of #LoC and CodeComplexity. However, while the same integrator took 47 minutes to resolve the first scenario, she took 18 minutes to resolve the second. Deeply looking at the code changes, we found that in the first scenario, there were changes in the yarn.lock and package.json files which only some of these changes were in conflict with. Ignoring the file content/extension/location (discussed in Section 6.4.1) and the slight difference in the number of chunks discussed above, we assume that the integrator fixed the conflicts fast and missed some dependencies. Once rebuilding and running the project, other dependency errors were found and she needed more time to complete the merge. In the second scenario, 8 of the 9 conflicts were in the taskfile.js with some nested loops. However, most of the changes are related to formatting, renaming, addition of new functions in the same region of code, and new parameters in asynchronous functions. All in all, for the first scenario, we assume that non-conflicting code influenced the long resolution time, for the second scenario, we assume that the type of the changes supported a faster resolution even though it looked more complicated in the beginning.

**Implications for practitioners:** Committing small chunks of code makes the code understanding easier and, consequently, merge conflict resolution faster. Indeed, we are not the first ones to recommend developers committing small chunks of code. However, to the best of our knowledge, we did not find any study showing that committing small chunks of code makes the merge conflict resolution faster. Related to the code complexity of the conflicting code, we see that changes that look more complex on first sight might have simpler solutions depending on their type and location as discussed in Section 6.4.1.

### 6.4.4 Comparison of Previous Work Results

What factors related to the merge conflict resolution have been explored in the literature and how do our results relate to them? In Section 2.8, we presented previous work on merge conflict resolution. Next, we compare our results with two other studies [110, 214]. As it is hard to quantitatively compare the results, we put all factors into Table 6.10 differing them as: (i) factors that make merge conflict resolution longer/harder (↗), (ii) factors that do not impact on the time/difficulty of resolving merge conflicts (→), and (iii) factors that make merge conflict resolution faster/easier (↘).

---
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Nelson et al. [214] investigated nine factors while Ghiotto et al. [110] investigated four factors of which one is in both studies (see Table 6.10). Our study explores six factors from Nelson et al. and two factors from Ghiotto et al. In addition, we explore five factors not explored by previous studies. Our study is in-line with previous studies for most of the factors. The only exceptions are with factors: complexity of conflicting lines of code and expertise in the area of conflicting code. We acknowledge that our result in this case is counter-intuitive at first sight. The justification for it is given by the setup and results of our study. We can use the same argumentation when explaining the negative correlation between the number of chunks of the merge scenario and the merge conflict resolution time (see Section 6.4.3).

For short, in our study the increase of the complexity of conflicting lines of code has a negative influence on the merge conflict resolution time only when the other variables in the regression model (#LoC, #Chunks, #Devs, and #ConfChunks) remain fixed. This way, we would keep with the same merge-conflict and merge-scenario size which are factors that strongly impact the merge conflict resolution time. In other words, since the chunks remain small it is not a problem they are slightly more complex. Regarding the expertise in areas of conflicting code, prior knowledge in the conflicting files does not always help people to resolve their tasks [112]. Hence, we believe that developers with previous knowledge do not always resolve merge conflicts faster than developers without prior knowledge, as discussed in Section 6.4.2.

Related to the factor time to resolve a conflict, we consider the results from our survey comparable with the results of Nelson et al. [214]. We both asked for the developer’s agreement with a similar statement “the more time it takes to resolve a conflict, the more difficult the conflict” in a 5-point Likert-type scale. Despite our developers’ set being different from theirs, we got a median of 3 and a mean of 3.4, while they got a median of 3 and a mean of 2.82. Therefore, we both found that the time of resolving merge conflicts is perceived by the developers as a factor of difficulty of merge conflicts.

The factor non-functional changes in the code base is similar to the factor formatting changes in the code in conflict. We prefer to classify them separately because the formatting changes in the code in conflict are only a subset of the non-functional changes in the code base. We consider that non-functional changes in the code base also include refactoring (e.g., renaming and reordering methods). Taking into account previous work [192] and survey participants, one of the main changes related to merge conflicts is refactoring. We agree with the developers surveyed by Nelson et al. [214] that non-functional changes in the code base (when refactorings are included) make the merge conflict resolution longer/harder. However, when considering only formatting changes in the code in conflict (i.e., excluding refactorings), it does not influence the merge conflict resolution time. In any event, it is worth remembering that the setup of our empirical study considers all variables together while previous work [214] asks developers individually.

Looking at Table 6.10 and considering the results of our effect-size analysis, we see that most factors that only we explore are related to the merge scenario size, i.e., not directly related to the merge conflict. In addition, #Chunks, #Devs, and #LoC are the three factors in our study with the highest effect on the merge conflict resolution time. Taking into account our cross-validation surveying developers, we are confident that, when resolving merge conflicts, developers usually are aware of the changes in the merge scenario. Being aware of the changes might take some time which influences the merge conflict resolution
### Table 6.10: Comparison of our Results with Previous Studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factors</th>
<th>Nel.</th>
<th>Ghi.</th>
<th>Our Study</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Factors directly related to merge conflicts</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complexity of conflicting lines of code</td>
<td>↗</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>↘</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expertise in area of conflicting code</td>
<td>↗</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>→</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complexity of files with conflicts</td>
<td>↗</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of conflicting lines of code</td>
<td>↗</td>
<td>↗</td>
<td>↗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time to resolve a conflict</td>
<td>↗</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>↗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atomicity of changesets in conflict</td>
<td>↗</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependencies of conflicting code</td>
<td>↗</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>↗*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of files in the conflict</td>
<td>↗</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>↗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-functional changes in codebase</td>
<td>↗</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of chunks in conflict</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>↗</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language constructs involved in conflicting chunks</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>↗</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language constructs involving dependencies among conflicting chunks</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>↗</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formatting changes in the code in conflict</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>→</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Factors indirectly related to merge conflicts</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of lines of code of the merge scenario</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>↗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of chunks of the merge</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>↘</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of files of the merge scenario</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>↗</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Nel. and Ghi. stand for Nelson et al. [214] and Ghiotto et al. [110].

“↗” means that the factor makes the merge conflict resolution longer/harder,

“→” means that the factor does not impact on the time/difficulty of resolving merge conflicts, and “↘” means that the factor makes the merge conflict resolution faster/easier. * highlights that the conclusion for this factor came by further analysis.
time. Together with our previous discussions it shows that, in practice, merge scenario characteristics should be considered when exploring merge conflicts resolution.

**Implications for practitioners and researchers**: Merge conflict resolution theory and practice are in-line for most of the factors involved in both types of investigation. As mentioned, researchers and practitioners should also consider factors not directly related to merge conflicts (e.g., #Chunks, #Devs, and #LoC) in their analyses since these factors influence more the merge conflict resolution time than factors directly related to merge conflicts (e.g., #ConfChunks and #ConfLoC).

### 6.4.5 Reflections on the Merge Conflict Life-Cycle

**Is rebasing a good solution for avoiding/dealing with merge conflicts?** In our survey, 8 participants reported that they use rebases to integrate branches, whence, it is worth discussing this topic. Despite rebases drawn in a more linear evolutionary history view, rebase commits change the order code changes in fact occurred damaging the project history. Therefore, rebase should be used with care. The main difference between *git merge* and *git rebase* scenarios on the merge conflict resolution is that, in *git merge* scenarios, code changes are shown once all together and in *git rebase* scenarios, Git individually reapplies the commits off the to-do list. Hence, developers need to resolve conflicts first, and then Git continues to reapply the remaining commits. There is a chance that these resolutions would conflict with these remaining commits in the to-do list [161]. Ji et. al [154] investigated merge conflicts in Git rebases. Their results show that conflicts arise in 24.3% – 26.2% of rebase scenarios and no significant difference was found between the likelihood of conflicts arose given *git merge* from previous work [110, 317, 322] and the *git rebase* scenarios from their study. Considering that real-evolutionary history can be used to support developers on different types of tasks, we leave an open question to practitioners: *is the rebase really worth the damage in the project’s history?*

**Policy for resolving merge conflicts.** In the third question of our survey, we asked the participants to share their experience of dealing with merge conflicts. Unfortunately, we did not get any answer explicitly reporting policies to deal with conflicts at project level. In fact, we searched in the GitHub page of each subject project, but we also did not find any report of it. Creating a policy might provide an organised and planned way to deal with conflicts. The creation of such a policy might be an opportunity for practitioners to improve their work-day tasks, as well as, for researchers to collect different experiences from practitioners and create a catalogue of best practices for dealing with merge conflicts.

**Why is even a small improvement regarding the time to resolve single merge conflicts relevant for practitioners?** The results we presented in Section 6.2.2 do not indicate that the time to resolve merge conflicts can be improved by a very large extent when solely referring to the observed variables. Even though this improvement would be enough to resolve 15.84% of the conflicting merge scenarios of our dataset, this is still a small fraction of them. Considering the difficulty of predicting merge conflicts as well as of creating strategies to resolve them faster, we argue that even a small improvement may help developers in practice. To this end, we see five relevant points of discussion to support our claim:
(i) Developers may get frustrated when they are unaware of merge conflicts \cite{214}, it may diminish their satisfaction to work on a project since it is a tedious and error-prone task \cite{180, 203}. (ii) Developers potentially need to handle multiple merge conflicts during the evolution of the project. For instance, the developers of the project d3\textsuperscript{17} have resolved 286 conflicting merge scenarios; if it was possible to save five minutes per conflicting merge scenario, they would have saved around 3 full-time working days. (iii) Developers may lose focus on the tasks they were doing to resolve merge conflicts. As merge conflicts normally interfere with other developers’ work, they have high priority and developers should stop what they are doing to resolve the conflicts. A break in the software development may lead them to lose track of previous tasks; (iv) By reducing the time/difficulty of merge conflicts, which is a key challenge for developers \cite{180, 196, 214}, may also decrease the chance of introducing an error during the merge. (v) An anticipated reduction of merge-conflict difficulty will also benefit other parts of the software project. A reduction in time to resolve a merge conflict is only the result of improving the developers’ daily work. For example, when developers introduce one-off contributions, they may also introduce more modularized code that may result also in an improvement to the software architecture.

### 6.5 Threats to Validity

In this section, we discuss limitations as well as internal and external threats to the validity of our study.

**Internal Validity.** There are basically six main threats to internal validity. First, we did not measure the software development experience of developers integrating conflicting code. This is a limitation of our study, since more experienced developers may need less time to solve the same merge conflict than less experienced developers. In any case, we argue that large samples average this effect out. Second, we selected subject projects from different programming languages, hence, one language could have dominated our dataset (see the programming language of each subject project in our Appendix B. We checked whether a programming language dominated half of our subject projects. Fortunately, it did not happen. Third, we rebuild merge scenarios by using the standard \textit{git merge} command; if developers used other merge strategies, merge conflicts emerged that may differ from the ones we found. However, as developers normally use standard \textit{git merge}, and avoid using external tools when merging \cite{214}, it does not affect our results considerably. Fourth, we could have classified merge scenarios based on their type (e.g., merge scenarios integrated using pull-requests and not using pull-requests) or based on the type of change (e.g., refactoring changes). We minimise this limitation by looking at characteristics of merge scenarios and merge conflicts and by differing formatting changes from other types of changes. Survey participants suggested that refactoring operations are conflict-prone. In that direction there is a previous work already \cite{193}. Unfortunately, this is a limitation of our study and we suggest investigations in that direction in future work (see Section 6.6).

Fifth, we are not able to measure unexpected events that happened on the merge-conflict resolution (e.g., the developer responsible for solving the conflict had a break or asked other developers for support). As discussed in Sections 6.3 and 6.4, we believe that it does not
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change our results considerably. Sixth, there may be a better measure than \#SecondsToMerge; changing the measure may also change our results. We are confident that we chose the best option for a post-hoc analysis based on the following arguments: 1) we could not find plausible reasons for only 11 out of the 100 longest conflicting scenarios of our dataset having taken so long. It suggests that unexpected events occur, however, they do not occur very often in practice; 2) comparing the values of \#SecondsToMerge with the values of a previous study [43] that precisely measured the time spent to resolve merge conflicts, our results are not that far from their results. For instance, while developers in their study needed at least 389 seconds (6.48 minutes) to resolve the half of the longest merge conflicts (i.e., 5/10), developers from our subject projects took at least 697 seconds (11.62 minutes) to resolve the half of the longest merge conflicts (1304/2608); and, 3) survey participants agreed that they usually merge their code changes right after addressing an issue/task, and resolve conflicts right after they occur (see Section 6.3.2). Again, it does not mean that \#SecondsToMerge indeed measures the time developers spent resolving merge conflicts, however, it is an evidence that subject developers normally proceed as we expect (i.e., what we aim to measure with \#SecondsToMerge).

**External Validity.** External validity is threatened mainly by three factors. First, our restriction to Git and GitHub as a platform, the three-way merge pattern as well as to the set of measures. Generalizability to other platforms, projects, development patterns, and set of measures is limited. This limitation of the sample was necessary to reduce the influence of confounds, increasing internal validity [263]. While more research is needed to generalise to other version control systems, development patterns, and measures, we are confident that we selected and analysed a practically relevant setting, measures estimating different software properties, and a substantial number of software projects from various domains, programming languages, longevity, size, and coordination practices. In addition, our filters applied during subject project selection guarantee, for instance, that we sampled active projects (see Section 6.2.1.2). Second, we are not able to retrieve information from binary files, hence, we may miss a piece of information from some merge scenarios. Unfortunately, we cannot do anything about that, however, the number of binary files is usually small in software projects. Third, the response rate of our survey study is very small (%2), it might be because of external factors that we are not able to control. For instance, (i) emails are not valid anymore given developers that used student emails and finished their studies or developers that used corporate emails and moved to another company or (ii) the great number of surveys in pandemic times as reported by a few developers that replied to our invitation. We tried to increase our response rate following guidelines of previous studies [79] [207] [268], however, it remained low. In any event, we got 140 answers for our survey, which is similar to previous studies investigating merge conflicts (e.g., [196], [214], and [180] had 162, 102, and 41 participants, respectively).

### 6.6 Conclusion

In this study, we investigated the main challenges on merge conflict resolution with a two-phase study. First, we empirically looked at thousands of merge scenarios from 66 subject projects aiming at identifying factors that make the merge conflict resolution longer. Second,
we minimise threats to validity of our empirical study and cross-validated non-intuitive results by surveying developers from subject projects. Furthermore, we manually checked hundreds of merge scenarios to dive deep in merge conflict resolutions. In Tables 6.7 and 6.8, we presented 4 major challenges detailed into 11 sub-challenges and with a body of 19 solutions to minimise the emergence of merge conflicts as well as make conflict resolutions faster.

Despite several studies investigating merge conflict resolution, we are the first to investigate factors that influence the merge conflict resolution in practice with a triangulated approach (mining, survey and manual analyses). In fact, some of our results were already mentioned in the literature. However, our quantitative and qualitative results complement and add nuance to the recommendations from previous work.

In the next chapter, we summarise the thesis up, present implications of our study, and present suggestions for future work.
Conclusion

In this chapter, we provide a summary of our thesis (Section 7.1) followed by the takeaways and implications of the thesis (Section 7.2) and suggestions for future work (Section 7.3).

7.1 Thesis Summary

Software development is a social task and, to succeed, software teams need to coordinate social and technical assets [157]. In Chapter 2, we reviewed several existing studies investigating the social perspective supporting developers to better coordinate, collaborate, and communicate with each other. There are also a number of studies investigating the merge conflict life-cycle taking the technical perspective into account. Hence, either social and technical assets have been extensively investigated in the literature. However, studies investigating the merge conflict life-cycle often ignore the social perspective. Aiming at understanding the role of social assets on the occurrence or avoidance of merge conflicts, we developed 4CsNet, a framework to collect technical and social information from open source repositories (Appendix A). With the data collected with 4CsNet, we performed four empirical studies which we present an overview below.

In the first empirical study (Chapter 3), we investigated the relation between the communication activity and merge conflicts motivated by the popular belief that communication and collaboration success are mutually dependent. We found that active GitHub communication is not associated with the emergence or avoidance of merge conflicts even though developers communicate with each other. Among our discussions, we have seen that (i) the number of commits should be used with care when trying to understand the three-way merge pattern and that (ii) merge scenarios integrated with pull requests are related to fewer merge conflicts than merge scenarios integrated with the standard command in the three-way merge (i.e., git merge).

In the second empirical study (Chapter 4), we investigated whether it is possible to predict merge conflicts with social measures (i.e., developer roles at coarse- and fine-grained levels). The motivation is that effectively predicting merge conflicts decreases the cost of constantly pulling and merging a large number of branch combinations (i.e., speculative merging), which makes awareness tools reliable and feasible in practice. Our results show that it is possible to predict merge conflicts taking the social perspective into account with 100% of recall (i.e., all real conflicts are correctly identified). However, to achieve state-of-the-art performance (i.e., combination of recall, prediction, accuracy, AUC), technical measures are necessary. On one hand, our results highlight the importance of investigating the social perspective, especially when developers coordinate themselves without sophisticated tool
Conclusion

support. On the other hand, this study demonstrates that the technical perspective is still essential to predict merge conflicts. Our results show that (i) the touched branch is an important factor in investigating merge conflicts in general and (ii) a deep understanding on the developer code changes, as well as, historical information might be useful to predict and to avoid merge conflicts.

In the third empirical study (Chapter 5), we investigated developer roles and specific developer code changes. The motivation is that understanding social aspects of conflicting contributors and their activity on changing source files can help managers or developers themselves to decide which developers to instruct and when with the purpose of avoiding merge conflicts. Our results show that 80% of contributors are involved in one or two merge scenarios, and only 3.8% of the developers are involved in more than 10 conflicting scenarios.

We also found that some developers are often related to merge conflicts independent of the number of merge scenarios they contributed to and that in 42 out of the 66 subject projects, the top contributor is also the top conflicting contributor (i.e., the one involved in more conflicting scenarios in the project). Furthermore, in 48.49% of the projects these top contributors participated in more than 50% of the conflicting merge scenarios in their project. This is evidence that these developers are related to merge conflicts and a deep understanding of their code changes and better coordination might be beneficial to reduce the number of merge conflicts in their projects. By investigating the profile and the code changes of five of these top contributors in detail, we found that (i) contribution rules are useful to avoid simple merge conflicts and, (ii) similar to developers, merge conflicts are concentrated in a few files. Hence, using this information together with historical data in the repository might be useful to make developers more aware when these files are changed which significantly supports the reduction of merge conflicts.

In the fourth empirical study (Chapter 6), we moved to the end of the merge conflict life-cycle investigating the challenges and factors related to the merge conflict resolution. The main motivation is that by understanding which kind of merge conflicts are time-consuming to resolve, developers should focus on avoiding this kind of conflicts mostly. Hence, they minimise delays delivering core-tasks on the project, such as developing new features and fixing critical bugs. Our results show that measures indirectly related to merge conflicts (i.e., measures related to the merge scenario changes) are more strongly correlated with merge conflict resolution time than measures directly related to merge conflicts (i.e., merge conflict characteristics). More specifically, the number of chunks, developers, and lines of code, for instance, have a greater impact on the merge conflict resolution time than the number of conflicting chunks, conflicting files, and conflicting lines of code. Aiming at cross-validating our results and searching for new findings, we surveyed 140 developers. With this survey, we identified four main challenges on merge conflict resolution: lack of coordination, lack of tool support, flaws in the system architecture, and lack of testing suite or pipeline for continuous integration. Investigating further characteristics of conflicting scenarios, we identified that the file extension influences the merge conflict resolution time. For instance, resolving merge conflicts in minified and markdown files take less time than resolving merge conflicts in programming language files, such as Java files. Our results pointed the need of creating policies for resolving merge conflicts and to the reasons that even small improvements on the merge conflict resolution time are relevant for practitioners. For short, reducing the merge conflict resolution time, influence on the team mood, decrease the chance of
introducing an error during the merge, and improve the task coordination (e.g., keeping the
team in the planned schedule).

7.2 Takeaways and Implications

In this thesis, we investigated the merge conflict life-cycle by taking the social dimension
into account. Our investigations included several approaches (e.g., build developer com-
munication networks and derive developer roles) on different merge conflict life-cycles
(e.g., when avoiding or resolving merge conflicts). For instance, we provide investigations
before the conflicts happen to understand types of changes related to merge conflicts and
investigations after the conflict happen to understand characteristics that make merge
conflicts harder to resolve. We are confident that we provide substantial and innovative
contributions for researchers, tool builders, and practitioners in the field of coordination on
software engineering as we detail below.

7.2.1 Implications for Researchers

Our results show the usefulness of social perspective on dealing with merge conflicts. We
suggest researchers to investigate the social perspective not only when investigating merge
conflicts, but also when investigating other software engineering topics (e.g., coordination
issues, bug and technical debt introduction, and quality assurance). In the end, software
development and architecture are social tasks and the social perspective influences technical
assets.

We found that measures not directly related to merge conflicts influenced the merge
conflict resolution time more than measures directly related to merge conflicts. This is
evidence that merge conflict is a complex topic and researchers should have a broader view
to investigate this topic. We suggest researchers consider the whole code changes in a merge
scenario and not only the code changes involved in merge conflicts. In a similar direction,
we found that changes in the source branch can be three times more conflict-prone than
changes in the target branch. Researchers should take this information into account to
investigate merge conflicts since it might explain high conflict frequency in a few merge
scenarios.

We provide a broad literature review on merge conflicts and our merge conflict taxonomy
might support researchers to use a common naming for types of conflicts in future studies.
Researchers might also explore opportunities highlighted in our literature review. For
instance, we saw a lack of studies comparing merge conflict resolution strategies and
policies.

We found that merge conflicts are normally introduced by a few developers and merge
conflicts are recurrently concentrated in only a few files. This is crucial information to
researchers creating customised models using historical information and improving the
state-of-art of merge conflict prediction.

We have seen that some measures that were widely used in the past, such as the number of
commits, should be used with care when investigating merge conflicts, since with the three-
way merge the development process changed over time. Our suggestion is to understand whether a given measure is still meaningful in the context instead of choosing it because other researchers used it in the past.

### 7.2.2 Implications for Tool Builders

We found which developer roles, files, and the branch developers are touching are conflict-prone. Tool builders might use such information to propose tools to support practitioners avoiding and predicting merge conflicts. This information might also be useful for proposing a tool for recommending developer roles and files to address or tasks that can be addressed simultaneously with low or no risk to raise merge conflicts. Still, tool builders can use this information to create mechanisms to support the coordination of these small groups of developers and effectively reduce the number of merge conflicts.

Developers reported desires, needs, and alerts when dealing with merge conflicts. Among them, we observed that developers do not want to switch from one to another tool. A reasonable solution is to incorporate standalone tools into IDEs. Hence, developers can enable plug-ins once they desire a given functionality.

Another desire mentioned by practitioners tool builders can explore is to improve the visualisation of code changes and merge conflicts. These improvements go from better gathering useful information to resolve merge conflicts until showing a merge-conflict difficulty estimation to support developers choosing whether they resolve a conflict or ask for support, for instance.

### 7.2.3 Implications for Practitioners

We found that code integrated by using pull requests instead of a common merge command reduces the number of conflicts. We suggest developers more often integrate their code using pull requests. We also found that contribution rules reduce the number of lower-order merge conflicts. Therefore, defining rules not just guide newcomers, but also avoid integration issues (e.g., ordering and formatting conflicts). Contribution rules might also support top contributors reducing their involvement within merge conflicts.

We found that the merge scenarios with small chunks, even though numerous, negatively influence the merge conflict resolution time. Hence, we believe that developers addressing small issues and/or tasks and committing small pieces of code, help not only to avoid merge conflicts, but also to make it simpler to understand and consequently to resolve.

Developers reported (see Section 6.3) that some challenges when resolving merge conflicts are related to the lack of tool support. While it is true that there is space for proposing new tools, in Chapter 2, we reported a bunch of tools that practitioners can use to support themselves. Proposed tools go from keeping developers in the backlog to supporting merge conflict resolution.

We found that practitioners barely define policies for resolving conflicts. Given the injury and loss caused by merge conflicts (see Section 2.4.1), we suggest practitioners define policies to guide themselves on how to deal with merge conflicts. Such policies might include from
recommendation of developers prone to supporting others to how they should proceed in specific scenarios. These policies might also support more solid solutions reducing technical debt introduction.

We found that GitHUB communication itself is not associated with merge conflicts. We suggest that developers worry more about their coordination in terms of tasks they are working on and possibly changed files than trying to improve communication about their ongoing tasks. Simply marking the issue they are addressing and linking the commits with a given issue might be enough to keep others aware.

7.3 Future Work

The research presented in this thesis lays the foundation for future work on the methodology and application of strategies and approaches to deal with merge conflict in their whole life-cycle. We suggest studies that cover: (i) a larger set of subject systems (including proprietary systems), (ii) involving other variables that we are not able to properly control, such as, the dependencies among files, and (iii) different version control systems, programming languages, and classifiers (when predicting merge conflicts). With the knowledge acquired in this thesis, we opened up a multitude of further research avenues which we discuss next:

Explore other communication channels. Related to the first empirical study (Chapter 3), we suggest a study investigating other communication channels (e.g., mailing lists, Slack\textsuperscript{1}, Microsoft Teams\textsuperscript{2}, Discord\textsuperscript{3}, Stack Overflow\textsuperscript{4}, Telegram\textsuperscript{5}, WhatsApp\textsuperscript{6}, and Gitter\textsuperscript{7}) and the impact of the use of GitHUB communication when developers use other channels. Given the popular belief that communication and collaboration success are mutually dependent (see Chapter 2), our results can be seen as a negative result, finding no indication for a global monotonic relationship between the amount of GitHUB communication and the occurrence of merge conflicts for the majority of merge scenarios. As negative results are often suspected to be due to the failure of the research design \cite{85, 180, 223, 239}, this suggestion for a further study may overcome limitations of our study as discussed in Section 3.5.1 and increase the generalizability of our results outside of the GitHUB communication activity.

Predicting merge conflicts using historical information. With the results from the studies presented on Chapters 4 and 5, we gathered evidence that some files are more conflict-prone compared to other files. This way, we suggest a work that creates a model/approach to predict merge conflicts taking historical information from files into account. Our assumption is that such a customised model/approach will be able to improve the state-of-the-art of merge conflict predictions.

Interview developers often related to merge conflicts. We suggest a study interviewing top conflicting developers to understand their perspective and, whenever possible, propose procedures and guidelines to minimise the number of merge conflicts. Such a study would

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{1} https://slack.com/
\item \textsuperscript{2} https://www.microsoft.com/en/microsoft-teams/group-chat-software
\item \textsuperscript{3} https://discord.com/
\item \textsuperscript{4} https://stackoverflow.com/
\item \textsuperscript{5} https://web.telegram.org/k/
\item \textsuperscript{6} https://web.whatsapp.com/
\item \textsuperscript{7} https://gitter.im/
\end{itemize}
not only confirm and add nuance to our results, but also support the construction of procedures and guidelines to avoid merge conflicts taking the practitioners’ perspective into account. This study would be able to evaluate how these procedures and guidelines support the reduction of merge conflicts in multiple repositories, as well as, measure how effective the coordination of this small group of developers might positively impact the software development of subject projects.

**Interview developers asking them about specific outlier merge scenarios and how merge conflicts impact on their mood and their contribution to the project.** With this study we would find technical or social reasons that influence the resolution of merge conflicts from the practitioners’ perspective. For instance, why did a merge conflict of a given characteristic take so long to be addressed? Was that because of lack of experience, lack of knowledge in the piece of code, or because of dependencies with other conflicts or changed code?

**An investigation on the impact of the merge conflict resolution time comparing merge scenarios with refactorings and without refactorings.** Survey participants (Chapter 6) reported that merge conflicts with refactorings are harder to resolve. Having a study that distinguishes merge scenarios which involve refactoring or not, might provide useful insights and add nuance to our finding of the impact of non-conflicting changes on the merge conflict resolution time, as well as, bring justifications beyond our study.

**Similar investigations to our empirical study classifying the different types of conflicts (e.g., textual, syntactic, and semantic).** As mentioned, our decision to cover several programming languages makes this investigation harder in practice since it is necessary an analysis in the AST and in several cases the conflicting code would not be enough. A study focusing on specific programming languages instead might be feasible in practice and provides an understanding on the influence of the merge conflict type on its emergence or resolution.

**Use code ownership information to predict merge conflicts.** Given the difficulty of predicting merge conflicts discussed in previous work [2, 110, 180], we suggest an exploration of the lack of code ownership [108, 110] and the centrality of files on the occurrence of merge conflicts. Some files change more often than others during a project’s lifetime. Hence, they may have lack of code ownership or be too central to the project influencing the occurrence of merge conflicts. By providing evidence that these files are conflicting-prone, developers should treat them differently to avoid the introduction of merge conflicts.
In this Appendix, we present 4CsNet our open-source framework to collect social and technical information. 4CsNet is the first tool to integrate technical and social perspectives making it simpler to relate GitHub events with code changes that belong to the same merge scenario and not, only looking at contributions that occur in the same series. Being open-source and integrating technical and social assets are the main reasons why we did not use any other tool and consider 4CsNet a contribution of our work.

In Section A.1, we present an overview of the framework. In Section A.2, we present prerequisites and how to run our framework. In Section A.3, we describe the architecture and which information our framework collects. Finally, in Section A.4, we conclude this Appendix.

### a.1 Overview

4CsNet is a framework to build merge scenario data, communication data, and networks to help understanding code changes and interactions among contributors. The first part of the name come up from the 4 cs:

- Coordination
- Contribution/Collaboration
- Communication
- Conflicts

The Net part comes up from the related data and networks that we can build with data collected in our framework to investigate different aspects in the repository history. To understand for instance, the influence on the communication activity on the occurrence of merge conflicts.

4CsNet uses Git\(^1\) and GitHub\(^2\) to collect information. 4CsNet is developed upon two tools (GitWrapper\(^3\) and GitHubWrapper\(^4\)). GitWrapper is a tool that builds a set of classes for working with Git repositories. A given repository is examined using a wrapper around native Git calls. The current feature set is limited to extraction of merge commits and

1. [https://git-scm.com/](https://git-scm.com/)
2. [https://github.com/](https://github.com/)
3. [https://github.com/se-passau/GitWrapper](https://github.com/se-passau/GitWrapper)
4. [https://github.com/se-sic/GitHubWrapper](https://github.com/se-sic/GitHubWrapper)
associated operations. GitHubWrapper is an extension to the GitWrapper for interaction with the GitHub issue and pull-request API. 4CsNet is open-source and mostly built in Java programming language.

### a.2 Prerequisites and Execution

In addition to Git, GitWrapper, and GitHubWrapper, the user must have Gradle\(^5\) and MySQL\(^6\) installed to run 4CsNet. Gradle is a tool with a focus on build automation and support for multi-language development. MySQL is an open source relational database. Optionally, the user can also install Workbench\(^7\) to visualise the schema used in 4CsNet. Be sure that the build.gradle file in the root of the project has the dependencies to GitWrapper and GitHubWrapper repositories. All files necessary to make the tool run, for instance, database configuration file should be in the resource directory. See details in our GitHub repository\(^8\).

Once the requirements are fulfilled search for the main file (../CN_Main.java). To run the tool, it is expected four arguments:

1. Mode of the tool you want to run
2. File path with GitHub project URLs to be analysed
3. File path with GitHub tokens, and
4. File path with merge commit hashes case you want to analyse only them and not all the merge commits of the target project. If this file is empty, all merge commits identified will be proceeded.

Below we show an example to build all merge scenarios from a list of projects and after we describe what are the tool modes and what are the GitHub tokens:

```bash
 ms resources/urls.txt resources/tokens.txt resources/mergeCommits.txt
```

**Tool Modes.** The tool can run in several modes. For instance, building merge scenarios (ms), issues (i), contribution networks (contnet), communication networks (comnet), project metrics (mepr), merge scenario metrics (mens), store developers (storeDevs), committers (storeCommitter), integrators (storeIntegrators). See all options in the main file (i.e., ../CN_Main.java). As the communication network is based on merge scenarios and, to get them, we need the contribution network or at least the merge scenario mode to be run before running the communication networks mode. If the communication mode is selected, but no contribution network or merge scenario is stored before, it will just build issues and data related to issues. The ms and i modes will just set the merge scenarios and issues in the database, respectively.

---

5 https://gradle.org/
6 https://www.mysql.com/
7 https://www.mysql.com/products/workbench/
8 https://github.com/se-passau/CommunicationNetwork/tree/master
GitHub Tokens. To retrieve full information from GitHub repositories, the user needs to supply your own OAuth token. Since GitHub API is limited to 60 requests per hour and repositories normally contain hundreds of GitHub issues and events, tokens from multiple users will speed up the analysis. See details in the GitHub setting tokens page. Interestingly, 4CsNet manages the number of requests per token and uses them extensively without exceeding its limit.

a.3 Architecture and Model

4CsNet contains mainly five packages (builder, crawler, metricsExtractor, model, and util). The builder package follows the idea of the builder design pattern for constructing complex objects step by step. The crawler package is basically used for navigating and exploring GitHub repositories. It is our crawlers that we define the number of threads will run simultaneously, for instance. The metricsExtractor package is a shortcut functionality to (re)compute measures for projects and merge scenarios, for instance. The model package contains our business logic. In this model, we define our beans, Data Access Object (DAO), and database writers, for instance. The util package contains various utility classes and interfaces. For instance, it contains our input/output handlers and loggers.

In Figure A.1, we present all tables present in our database. The tables can be divided into four main layers (merge scenario analysis, issue analysis, social analysis, measurement). The only table that is out of layers is the project table which has an identifier, name and URL of the repository. We explain each layer in the following sections:

a.3.1 The Merge Scenario Analysis Layer

In Figure A.2, we present the tables for the merge scenario analysis layer. In this layer, we mapped merge scenarios data for each project. Our strategy for merge scenario data acquisition consists of six steps:

1. We select a list of repositories to be investigated. As the repository list depends on the empirical study, we provide details about it in its respective chapter.

2. For each selected repository, we clone a subject project’s repository.

3. We identify merge scenarios by filtering commits with multiple parent commits (merge commits are identified in Git when the number of parent commits is greater than one).

4. For each merge commit, we retrieve a common ancestor for both parent commits (i.e., the base commit).

5. We (re)merge the parent commit of the source branch into the parent commit of the target branch by using the standard git merge command and retrieve measurement data by comparing the changes that occurred from the base commit until the merge...
Figure A.1: 4CsNet Database Schema
Commit information includes author, date, lines of code, and files changed (as we will see in the social analysis layer A.3.3). Therewith, we know, for instance, which developer (by the commit’s author) changed each line of code at each branch.

6. We store all data and repeat steps 4 to 6 for each merge scenario found in step 3.

Note that we have excluded merge scenarios that do not have a base commit (e.g., rebase, fast-forward, or squash integrations [161]), and we ignore binary files, because we cannot track their changes. Note also that the integration of two branches is not tied to pull-requests. Once we identified an integration of one or more branches into another, we rebuilt the merge scenario. It is important to highlight that all investigated merge scenarios integrate only two branches (i.e., no octopus merges).

Therefore, at the end, for each merge scenario, we store the touched files. For each file, we store the touched chunks. For each chunk we store the commit related to them and, for the conflicting chunks we still store the code related in each branch (target and source) and the merged code.
a.3.2 The Issue Analysis Layer

In Figure A.3, we present the tables for the issue analysis layer. In this layer, we mapped GitHub data for each project and linked them with merge scenarios whenever possible. As mentioned in Section 2.3, GitHub data consists of retrieving issues from a project and the developers, events, commits, labels and other issues related to them. In Figure A.4, we show an example where an issue with title “Testing Issues communicationNetwork” is created (#2), a label enhancement is added, the a developer assigned herself, and created a comment where she related a commit (hash: 44a2add) and a previous issue (#1). Note that at the end, the issue is closed and set as completed.

a.3.3 The Social Analysis Layer

In Figure A.5, we present the tables for the social analysis layer. In this layer, we mapped data for each project in a more complex way than the previous layers. For each contributor (i.e., a person who committed to a repository or created an event in a GitHub issue), we store her name and email. We also store every commit this contributor participated in. With this information we extracted some refined information, for instance, who are the
Figure A.4: Example of GitHub Issue
developers (i.e., person who commits code), integrators (i.e., developers that integrated branches) and communicators (i.e., person who communicated on GitHub). Later, when presenting empirical studies, we explain, for instance, how we build networks, the type of networks and developer roles we investigate.

### a.3.4 The Measurement Layer

In Figure A.6, we present the tables for the measurement layer. The measures used in our empirical studies are not limited to them. We decided to compute these measures from coarse-grained level (such as project and merge scenario level) to fine-grained level (such as chunks and merge conflict level) to have a great understanding and build visualisations of our data. For instance, knowing the number of LOC, the number of merge scenarios computed (ms_computed), the number of merge scenarios ignored (ms_conflicted), and number of files (number_of_files) from table project_metrics help us to understand the size and practices used in a project to see whether it should be included or not into our dataset selected projects in an empirical study. On the other hand, having fine-grained measures at chunk level, like the total number of commits and developers involved in a chunk as well as the number of developers and commits for the target and source branch supports an initial understanding of the chunk characteristics.

### a.4 Final Remarks

In this Chapter, we present 4CsNet a framework to build merge scenario data, communication data, and networks to help understanding code changes and interactions among
Figure A.6: Measurement Layer Tables
contributors. In this thesis, 4CsNet is used to automate our analyses and, as there are common procedures on our empirical investigations.

As mentioned, several tools and frameworks can be found in the literature. However, 4CsNet is the first one integrating the technical and the social perspective enabling investigations on these topics individually or together providing a broader and more robust investigation. All empirical studies presented in Chapters 3, 4, 5, and 6 were powered by our framework.
Appendix

In this appendix, we show the subject project list for our empirical studies (Section B.1) and the excluded projects as well as the reason the projects were excluded from our analysis (Section B.2).

b.1 Subject Projects

In Tables B.1, B.2, B.3, and B.4, we show all subject projects sorted by the number of stars at the moment we selected them. We split the projects into multiple tables to make them fit in the page. Note that in all of these tables, we present project ID, their name and URL (Name), the main programming language used in the project (Prog. Lang.), the number of starts (#Stars), the number of merge scenarios identified in the project at the moment of our analyses (#MS), the domain of the project (Domain), and the type of contribution rules in the project (Contr. Rules). The contribution rules information was used in an analysis from Chapter 5.

In the subject project list, we see a variety 13 of programming languages such as JavaScript, Python, Java, Rust, Go, and C. JavaScript is the most common programming language appearing in 32 of the subject projects. Despite this, 996.ICU, the repository with the greatest number of stars, is developed using Rust. A couple of programming languages such as C, C++, Shell, and CSS were found in only one subject project.

Looking at the domain of subject projects, we see a list with repositories with five different domains (framework, library, learning, programming language, and tool). Tool appeared 22 times in our list followed by framework that appeared 18 times. Programming language appeared only 4 times in our list being the least mentioned in our list.
Table B.1: Subject Projects for Empirical Studies (Part 1)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Prog. Lang</th>
<th>#Stars</th>
<th>#MS</th>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>Contr. Rules</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>996.ICU</td>
<td>Rust</td>
<td>243370</td>
<td>1280</td>
<td>Library</td>
<td>No rules</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>vue</td>
<td>JavaScript</td>
<td>137975</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Framework, Yes, defined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>bootstrap</td>
<td>JavaScript</td>
<td>133212</td>
<td>4355</td>
<td>Framework</td>
<td>Yes, well defined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>react</td>
<td>JavaScript</td>
<td>128811</td>
<td>2486</td>
<td>Library</td>
<td>Yes, well defined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>oh-my-zsh</td>
<td>Shell</td>
<td>89225</td>
<td>1579</td>
<td>Framework</td>
<td>Yes, well defined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>d3</td>
<td>JavaScript</td>
<td>84554</td>
<td>688</td>
<td>Library</td>
<td>No rules</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>react-native</td>
<td>JavaScript</td>
<td>76955</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>Framework</td>
<td>Yes, well defined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>vscode</td>
<td>TypeScript</td>
<td>75689</td>
<td>4222</td>
<td>Tool</td>
<td>Yes, well defined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>electron</td>
<td>C++</td>
<td>73088</td>
<td>4198</td>
<td>Framework</td>
<td>Yes, well defined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>create-react-app</td>
<td>JavaScript</td>
<td>67352</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>Tool</td>
<td>Yes, well defined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>awesome-python</td>
<td>Python</td>
<td>67037</td>
<td>452</td>
<td>Learning</td>
<td>Yes, but not clear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>CS-Notes</td>
<td>Java</td>
<td>61165</td>
<td>493</td>
<td>Learning</td>
<td>Yes, but not clear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>node</td>
<td>JavaScript</td>
<td>61047</td>
<td>391</td>
<td>Framework</td>
<td>Yes, well defined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Font-Awesome</td>
<td>JavaScript</td>
<td>59749</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>Learning</td>
<td>Yes, but not clear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>angular.js</td>
<td>JavaScript</td>
<td>59509</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>Framework</td>
<td>Yes, well defined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>animate.css</td>
<td>CSS</td>
<td>59336</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>Library</td>
<td>Yes, but not clear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>axios</td>
<td>JavaScript</td>
<td>59120</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>Library</td>
<td>Yes, well defined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>go</td>
<td>Go</td>
<td>57868</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>Prog. Lang.</td>
<td>Yes, well defined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>public-apis</td>
<td>Python</td>
<td>56704</td>
<td>624</td>
<td>Library</td>
<td>Yes, well defined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>models</td>
<td>Python</td>
<td>52510</td>
<td>970</td>
<td>Library</td>
<td>Yes, but not clear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>laravel</td>
<td>PHP</td>
<td>52169</td>
<td>1455</td>
<td>Framework</td>
<td>Yes, well defined</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


1 https://github.com/996icu/996.ICU
2 https://github.com/vuejs/vue
3 https://github.com/twbs/bootstrap
4 https://github.com/facebook/react
5 https://github.com/robbyrussell/oh-my-zsh
6 https://github.com/d3/d3
7 https://github.com/facebook/react-native
8 https://github.com/Microsoft/vscode
9 https://github.com/electron/electron
10 https://github.com/facebookincubator/create-react-app
11 https://github.com/vinta/awesome-python
12 https://github.com/CyC2018/CS-Notes
13 https://github.com/nodejs/node
14 https://github.com/FortAwesome/Font-Awesome
15 https://github.com/angular/angular.js
16 https://github.com/daneden/animate.css
17 https://github.com/mzabriskie/axios
18 https://github.com/golang/go
19 https://github.com/toddmotto/public-apis
20 https://github.com/tensorflow/models
21 https://github.com/laravel/laravel
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Prog. Lang.</th>
<th>#Stars</th>
<th>#MS</th>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>Contr. Rules</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>jquery</td>
<td>JavaScript</td>
<td>51510</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>Library</td>
<td>Yes, well defined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>youtube-dl</td>
<td>Python</td>
<td>50264</td>
<td>1381</td>
<td>Tool</td>
<td>Yes, but not clear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>TypeScript</td>
<td>TypeScript</td>
<td>48760</td>
<td>7616</td>
<td>Prog. Lang.</td>
<td>Yes, well defined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>webpack</td>
<td>JavaScript</td>
<td>48729</td>
<td>2269</td>
<td>Tool</td>
<td>Yes, but not clear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>atom</td>
<td>JavaScript</td>
<td>48675</td>
<td>4336</td>
<td>Tool</td>
<td>Yes, well defined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>redux</td>
<td>JavaScript</td>
<td>48489</td>
<td>675</td>
<td>Tool</td>
<td>Yes, well defined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>angular</td>
<td>TypeScript</td>
<td>47939</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>Framework</td>
<td>Yes, well defined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>java-design-patterns</td>
<td>Java</td>
<td>47481</td>
<td>393</td>
<td>Library</td>
<td>Yes, well defined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>material-ui</td>
<td>JavaScript</td>
<td>46700</td>
<td>2115</td>
<td>Tool</td>
<td>Yes, well defined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>socket.io</td>
<td>JavaScript</td>
<td>46218</td>
<td>342</td>
<td>Framework</td>
<td>Yes, but not clear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>ant-design</td>
<td>TypeScript</td>
<td>46194</td>
<td>2108</td>
<td>Prog. Lang.</td>
<td>Yes, well defined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>reveal.js</td>
<td>JavaScript</td>
<td>46084</td>
<td>447</td>
<td>Framework</td>
<td>Yes, but not clear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>Semantic-UI</td>
<td>JavaScript</td>
<td>45344</td>
<td>658</td>
<td>Framework</td>
<td>Yes, but not clear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>30-seconds-of-code</td>
<td>JavaScript</td>
<td>44247</td>
<td>1579</td>
<td>Learning</td>
<td>Yes, well defined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>flask</td>
<td>Python</td>
<td>43923</td>
<td>874</td>
<td>Framework</td>
<td>Yes, well defined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>express</td>
<td>JavaScript</td>
<td>43723</td>
<td>523</td>
<td>Framework</td>
<td>Yes, but not clear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>thefuck</td>
<td>Python</td>
<td>43601</td>
<td>359</td>
<td>Tool</td>
<td>Yes, but not clear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>awesome-go</td>
<td>Go</td>
<td>43581</td>
<td>928</td>
<td>Learning</td>
<td>Yes, but not clear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>Chart.js</td>
<td>JavaScript</td>
<td>43322</td>
<td>602</td>
<td>Tool</td>
<td>Yes, but not clear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>html5-boilerplate</td>
<td>JavaScript</td>
<td>42755</td>
<td>214</td>
<td>Library</td>
<td>Yes, well defined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>lantern</td>
<td>Go</td>
<td>41818</td>
<td>2717</td>
<td>Tool</td>
<td>No rules</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


22 https://github.com/jquery/jquery
23 https://github.com/rg3/youtube-dl
24 https://github.com/microsoft/TypeScript
25 https://github.com/webpack/webpack
26 https://github.com/atom/atom
27 https://github.com/reactjs/redux
28 https://github.com/angular/angular
29 https://github.com/iluwatar/java-design-patterns
30 https://github.com/callemall/material-ui
31 https://github.com/socketio/socket.io
32 https://github.com/ant-design/ant-design
33 https://github.com/hakimel/reveal.js
34 https://github.com/Semantic-Org/Semantic-UI
35 https://github.com/30-seconds/30-seconds-of-code
36 https://github.com/pallets/flask
37 https://github.com/expressjs/express
38 https://github.com/nvbn/thefuck
39 https://github.com/avelino/awesome-go
40 https://github.com/chartjs/Chart.js
41 https://github.com/h5bp/html5-boilerplate
42 https://github.com/getlantern/lantern
Table B.3: Subject Projects for Empirical Studies (Part 3)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Prog. Lang</th>
<th>#Stars</th>
<th>#MS</th>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>Contr. Rules</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>django</td>
<td>Python</td>
<td>41,460</td>
<td>656</td>
<td>Framework</td>
<td>Yes, well defined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>httpie</td>
<td>Python</td>
<td>41082</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>Tool</td>
<td>Yes, well defined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>moment</td>
<td>JavaScript</td>
<td>41,071</td>
<td>964</td>
<td>Library</td>
<td>Yes, but not defined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>meteor</td>
<td>JavaScript</td>
<td>41,041</td>
<td>2222</td>
<td>Tool</td>
<td>Yes, well defined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>keras</td>
<td>Python</td>
<td>41,022</td>
<td>763</td>
<td>Tool</td>
<td>Yes, but not clear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>json-server</td>
<td>JavaScript</td>
<td>40,013</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>Learning</td>
<td>No rules</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>awesome-machine-learning</td>
<td>Python</td>
<td>39,700</td>
<td>555</td>
<td>Learning</td>
<td>No rules</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>lodash</td>
<td>JavaScript</td>
<td>39,043</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>Library</td>
<td>Yes, well defined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td>RxJava</td>
<td>Java</td>
<td>38,51</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>Library</td>
<td>Yes, but not clear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>requests</td>
<td>Python</td>
<td>38,528</td>
<td>1494</td>
<td>Learning</td>
<td>Yes, well defined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53</td>
<td>netdata</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>38,034</td>
<td>1,617</td>
<td>Tool</td>
<td>Yes, well defined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>Python</td>
<td>Python</td>
<td>37,965</td>
<td>317</td>
<td>Learning</td>
<td>Yes, well defined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>ionic</td>
<td>TypeScript</td>
<td>37,911</td>
<td>923</td>
<td>Framework</td>
<td>Yes, well defined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>markdown-here</td>
<td>JavaScript</td>
<td>37,750</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>Tool</td>
<td>No rules</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57</td>
<td>jekyll</td>
<td>Ruby</td>
<td>37,609</td>
<td>206</td>
<td>Tool</td>
<td>Yes, well defined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58</td>
<td>storybook</td>
<td>JavaScript</td>
<td>37,574</td>
<td>6137</td>
<td>Tool</td>
<td>Yes, well defined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59</td>
<td>element</td>
<td>Vue</td>
<td>37,476</td>
<td>614</td>
<td>Tool</td>
<td>Yes, well defined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>next.js</td>
<td>JavaScript</td>
<td>37,217</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>Framework</td>
<td>Yes, but not clear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61</td>
<td>ansible</td>
<td>Python</td>
<td>37,035</td>
<td>5609</td>
<td>Tool</td>
<td>Yes, well defined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62</td>
<td>redis</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>36,307</td>
<td>1,094</td>
<td>Tool</td>
<td>Yes, but not clear</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Prog. Lang.* stands for programming language.

*Contr. Rules* stands for contribution rules

43 https://github.com/django/django
44 https://github.com/jakubroztocil/httpie
45 https://github.com/moment/moment
46 https://github.com/meteor/meteor
47 https://github.com/keras-team/keras
48 https://github.com/typicode/json-server
49 https://github.com/josephmisiti/awesome-machine-learning
50 https://github.com/TheAlgorithms/Python
51 https://github.com/ReactiveX/RxJava
52 https://github.com/requests/requests
53 https://github.com/netdata/netdata
54 https://github.com/TheAlgorithms/Python
55 https://github.com/ionic-team/ionic
56 https://github.com/adam-p/markdown-here
57 https://github.com/jekyll/jekyll
58 https://github.com/storybooks/storybook
59 https://github.com/ElemeFE/element
60 https://github.com/zeit/next.js
61 https://github.com/ansible/ansible
62 https://github.com/antirez/redis
Table B.4: Subject Projects for Empirical Studies (Part 4)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Prog. Lang</th>
<th>#Stars</th>
<th>#MS</th>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>Contr. Rules</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>63</td>
<td>react-router</td>
<td>JavaScript</td>
<td>36151</td>
<td>617</td>
<td>Tool</td>
<td>Yes, but not clear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>rust</td>
<td>Rust</td>
<td>36029</td>
<td>26421</td>
<td>Prog. Lang.</td>
<td>Yes, but not clear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>materialize</td>
<td>JavaScript</td>
<td>35695</td>
<td>746</td>
<td>Framework</td>
<td>Yes, well defined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66</td>
<td>yarn</td>
<td>JavaScript</td>
<td>35695</td>
<td>207</td>
<td>Tool</td>
<td>Yes, well defined</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Prog. Lang.* stands for programming language. *Contr. Rules* stands for contribution rules

Table B.5: Projects in the Initial Selection, but Excluded (Part 1)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Programming Language</th>
<th>#Stars</th>
<th>Exclusion Filter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>67</td>
<td>freeCodeCamp</td>
<td>JavaScript</td>
<td>302551</td>
<td>(4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68</td>
<td>tensorflow</td>
<td>C++</td>
<td>127312</td>
<td>(3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69</td>
<td>free-programming-books</td>
<td>No language</td>
<td>122687</td>
<td>(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>awesome</td>
<td>No language</td>
<td>108144</td>
<td>(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71</td>
<td>You-Dont-Know-JS</td>
<td>No language</td>
<td>101509</td>
<td>(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72</td>
<td>javascript</td>
<td>JavaScript</td>
<td>84845</td>
<td>(4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73</td>
<td>gitignore</td>
<td>No language</td>
<td>83537</td>
<td>(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74</td>
<td>developer-roadmap</td>
<td>No language</td>
<td>80910</td>
<td>(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>coding-interview-university</td>
<td>No language</td>
<td>77388</td>
<td>(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76</td>
<td>linux</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>74733</td>
<td>(3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77</td>
<td>flutter</td>
<td>Dart</td>
<td>62213</td>
<td>(4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### b.2 Excluded Projects

In Tables B.5, B.6, and B.7, we show the list of projects that were initially selected by the number of stars criteria, but were later excluded by one of our filters. GitHub projects were excluded from our analyses due to four reasons:

- [React Training](https://github.com/ReactTraining/react-router)
- [Rust](https://github.com/rust-lang/rust)
- [Materialize](https://github.com/Dogfalo/materialize)
- [Yarn](https://github.com/yarnpkg/yarn)
- [Free Code Camp](https://github.com/freeCodeCamp/freeCodeCamp)
- [TensorFlow](https://github.com/tensorflow/tensorflow)
- [Free Programming Books](https://github.com/EbookFoundation/free-programming-books)
- [Sindre Sorhus](https://github.com/sindresorhus/awesome)
- [You Don’t Know JS](https://github.com/getify/You-Dont-Know-JS)
- [Airbnb JavaScript](https://github.com/airbnb/javascript)
- [Awesome JavaScript](https://github.com/kamranahmedse/developer-roadmap)
- [Coding Interview University](https://github.com/jwasham/coding-interview-university)
- [Linux](https://github.com/torvalds/linux)
- [Flutter](https://github.com/flutter/flutter)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Prog. Lang.</th>
<th>#Stars</th>
<th>Excl. Filter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>78</td>
<td>system-design-primer78</td>
<td>Python</td>
<td>62818</td>
<td>(4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79</td>
<td>moby79</td>
<td>Go</td>
<td>53239</td>
<td>(3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>kubernetes80</td>
<td>Go</td>
<td>52454</td>
<td>(3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81</td>
<td>three.js81</td>
<td>JavaScript</td>
<td>51325</td>
<td>(3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82</td>
<td>programming-books-zh_CN82</td>
<td>No language</td>
<td>49712</td>
<td>(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83</td>
<td>puppeteer83</td>
<td>JavaScript</td>
<td>48965</td>
<td>(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84</td>
<td>javascript-algorithms84</td>
<td>JavaScript</td>
<td>48676</td>
<td>(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
<td>swift85</td>
<td>C++</td>
<td>47677</td>
<td>(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>86</td>
<td>awesome-vue86</td>
<td>No language</td>
<td>45190</td>
<td>(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87</td>
<td>build-your-own-x87</td>
<td>No Language</td>
<td>44566</td>
<td>(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88</td>
<td>rails88</td>
<td>Ruby</td>
<td>43032</td>
<td>(3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>89</td>
<td>elasticsearch89</td>
<td>Java</td>
<td>40905</td>
<td>(3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>computer-science90</td>
<td>No language</td>
<td>40679</td>
<td>(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91</td>
<td>resume.github.com91</td>
<td>JavaScript</td>
<td>40644</td>
<td>(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92</td>
<td>Front-end-Developer-Interview-Questions92</td>
<td>HTML</td>
<td>40626</td>
<td>(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>93</td>
<td>the-art-of-command-line93</td>
<td>No language</td>
<td>40439</td>
<td>(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>94</td>
<td>JavaGuide94</td>
<td>Java</td>
<td>39125</td>
<td>(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95</td>
<td>bitcoin95</td>
<td>C++</td>
<td>38234</td>
<td>(3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96</td>
<td>material-design-icons96</td>
<td>CSS</td>
<td>37905</td>
<td>(4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>97</td>
<td>spring-boot97</td>
<td>Java</td>
<td>37697</td>
<td>(3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98</td>
<td>every-programmer-should-know98</td>
<td>No language</td>
<td>37474</td>
<td>(1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


78 https://github.com/donnemartin/system-design-primer
79 https://github.com/moby/moby
80 https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes
81 https://github.com/mrdoob/three.js
82 https://github.com/justjavac/free-programming-books-zh_CN
83 https://github.com/GoogleChrome/puppeteer
84 https://github.com/trekhleb/javascript-algorithms
85 https://github.com/apple/swift
86 https://github.com/vuejs/awesome-vue
87 https://github.com/danistefanovic/build-your-own-x
88 https://github.com/rails/rails
89 https://github.com/elasticsearch
90 https://github.com/ossu/computer-science
91 https://github.com/resume/resume.github.com
92 https://github.com/h5bp/Front-end-Developer-Interview-Questions
93 https://github.com/jlevy/the-art-of-command-line
94 https://github.com/snailclimb/JavaGuide
95 https://github.com/bitcoin/bitcoin
96 https://github.com/google/material-design-icons
97 https://github.com/spring-projects/spring-boot
98 https://github.com/mtdvio/every-programmer-should-know
B.2 Excluded Projects

### Table B.7: Projects in the Initial Selection, but Excluded (Part 3)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Prog. Lang.</th>
<th>#Stars</th>
<th>Excl. Filter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>99</td>
<td>shadowsocks-windows⁹⁹</td>
<td>C#</td>
<td>36972</td>
<td>(4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>node-v0.x-archive¹⁰⁰</td>
<td>No language</td>
<td>35512</td>
<td>(2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Prog. Lang. stands for programming language. Excl. Filter stands for exclusion filter.*

1. Projects that do not have a classified programming language as the main file extension since we are interested in programming language projects;

2. Projects with less than two commits per month in the last six months, since we are interested in active community projects on GitHub;

3. Projects in which it was not possible to reconstruct at least 50% of the merge scenarios, since we are interested in projects that use the three-way merge pattern in the majority of integrations; and,

4. Balancing the programming language of projects consists of excluding less popular JavaScript projects until they are not the majority of subject projects.

In Figure 6.2 (shown in Chapter 6), we can visually see how many projects were excluded by each filter. For short, we found 15 projects that were not classified as programming language projects, 4 that were not active at the moment of our analyses, 9 that we were not possible to reconstruct at least 50% of the identified merge commits, and 6 that did not have merge conflicts at the moment of our analyses.

One interesting finding we can mention related to the excluded projects is that developers and students are using GitHub to host books or other materials to study programming supporting road-maps to grow fast in the career or to pass in code interviews.

---

⁹⁹ [https://github.com/shadowsocks/shadowsocks-windows](https://github.com/shadowsocks/shadowsocks-windows)

¹⁰⁰ [https://github.com/nodejs/node-v0.x-archive](https://github.com/nodejs/node-v0.x-archive)
Appendix

In this appendix, we present complementary material of our second empirical study presented in Chapter 4. Hence, the appendix is organised as follows. In Section C.1, we present the balancing techniques used in the study. In Section C.2, we briefly describe the machine learning classifiers used in the study. Finally, in Section C.3, we present the complete results for the predictions of our study.

C.1 Balancing Techniques Description

Below, we briefly describe the seven balancing techniques of our study:

**Under-sampling** balances the dataset by randomly reducing the size of the majority class until it has the size of the minority class.

**Over-sampling** balances the dataset by randomly increasing the size of the minority class until it has the size of the majority class.

**Both-sampling** is a mix of under- and over-sampling. It randomly reduces the majority class and increases the minority class until the sample has a size of around the initial majority plus the minority class divided by two.

**SMOTE** synthesises elements for the minority class in the vicinity of already existing elements, similar to over-sampling [62].

**Borderline Synthetic Minority Oversampling Technique (BS)** is a variant of the original SMOTE algorithm; however, in BS, samples will be detected and used to generate new synthetic samples [129].

**Support Vector Machine SMOTE (SVMS)** is a variant of the SMOTE algorithm that uses an SVM algorithm to detect samples for generating new synthetic samples [215].

**Adasyn (Adaptive Synthetic)** is an algorithm that generates synthetic data. Its greatest advantages are not copying the same minority data and generating more data for “harder to learn” examples. Adasyn is similar to SMOTE, but it generates different samples depending on a local distribution estimation of the oversampled class.

C.2 Machine Learning Classifiers Description

We provide a brief description of the three used machine learning techniques as follows:

**Decision tree** is a non-parametric supervised algorithm that learns from simple decision rules inferred from the data features.
**Random forest** is an ensemble learning method for classification that operates by constructing a multitude of decision trees at training time. **KNN algorithm** is a non-parametric supervised learning method. The input consists of the k closest training examples in a data set.

### C.3 Predictions

In this Section, we present the predictions for each investigated machine learning classifier (i.e., decision tree, random forest, and KNN) considering the greatest recall values obtained when tuning our models. In Tables C.1 and C.2, we present the prediction performance for the decision tree classifier. In Tables C.3 and C.4, we present the prediction performance for random forest classifier. In Tables C.5 and C.6, we present the prediction performance for KNN classifiers. We present two tables per machine learning classifier given space constraints and to better visualise it.

All these tables mentioned above follow the same structure. In the **Model** column, we describe each model considered in our study. The three options are: (i) the social model which is built using only social measures; (ii) the technical model which is built using only technical measures; and, (iii) both which stands for the model built using social and technical measures. In the **Bal.** column, we describe the balancing technique used to balance the data used in our predictions. The balance technique list and description can be found in Section C.1. In the **C** column, we show the results for safe-scenarios which are represented by “0” and conflicting scenarios which are represented by “1”. In the **Ac.**, **P**, **R**, **F1**, and **AUC** columns we present the performance measures, as we did in Section 4.4.3 when answering the research questions of Chapter 4. Finally, in the **Hyper Parameter** column we presented the hyper parameters and their values to achieve the performance. As mentioned, in this Section, we present only the best performance for each subject machine learning classifier for a given model, balancing technique, and hyper parameters. The complete list of our predictions can be found in our supplementary Website [297].
Table C.1: Decision Tree Predictions (Part 1)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Bal.</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>Ac.</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>F1</th>
<th>AUC</th>
<th>Hyper Parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>social</td>
<td>Under</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>max_depth: 10, max_feature: sqrt, min_samples_leaf: 10, min_samples_split: 10, criterion: entropy, splitter: random</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>social</td>
<td>Under</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>max_depth: 10, max_feature: sqrt, min_samples_leaf: 10, min_samples_split: 10, criterion: entropy, splitter: random</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>social</td>
<td>Over</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>max_depth: 10, max_feature: auto, min_samples_leaf: 10, min_samples_split: 3, criterion: entropy, splitter: random</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>social</td>
<td>Over</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>max_depth: 10, max_feature: auto, min_samples_leaf: 10, min_samples_split: 3, criterion: entropy, splitter: random</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>social</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>max_depth: 10, max_feature: auto, min_samples_leaf: 2, min_samples_split: 10, criterion: entropy, splitter: best</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>social</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>max_depth: 10, max_feature: auto, min_samples_leaf: 2, min_samples_split: 10, criterion: entropy, splitter: best</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>social</td>
<td>SMOTE</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>max_depth: 10, max_feature: sqrt, min_samples_leaf: 1, min_samples_split: 10, criterion: entropy, splitter: random</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>social</td>
<td>SMOTE</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>max_depth: 10, max_feature: sqrt, min_samples_leaf: 1, min_samples_split: 10, criterion: entropy, splitter: random</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>social</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>max_depth: 10, max_feature: sqrt, min_samples_leaf: 10, min_samples_split: 5, criterion: gini, splitter: random</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>social</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>max_depth: 10, max_feature: sqrt, min_samples_leaf: 10, min_samples_split: 5, criterion: gini, splitter: random</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>social</td>
<td>SVMS</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>max_depth: 10, max_feature: auto, min_samples_leaf: 10, min_samples_split: 2, criterion: entropy, splitter: random</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>social</td>
<td>SVMS</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>max_depth: 10, max_feature: auto, min_samples_leaf: 10, min_samples_split: 2, criterion: entropy, splitter: random</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>social</td>
<td>Adasyn</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>max_depth: 10, max_feature: log2, min_samples_leaf: 10, min_samples_split: 2, criterion: entropy, splitter: random</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>social</td>
<td>Adasyn</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>max_depth: 10, max_feature: log2, min_samples_leaf: 10, min_samples_split: 2, criterion: entropy, splitter: random</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tech</td>
<td>Under</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>max_depth: 10, max_feature: log2, min_samples_leaf: 3, min_samples_split: 5, criterion: entropy, splitter: random</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tech</td>
<td>Under</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>max_depth: 10, max_feature: log2, min_samples_leaf: 3, min_samples_split: 5, criterion: entropy, splitter: random</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tech</td>
<td>Over</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>max_depth: 10, max_feature: auto, min_samples_leaf: 5, min_samples_split: 5, criterion: entropy, splitter: random</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tech</td>
<td>Over</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>max_depth: 10, max_feature: auto, min_samples_leaf: 5, min_samples_split: 5, criterion: entropy, splitter: random</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tech</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>max_depth: 10, max_feature: log2, min_samples_leaf: 10, min_samples_split: 3, criterion: entropy, splitter: random</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tech</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>max_depth: 10, max_feature: log2, min_samples_leaf: 10, min_samples_split: 3, criterion: entropy, splitter: random</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tech</td>
<td>SMOTE</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>max_depth: 10, max_feature: auto, min_samples_leaf: 1, min_samples_split: 2, criterion: entropy, splitter: random</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tech</td>
<td>SMOTE</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>max_depth: 10, max_feature: auto, min_samples_leaf: 1, min_samples_split: 2, criterion: entropy, splitter: random</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tech</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>max_depth: 10, max_feature: auto, min_samples_leaf: 2, min_samples_split: 3, criterion: entropy, splitter: random</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tech</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>max_depth: 10, max_feature: auto, min_samples_leaf: 2, min_samples_split: 3, criterion: entropy, splitter: random</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Bal.</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>Ac.</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>F1</th>
<th>AUC</th>
<th>Hyper Parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>tech</td>
<td>SVMS</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>max_depth: 10, max_feature: sqrt, min_samples_leaf: 3, min_samples_split: 5, criterion: entropy, splitter: random</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tech</td>
<td>SVMS</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>max_depth: 10, max_feature: sqrt, min_samples_leaf: 3, min_samples_split: 5, criterion: entropy, splitter: random</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tech</td>
<td>Adasyn</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>max_depth: 10, max_feature: sqrt, min_samples_leaf: 3, min_samples_split: 3, criterion: entropy, splitter: random</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tech</td>
<td>Adasyn</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>max_depth: 10, max_feature: sqrt, min_samples_leaf: 3, min_samples_split: 3, criterion: entropy, splitter: random</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>both</td>
<td>Under</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>max_depth: 10, max_feature: sqrt, min_samples_leaf: 5, min_samples_split: 10, criterion: entropy, splitter: random</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>both</td>
<td>Under</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>max_depth: 10, max_feature: sqrt, min_samples_leaf: 5, min_samples_split: 10, criterion: entropy, splitter: random</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>both</td>
<td>Over</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>max_depth: 10, max_feature: log2, min_samples_leaf: 10, min_samples_split: 2, criterion: entropy, splitter: random</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>both</td>
<td>Over</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>max_depth: 10, max_feature: log2, min_samples_leaf: 10, min_samples_split: 2, criterion: entropy, splitter: random</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>both</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>max_depth: 10, max_feature: sqrt, min_samples_leaf: 5, min_samples_split: 10, criterion: entropy, splitter: random</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>both</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>max_depth: 10, max_feature: sqrt, min_samples_leaf: 5, min_samples_split: 10, criterion: entropy, splitter: random</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>both</td>
<td>SMOTE</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>max_depth: 10, max_feature: log2, min_samples_leaf: 2, min_samples_split: 5, criterion: gini, splitter: random</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>both</td>
<td>SMOTE</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>max_depth: 10, max_feature: log2, min_samples_leaf: 2, min_samples_split: 5, criterion: gini, splitter: random</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>both</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>max_depth: 10, max_feature: auto, min_samples_leaf: 5, min_samples_split: 10, criterion: entropy, splitter: random</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>both</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>max_depth: 10, max_feature: auto, min_samples_leaf: 5, min_samples_split: 10, criterion: entropy, splitter: random</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>both</td>
<td>SVMS</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>max_depth: 10, max_feature: log2, min_samples_leaf: 10, min_samples_split: 5, criterion: entropy, splitter: random</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>both</td>
<td>SVMS</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>max_depth: 10, max_feature: log2, min_samples_leaf: 10, min_samples_split: 5, criterion: entropy, splitter: random</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>both</td>
<td>Adasyn</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>max_depth: 10, max_feature: auto, min_samples_leaf: 1, min_samples_split: 3, criterion: entropy, splitter: random</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>both</td>
<td>Adasyn</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>max_depth: 10, max_feature: auto, min_samples_leaf: 1, min_samples_split: 3, criterion: entropy, splitter: random</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Bal. stands for balancing technique. C stands for whether the sample has merge conflicts or not. Ac. stands for accuracy. P stands for precision. R stands for recall. F1 stands for F1-score.
### Table C.3: Random Forest Predictions (Part 1)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Bal.</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>Ac.</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>F1</th>
<th>AUC</th>
<th>Hyper Parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>social</td>
<td>Under</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>max_depth: 1, max_feature: sqrt, min_samples_leaf: 2, min_ss: 3, estimator: 10, criterion: gini, warm_start: False</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>social</td>
<td>Under</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>max_depth: 1, max_feature: sqrt, min_samples_leaf: 2, min_ss: 3, estimator: 10, criterion: gini, warm_start: False</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>social</td>
<td>Over</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>max_depth: 1, max_feature: auto, min_samples_leaf: 1, min_ss: 10, estimator: 10, criterion: gini, warm_start: False</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>social</td>
<td>Over</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>max_depth: 1, max_feature: auto, min_samples_leaf: 1, min_ss: 10, estimator: 10, criterion: gini, warm_start: True</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>social</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>max_depth: 200, max_feature: sqrt, min_samples_leaf: 10, min_ss: 10, estimator: 10, criterion: entropy, warm_start: False</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>social</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>max_depth: 200, max_feature: sqrt, min_samples_leaf: 10, min_ss: 10, estimator: 10, criterion: entropy, warm_start: False</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>social</td>
<td>SMOTE</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>max_depth: 1, max_feature: auto, min_samples_leaf: 5, min_ss: 2, estimator: 10, criterion: entropy, warm_start: False</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>social</td>
<td>SMOTE</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>max_depth: 1, max_feature: auto, min_samples_leaf: 5, min_ss: 2, estimator: 10, criterion: entropy, warm_start: False</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>social</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>max_depth: 1, max_feature: auto, min_samples_leaf: 1, min_ss: 3, estimator: 10, criterion: gini, warm_start: False</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>social</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>max_depth: 1, max_feature: auto, min_samples_leaf: 1, min_ss: 3, estimator: 10, criterion: gini, warm_start: False</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>social</td>
<td>SVMS</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>max_depth: 1, max_feature: sqrt, min_samples_leaf: 1, min_ss: 3, estimator: 1, criterion: entropy, warm_start: True</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>social</td>
<td>SVMS</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>max_depth: 1, max_feature: sqrt, min_samples_leaf: 1, min_ss: 3, estimator: 1, criterion: entropy, warm_start: True</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>social</td>
<td>Adasyn</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>max_depth: 1, max_feature: sqrt, min_samples_leaf: 3, min_ss: 2, estimator: 10, criterion: gini, warm_start: False</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>social</td>
<td>Adasyn</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>max_depth: 1, max_feature: sqrt, min_samples_leaf: 3, min_ss: 2, estimator: 10, criterion: gini, warm_start: True</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tech</td>
<td>Under</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>max_depth: 50, max_feature: auto, min_samples_leaf: 1, min_ss: 2, estimator: 50, criterion: gini, warm_start: True</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tech</td>
<td>Under</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>max_depth: 50, max_feature: auto, min_samples_leaf: 1, min_ss: 2, estimator: 50, criterion: gini, warm_start: True</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tech</td>
<td>Over</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>max_depth: 10, max_feature: sqrt, min_samples_leaf: 3, min_ss: 3, estimator: 10, criterion: gini, warm_start: True</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tech</td>
<td>Over</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>max_depth: 10, max_feature: sqrt, min_samples_leaf: 3, min_ss: 3, estimator: 10, criterion: gini, warm_start: True</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tech</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>max_depth: 10, max_feature: auto, min_samples_leaf: 1, min_ss: 5, estimator: 50, criterion: entropy, warm_start: False</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tech</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>max_depth: 10, max_feature: auto, min_samples_leaf: 1, min_ss: 5, estimator: 50, criterion: entropy, warm_start: False</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tech</td>
<td>SMOTE</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>max_depth: 10, max_feature: log2, min_samples_leaf: 10, min_ss: 3, estimator: 10, criterion: gini, warm_start: True</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tech</td>
<td>SMOTE</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>max_depth: 10, max_feature: log2, min_samples_leaf: 10, min_ss: 3, estimator: 10, criterion: gini, warm_start: True</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tech</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>max_depth: 10, max_feature: auto, min_samples_leaf: 5, min_ss: 3, estimator: 10, criterion: entropy, warm_start: False</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tech</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>max_depth: 10, max_feature: auto, min_samples_leaf: 5, min_ss: 3, estimator: 10, criterion: entropy, warm_start: False</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Bal. stands for balancing technique. C stands for whether the sample has merge conflicts or not. Ac. stands for accuracy. P stands for precision. R stands for recall. F1 stands for F1-score. min_ss stands for minimum samples split.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Bal.</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>Ac.</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>F1</th>
<th>AUC</th>
<th>Hyper Parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>tech</td>
<td>SVMS</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>max_depth: 1, max_feature: auto, min_samples_leaf: 2, min_ss: 3, estimator: 10, criterion: gini, warm_start: True</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tech</td>
<td>SVMS</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>max_depth: 1, max_feature: auto, min_samples_leaf: 2, min_ss: 3, estimator: 10, criterion: gini, warm_start: True</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tech</td>
<td>Adasyn</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>max_depth: 10, max_feature: log2, min_samples_leaf: 1, min_ss: 3, estimator: 10, criterion: gini, warm_start: True</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tech</td>
<td>Adasyn</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>max_depth: 10, max_feature: log2, min_samples_leaf: 1, min_ss: 3, estimator: 10, criterion: gini, warm_start: True</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>both</td>
<td>Under</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>max_depth: 10, max_feature: auto, min_samples_leaf: 1, min_ss: 2, estimator: 50, criterion: gini, warm_start: False</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>both</td>
<td>Under</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>max_depth: 10, max_feature: auto, min_samples_leaf: 1, min_ss: 2, estimator: 50, criterion: gini, warm_start: False</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>both</td>
<td>Over</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>max_depth: 10, max_feature: auto, min_samples_leaf: 1, min_ss: 2, estimator: 100, criterion: entropy, warm_start: False</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>both</td>
<td>Over</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>max_depth: 10, max_feature: auto, min_samples_leaf: 1, min_ss: 2, estimator: 100, criterion: entropy, warm_start: False</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>both</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>max_depth: 1, max_feature: log2, min_samples_leaf: 2, min_ss: 10, estimator: 10, criterion: entropy, warm_start: False</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>both</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>max_depth: 1, max_feature: log2, min_samples_leaf: 2, min_ss: 10, estimator: 10, criterion: entropy, warm_start: False</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>both</td>
<td>SMOTE</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>max_depth: 1, max_feature: auto, min_samples_leaf: 1, min_ss: 5, estimator: 10, criterion: gini, warm_start: True</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>both</td>
<td>SMOTE</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>max_depth: 1, max_feature: auto, min_samples_leaf: 1, min_ss: 5, estimator: 10, criterion: gini, warm_start: True</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>both</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>max_depth: 1, max_feature: auto, min_samples_leaf: 2, min_ss: 5, estimator: 10, criterion: entropy, warm_start: True</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>both</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>max_depth: 1, max_feature: auto, min_samples_leaf: 2, min_ss: 5, estimator: 10, criterion: entropy, warm_start: True</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>both</td>
<td>SVMS</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>max_depth: 1, max_feature: auto, min_samples_leaf: 1, min_ss: 10, estimator: 10, criterion: gini, warm_start: True</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>both</td>
<td>SVMS</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>max_depth: 1, max_feature: auto, min_samples_leaf: 1, min_ss: 10, estimator: 10, criterion: gini, warm_start: True</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>both</td>
<td>Adasyn</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>max_depth: 1, max_feature: sqrt, min_samples_leaf: 2, min_ss: 5, estimator: 10, criterion: entropy, warm_start: True</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>both</td>
<td>Adasyn</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>max_depth: 1, max_feature: sqrt, min_samples_leaf: 2, min_ss: 5, estimator: 10, criterion: entropy, warm_start: True</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Bal. stands for balancing technique. C stands for whether the sample has merge conflicts or not. Ac. stands for accuracy. P stands for precision. R stands for recall. F1 stands for F1-score. min_ss stands for minimum samples split.
## Table C.5: KNN Predictions (Part 1)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Bal.</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>Ac.</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>F1</th>
<th>AUC</th>
<th>Hyper Parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>social Under</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>n_neighbors: 200, weights: uniform, metrics: minkowski, algorithm: auto</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>social Under</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>n_neighbors: 200, weights: uniform, metrics: minkowski, algorithm: auto</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>social Over</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>n_neighbors: 150, weights: uniform, metrics: minkowski, algorithm: auto</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>social Over</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>n_neighbors: 150, weights: uniform, metrics: minkowski, algorithm: auto</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>social Both</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>n_neighbors: 50, weights: uniform, metrics: manhattan, algorithm: kd_tree</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>social Both</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>n_neighbors: 50, weights: uniform, metrics: manhattan, algorithm: kd_tree</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>social SMOTE</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>n_neighbors: 150, weights: uniform, metrics: manhattan, algorithm: auto</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>social SMOTE</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>n_neighbors: 150, weights: uniform, metrics: manhattan, algorithm: auto</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>social BS</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>n_neighbors: 200, weights: uniform, metrics: manhattan, algorithm: auto</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>social BS</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>n_neighbors: 200, weights: uniform, metrics: manhattan, algorithm: auto</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>social SVMS</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>n_neighbors: 300, weights: uniform, metrics: minkowski, algorithm: ball_tree</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>social SVMS</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>n_neighbors: 300, weights: uniform, metrics: minkowski, algorithm: ball_tree</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>social Adasyn</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>n_neighbors: 200, weights: uniform, metrics: minkowski, algorithm: ball_tree</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>social Adasyn</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>n_neighbors: 200, weights: uniform, metrics: minkowski, algorithm: ball_tree</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tech Under</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>n_neighbors: 20, weights: distance, metrics: manhattan, algorithm: auto</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tech Under</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>n_neighbors: 20, weights: distance, metrics: manhattan, algorithm: auto</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tech Over</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>n_neighbors: 200, weights: distance, metrics: manhattan, algorithm: auto</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tech Over</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>n_neighbors: 200, weights: distance, metrics: manhattan, algorithm: auto</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tech Both</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>n_neighbors: 20, weights: distance, metrics: manhattan, algorithm: auto</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tech Both</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>n_neighbors: 20, weights: distance, metrics: manhattan, algorithm: auto</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tech SMOTE</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>n_neighbors: 200, weights: distance, metrics: manhattan, algorithm: auto</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tech SMOTE</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>n_neighbors: 200, weights: distance, metrics: manhattan, algorithm: auto</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tech BS</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>n_neighbors: 1, weights: distance, metrics: manhattan, algorithm: auto</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tech BS</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>n_neighbors: 1, weights: distance, metrics: manhattan, algorithm: auto</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Bal. stands for balancing technique. C stands for whether the sample has merge conflicts or not. Ac. stands for accuracy. P stands for precision. R stands for recall. F1 stands for F1-score.*
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Bal.</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>Ac.</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>F1</th>
<th>AUC</th>
<th>Hyper Parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>tech</td>
<td>SVMS</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>n_neighbors: 300, weights: distance, metrics: manhattan, algorithm: auto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tech</td>
<td>SVMS</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>n_neighbors: 300, weights: distance, metrics: manhattan, algorithm: auto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tech</td>
<td>Adasyn</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>n_neighbors: 300, weights: distance, metrics: manhattan, algorithm: auto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tech</td>
<td>Adasyn</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>n_neighbors: 300, weights: distance, metrics: manhattan, algorithm: auto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>both</td>
<td>Under</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>n_neighbors: 10, weights: distance, metrics: manhattan, algorithm: ball_tree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>both</td>
<td>Under</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>n_neighbors: 10, weights: distance, metrics: manhattan, algorithm: ball_tree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>both</td>
<td>Over</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>n_neighbors: 150, weights: distance, metrics: manhattan, algorithm: kd_tree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>both</td>
<td>Over</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>n_neighbors: 150, weights: distance, metrics: manhattan, algorithm: kd_tree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>both</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>n_neighbors: 20, weights: distance, metrics: manhattan, algorithm: kd_tree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>both</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>n_neighbors: 20, weights: distance, metrics: manhattan, algorithm: kd_tree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>both</td>
<td>SMOTE</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>n_neighbors: 200, weights: distance, metrics: manhattan, algorithm: auto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>both</td>
<td>SMOTE</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>n_neighbors: 200, weights: distance, metrics: manhattan, algorithm: auto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>both</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>n_neighbors: 150, weights: distance, metrics: manhattan, algorithm: auto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>both</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>n_neighbors: 150, weights: distance, metrics: manhattan, algorithm: auto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>both</td>
<td>SVMS</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>n_neighbors: 150, weights: distance, metrics: manhattan, algorithm: auto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>both</td>
<td>SVMS</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>n_neighbors: 150, weights: distance, metrics: manhattan, algorithm: auto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>both</td>
<td>Adasyn</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>n_neighbors: 300, weights: uniform, metrics: manhattan, algorithm: auto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>both</td>
<td>Adasyn</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>n_neighbors: 300, weights: uniform, metrics: manhattan, algorithm: auto</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Appendix

In this appendix, we present the survey we sent to developers of subject projects. As mentioned in Chapter 6, we followed a learn-and-improve approach, in which we adapt questions based on the participants’ feedback. In Figure D.1, we show a screenshot of our invitation email. To make it more personalised, we substituted the `<developer name>` by the name in the commit of the subject developer. When the developer clicks on the Answer the survey now button, she is redirected to a Google Forms to answer the survey.

In Section D.1, we present the questions from the initial version of our survey. In Section D.2, we present the final version of our survey. It is important to highlight that most of the answers of developers from subject projects came from the second survey.

d.1 Survey Initial Version

The initial version of our survey consists of 6 parts named Introduction, Background, Contribution style, Linking Social and Technical Assets Merge Conflict Resolution, Email information, and Thanks. In the introduction part we explain the context of the research, inform the developer of the estimated time to conclude the survey and inform how the survey is organised. The only question in the introduction part is shown in Table D.1.

In Table D.2, we show the questions related to the background part of the survey. In this part we are interested in getting to know the developer’s background. Hence, we ask for the number of years of experience, sector, position, level of education, and gender.

In Table D.3, we ask questions related to the developer’s contribution style. For instance, n projects that you occasionally contribute to, are you more worried about addressing an issue than on the impact of your changes?

In Tables D.4 and D.5, we show questions related to how developers link social and technical assets. Hence, we would like to know the number of developers in the team, how developers use GitHub events (e.g., issues, pull-requests, labels), how they normally commit their changes, and whether and how often they link GitHub events with commits and vice-versa.

In Table D.6, we show the questions related to patterns and procedures developers follow to resolve merge conflicts. Note that we also ask questions related to the difficulty of resolving merge conflicts to cross-validate the dependent variable used in Chapter 6.

The e-mail information part consists of an open-ended question to the developer optionally leaving her email to receive a copy of our study. We highlight that we will not link your email address to your survey responses, nor will we publish your e-mail address in
Figure D.1: Invitation Email Sent to Developers of Subject Projects

Table D.1: Survey Questions - Initial Version - Introduction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Options</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. We plan to include the results of this survey in a scientific publication. Please select your choice below. Selecting the “Yes” option below indicates that: i) you have read and understood the above information, ii) you voluntarily agree to participate, iii) you agree that your answers can be used for research purposes, and iv) you are at least 18 years old. If you do not wish to participate in the research study, please decline participation by selecting “No”. I consent to participate in this research study</td>
<td>□ Yes  □ No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question</td>
<td>Options</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 2. How many years experience you have in software development? | □ less than one  
□ 1  
□ 2  
□ 3  
□ 4  
□ 5  
□ 8  
□ 10  
□ more than 10 |
| 3. How many years experience you have in software development? | □ Information Technology  
□ Automation  
□ Engineering  
□ Education  
□ Other: __________ |
|                                                                      | □ Software Developer  
□ Software Architect  
□ Web Developer  
□ Software Tester  
□ Android Developer  
□ Manager  
□ Other: __________ |
| 4. What of these roles best fits your current position?                | □ Less than high school  
□ Technical or high school  
□ Bachelor  
□ Master  
□ PhD  
□ Male  
□ Female  
□ Prefer not to say |
Table D.3: Survey Questions - Initial Version - Contribution-Style

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Options</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7. In projects that you are the owner of the repository or among the top three developers in number of contributions, are you more worried about addressing an issue than on the impact of your changes?</td>
<td>strongly agree $\rightarrow$ □ □ □ □ □ $\leftarrow$ strongly disagree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. In projects that you occasionally contribute to, are you more worried about addressing an issue than on the impact of your changes?</td>
<td>strongly agree $\rightarrow$ □ □ □ □ □ $\leftarrow$ strongly disagree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. When you are going to integrate branches do you care more about arising merge conflicts than when others are going to integrate the code?</td>
<td>strongly agree $\rightarrow$ □ □ □ □ □ $\leftarrow$ strongly disagree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Do you agree that it is better to address an issue fast (e.g., one hour) with unnecessary code changes than take more time (e.g., four hours) and change only the necessary code?</td>
<td>strongly agree $\rightarrow$ □ □ □ □ □ $\leftarrow$ strongly disagree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Do you agree that it is better to contribute often to the project and often cause merge conflicts than contribute occasionally and rarely cause merge conflicts?</td>
<td>strongly agree $\rightarrow$ □ □ □ □ □ $\leftarrow$ strongly disagree</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table D.4: Survey Questions - Initial Version - Linking Social and Technical Assets (Part 1)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Options</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>12. How many members compose your team?</strong></td>
<td>□ 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>□ Less than 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>□ 10 - 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>□ 50 - 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>□ more than 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>13. While solving an issue, do you normally refer to this issue in the pull request description or body?</strong></td>
<td>□ Never</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>□ Occasionally</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>□ Normally</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>□ Always</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>□ Other: ______</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>14. Why do you think it is important to link issues with pull requests?</strong></td>
<td>Open-ended question</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>15. When do you ignore the creation of this link among issues and pull requests?</strong></td>
<td>Open-ended question</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>16. Before closing an issue that is solved, do you explicitly describe which pull request solves the problem?</strong></td>
<td>□ Never</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>□ Occasionally</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>□ Normally</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>□ Always</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>□ Other: ______</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>17. Why do you think it is important to explicitly mention the pull request that solves an issue?</strong></td>
<td>Open-ended question</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>18. When do you ignore the creation of an explicit link among the pull request that solves an issue?</strong></td>
<td>Open-ended question</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>19. Do you describe in the body of an issue about similar issues previously addressed?</strong></td>
<td>□ Never</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>□ Occasionally</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>□ Normally</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>□ Always</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>□ Other: ______</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>20. Why do you think it is important to explicitly mention similar or related issues?</strong></td>
<td>Open-ended question</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>21. Do you explicitly refer to the issue you are addressing in the commit message?</strong></td>
<td>□ Never</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>□ Occasionally</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>□ Normally</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>□ Always</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>□ Other: ______</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>22. When do you ignore to explicitly refer to the issue in the commit message?</strong></td>
<td>Open-ended question</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table D.5: Survey Questions - Initial Version - Linking Social and Technical Assets (Part 2)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Options</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>23. In the issue body or description, do you explicitly refer the commit hash related to it?</td>
<td>□ Never □ Occasionally □ Normally □ Always □ Other: ______</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24. When do you ignore to explicitly refer to the commit hash in the issue body?</td>
<td>Open-ended question</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25. Which type of labels do you use?</td>
<td>□ Never □ Occasionally □ Normally □ Always □ Other: ______</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26. Do you assign labels on GitHub?</td>
<td>□ Never □ Occasionally □ Normally □ Always □ Other: ______</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27. When do you think that it is important to link issues (including pull requests) with labels? Please give details when possible.</td>
<td>□ Never □ Occasionally □ Normally □ Always □ Other: ______</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28. Does your project have contribution rules that recommend links between technical (e.g., commits) and social assets (e.g., issues and labels)?</td>
<td>□ No □ Yes, but it is optional □ Yes and it is mandatory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question</td>
<td>Options</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29. Which metrics do you think that can automatically measure the difficulty of resolving a merge conflict?</td>
<td>Open-ended question</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30. Do you agree that time is normally a good metric to measure the difficulty of a task? In other words, the more time someone needs to complete a task, the more difficult the task is.</td>
<td>strongly agree → □ □ □ □ □ □ □</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>← strongly disagree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31. In merge scenarios with conflicts, do you agree that the time between the last commit in the working branch and the merge commit is often used to resolve the conflicts?</td>
<td>strongly agree → □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>← strongly disagree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32. Do you normally merge your changes after finishing to address an issue (e.g., developing a new feature or fixing a bug)</td>
<td>strongly agree → □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>← strongly disagree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33. Do you agree that you often have to look at non-conflicting code to resolve merge conflicts?</td>
<td>strongly agree → □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>← strongly disagree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34. Do you agree that you often have to change non-conflicting code to resolve merge conflicts?</td>
<td>strongly agree → □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>← strongly disagree</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
any which way. Finally, in the thanks part, we thank the developer for participating in our survey and display a figure with the word thanks in several languages.

### d.2 Survey Final Version (Most Answered Version)

The final version of our survey consists of 4 parts (Introduction, Merge Conflict Resolution, and Email information, and Thanks). The background and linking social and technical assets parts from the initial version were excluded. Except from the merge conflict resolution part, the other remaining parts are basically the same. In Table D.7, we present the main questions of the final version of our survey.

The mapping of the answers from the initial version to the final version to the merge conflict resolution part is mapped as follows:

- **Open-ended question:** “Which metrics do you think that can automatically measure the difficulty of resolving a merge conflict?” became “How do you think someone could estimate how hard a merge conflict is?”
- **Close-ended question:** “Do you agree that time is normally a good metric to measure the difficulty of a task? In other words, the more time someone needs to complete a task, the more difficult the task is.” became “The more time it takes to resolve a conflict, the more difficult the conflict.”
- **Close-ended question:** “In merge scenarios with conflicts, do you agree that the time between the last commit in the working branch and the merge commit is often used to resolve the conflicts?” became “I merge my changes right after addressing an issue.”
- **Close-ended question:** “Do you normally merge your changes after finishing to address an issue (e.g., developing a new feature or fixing a bug)” became “I resolve merge conflicts right after they occur.”
- **Close-ended question:** “Do you agree that you often have to look at non-conflicting code to resolve merge conflicts?” became “I look at non-conflicting changes to resolve conflicts.”
- **Close-ended question:** “Do you agree that you often have to change non-conflicting code to resolve merge conflicts and avoid introducing unexpected behaviour to the project.”
- **Open-ended question:** “If you wish, add a commentary about of your experience of dealing with merge conflicts.” was added in the final version.

We are confident that the final version better expresses what we intend to ask for the developers and the survey is much more concise and interesting to hold their attention.
Table D.7: Main Survey Questions - Final Version

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Options</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. How do you think someone could estimate how hard a merge conflict is?</td>
<td>Open-ended question</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. The more time it takes to resolve, the more difficult the conflict.</td>
<td>Nearly always true → □ □ □ □ □ ← Hardly ever true</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. I merge my changes right after addressing an issue.</td>
<td>Nearly always true → □ □ □ □ □ ← Hardly ever true</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. I resolve merge conflicts right after they occur.</td>
<td>Nearly always true → □ □ □ □ □ ← Hardly ever true</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. I look at non-conflicting changes to resolve conflicts.</td>
<td>Nearly always true → □ □ □ □ □ ← Hardly ever true</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. I change non-conflicting code to resolve merge conflicts and avoid introducing unexpected behaviour to the project</td>
<td>Nearly always true → □ □ □ □ □ ← Hardly ever true</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. If you wish, add a commentary about your experience of dealing with merge conflicts.</td>
<td>Open-ended question</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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